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ABSTRACT 

This study considers the travel accounts of Great Britain by Sophie von La Roche 

and Johanna Schopenhauer as disparate representatives of the Geman anglophilia 

prevalent in the latter stages of the long eighteenth century. These women journeyed to 

Britain as products of the burgeoning bourgeois inclination to travel in an age of 

gemgraphical and metaphysical discovery. The circumstances under which they travelled 

and wrote are examined, and particular attention is paid to how they expressed their 

observations of social, political and religious issues. Many men roamed the Continent on 

the "Grand Tour," creating a plethora of books on travel and tourism. Although not 

many women participated in  this organized educational venture, these trips brought them 

out of the domestic realm and broadened their horizons such that these Reisen aiso 

became Bildungsreisen. Thus, travel and writing about interculturd experiences were a 

contribution to a woman* s sel f-representation and. in some cases, self-preservation. 

After the reader is inuoduced to these two women and their works in chapters one 

and two, chapter three compares their accounts to Hester Piozzi's and Ann Radcliffe's 

descriptions of Germany to dernonstrate a transcultural thematic correlation in women's 

mvel writing, and to display the British attitude to Germany. These writers* backgrounds 

mincide with the German women's, ail reflecting the values and perspectives of their 

respective culture's upper middle class. Chapter four then scnitinizes the British 

traveiogues of Karl Philipp Moritz and Iohann Wilhelm von Archenholz, which depart 

from a similar cultuml point as the German women's, and uses them to illustrate the 

varying degrees with which Germans accepted British society as a cultural model. 
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lNTRODUCTION 

Sophie von La Roche (1730- 1807) and Johanna Schopenhauer (1766- 1838) are 

w o  writen of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries who produceci a large corpus 

of writing, both fictional and non-fictional; they are a h ,  however, two writers to whom 

Gemanisn'k has afforded but scmt attention as regards their contribution to mve1 

Iiterature. The present stud y narrows the spotligh t to concentrate on their British 

travelogues. The analysis will compare them to four other travel writers, focusing on the 

years between 1782 and 18 14' in order to contextualize them as women travel writers 

and as participants in the phenomenon of anglophilia. Scholarship has previously 

examined travel accounts of Great Bntain by German men, but investigations into 

women's travel accounts such as these will contnbute to a more complete picture of 

Germany's view of British society. Indeed, the exclamation marks in the title of the 

study, "Reisen, sollte ich reisen! England sehen! " , a quotation frorn Johanna 

Schopenhauer's autobiography Jugendleben und Wanderbilder ( 138), allude to the 

enthusiasm which was felt in Germany for Britain in the late eighteenth century. While 

ail the writers under investigation here enjoyed travelling and wrote of their experiences 

abroad, for women like La Roche and Schopenhauer, travel became a means to be at 

liberty from the domestic sphere, if only temporarily. 

Although previous cnticism has dealt only cursonly with their work in favour of 

more prominent writers of the accepted literary canon, it will be show that these two 

1 have here provideci for the temporal scope of ail six travel writers in this study . 
1782 is the earliest year of travel (Moritz) and 1814 is the last year of the publication of 
a travel account (Schopenhauer). 
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women represent the two ends of the spectrum of German anglophilia. Robson-Scott, in 

his discussion of this eighteenth-century phenornenon, deems the initial phase 

''anglomaniaTW and the later cnticism of it a reaction to the trend. La Roche's and 

Schopenhauer's works evidence a chronologicai development in attitude, but such stark 

temporal delineations as Robson-Scott outlines them may be too extreme. While La 

Roche's 1788 account of her 1786 joumey reflects far more enthusiasm than 

Schopenhauer's 18 13- 18 14 record of her 1803 trip, personai experience and attitude 

affect the traveller's perspective also; therefore, one should avoid applying 

generalizations to individual wri ters. 

Chapten one and two will deal with La Roche and Schopenhauer in their own 

right in order to introduce the reader to two women travel writers with whom he/she may 

not be farniliar and also to provide a bais for the cornparisons which will corne in later 

chapters. Fully aware of the gendered perspective of their own writing, La Roche and 

Schopenhauer both daim to offer a viewpoint which men cannot. True, such 

complementarity mns the risk of falling into the Rousseauian argument that women and 

men have separate and distinct roles in society based solely on their gender (as evidenced 

in his Émile for example), but neither of these women desired to be called a gelehnes 

F r a m m m e r .  Hence, although they deal with topics found in travel accounts written 

by men, the reader is always aware that the perspective and activities are derived from 

a femde setting. 

In chapter three La Roche and Schopenhauer are compareci to the only two British 

women of their generation to publish travelogues on Germany: Hester Lynch Piovi 
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(174 1 - 182 1) and Ann Radcliffe ( 1764- l823).* This section establishes that women mvel 

writers in Gennany and Britain were dealing with similar themes in their works, even 

though the styles nîight Vary. since al1 these women refiect the values and perspectives 

of their respective culture's upper middle class. Although they travelled to Germany and 

wrote of their experiences, it must be stated from the outset that neither of these two 

British writers could be called a german~phile.~ Despite the estimation of many Germans 

that Great Britain could serve as a culiural inodel, the feeling was not mutual on any 

level, political, literary or othenvise; hence, Germany was not usually the travel 

dktination of choice for a Bnton. 

Up to the last quarter of the century, Germany could 
furnish but little mental pablum adapted for consumption in 
England; and when the time had arrived for reciprocating 
the favoun received, a prejudice of long standing against 
the value of German letters blocked the way and could not 
be overcome even by substantial proof. (Seidensticker 180) 

* These two are the only British women I have found who are contemporariu of La 
Roche and Schopenhauer and who travelled to Germany and subsequently published a 
travel account. Mary Shelley falls outside this study's time frarne as she was not born 
until 1797, by which point the other women had already done much of their travelling. 
Her first travelogue, History of u SLt Weeks' Tour. was published in 1817. and Rmbles 
in Ger- and Italy in 1844. 

Bntons' awareness of the German States and farnous German personalities like 
Goethe and Schiller carne with the germanophile enthusiasm of such British intellectuals 
as Samuel Taylor Coleridge (17724834). who studied at Gottingen 1798-1799 and is 
perhaps the most important conduit of German literature and ideas into Great Britain, as 
well as Henry Crabb Robinson (1775-1867) and Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881). It must 
also be stated, however, that Mme de Staël's (1766- 18 17) De 1 'Allemagne (1810) was 
really the first work to introduce the rest of Europe to German letters, panicularly that 
of the Romantics. 
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Although neither Piozzi nor Radcliffe was really prepared for the culture, their 

observations reveal a large element of immediacy, but also prejudice: both speak, for 

example, of the stereutypical 'phlegmatic German." These British women have b e n  

included, therefore. not only to demonstrate transcultural associations vis-à-vis the 

prominent topics for discussion as exhibited in women's travel writing, but also to 

display the British attitude to Germany as expressed by women: for only then may one 

test the accuracy of La Roche's and Schopenhauer's accounts of the British character and 

society and the justification for strong interest in Great Bntain on the pan of so many 

Germans. 

Travel descriptions attempt to profile another culture, but one must always 

rernember that the traveller's perception draws the picture, Le., each 'traveller takes 

ethnic. political and social baggage along on the trip (Brenner, "Erfahrung" 15). 

However, one must also factor in what 1 terrn "gender baggage." rneaning that these 

women travellers bring gender-unique qualities to the travelogue which cannot and should 

not be discounted: "Da Frauen nicht bloB als Mensch, sondem auch als 

Geschlechtswesen reisen , müssen sie beim Reisen stets ihre doppelte Besti mm ung vor 

Augen habenn (Pelz, Entdeckwtg 20). While men travelled as diplomats, lawyers, 

university professors, or doctors. women travelled as women, defined as such by society 

and by themselves. With no profession or forma1 education to fa11 back on, they viewed 

' These attitudes were discussed among many people of both cultures. The opinions 
of those other than the writers under scrutiny here who can substantiate or refute a clah 
made during the course of the discussion will be included to provide a clearer overall 
picture. 



life based on a distinctively female 

values of their respective cultures. 

education, a perspective fostered by the patriarchal 

Travel was gendered in the eighteenth century in that men had the opportunity to 

experience the Grand Tour. This was O riginally the Vergniigungsreise, in tended for 

young aristocrats of European nations to leam the fine art of diplomacy in foreign 

courts,' but, with the bourgeoisie's rise to economic prominence, this mutated into the 

middle-class version. the Billrrngreise, which was designed to complete the education 

of a young man and prepare him for a career. Twentieth-century scholarship has traced 

this development in many different ways. Conrads explores the evolution of the 

Bildungsreise plitically and portray s a bu rgeoning , enlig h tened middle class enjoy ing 

privileges similar to those of the aristocracy (47-48). Maurer, by contrast, sees the 

resultant change culturally: travellers' interests and tastes simply changed from 1700 

(religious, confessional) to 1800 (aesthetic, economic) (Britannien 9). Ogée analyzes this 

changing style of travel in literary terms through an examination of Tobias Smollett 

Travel was not always viewed in such a positive light. In the early eighteenth 
century, the Christian belief that the prodigal son's wicked ways stemmed from his exotic 
joumeys still spawned definite anti-travel sentiments, but as Laermann notes, Voltaire 
changed this perception in his L'Enfant Prodigue (1736) where the cause of his fa11 is a 
result of a lack of moral fibre (57-59). The polar opposite argument at this time saw 
travel as the search for Providence. An early fictional travelogue like Robinron C m ,  
for example, had details selected deliberately to demonstrate a divine plan (Kalb 4 13- 14). 
Strackcontends that the seventeenth century's burgeoning science, which promoted travel 
as the b a i s  of empirical research, was in direct opposition to the Church's view of travel 
as exposing oneself to worldly vices. This scientific trend recognized the travel writer's 
cultural relativization of customs and knowledge, but the Christian world view was not 
to be marginalized: it was revised to absorb this charting of creation as another service 
to the Lord ('FoolsW 2 10-20), and, Adams adds, was used by some philosophers to prove 
the universality of religious beliefs (79-80). 
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(172 1- 177 1) and Laurence Sterne ( 1713- 1768). Here, he denotes the confirmation of 

preconceptions as passive travel, and argues that this was gradually replaced by empirid 

(active) travel, in which the traveller's assessrnent of ethical and politid values cornes 

to the fore (34-35). These preconceptions create prejudice, however, which is a powerful 

element to overcome, and, as is evidenced in the case of both La Roche and 

Schopenhauer, empirically acquired knowledge is often still filtered through these 

prejudgments. Richard Sulivan ( 1752- 1 80616 defined the reasons for travel perhaps most 

succinctly, even without the benefit of this scholarly hindsight: 'Of al1 the active 

employments of civil society, that of travelling seems the most important. The mind, 

restless and eager in its pursuits. pants after novelty" (2). As the present study will show, 

this desire to pursue novelty by travelling clearly crossed the gender boundary in the 

eighteenth century . 

The Grand Tour's specific emphasis on education7 excluded women since no 

value was perceived in a systematic humanities education for them (cf. Trease 19 1-92). 

Sorne critics claim that women participated in the Grand Tour (e.g. Jehle 28); although 

women were not afforded this type of regulated education abroad, their travels could be 

In order to distinguish between those writers/critics of the eighteenth century and 
modern critics, the former will be referred to by their full names. 

' The idealistic view of the average young man's activities while abroad was that he 
would spend time leaming the language and expenencing the social fabric of foreign 
cultures. In reality, the learning experience encompassed more than political or religious 
aspects; often sexuai escapades becarne the young man's main occupation (Hibben 36). 
The recognition of this paradox even in the eighteenth century is demonstrated in the 
debate between the Earl of Shaftesbury (1621-1683) and John Locke (1632-1794) on the 
educational merits of foreign travel in Richard Hurd's (1 720- 1808) work. 
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and often were what 1 term Grund Tour-ish in itinerary and motivation. This act of 

"going abroad" took a wornan out of the narrow domestic sphere and broadened her 

intellectual horizons to add a new dimension to her personality which could never be 

denied her. In this sense, the Grand Tour's definition may be expanded: every Reise 

became a Bildungsreise. Indeed. the 'transgressive impulsesn of which Porter writes, in 

his assemon that travel caters to desires that cannot be fulfilled at home (9). are 

particularly pertinent to women. and as Jehle nghtly contends, whether the intention to 

retum home is necessarily a constitutive elernent of a joumey remains an open question 

(17). Jehle explores this issue in its physical aspect, but in the metaphoric sense, a 

traveller's joumey arguably never cornes full circle to the original starting point. Travel 

and writing of their experiences became a contribution to these women's self- 

representation and, in some cases, self-preservation. 

La Roche and Schopenhauer, though their combined publication history spans 

more than thirty years. both tapped into a lucrative market. At the peak of Continental 

uavel in the final decades of the eighteenth century, which saw Germans and Britons 

aiike touring the Continent and the British Ides, wntten accounts of these joumeys,' as 

well as instructive guide-books for would-be trave~lers,~ abounded. While book 

' The sharp increase in travel literature output created also Reisesammlungen. 
Borner looks at three specific collections to illustrate that the accounts contained in hem 
did not overlap but complemented one another so as to maintain the reader's interest: 
New General Collection of Voyages and Travels ( 1745-47), Histoire géneCruIe des voyages 
(1746-91) and Allgemeine Hisforie der Rrisen zu Wasser und Lande (1747-74). 

These guide-books, or Reisefuhrer (w hose Ii terary value is debatable), designated 
by their authors as " Rathgebern (J.G. Heinzmann), "Handbuchn (J. C. Fick), and 
"Taschenbuch" (J. B. Engelmann, D.G. von Ekendahl), contained advice largely based 
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production doubled between 1770 and 1800. the number of published travelogues 

quintupled (Griep. * Reiseliteratur" 739). Quan tity , however, does not necessarily 

signify quality. Even if these books can be classifiai as literary productions. the number 

may actually be difficult to ascertain, since they were often plundered, with translations 

acasionally being passed off as original works (Blondel 240-41).11 As regards the 

legitimate part of the market. i.e., those books based on the author's own travels, the 

genre in its eighteenth-century form was in large measure mired in superficiality, as 

rnany of the accounts were based on the frivolous observations of those who travelled 

thiough foreign countries quickly and merely had their preconceptions confirmai. The 

prejudgments of Germans joumeying to Great Bntain were founded on a general cultural 

acceptance that Britain was a political and social utopia which stressed the rights and 

freedoms of the individual. Those who stayed in the country longer. however, like 

on the personal expenence of the author and were intended for use by the travellen en 
route. That such books became prolific on the market is a testament to the changing 
nature of travel: these works were not intended, in the main, solely for the wealthy 
young man doing a Bildungsreise with a tutor '-- or, as he was more usually called, bear 
leader -- who was employed as a travelling instructor and cornpanion" (Hibbert 20). Stagl 
outlines in two works the origin and development of these books ("Reisekunst." 
Apodemiken). Bookstores thus became the traveller's most important stopovers because 
the ReisefWlrer available for sale provided so much valuable information en route 
(Bodeker, 'Funktion" 105). 

'O The conhision caused by this quantity is also added to in the various terminology 
used to descnbe wntten travel accounts: Reiseansichten, Reisegemdlde, Reisepanorama, 
Reiseskiuen, Reisebilder (Wül fing , "Travel " 290 n . 44). Moreover, the style of joumey , 
not simply the style of travelogue, also employs a mynad of denotations: Abenteuer-, 
Enrdeckings-, Forschungs- . Biklungs- , Kfinstlerreise (Wu t henow , Bild 10). 

Copyright as we know it today did not exist then, so works were not protected 
from such m isappropriation. 
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Johann Wilhelm von Archenholz ( 1743?- 18 12)" and Gebhard Friedrich August 

Wendeborn (1742- 18 1 1 ) , having become disenchanted with this pro-Britain view, were 

able to see past the ideais and through to the paradoxes of British society.13 

This flood of travel accounts ont0 the book market gave binh to a new creature: 

the amichair travel writedJ Given the social mores of the era, a woman was not 

expected to be anything but an armchair traveller. Reading of travel was considered 

sufficient for a woman's reactive rather than proactive social role: 'On both accounts 

[instruction and entertainment], we would recommend books of Voyages and Travels" 

(James Fordyce 11720- 17961 275). The social impedirnents against women going abroad 

extended beyond the pedagogical to the physical: the conternporary attitude, justified to 

a certain degree on the grounds of persona1 secunty, dictated that a woman not travel 

unaccompanied, a practice denying her the freedom to go wherever and whenever she 

wished. Thus, the profile of the average woman traveller is one who was often older than 

- ... - -. 

'* The date of Archenholz's birth is in dispute, with possible dates listed as 1741, 
1743, 1745. Maurer discusses al1 of these possibilities in depth (Varianten 5 13- 18). Kelly 
lis& it unequivocalIy as 1743 (Viritors 50) as does the Allgemeine Deuîsche Biographie. 

l3  London must be singled out here since it was, in fact, where Archenholz and 
Wendebom both resided. The nation's capital impressed Germans most since it was the 
centre not just for culture, govemment and administration, but also for banking and 
manufacniring (Peitsch 1 32). 

'* Charles Burney (1 726- 1 8 14), in the introduction to his rather one-dimensional 
travelogue about the music scene in foreign lands, cnticizes just such a writer: 
"Travelling for information conceming the transactions of removed countries, was much 
more practised by those of later times, who have found it more convenient to compile 
books at their own fire-side from books which have been compiled before them, than to 
cross seas, mountains and deserts, in foreign countries, to seek for new and authentic 
materials" (v). 
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the young man touring because she was mamed and travelling with her husband or some 

other responsible man. 

Despite such restrictions, women often journeyed the way many young men were 

expected to, taking regular notes along the way. a manner of travelling labelled 'aktivw 

by Dworetzki (121). Although this critic refers here to Schopenhauer specificaily, many 

travel authonties propounded this method as the most efficient for acquinng knowledge 

of a foreign place. Count Leopold Berchtold (1759-1809) includes an entire chapter 

entitled, 'On Committing Observations to Paper," in which he provides the reader with 

such tips as writing always with ink instead of pencil, keeping two joumals in case one 

is lost, writing notes down carefully but conspicuously, lest one be taken for a spy, and 

viewing al1 with a sceptical eye (43-46). The requisite intelligence to synthesize the 

information obtained from such activity and examine it was not an exclusively male 

domain: women travellers were equally as adequate to the task as men. 

The writer's outlook of course inforrns this synthesis, and the motivation for 

travef becomes a major factor in how the travel account ultimately rnanifests itself. 

Heuser has delineated eight motifs in women's literature, and one of these is the fight for 

self-esteem which is underdeveloped in a patriarchal society.15 This struggle lads the 

woman protagonist on a joumey of the self (122). Such a theme may aid in placing 

'* Other motifs, according to Heuser. include: the gender-specific conditions of the 
socialization of women, the grappling with the mainly bourgeois-parental home and its 
noms, the cmmbling or break-up of a marnage, new sexual experiences. the attempt to 
find oneself and the development of alternative life possibilities in relationships, role- 
changing as an outline of utopian possibilities, and neurosis and madness as a continuing 
consequence of forms of refusal against the woman's fixed and limited role (121-22). 
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women's travelogues in the context of women's literature as a whole, where these works 

become a literary manifestation of the continuing spiritual/intellectual journey on which 

a woman develops her sense of self in the wider social scheme. While travel had 

emancipatory qualities for both women and men, a woman had the added strain of either 

remaining in or attempting to escape her traditional roles (Frederiksen "B1ickW 122). Pelz 

points out the bitter irony involved in this newly discovered "freedomW: the more a 

woman travelled. the more expenence. worldly knowledge and geographical farnilianty 

were expected of her; paradoxically, however, she was still under pressure to be a good 

wife and mother. In other words, she was supposai to retum happily to her domestic life 

after the joumey and stay there ("Entdeckerinnen" 177). 

Two caveats should be attached to the preceding comments. Fintly, such a 

joumey of self-exploration is not an entirely fernale experience; men such as Karl Philipp 

Moritz (1756?-1793)16 also find travel psychologically / spiritually therapeutic. 

Secondly, Heuser is writing in a twentieth-century context, and one must be ever vigilant 

not to impose twentieth-century feminist views on eighteenth-century women. Heuser's 

idea is mentioned here only to illustrate that such themes as the metaphysicai joumey and 

women's emancipation in today 's prirnary li terature have a precedent, but these literary 

predecesson may not have seen themselves in this light. Not al1 women travellers were 

like Mary Wollstonecraft ( 1759- 1797) or S idonia Zaunemann ( 17 14- 1740). challenging 

l6 Moritz's date of birth is also disputed. The Oxford Companion lis& it as 1756, the 
Aflgemeine Deursche Biographie and Martini as 1757 and Boulby as 1759. 
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of the women examined in this study. each actually supported 
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and wrote." In the cases 

the patriarchal values of 

her society in her own way, publishing within this social context. A 'female' way of 

perceiving or wnting is therefore not necessarily a unified phenornenon, although 

eventually it may prove to be a unifying one. 

The issue of the public and private spheres will not be used here in the traditional 

feminist revisionist sense of a strictly malelfemale dichotorny on either the sociological 

or literary levels. While hi storian and wornen's studies scholar Landes notes that 

'feminists did not invent the vocabulary of the public and the private" (it is rather the 

vocabulary of political discourse) (Introduction - 2  she outlines the feminist 

appropriation of the terms: 

Far from being a platform for personal fulfilment, in 
feminist wntings the pnvate sphere first figured as a site of 
sexual inequali ty , unremunerateci work, and seething 
discontent. [. . .] Feminism offered women a public 
language for their private despair. Consciousness-raising 
groups and feminist organizations provided women with a 
route out of private isolation and into public activism. In 
the burgeoning field of feminist theory accompanying this 
new phase of activism, the problem of sexual subordination 

l7 Wollstonecraft wrote the feminist treatises 7houghrs on the Uucorion of Duughters 
(1787) and A Vindic~fion of ihc Righis of Worncm (1792). Zaunemann was a pet who 
traveiled between Erfurt and Ilmenau on horseback dressed as a man. She had a highly 
successful career, becoming Poet Laureate of the Universitat Gottingen at twenty-four 
(Guide, n.p.). " Eine dieser Reisen endete fur sie todlich. Zeitgen6ssische Quellen 
berichten, daB sie bei der Überquerung einer Brücke ins Wasser stürzte" (Bnnker- 
Gabler, Dichrennnen 12 1). She was not the first to dress in men's clothes in order to 
travel, however. Pelz, in an attempt to rebuild a continuous female history, points to the 
ancient Greeks, Axiothea and Lasthenia, as Zaunemann 's spiritual predecessors 
("Reiseliteratur" 144). 



came to be linked closely to the division of public and 
private life. (Introduction 1). 

Literary historians have often studied eighteenth-century women writen in this context, 

e.g., Meise's work on women's novels of the eighteenth century or Weigel's study of 

women writen. The latter critic maintains that wornen faced difficulties in writing and 

publishing since this meant entering the public, i.e., male domain (89).18 The most 

recent criticai scholarship sees this public (male) / pnvate (fernale) division as an 

oversimplification of the issue: 'The separation of home from work, insofar as it ever 

occurred. did so unevenly and incompletely" (Andermahr 219), a point which 

particularly applies to al1 the women travel writers here who helped support the family 

by publishing. 

Assertions, therefore. that there was an increasingly sharp 
separation of public and private spheres from the late 
eighteenth century, or that this divide, wherever it occurs, 
is neatly and without remainder a divide between men and 
women, with the effect of removing women from public 
places or from the world of work, rnust now be carefully 
qualified and we need rather tu ask 'how is this distinction 
circulating and with what effect, to create what social 
groupings?' , in any given historical or social context. 
(Andermahr 220) 

Few scholars have dealt with the historical context of eighteenth-century German 

women travel writers. Spiero's study in the early pan of this century noted the equd but 

separate value of their contribution to literature: 

Das Lob fur ein Frauenbuch, es k6nnte auch von einem 
Manne geschrieben sein, ist keins - der hkhste Ruhm 

I R  Further studies of this issue in an eighteenth-century context, which continue the 
discussion in a similar vein, include Clauss; Dawson ('Joumalsw); and Schweitzer. 



eines solchen Werkes muB immer sein, dal3 nur eine ganze 
Frau es erdichtet haben kenne. Denn nicht um 
verschiedenen Wert, nur um verschiedene Art  handelt es 
sich, wie denn alle Frauenkampfe der neueren Zeit nicht 
die Gleichartigkeit, aber die Gleichwertig keit des Weibes 
erwiesen und zur Anerkennung gebracht haben. (1) 

Robson-Scott's 1953 survey of German travellers to England from the Middle Ages to 

the end of the eighteenth century establishes a brief overview of the cultural exchange 

between the two countries. but it unfortunately fails to take wornen's contribution into 

account. Indeed. Sophie von La Roche's Tugebuch einer Reise durch Hoilund und 

England is the only travel account written by a woman of any era mentioned in the 

anaiysis. Schegk's 1997 Lexiknn der Roise- und Ahenreuerliterarur lists authors 

individually (al1 men) and then deals wi th the topic thematicdl y. Within . these themes, 

women travel writers are compressed under the heading " Frauen auf Reisen." This 

article, written by Galle, covers in but a few short pages women travellers from the 

fourth to the twentieth centuries. demonstrating that this lack of recognition of women's 

contribution to travel literature continues to the present day . 

Such marginalization has not always been the result of patriarchal oppression. The 

feminist notion of Fr~~uenkulrur was originally intended as a tool of female 

emp~werment.~~ Nevertheless, much of modem ferninist scholarship, in its attempt to 

reclaim these writers, has used this idea and unfairly rendered them separate every bit 

I9 Ezell notes that reference guides for seventeenth- and eighteenth-century literature 
tend to place women in a separate section, suggesting that women are viewed as a class 
of wnten. Despite this gendenng of literary discourse, however, there is no discussion 
of the existence of a unified female aesihetic (70). 

Nickisch and Blackwell ('Anonym") discuss this concept. 



as much as the patriarchy which they blame." Blackwell claims women did not fit into 

the frame of Classicism / Romanticism, calling the female subcuiture of the time 

'Salonism" ('Anonym" 146), although she does add that many women were part of the 

predominant culture "and often combined the feminine and masculine literary tradition 

in ffesh waysw ("Anonyrnw 147). As will be shown, however, both La Roche and 

Schopenhauer demonstrate not just an adherence to but a support of the patriarchd 

structure despite the 'sustained disapproval or indifference to women's wnting* outlined 

by Turner (1). 

Feminist scholarship of the last twenty years, in analyzing eigh teenth-century 

women wnters, would appear to have evolved from a stark 'woman vs. patriarchyw 

contrast, both in the examination of the primary liierature and of the modem literary 

academy, e.g., Risse-Stumbries (1980), to an aversion to such oversimplification. e.g., 

Bohls (1995).= In her study. W m  Truvcl Wriren and the Language of ~estherics, 

1716-1818, Bohls States that she has 'deliberately put together a selection of writers that 

*' Joeres points out the confusing nature of the multiple methodologies in feminist 
scholarship. The pessimists, she claims, see nothing but the repression w hich hindered 
women's progress. The optimists admit these limitations but proceed to dernonstrate how 
women asserted themselves within the system. Both schools of thought, says Joeres, use 
the same texts to prove their point (137-38). However, as Landes writes, 'it serves no 
good purpose to exaggerate the differences among ferninists. To do so would only Rsk 
freezing, perhaps 'essentializing' the positions within feminist theory that have generated 
an ongoing conversation about the contours of public and private lifew (Introduction 16). 

" In order to avoid the charge of oversimplification rnyself, 1 must point out that 
even hkrenty yean ago, Bovenschen, if she did not argue with the "woman-venus- 
patriarchyn contrast, at lest side-stepped it in favour of examining the relationship 
between women writers and society's view of the "imaginierten und projizierten 
WeibIichen " (68). 
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will not let us be essentialist about pnder or simplistic about feminism, that refuses to 

authorize easy generalizations about the way women think and write" (I l ) .  

Unfortunately, such an analysis does not signify the demise of the feminist contrastive 

view of women's place in the patriarchal structure. Ohnesorg's 1996 study, which in 332 

pages encompasses women travellers, primarily to the Orient, from the Middle Ages to 

the nineteenth century, sees the history of the travelling woman "als eine Geschichte der 

Verdràngungn (9 1). and she discusses. "inwieweit Frauen diesen AusschluB von Welt-Er- 

Fahrung akzeptieren " (92). 

Feminist criticism has traditionally viewed al1 women as emancipated I 

emancipatory through the act of writing in order to mate a specifically female history. 

In the context of travel wnting. with publications like that of Lady Mary Wortiey 

Montagu (1 689- 1762) ," 'erhiel t das Bild modemer reisender Frauen mehr und mehr 

Kontur* (Pelz, " Entdeckerinnen " 1 77). Now that women 's travelogues are considered 

a serious subject for scholarship, works such as those of La Roche and Schopenhauer 

must be examined not on the basis of why they have been overlooked, but what they c m  

contribute to our knowledge of the literary merits and social statements of their era 

within the social fabric as a whole. 

Some works on women travel writers have gone in the opposite direction, 

erarnining the travelogue not for its contribution io social understanding, but as an 

Pelz refers here specifically to the translation of Montagu's work, which first 
appeared in Germany in 1787. This travel account, however, as the reference in my 
bibliography demonstrates, was also published and read in Eng lish in eighteenth-century 
Germany . 
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independent text to be studied in  sich. For example, Mills' study of nineteenth-century 

English colonial women travel writers, examinai through Foucauldian discourse 

methodology, emphasizes the production and reception of texts. She opposes the 

assumption of the autobiographical methodology of mainstream criticism (36ff): "We will 

never be able to state that we have discovered those [production and reception] 

conditions, but discourse theory enables the reader to account for the many elements 

which exist in a wide range of tex& without recourse to autobiographical reconstructive 

work" (46). Her major criticism of the autobiographical rnethod lies in its inherent 

presupposition that the text can be a faithful representation of the 'self (36n). However, 

if one is dealing with an author who is separated from the reader by centuries, what other 

extant expression of the self remains but that which has k e n  handed down to us in 

writing? As Nussbaum notes, critical methodologies, such as the one Mills employs, 

"wrench the subject from her or his cultural and historical moment under the assumption 

that language is the expressive creation of the autonomous narrator" (xii). Such 

approaches are risky, since this self. she argues, is an 'ensemble of mia l  and political 

relationsn (xii). In the case of these German women travel writers, particularly 

Schopenhauer, such "autobiographical reconstructive workw is still necessary to retrieve 

them before any other methodology could ever be profitable. 

One must be cautious when applying Amencan feminist cnticism such as this to 

a German literary topic because the women's movemeni in these countries is at different 

stages in its evolution (cf. Frederiksen 'Autorin" 85-86). Much more feminist work has 

been done regarding literature of the English-speaking world, especially by Amencan 
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critics; therefore, a statement like that made by Mills, while possibly valid for English 

literary cnticism, has little to do with current Germanisrik, particularly as the situation 

stands in Germany:" 'Deshdb ist es besonden bedauerlich, wie wenig Aufmerksarnkeit 

Globetrotterimen und Forscherinnen bisher bei uns erhalten haben, Dies ist in 

englischsprachigen iàndem gant anders. Dort haben Berichte und Biographien über 

reisende Frauen schon lange ihren festen Platz in der Literaturn (Vorwort, Hmel and 

K6ster 10). Moreover, theoretical analyses of a work of pnmary literature which are 

more concemed with the 'nuts and bolts' of the process of writing run the risk of 

ba&shing the writer and her message to obscurity. 

Mills does, however, rightly reject 'biological determinisrn," Le., if one is bom 

female, one necessarily writes in a female way, and she claims rather that the writing 

style is socially determined (30). Women do not wnte similarly because they are women; 

the perspective is affected noi only by socially pre-determinecl gender roles, but also by 

such factors as individual background and class. As Brandes notes, the eighteenth-century 

woman's role as author, editor and publisher (she discusses particularly Frauenzimmer- 

Journale) must not be underestimated (453) and the sheer volume of writing defies any 

attempt to define a 'femaie' writing style. The question to be asked then is, why have the 

woman's role and contribution as writer been underestimated? 

'' For a discussion of the history and present state of women's studies in Germany, 
see Frevert. 
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Women's travel accounts enjoyed popular success in their own time, in part 

because of their novelty value? The lack of critical acclaim occurred 'because 

authorship was thoroughIy gendered at the time and the same utterance was read 

differently when from a man or a woman author" (Kelly, Women vi). Women were 

Iargely excluded from the canon on both forma1 and thematic grounds: either they dealt 

with issues considered trivial by male reviewers of their own and subsequent times, or 

they treated of mainstream scholarly topics where their comments were deemed 

unimportant due to the  lack of that formal education which society had denied them? 

Not al1 men of the era subscribed to the theory that these works should be wntten in 

academic language; some men writers, eg., Addison and Sterne, joined with women 

writers like Pioni in questioning the validity of a linguistically two-tiered wnting system: 

'Could not the sarne vocabulary be used in both? If novelists could use a colloquial style, 

why not other writers?" (Clifford 345). 

In order to examine funher La Roche's and Schopenhauer's travelogues in 

German travel Iiterature, chapter four wil l consider the Bn tish travel accounts of Karl 

Philipp Moritz and Johann Wilhelm von Archenholz. These works depart from a similar 

cultural point as the two German wornen's. and since coinciding themes appear, the 

Touaillon writes of La Roche. for example: 'So ungewohnlich war damals das 
Reisen von Frauen, daB Sophie in vielen franz6sischen und englischen Stadten die erste 
deu tsche Reisende war" (90). 

26 Jehle notes in her study of wornen travellers that men's view is the universal in any 
discipline, and as such women's view becomes a diversion. Felman contnbutes to this 
discussion also in her work, claiming that as women are educated, i.e., conditioned by 
a patriarchal culture, they have unwittingly been trained to "read literature as men, " Le., 
to identiQ the male protagonist as the universal (5). 
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extent to which parallels may be evinced from the men's and women's travelling and 

writing will be explored. These two German men represent two very different styles, 

although, unlike the two women, they published their travel accounts relatively closely 

together: Moritz in 1783 and Archenholz in 1785. Without the time discrepancy 

witnessed between the works of La Roche and Schopenhauer, the di fferences in 

observation and attitude between the two men will prove not to have ben the result of 

a change in taste over the years, but rather of the amount of time each traveller actually 

spent in Great Britain. 

The blanket term 'anglophilia" is both an attempt to articulate the notion that 

many Germans viewed Great Britain as a socio-political paradise and an explanation for 

the extent to which British culture pervaded German thought throughout the eighteenth 

centuryn Economic and cultural changes signalled a shift in focus for Germany from 

France to Great Britain as the cultural mode1 worthy of imitation and, in the areas of 

literature, philosophy, politics and trade, Britain was admired both as a powerhouse in 

its own right and as a counterpoint to the domination of French culture in Gerrnan~.~' 

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries Britain represented stability in great 

contrat to the German States which were too fractured to be any reai poIiticaI or 

" Histoncally German culture undoubtedly influenced British culture also, but this 
exceeds the scope of this study. 1 examine British wornen travellers to Germany to 
arnplify the thematic associations between the women of the two nations and thus 
demonsuate La Roche's and Schopenhauer's position in the cultural atmosphere of 
eig h teenth-cen tury women ' s travel wri ting . 

28 George Chalmers (1742-1825) notes that, while imports fmm Germany remained 
the same throughout the century, exports doubled (64); this is perhaps an economic 
indicator of a shift in cultural mood. 
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economic power. As Paul and Maurer both note in their studies, Britain's political 

system, Le.. its constitutional monarchy, would not allow the excesses of the French 

Revolution. nor would it evince any hope for a Napoleon-like figure. and was therefore 

the ideal for many a German burgher (Nachwon, Schopenhauer, Reise nach England 

375; AufWlimng 26). 

This pro-British attitude was reinforced with patnotic pride by the Britons 

themselves: '[. . .] and I trust. you will have vatious instances. ere you quit this great 

island, [...] to confirm the character which has so often been given of the English - that 

so to be brave and jealous of their LIBERTY, is natural and hereditary to them" (Samuel 

Jackson Pratt [l749- 18141 1: 18). Thus, the Bntish way of life was synonymous with 

Freiheit in the minds of many Germans, a development which led them to harbour 

anglophile sentiments. But anglophilia was not static; it flowed and ebbed throughout the 

latter half of the century. Indeed. La Roche, a decade before the publication of her 

British travel account, incorporated the idea that England was a mode1 for Germany in 

her novel , Die Geschichre des Früulein von Srernheim ( 177 1). Her idedistic agenda was 

established, therefore, before she went to England. 

The British were well aware of this international appreciation, as for example, 

when William Thomson ( 1746- 18 17) categorically stated in his 1782 travelogue: "Great 

Britain, by her commercial opulence and grandeur, no l e s  than by the excellence of her 

civil constitution, has excited for near a century, the admiration of the world" (v). This, 

of course, could only happen, as MUllenbrock rightly points out, once Britain's own 

political situation had settled down after the succession of the House of Hanover (1714) 



and the suppression of the Jacobite Rebellion ( 17 15- 16) ( 1 18). Think contributes to this 

discussion, though she concentrates more on the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, by 

remarking that English influence on nations like Poland, Russia and Gemany began 

mainly in the area of agriculture (1 17).29 

Anglophilia promoted certain preconceptions and therefore certain expectations 

in the traveller. Stereotypes. like that of the "phlegmatic German" mentioned at the 

beginning, may be one contributing factor to the manner in which a traveller approaches 

the people of a foreign culture; linguistic ability is another. Not knowing the language 

is often a great impediment to the acquisition of knowledge, as was particularly the case 

for eighteenth-century British travellers, who often needed to rely on the translations of 

others rather than their own conversations for information." On the other hand, both 

Schopenhauer and La Roche, as indeed many Germans enthusiastic about British culture, 

29 The gradua1 integration of English culture into Gemany, particularly through 
literary influence, has been outlined in Pnce's early positivistic work. It profiles those 
English authon and schools of thought that had the greatest impact on Germany 
(Influences). Fabian, sornewhat cri tical of the Prices for their marginalization of certain 
areas of literature in their studies (e.g., H~imuniora; Liremure in Gemany), notes that 
the eighteenth century was 'the penod in  which Germany assimilated the contemporary 
literature of England to an extent and with an intensity that has few parallels in the 
relations between the two cultures" (1 19). Since French, not English, was the  preferred 
foreign language, however, many of these works were read either in French or German 
translation, or, as Graeber and Roche detail in their annotated bibliography, in German 
from a French translation. Translating became an industry in itself at this time, a prime 
example of which is the German translation and publishing history of Jonathan Swift's 
(1667-1745) Gulliver's Traveis (see Waither). For an in-depth discussion of the art and 
effects of translation in the eighteenth century, see Friinzel and Purdie. 

Even remarks about the language could at times be addressed through translation: 
'1 have been assured by many who understand the German language well," wntes Sir 
John Moore (1729- 1802). " that it is nervous, copious, most expressive, and capable of 
al1 the graces of poetry" (1: 397). 
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understood English, if only rudimentarily, and were familiar with the literature and 

history before visiting Great Britain. 

Stagl, who studies t h e  preconception issue in travel literature from an 

anthropologid point of view, demonstrates that travel is an investigative method to 

discover one's neighbours because such information is necessary for the secunty of the 

home group (and, as Think demonstrates, for mutual benefit). The traveller enten the 

unfamiliar temtory with prejudgments, without which the new experience could not be 

properly conceptualized. The society from which the  traveller originates must leam to 

evduate the traveller's reports, or else risk having unreliable information about 

neighbounng groups (Curiosiry 4). The notion of personal agenda, Le., the motivation 

discussed earlier, also plays a role in this argument; the individual's reasons for 

travelling raise the question of credibility and one must not discount the idea that the 

writer wishes to portray a certain attitude or advance a particular belief. 

In a non-fictional travel account. one begins to form an idea of the travel writer; 

the reader judges the traveller and author, who may not necessanly be the same as the 

narrator. Ii would go beyond the scope of this dissertation to engage here in a 

narratological survey of these travel books, and it would only further complicate the issue 

to include fictional travel accounis which are the focus of the majority of criticai 

namtological studies in travel literature; however, a question to be considered in each 

case here is the persona the writer adopts and why. Critics have long stmggled with this 

problem of identity. Wortey, for example, speaks of a "cornplex interplay [.. . ] involved 

among author, first-person nanator, and the traveling self who is expenencing the 
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worldw (91). Possin points out that the traveller is either the subject or the object of the 

travel literature, and it has not been considered yet whether the author is identical to the 

narrator or the 'In of the description ( 10 1). He further claims that the differentiation 

between fictional and non-fictional travel literature seems to have been abandoned in 

favour of the new trend of seeing travel not just from a geographical, political or cultural 

perspective, but also as a social exploration, "wobei die Stadt und Industriegebiete als 

sozialer Raum ins Blickfeld der Untersuchung geraten" (107-08). While the search for 

a definition satisfactory to al1 persists. it must be said that recent atternpts at a solution 

have created a sharp division in the scholarship, with critics either focusing on the 

scien tific-historica13' or the literary-aesthetic aspects3* (cf. Hentschel' s 

Eighteenth-century travel descriptions. particularly those under scrutiny here, 

refiect the nature of the BiIdungsrrire in the more broadly defined form alluded to earlier 

in that they al1 have some educational value; however, whik they are meam to inform 

the reader about a foreign culture. they should simultaneously entertain. It may be m e  

of the early pan of the century that the emphasis was on the didactic message (Teuteberg 

73), but as the travel book market became increasingly crowded," and as the subject 

31 See Griep and Jiiger, Unrersitchungen; Griep, Beschreiben; and H a e l  and Koster. 

32 Such works in this area include: Bürgi; Brenner, Gafrungsgeschichre; and Buzard. 

33 This saturation of the book market with travel accounts b m m e  well known in the 
nineteenth century. Anthony Trollope (1815-1882), whose own mother Frances (1780- 
1869) supported the family by writing travel books, incorporates this attitude into his 
1864-65 novel Can You Forgive Her? when the protagonist and his wife do a tour of the 
Continent: '1 am not going to descnbe the Vavasors' Swiss tour. It would not be fair on 
my readers. 'Six Weeks in the Bemese Oberland, by a party of three' would have but 
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to a better informed reading public, the books attempted to 

more and more on literary menu which were becoming 

although these works did not always rise to the occasion. To 

travel and to wnte a successful travel book were, and indeed still are, two completely 

different skills. Yet what would constitute a success at one point in time would not hold 

true for another; some differences exhibited in La Roche's and Schopenhauer's works 

may be attributed to this change in audience expectations. 

Whatever the contemporary readership anticipated or enjoyed. travel accounts 

have always been problematic in the realm of literary studies; in particular non-fictional 

travel writing has long been considered an 'unscharfer Ekgriff (Klein 286) difficult to 

classify as a genre. Ogée defines the travel account as a hybrid form with a "deliberately 

ambiguous* nature, since this construction is a mixture of reality and fiction, of feeling 

and scientific data, of autobiography and narrative (35). Such apparent contradictions 

create difficulties in assessing any travelogue and this is perhaps part of the reason why 

in traditional literary historical criticisrn, as Gnep notes, it has ben qualified as 

"rnindewertig, " and "niveaulos" ("Reiseliteratur" 739). 

Stewart claims that the early attempts to define the genre's boundaries were made 

difficult because of the eighteenth century's lack of a definitive attempt at self-analysis 

- 

very small chance of success in the literary world at present, and I should consider 
myself dishonest if 1 attempted to palm off such matter on the public in the pages of a 
novel. Tt is true that 1 have just retumed from Switzerland, and should find such a course 
of writing very convenient. But 1 dismiss the temptation, strong as it is. Retro age, 
Saranarw (38). 
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(9). This evahation may not be entirely accurate, and other scholars disagree with him. 

From the eighteenth century on, the travelogue, instead of just narrating a series of 

incomprehensible or fantastic facts, became a stronger and clearer form because 

knowledge of the world was now based on reflexion (Wuthenow, Bild 10). Such reflected 

knowledge extended to an awareness of how many written accounts of travel discoveries 

were being generated. so that Georg Friedrich Casimir Schad (1737-1793) published an 

index to keep track of them all. His 1783 work, Litterurcïr der Reisen, demonstrates that 

the study of this new genre was only in its infancy; the iist of travel accounts, mostly in 

Latin, is categorized by continent. The work, though not alphabetized, is an admirable 

attempt at thoroughness: "Bey jedem Buche sollen zuverla0ige Nachrichten, von seinem 

Verfasser, Uebersetzungen , mancherley Ausgaben, und Inhalt, ertheilet werden * (1 5). 

Gottlieb Heinrich Stuck ( 17 16- 1787) produced another index the following year, entitled 

Verzeichnis diterer und neuerer Reisebeschreibungen, with a different design that 

emphasized not only the scientific joumey but also more recent personally experiential 

travel accounts, such as those of Moritz and Montagu. These scholars* works merely 

illustraie an awareness, but no attempt was made to judge the individual works per se. 

This concept of 'reflected knowledge' is connected to the notion of a narratonal persona 

in that the travel writer recognizes that the reader is not only assessing the subject 

material itself, but how the material is presented. Ultimately, any traveller writing about 

another country is attempting to render the foreign culture discemible for hislher 

compatriots, but the traveller must first contemplate it himlherself. 



B<idekerls analysis of the travel account's place in the Auflidnrng dernonstrates 

not only its contribution to social history, but also the exchange of ideas between the 

travel writer and the public ('Diskun" 277-78). Wuthenow further explains that the 

A u r n n g  was an important phase in the development of European travel literature 

because this literary production was incorporated into the development of history, 

geography and ethnology as scholarly disciplines (Zeitalrer 15). In this vein, he links 

Georg e ors ter's^ activity in the area of geographical discovery to that of Johann 

Wolfgang von Goethe's ( 1749- 1832) concem for literature and Alexander von 

Humboldt's (1769-1859) interest in natural history and politics (Zeitulter 122). This 

experience, according to Bersier, was recounted both fictionally and non-fictionally: the 

travelladventure novel rose in popularity sirnultaneously with travel accounts dunng the 

era of geographical exploration. Thus, she asserts, real and fictitious travel discoveries 

are closely linked (293). Pelz investigated a feminist perspective on these ideas in 1993 

with her assertion that the geographical system was traditionally seen in feminine terms 

-- the male subject discovering 'virgin' temtory (Schrifren 45). 

Scholars have in the main examined La Roche and Schopenhauer as writers of 

fiction and as contributors to women's history. To study these two writers here 

Y (1754-1794). An Anglo-German travel writer, Forster was well known for his 
travelogue A Voyage towards rhe South Pole and round the Worid (1777) (Genan trans. 
Johann Reinhold Forsrers Re& wn die Wdf 1778-80). For an excellent discussion of 
Forster as traveller, see Strack "Dimension." Though he did not produce a work on 
Great Bntain hirnself, Forster did bnng his influence to bear on many other travel 
writers. In my study, for example, h e  translated Pioui's travel book into German with 
a Vonvon in 1789, and edited both Wendebom's Beytrdge (1780) and Archenholz's 
Annalen ( 1 790). 
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contributors to the history of travei literature is to enter new temtory. Many of the 

aspects touched u p n  in the first two chapters will k comparecl in chapten three and 

four, creating a 'snowball effect. " Hence, more information will be provided throughout 

the course of the study to illuminate the views of La Roche or Schopenhauer. The 

heterogeneous nature of the study, with its many cultural features, mirrors the equally 

heterogeneous nature of the travelogues. Although the motif of British Freiheit is what 

attxacted so many Germans and underscores al1 the works here whether they be Geman 

or British, the authors discuss as many different social issues as possible to achieve a 

comprehensive view of the socio-cultural manifestations of this freedom. 

This study will undertake the following pattern in each case to make the 

cornparisons and contrasts as clear as possible: Firstly, the background of the publication 

will be given since it is the traveller as wnter which is under scrutiny here. Then the 

motivation to travel and prier knowledge of the foreign country will help to ascertain the 

attitude of the writer upon arrivai. The style of the work is an integral component of each 

analysis, particularly as regards the issue of gender differences. From the discussion on 

style which, dong with background and motivation, aids in understanding the writer's 

adopted namatorid persona and agenda, a section on the writer's social interaction with 

the natives follows to establish the extent to which their observations and reflections are 

still a result of preconceptions or a result of empirically acquired data. Then the section 

which deals with the issues as each writer observed them will ensue in this order: 

fashion, women and their achievements. aesthetic pursuits (Le., theatre and music), 



cuisine, religion, 

demonstrates the 

politics, education and, finally, the class ~ystem.'~ This 

further disintegration of the public and private spheres as 

writers, men and women, deal with these topics. be they considered traditionally 'male' 

or 'fernale' concems. It must be rernembered, however, that since the style and priorities 

differ for each travel writer, the emphasis will Vary from one account to the next. What 

is important in each case is that the writer and his/her account will be viewed in light of 

La Roche and Schopenhauer and their travel descriptions of Great Britain. 

By placing La Roche and Schopenhauer side by side with other travel writen 

active during the same time period, the dissertation's concern for both the gender 

(malelfemale) and cultural (GermanIBritish) aspects of these travel accounts aids in 

contextualizing La Roche and Schopenhauer as Gemun women travel writers. '' The 

observations of the ph ysical surroundings are arguabl y the common denominator of any 

intertextual study of travelogues on a given country; while the writer's perception or style 

35 Tt will become apparent in the body of the text that the reason the class system is 
d d t  with after education and not under the heading of politics is due to the Germans' 
approach to the topic. Each sees the positive relations between the classes in Britain as 
a consequence of the education of the general populace. 

Since none of the works dealt with in this study is well known, the discussion must 
at times be descriptive as well as analytical, with such descriptions serving as 
substantiation or refutation of a specific point. The eighteenth-cenniry orthography of the 
original text will be used here, and so 'sic" will not appear in the quotations. As far as 
geographical and proper names are ccmcemed, they will be referred to in the language 
of the wnter under discussion. Hence, Schopenhauer speaks of the 'Herzogin von 
Braunschweigw and Pioui of the 'Duchess of Brunswick." It should also be noted at this 
juncture that al1 the writers under investigation use the ierms "England" and "Great 
Britain" or "GroBbritannienn interchangeably; unfortunately, so do rnany modem cntics. 
This study refers to 'Great Britain" as the nation and uses 'England" when speaking of 
it in the context of a particular writer's own designation or as an entity distinguishable 
from Scotland or Wales. 



may change, the geography is a constant. 

attitudes these writers take wi th them 
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Social issues are fiuid, ever-changing, and the 

on their travels and later express in their 

travelogues infuse each work with an individual character. In 1779, Sir John ~ o o r c  

outlined the transitory nature of any observation made on a joumey: 'Opinions, as well 

as manners, are continually varying; al1 that an observer can do is to catch them living 

as they rise" ( h i ) .  Teuteberg's assertion that the travelogue's advantage over historÎcal 

records is based upon its direct observation (98) is not entirely correct. As will be seen 

here, the publication could appear anywhere between a few months and a few yûars after 

the journey, and so, if one takes the chronological progression into consideration, these 

works are not simply diaristic observations made during travei; ex posf facfo reflections 

also figure in the development of the final manuscnpts. An allowance must be made, 

therefore, for memory lapse, personal agenda and editorial decisions. 

" A physician in London. he gave up his practice to travel with James George, 
Seventh Duke of Hamilton around the Continent. They retumed to England in 1778, 
1779, and 1781. Moore published two travelogues, one on France, Switzerland and 
Germany (the one of concem to the present study), and one on Italy. Though he  
continued to practise medicine, these two works made his reputation in society. 



CHAPTER ONE: 

SOPHIE VON LA ROCHE 

Sophie von La Roche's Tageblich einer Reise durch Holland und England, 

published in 1788, recounts her joumey through Germany and Holland to England in 

1786. The five-week stay in London is the highlight of the work, and is the focus of this 

study. This tour was the last of her three major trips abroad, the other two being to 

Switzerland in 1784 and France in 1785.' When treated as a unified whole, these 

travelogues demonstrate that La Roche is sornewhat of a cultural charneleon, adapting to 

and writing about her surroundings in a thematically conventional manner. The Swiss 

travelogue emphasizes the appreciation of nature as the author wanders through the Alps. 

The French stresses fashion and politics. but here she manages to combine the two in 

order to be cntical of the French dichotomy between appearance and reality. Such duaiity 

certainly existed in Britain also, but La Roche becomes so enthralled with the notion of 

English liberty that al1 her ideas on the various subjects in the work move in this 

direction. 

Scholars have previously examined the three major travelogues as a thematic unit. 

Worley's feminist study explores La Roche's activities socio-critically through the 

circumstances surrounding the trips. discussing how La Roche rationalized her attempts 

to integrate herself into the patnarchal structures of both travelling and writing. Watt 

Written accounts of these travels were also subsequently produced: Tagebuch einer 
Reise durch die Schweiz (Altenburg : in der Richterschen Buchhandlung, l787), and 
Journal einer Reise durch Frunkreich (Altenburg: in der Richterschen Buchhandlung, 
1783, and these will be interpolated where necessary in the study to substantiate La 
Roche's stylistic and thematic continuity. 



looks at the overall views the wnter expresses in the three works, rather than analyzing 

her reaction to a particular country. Both these analyses stress the author's desire to 

advance female achievements, and conform to the ernancipatory nature of the 

Frauenkul~ur, but in these studies one sees how cntics c m  marginalize women as was 

discussed in the introductory chapter. ' 
Scholars disagree on the identity of the contemporary readership. Langner and 

Nenon are diarnetrically opposed in their views as to whether men were meant to be part 

of La Rochz's audience (Langner 168) or excluded to facilitate an identification with 

other women (Nenon 178). The latter argument would appear the more reasonable on 

two counts. Firstly, on a textual level, her prirnary readenhip is female, given that her 

daughters are the addressees of this series of letters. Secondly, she does not neglect to 

discuss cultural aspects of interest specifically to women, and, by including her 

daughters, she embraces not only her contemporanes, but the younger generation of 

women. However, while La Roche praises women and their accomplishments, be they 

in the public or private domain, the English travelogue in particular deals with a broader 

scope of issues, branching into politics, religion and art. 

Watt maintains that La Roche's central position in her travelogues provides. 

* This marginalization of La Roche has an early twentieth-century precedent in Milch 
(Gropmufer). Dealing with both her fictional and non-fictional works, this critic 
interprets La Roche's biography and creative output mainly in light of her familial 
relationships. Heidenreich examines La Roche's work by placing critical stress on her 
biography. While earlier biographies, such as Assing's and Milch's, study her work 
intensively, Heidenreich argues that they have a tendency to neglect the author herself 
and her place in the Geisresgeschichre of the era (i). Thus, Heidenreich justifies his 
analysis as an "Umweltsbiographie" (v) . 



evidence of the enlightened woman's social role (50). While this may apply to her other 

travelogues, in England La Roche is not the central character, i.e., her expenences are 

not paramount; rather Engiand itself is the primary focus, imbued with ail the virtues 

which she feels the culture has to offer in its geography and its people. Nenon's 

contentions that La Roche's travel books fulfil a pedagogic function, like her novels and 

magazines,) and that La Roche is promoting knowledge and virtue with the help of her 

travel books (188), are only half the story. In fact, in the English travelogue, and as in 

her 1783 essay 'Ueber E~~gelland."~ she is advancing knowledge of Englund and Englirh 

virtue. Even the very title 'Ueber Engelland" proves telling in this regard. for she delves 

into the history of the Angles in this essay and notes that the country's name began as 

'Angelland" ("Engelland" 328); she links the English and the Germans racially and 

culturally, a connection which Johanna Schopenhauer will later go to great lengths to 

refute. La Roche's editorial decision in 1783, however, to use the ambiguous term 

'Engelland," with the root Engel instead of Angel, may present an early indication of her 

anglophilia. 

'Es ist nicht Vorurtheil, sondem gewiB reine Wahrheit in dem Ausspmch: 'DaB 

The idea that her works were educational for the women of her era was noted, and 
indeed reinforced, as far back as 1790 when Samuel Baur wrote: 'Ihre Werke, von dem 
Friiulein von S~ernheirn an, bis zum Pornona, sollten die Iiebsten Gefahrten ihrer 
Schwestem seyn, sollten von ihnen nicht bloB gelesen, sondem studirt werden, wenn sie 
gute Gattinnen, gewissenhafte Mù tter, und schatzenswenhe G roBmütter werden wollten" 
(76-77). 

La Roche opens this essay with her belief in the affinity between the German 
peoples and the English historically, culturally and economically. She deals with each of 
these connections in tum, and also compares England to Ancient Rome in wealth and 
greatness (324). 
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der Britte für das Edle gebohren ist' " (270) .* Wi th these words La Roche shows herself 

to be more than just another German anglophile; as will be demonstrated, she may 

rightly be called an anglomaniac. Craig analyzes La Roche's anglophilia in an 

Enlightenment context. and examines her early exposure to English culture 

biographicalIy . She sums up the author's viewpoin t: "Sophie La Roche's anglophilia is 

no fetish. It is the sustained attitude of an informed intellectual, which has evolved 

through inspiration and experience, to admiration and respect -- a process which is 

reasoned and sympathetic, hence enlightened, hence redeeming" (39). Just how reasoned 

this process actually was, however, is debatable. Her sojoum in London 'auf dem 

seeligen Boden der Freiheit und der weisen Gesetze" (389) was indeed the culmination 

of a Me-long love-affair with England, but La Roche designed the result&t travelogue 

to justify England's reputation as utopia. at times to La Roche's, and the work's, overall 

detriment as she skilfully evades the less praisewonhy aspects of English culture. She 

does not disregard these features. but her neglect of them as she establishes her picture 

of England as utopia compromises at times the reader's willingness to view La Roche, 

though an expenenced writer, as sufficiently critical in this particular case. 

She arguably need not be so cntical given that the travelogue is actually a diary 

addressed to her daughters, Maximiliane Brentano and Louise M6hn,6 and she freely 

This and al1 subsequent references will be to the 1997 reprint of the i788 edition 
of the text. 

La Roche deflects much of the cnticisrn which will be Ievelled at Hester Piozzi for 
her colloquial style (Introduction. Observu~ions and Re/ectionr [1967] ix) by maintainhg 
the illusion that her account is meant only for her daughten. As in the Swiss and French 
travelogues, the English travelogue's audience is a known quanti ty ; hence La Roche does 
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admits in 'Ueber Engelland" 'dao der Vorwurf, welcher mir wegen meiner besonderen 

Liebe fur England gemacht wird, sehr gegriindet ist" (327). She defends this, as Nenon 

points out, by claiming that travel is a reward for fulfilling her materna1 duties (172). 

Indeed, in the French travelogue, she explicitly deflects her daughters' own cnticism and 

justifies her adventures abroad: 

An sich wiire eine Reise nach Paris eine vie1 schicklichere 
Sache fur ein p a r  anige junge Frauen, wie Ihr, als fur 
Eure Mutter, die nach mehrem durchlebten Iahren ruhig in 
ihrer Stube bleiben, und Euch niitzen sollte. Auf einer 
andem Seite hat die Sache das schône Ansehen, dd3 Ihr 
dadurch von der Ausübung Eurer nahem Pflichten nicht 
zerstreut worden, und ich in dem GenuB dieses Vergnügens 
eine Belohnung für treu erfiullte Mutterpflichten erhalten 
habe, und zwar aus der Hand einer edelmüthigen und 
tanlichen Freundin, mit der frohen und gütigen 
Bewilligung Eures Vaten, welchen ich gesund verlasse, 
und in f in f  Wochen wieder LU sehen hoffe. (Fmnkreich 
1 -2) 

In addition to this rationalization of her activities, the moral question of whether 

diaries and correspondence should be considered public domain is not so stringent in this 

case because La Roche published the travelogue in this diaristic style herself. Wodey 

claims that the structure was chosen deliberately so that a woman publishing a book in 

a male-dominated genre would be less criticized since she was ostensibly assuming a 

motherly role (94-95); hence, the critic argues, a travelogue may be considered in part 

private, in part public (95). This was, of course, not the first time La Roche expressed 

her matemal instincts in writing. In her 1771 novel Die Geschichre des Frdulein von 

not feel the need always to acquaint the reader with the background of references to 
people, places or events (cf. Watt SO), a situation which can be frustrating to the modem 
reader. 
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Smheim,  she creaied a phontastische ~ochrer' into whom she could pour al1 her 

energies since her own daughten were away at boarding school in StraBburg. 

Financial need encouraged her to publish travel accounts after her jounieys had 

been completed. Becker-Cantanno incorrectly asserts that money eamed from her writing 

enabled La Roche to travel (Münrligkeir 284; cf. Mielke 1 17); however, the chronology 

of events disproves this. La Roche travelled abroad every time with othen because she 

could not afford it herseKu Although she had enjoyed great success with Sternheim, the 

novel was published more chan fifteen years earlier. Thus, her travel opportunities were 

made possible only by accompanying another woman and, while this eliminated for 

herseif and her cornpanion the problem of travelling alone, it also resvicted La Roche's 

choices regarding "route, length of stay or [. . .] lodgingn (Worley 95). 

The attempt of cntics to address La Roche's method of travelling is interesting 

from a terminological point of view. Two scholars in particular define La Roche's travel 

as "independent" (Nenon 168; Einleitung , Hem 28). Maurer's discussion paradoxically 

includes an explanation of how La Roche joumeyed each time under the auspices of a 

fiend's money (28) and, in the case of the French and English trips, in the Company of 

another woman. One must wonder, therefore, how independent rhis style of travel 

actually was, when someone else paid and determined the itinerary. Petschauer, on the 

' She refers to her character in this way in a letter to Wieland from Warthausen dated 
August 5, 1770 (Hen 1 16). In 179 1 , she discusses Srernheim in her Briefe über 
Mannheim: "Doch wollte ich nun ein papiern Miidchen erziehen, weil ich meine eigene 
nicht mehr hatte" (202). 

She visited friends with her son Franz in Switzerland and accompanied Elise von 
Bethman to France, staying with Bethman's family in Bordeaux (Worley 93). 
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other hmd, in his study of eighteenth-century wornen and the correlation between 

extemal childhood factors and success, presents the more plausible definition of 

independence in this instance as self-reliance (128).9 In the case of her English joumey 

in particular, La Roche did not travel with her husband because he was ailing and couid 

no longer lave home (he would die later that saine year); instead, as she explains in her 

introduction, with her husband's permission she travelled in the Company of her son Car1 

and Frau von Erthal. the sister of the Baron von Hohenfeld, who was going to England 

to recuperate from an illness. The group set fonh in a srnall ship from Helvoetsluys, 

~o l l and '~  and amved in Harwich, England on September 4. The stay in London, 

though a very short one, would prove to be a flurry of sightseeing and social 

engagements. 

Prior to the joumey, however, La Roche's familiarity with the ways of England 

and its people began dunng her years in the Graf Stadion circle when she was newly 

marrieci to Georg La Roche, who had received some education in England (Langner 

Petschauer does not elaborate on his definition of the term 'self-reIiancew other 
than to equate it with "independent." However, his discussion emphasizes the disparity 
between independence for women in the eighteenth and twentieth centuries. He notes that 
'each [of the women in his investigation, including La Roche] remained self-reliant by 
staying with those ideals and skills which they had worked out in the then available 
cultural and social contentw (135). This critic corroborates the idea that these women 
could cope with life's setbacks without resorting to calls for social upheavai. 

'O A town in eastem Holland that was used by eighteenth-century travellers going to 
and coming from Harwich, England. Williams notes other popular routes: 'Calais or 
Boulogne to Dover, Dieppe to Bnghthelmstone, Ritzebüttel to Yarmouth, by sloop from 
Rotterdam to London Bridge (not advisable, however) " (In traduction , Sophie in London 
28). 
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222)." Her head was filleci with ideas of England and its people based on information 

obtained from various sources: other travellen' reports,12 both oral and written, English 

belles-lettres, like the novels of Richardson and Sterne, and English newspapers and 

magazines, such as me irepecru~or.'~ She even calls upon poetry to support her feelings 

about England, with a reference to Thomson'sL4 poem Libeny (1735-1736). His senes 

of poems entitled 'The Seasons" (1726-1730). also had a great influence on her before 

she ever reached England: she even featured them in an article in Pomma. Though this 

writer is only remembered today as an obscure p e t  of the early eighteenth century, for 

~ a - ~ o c h e  he captured in his poetry the essence of England. "Ich liebe Englands Poeten 

aller Zeiten,* she wntes, 'und wünsche, daB in Zukunft ein neuer Thomson wieder das 

Glück genieBe, den Geist und die Tugend brittischer Mhner, S6hne und Tkhter zu 

For a discussion of Sophie's childhood and adulthood education, see Einleitung, 
Herz 7-33. 

'' La Roche sought such information not only pnor to her journey; in fact her interest 
in England began to manifest itself years earlier in her preparatory reading for the part 
of Sternheim which is set in Britain. In a Ietter to Wieland dated July 25, 1770 she 
wntes: "Ich habe die Reise durch England und Schottland gelesen, um t u  erfahren, wo 
ich sie [die Stemheim] am entfemtesten plazieren konnte, und ich werde sie in die 
LeadhilLr verfrachten, wo sie sch6ne Dinge tun wird; ganz strahlend wird sie 
zuriickkehren" (Hen 1 12). The travelogue to which she refers is John Macky 's  (?- 1726) 
work Joumey rhrough Englund und rhrough Scorlund ( 1722- 1723) (Nachwort, Sremheim 
404). 

l3 In Mein Schreibetisch, she painstakingly lists al1 the books (English, German or 
otherwise) she found instructional andlor enjoyable dunng the course of her life. She 
r a d  m e  Spectator ( 17 1 1 - 12, 17 14) several times. she notes, 'und nie ohne Nutzen und 
VergnUgen " (II: 394). 

l4 James Thomson (1700-48) was a poet and "the period's most unembarrassed 
exponent" of " rhetorical patriotism" (Penpin 956). 
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besingen, wie in seinen Jahnzeiten erscheinenw (595).15 As a successful author herself 

and an anglophile, her perspective as an observer inevitably l ads  her to see England 

through the eyes of one of its unabashed proponents. 

The earlier British travelogues by Germans which proved to exert the greatest 

influence on La Roche were those by ~rchenholz'~ and Wendeborn who, in her own 

judgment, " haben von Englands Merkwürdigkeiten so sch5n und so untemchtend 

geschrieben, daB jeder Andre zurückbleiben muB. ohngeachtet gewiB Moriz und ein Hem 

von Wazdorf Vieles fùr sich haben" (247). '' La Roche uses these other travellers' and 

scholars' works not just for substantiation of her own claims, but also for the sake of 

brevity, bearing in mind that she is trading well-wom ground with this genre and this 

nation. It must be remembered, however, that La Roche's anglophilia began, even in 

print. before the first publication of Archenholz's England und ~taiien,'~ and this fact 

l5 La Roche would appear to have confused the content of the two poems. It is true 
that 'The Seasonsw exalts British history and culture, but 'Libertyw displays the virtues 
of various heroes of British history, e.g.. Alfred the Great, Henry V, Elizabeth 1. 

l6 La Roche met Archenholz in Karlsruhe in 1793 en route to Switzerland after the 
death of her son Franz: "Ich traf den beriihmten Hem von Archenholz, bei meinen 
Freunden Treutel, gewiû würde ich mich zu einer andren Zeit gefreut haben, diesen 
Mann einige Stunden zu sehen; aber rnein Herz, welches meinen Kopf allein belebt, war 
durch den Verlust meines Sohns gebeugtn (Linderung I l ) .  

l7 Heinrich Maximilian Friedrich von Watzdorf (dates unavailable) published an 
account of his English travels in a book entitled, Briefe zur Charakreristik von England 
gehdrig, geschrieben uuf einer Reise im Juhrc 1 784 (Leipzig: Dykischen Buchhandlung, 
1786). 

l a  The intertextual intluence of Archenholz's travelogue (1785) on La Roche will be 
used here to support her vanous observations, although he will be deait with in his own 
right in chapter four. References to Engkund icnd Iralien will be to the fint edi tion (1 755) 
in its repnnted form. However, where necessary, the comments and additions from the 



somewhat mitigates the impact of his influence upon her. 

As a writer, she realizes that such intertextuality du> helps her own arguments 

to carry additional UbeneugungskraJ and, as Watt points out, allows her a self- 

contextualization within a long literary tradition (57). La Roche cites, for example, a 

poem by Anna Kanch (4 IO), and uses Lavater's Physiognomische Fragmenre to assess 

Benjamin West as both person and painter (322). Madame du Boccage's travel book on 

England, to which La Roche refen (231), provides evidence of one woman if not 

directly , at least indirectly , encouraging another to travel. La Roche found Boccage's 

work educational as far back as 1770,19 a scenano which lends credence to the notion 

of a spiritual de~cendant.'~ In the introduction to the 1771 edition of the Frenchwoman's 

foreign correspondence, the unnamed editor notes that she 

voyageoit en Philosophe, en Poëte. en femme aimable & en 
bel-esprit, elle accornpagnoit ses récits de sages réflexions, 
mettoit en vers ce qui la frappoit durant sa route, recevoit 

second expanded five-volume edi tion ( 179 1 ) wil l be interpolated throughout the study and 
will be indicated here with the prefix ( 179 1 : ) . 

l9 La Roche had long found this work impressive. In a letter to Iohann Heinnch 
Merck on Febmary 12, 1776, she writes of her first acquaintance with the French writer: 
'Madame du Boccage hat mir mit ihren Briefen delicieuse Stunden gegeben, denn meine 
Buben und ihr Priizeptor, die ich alle drei franztizisch lehre, lesen sie bei mir und 
durchbl5ittem zugleich Montfaucon und Sandrarten. Viele Keirne vorn Nützlichen und 
Empfindsarnen sind daraus in sie gekommen. Mein Franz will, ich sol1 an die Frau 
schreiben und ihr für die Briefe dankenw ( H m  196-97). 

It is tme that this notion of "spintual descendants" is part of the Frauenkrrltur as 
feminists attempt to create a coiitinuous women's history. 1 do not discount this 
phenomenon, but have merely minimized its use in my study. Naturally, eighteenth- 
century women looked to other women as role models, particularly in Iight of such 
clearly delineated social functions. La Roche real ized this need for positive examples and 
attempted to dernonstrate them in her own works, e.g., Pomona. Her desire to create this 
for other women must have stemrned from a need to create it for herself. 



par-tout les hommages de notre sexe, & étoit rque dans 
toutes les Académies. Le Pape, les Cardinaux, le roi 
d'Angleterre, les Princes & les Princesses se firent un 
plaisir de la voir & de lui parler. (n.p.) 

La Roche's activity in London is an effort to emulate just such a style of social 

interaction. Although she does meet with many people of the upper classes, she is not 

received with as high a regard or a familiarity as her travelling predecessor. While this 

situation may be partiy due to the French / German disparity," it may also be La 

Roche's attempt to force a reciprocal enthusiasm, Le., to make the English as 

enthusiastic about her as she is about them. In Madame du Bocage's travelogue, she 

finds validation for the view that such reciproci ty is possible. 

This brand of intellectual preparation provided La Roche's active mind with the 

impetus to make an infonned joumey. Observation has a great role to play in being 

informed and she echoes Count Berchtold's sentiment on travelling actively, asserting 

that such diligence renders a joumey '%Ützlichw (Schweiz 51). La Roche's English 

experiences, however, on1 y serve to con firm her anglophile pre-conceptions. Despite the 

educational experience she expected to receive," she was well-versed in the ways of 

English society and could not wait to encounter it on a more personal level: 'Ich will mir 

" In England, in spite of the Hanoverian monarchy, French culture was prevalent, 
just as it was over much of Europe. Since French literature was therefore more widely 
read, a French writer's life and work, like those of Madame du Bocage, were more 
likely to be known than those of a German. 

It must be noted that while abroad, La Roche is not doing the Grand Tour, in spite 
of the educational value of the travel she recounts in the work. Indeed, she has a very 
low opinion of the Grand Tour, when she recalls "junge Englander, welche in Gottingen, 
Genf und Lausanne schwiirmen" (608). 
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die Streiche der mahlenden Einbildung merken. und nichts aufschreiben, als was ich 

wirklich sehen und h6ren werdew (195)." However, La Roche's rernarks are so often 

distorted by pro-English sterwtypes that her statement must be called into question. 

Critics have previously examined the moral-didactic aspect of the Enlightenment in 

generai and of La Roche's works in particular (e.g. Worley 96), but the English 

travelogue goes beyond didacticism -- to use Craig's term, La Roche is a causeuse who 

promotes things English (35). 

This promotion of England is not at Germany's expense, however. La Roche 

recounts in the Rcise her attempts to instruct the English about Germany, and anglophile 

though she may be, she does not criticize Germany to enhance England's reputation. She 

loves her homeland, certainly , and al1 her travelogues establish that her passion for travel 

centred on the enjoyment of new experiences: 'Biicher und Reisen waren imrner Er  mich 

die einzige vollkommne Glkkseligkeit dieses Lebensw (190). By writing travelogues 

herself, she merges these two activities. It must be noted, however. that memory plays 

a centrai role in this process. Although she is writing after the experience, even if it is 

only a short while later (houn or days), she illustrates that the act of recollection can be 

as important as the experience; in her own words, the memory of her travels ''rührt und 

erquickt mich noch!" (Schwriz 67). 

In the Reise, La Roche points to the interesis that guide her observations: 

Landwirtschaft des amen und reichen Bauern, - das Leben 

* In her earlier travel account of France, she had already made a similar point: 'Ich 
werd Euch, Iiebe Kinder! getreu und ohne Zusatz alles bezeichnen, wie ich die Sachen 
ansehe, und was sie mir E r  Gefiihle einf16ssenn (Frunkreich 38). 



des Edelmannes, des Pfarrers und Richters -- Alles w&e 
Gegenstand meiner Aufmerksamkei t; u, wie die Arbeit der 
Bauerin, der Handwerksfrau, und besonders auch der 
Kindsmiigde, neben dem allgemeinen Ton der Erziehung. 
(332) 

She intends to observe al1 levels of Society during her stay in London by investigating 

the popular themes of class and education in panicular. Madame du Boccage made a 

similar point when yean earlier she asserted that "pour connaître au vrai les moeurs du 

pays, notre curiosité ne se contenta pas de parcourir les Palais des Seigneurs voisins; 

nous examinâmes les cabanes des Bergen & les maisons des Fermiersw (53).24 These 

two writers daim that observation of a cross-section of Society, from the highest to the 

lowest, is necessary to understand a culture; however, La Roche sees the farrnen and the 

shepherds through sentimental eyes, and thus nature ennobles al1 those connectai to it. 

The natural and human worlds are inextricably linked in the Reise, such that La Roche's 

bias toward English freedom, founded on more than a legally binding constitution, is 

reflected in her descriptions of nature and humanity. She compares, for example, the 

artificiality of Holland's landscape to England's as she drives in a coach from Harwich 

to London: "Die gerad gezogene Linien und die angstliche Ordnung der Hollànder sind 

auf dern festen Lande geblieben; nichts [in England] ist mehr gezwungen; die Natur und 

die Menschen sind in gleich d e r  Freiheit" (196). 

Though La Roche States what she intends to observe, the Reise stands out from 

the other travel accounts in this study in that she records not only her perceptions and 

24 Thomas Nugent (1700-1772) also navelled with such a philosophy, and in fact uses 
a paraphrase of this quotation in the advertisernent to his own travel account (Travek). 
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reactions, but also al1 her interpersonal exchanges in great detail. Indeed, the length of 

the original edition (which admittedly includes her travels through Holland as well), 740 

pages, indicates her ability to record the minutiae of her trip in addition to important 

events. With an easy novelistic style, describeci as "romanhaftw by Sachs (303). she 

records conversations with direct quotations, connecting people and placing them in 

historical or social context so that the reader is never lest? 

La Roche's own renown as an author opens doon for her that would not have 

been open to the average traveller. Indeed, she is pleased "unter den Büchem der Frau 

Child,26 rneine Stemheim in der Englischen Uebersetzung zu finden* (461)~ and notes 

that even Queen Charlotte *Gutes von mir und meiner Feder denke" (4 1 1). This will 

prove to have been an incorrect estimation on her part, as will be discussed shortly. 

Worley writes that La Roche's role and recognition as a writer were very important to 

her on the joumey (98). She was not a common woman, nor did she consider herself 

" This statement appean at first reading to contradict the claim in n. 6 that La Roche 
"does not feel the need always to acquaint the reader with the background of references 
to people, places or events. " In fact, this is not a contradiction. La Roche does place 
people in historical or social context, but this does not necessarily constitute the full 
explanation required for the modem reader to fil1 in the gaps as to the identity of certain 
people* 

26 La Roche does not provide any more information on this individual. but a Mrs. 
Sarah Child (née Jodrell) is listed in the ïï~mliunu as the wife of Robert Child, the 
banker. Widowed, she then became the wife of Francis Reynolds-Moreton, 3rd Baron 
Ducie in 1791 (II: 809, n.1). 

The first English translations of S~crnh~im appeared in 1776, one by Joseph 
Collyer, the other by Edward Harwood (Becker-Cantarino, "Werkverzeichnis" 33). La 
Roche was equally pleased to find copies of the French translation of her novel in a 
bookstore in Paris (Frclnkreich 3 1 7). 



one. She was also, in spite of her husband's downfall in 1780," fairly well placed in 

society , if no longer wealth y; hence. rather than recording encounters with shopkeepers 

or potmen as Moritz does. she describes her meetings with the wealthy and powerful, 

although more in the manner of a star-stnick tounst than of an equal. She also travels, 

thanks to those whom she accompanies. in a wealthy style. i.e., by private coach, as do 

the other women in this study, and realizes that a social difference has a decided 

influence on what one observes: 

Ich würde herzlich geme, wie eine gemeine gute Frau auf 
e i n e r  wohl feilen Landkutsche fahren, mit allerlei Leuten 
bekannt werden, Volksart und Sitten, nebst der 
Landessprache, mir, an der Seite eines Wugen Freundes, 
bekannt machen, und dadurch mit einer vie1 reichem 
Emdte zuriickkommen. ( 198) 

As an experienced novelist, La Roche has a great literary sense which shines 

through as she recreates for the reader not just events but ambience. In this spirit, the 

English novels she has read play on her imagination as she travels, particularly while 

driving through Hyde Park, 'welchen man in Deutschland durch englische Romane und 

Duelle kennt" (293)." Fictionalized bandits and highwaymen play their role in her 

" Georg La Roche rose to great power while in the service of the Electoral 
Archbishop of Trier in Ehrenbreitstein: he was ennobled in 1775 and made chancellor 
in 1778. 'Allerdings war sein Wirken so sehr mit der antiromischen, antimonastischen 
und auficliirerisch-biirgerlichen Richtung der Politik verkniipft, daB er 1780. als Kurfürst 
Clemens Wenzeslaus seinen K u n  anderte, notwendig fdlen gelassen werden mu Bte, 
zumal er es ventanden hatte. sich Feinde in Fülle zu schaffen, und fur Kritik genügend 
Angri ffsfliichen bot" (Einleitung . Herz 25). 

29 Not al1 Germans obtained their information entirely from novels. Archenholz 
wntes of duels in England und Irulien also, but seeks the socio-histoncal explmation 
behind the cultural phenornenon: 'Die Duelle in bester Form waren hier ehedem, so wie 
in andern Landern gebduchlich. sie kamen aber seit der puritanischen Administration 
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descriptions alsa3' It is true that one needed to be constantly aware of the dangers of 

travelling, but highwaymen and footpads, like the infamous Dick Turpin (170639), had 

been so romanticized in Iiterature that Germans were preconditioned to be frightened of 

them, a fear, however, that is mixed wi th excitement: Schopenhauer expresses her bitter 

disappointment at not encountering any highwaymen on the road between Dover and 

London in 1 787 (JugendIc4wn 2 1 3). 

Although La Roche's English travelogue demonstrates in large masure a 

descriptive economy -- anecdotes are inieresting but are kept short so as not to grow 

cumbersome for the reader -- the people who figure in the work on a personal level are 

given free rein to their personality only us Lu Roche perceived hem, as for example 

Warren Hastings3' or Cagliostro.'' It is true that any writer can only portray another 

ganz aus der Mode. Da diese Religionsenthusiasten keine andere Richtschnur d s  die 
Bibel, selbst bey ihren Sitten, anerkennen wollten. und in dieser keine Beyspiele von 
Zweykikmpfen gefunden werden, so verabscheuten sie solche" (I:43 1). 

'O La Roche creates in the Swiss travelogue a romantic pastoral scene of a shepherd 
playing his flute in the moonlight to ward off the threat of highwaymen (Schweiz 12). As 
her work on Switzerland stresses the perception of the extemal observation rather than 
the event itself (Langner 185). perhaps the natural surroundings prompt her imagination 
to run away with her: "Und es mir da mit der Erinnerung an Rauber- und 
Mordgeschichten wie den Leuten gieng, welche in den ersten Jahren der Kindheit vieles 
von Gespenstem erzihlen horten, wovon ihnen, ohngeachtet der Vemunft und Erfahrung, 
ein unwillkührlicher Schauer bleibt, sobald sie sich an einem unbekannten Ort im 
Dunklen allein befinden" ( S c h ~ v ~ ~ i z  1 1 - 1 2). 

(1732- 18 18). He was the first Govemor-General of India from 1773 to 1784. He 
retumed to England and went to trial for various actions taken dunng his tenure in India. 
Found not guilty in 1795, he spent the rest of his life in retirement in England. La Roche 
uses his case as yet another example of the political freedom of the individual in England 
that would allow his defenders to speak 'fur das Beste, oder auch fur das Recht eines 
einzelnen verfolgten Menschen" (524). 



person based upon personal perception. and as both wnter and nanator, La Roche has 

ultimate control over how people are depicted. This is an important point, since, as 

previously stated, she observes with anglophile eyes and is proud to be acquainted with 

so many highly placed people in England: 

Ich schrieb an meine geliebte Freundin, Madame La Fite, 
welche mit dem Hof in Windsor ist; sandte auch ein Billet 
an die Frau Grifin von Reventlow. Gemalin des k6niglich 
diinischen Gesandten, welche ich in Hamburg, als blühende 
Grâfin Schimmelmann, in dem Brautkranz gesehen hatte. 
(2 1 3)33 

Persona1 interaction is not necessarily limited to socializing with quais, and La 

Roche has contact with the lower classes in London as well. She crosses from anglophilia 

to anglomania, however, when even English society's underclass is portrayed in a 

positive light; for example, she refers to London's prostitutes: 'es war unmoglich, d d  

ich auf dern Vorplatz des Theaters unter der Menge lustiger Miidchen stehen bleiben 

" Alessandre Conte di Cagliostro (1743-95) was a charlatan who travelled around 
Europe claiming to be a physician and alchemist. A well-known figure at Louis XVl's 
court in Paris, he retumed to Italy in 1789 and was condemned to death by the 
Inquisition as a heretic. 

33 Marie Elisabeth de la Fite (ca. 1750-1794) published her French translation of 
Sternheim in 1773 and of MW Lony in 1792. 

Frederike Juliane (Julia) Griif'n von Reventlow geb. Schirnmelmann (1762-18 l6), 
daughter of Graf Heinnch Karl von Schimrnelmann (1724-1782) and wife of Friedrich 
Karl von Reventlow (1754-1828). Danish ambassador to London recalled in 1789 
(A flgemeine Deursche Biographie XXVI II:336-37 and XXXI:269-7 1). 

It is possible that although La Roche knew Julia Reventlow earlier in Hamburg, 
she may also have met her husband in Pans the year before. The entry dated Iune 30, 
1785 of that travel account reads: iHeuie hatten wir Baron R. aus Koppenhagen bey 
Tische, welcher mit seinem altesten Sohn Pans auf allen Seiten gesehen und bewundert 
hatte, aber mit dem gr6Bten Staunen anhorte, da8 diese Stadt alleine dem Konige in 
Frankreich mehr eintrâgt als ganz Diinnemark dem seinigenw (Frankreich 558). 



konnte, ob sie schon alle besser gekleidet waren. als ich, und alle sehr hiibsch aussahenn 

(269). While Watt considen this companson with 'the young women of easy virtuen a 

relativization of La Roche's own poverty (56). such an interpretation ignores two 

important points. Firstly, this quotation demonstrates that La Roche views even English 

prostitutes not just favourably but sympathetically. proof that she is capable of investing 

herself emotionally in her writing. Secondly Watt fails to take intertextual influence into 

account. Archen holz wri tes: 

Die niedrigste Gattung [der Freudenmgdchen] wohnt 
zusammen in offentlichen Hauseni, unter der Anführung 
von Matronen, welche sie mit Kost und Kleidern versehen. 
Diese Kleider, selbst gemeiner Mâdchen sind dem 
englischen Luxus gemZB von Seide, mit welchen denn 
manche aus ihrern Kerker entwischt, und ihren Handel Er 
eigne Rechnung anfangt. (I:377) 

La Roche refers to these women in this context again later in the theatre at Sadler's 

Wells: "In die Loge neben uns kamen 8 sogenannte Freudenmiidchen, alle miteinander 

sehr schône, blühende Gestalten, vortreffl ich gekleidet [. . .] Die Ennnerung, da8 Herr 

von Archenholz 50tausend dieser gewi B ungl ückiichen Geschopfe ziihlte, that uns Leid" 

Such overtures to sympathy fail to overshadow the typical emotional distance of 

travellen in a foreign culture exhibited by La Roche. On leaving the port at Helvoetsluys 

bound for Harwich, she sees a shipwreck and, rather than feeling for the human 

" Archenholz writes of these prostitutes. "die einen unerschBpflichen Stoff liefem," 
in statistical terms: "Man rechnet ihre Anzahl über 50,000 ohne die Màtressen" (I:376 
77). Moritz describes them a little more harshl y in his Reisen eines Deurschen in England 
when, in Vauxhall Gardens, he refers to the "Frechheit der hiesigen unzüchtigen 
Weibspersonen " (II: 23). 
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suffenng, she callously rejoices at her own good fortune to witness it, "da er [dieser 

Zufall] uns einen deutlichen Begriff vorn Scheitem der Schiffe gabn (187). Most of the 

time, however, she talks about people on a persona1 level rather than in the detached, 

quasi-academic tone evidenced, for example. in Radcliffe's Journey. While the previous 

quotation demonstrates La Roche's own apparent attraction to human suffering, she offers 

her impression of the paradoxical nature of the English who commit suicide 'über 

nichtswürdige ~rsachen"" and yet 'die Kàlte und Ruhe, mit welcher man junge Diebe 

ihr Leben ain Strick endigen sieht -- scheinen eine Ursache in dem Nationalcharakter 

anzuzeigen, daB sie [. . .] ihr Leben nicht besonders achtenw (298). La Roche, then, is at 

times definitely aware of the intellectual process of observation, able to step out and view 

a scene extraneously, removing herself frorn the picture so to speak, even though her 

interpretation originates from sentimentally rather than intellectually based responses. 

. The wont example, however, of her emotional distance occun during her visit 

to Bedlam (347-57). the asylum famous to La Roche's mind for its humane treatrnent of 

lu na tic^.^^ As this incident proves, even the concept of the 'humane' can be relative. 

La Roche praises the invention of the strait-jacket. but one wonders if the institution's 

treatments -- indeed how tmstwonhy are demonstrations provided for visitors? -- were 

35 She disagrees with Archenholz on the subject of suicide, when he claims: "Der 
Selbstmord i s t  kein Charakterzug der Britten. Dieses ist ein sehr ungegriindetes, und 
allgemein in Europa herrschendes Vorurthei 1 " ( 179 1 : III: 127). 

36 Other travel writen also commented upon the hospital's celebrity in the same 
cornmendatory vein (Archenholz 1: 206-07. Wendebom Beytrlige 269-70). 
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not more for the benefit of outside observers and for the profit of the authorities? La 

Roche partakes of this spectacle and again examines the situation with the extemal, more 

objective eye of a travel wnter. The subsequent analysis she offers in her written account 

demonsuates that, despite her desire to view ail aspects of English culture in a positive 

light, even she cannot ignore some negative aspects; thus she concludes that 'diese 

Menge von Anstalten fur Wahnsinnige 1.. .] ein demiithigendes Gegengewicht der 

Vorzùge des Tiefsinnes und der Adage zur Philosophie [sind], welche die englische 

Nation bezeichnen" (357). Not everyone was enthusiastic about Bedlarn's being a priority 

on the foreigner's sightseeing tour. Frances Burney ( 1752- 1840) records in her diary with 

disgust, for example, that La Roche had been to Bedlam, and wi th one sentence cnticizes 

both Bedlarn's practice of charging visitors admission and La Roche's social activity in 

London: " When foreigners corne hi ther wi thout proper recommendations," she 

concludes. 'how strange is their fare! " (IlI:26). 

Despite such criticisrn. La Roche's circle of acquaintances is wide in London and 

she includes her meetings with many Germadg and her encounters with "de[m] 

Prinzen Rezoniko von Rom, Grafen Woronzow, ruBischen, -- Grafen Luchesi, 

neapolitanischen Gesandten, und Baron Buchwald aus Deutschland" (476). Such 

37 Jones notes the conditions under which visiton entered Bethlem Hospital (Bedlam): 
"While casuai visitors who paid for admission and came only for entertainment were 
welcome. serious and responsible visitors who wished to observe and ameliorate 
conditions were not" (16). La Roche saw the conditions first-hand, but again with 
anglophile eyes, since "the available evidence shows that the policy of the authorities, 
even by eighteenth-century standards, was very far from enIightenedw (Jones 17). 

Williams notes that by 1799, 30.000 Gerrnans were resident in London 
(In traduction . Sophie in London 1 8). 
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descriptions give the reader not just an idea of La Roche's own social life, but also of 

London's cosmopolitan atmosphere. Many middle- and upperîlass Europeans, like La 

Roche, thinty for new expenences, were on the move at this time,39 and their 

destinations and even the act of travelling itself became topics of conversation, as for 

example at the tea party hosted by Madame la Fite (374). These cultural exchanges 

proved to be important to travellen, as such conversations provided a network for people 

to keep abreast of the activities of their friends and family in other places. This is 

demonstrated at several junctures in the Reise. Perhaps the most important of these is her 

calling upon Madame de Luc. whose husband retums dunng the visit from a trip to 

Germany (387). 'Artig war es," she declares, 'da8 wir uns von unserm Vaterlande und 

unsem Bekannten mi teinander besprechen konnten* (389). 

These social experiences would appear to be particularly signifiant in the female 

c~ntext.~' Friendship is important CO La ~ o c h e ~ '  as a derivative of this notion of shared 

'' Blaicher discusses the new eighteenth-cen tury middle-class distinction behveen 
business and recreation, and the need for them both, since prior to this time the 
anstocracy had a monopoly on leisure. The belief was that, without this relief from 
work, melancholy would result and affect the performance of one's duties (24-26). Travel 
and travel writing arguably became part of this therapeutic endeavour to combat 
boredom. 

" In the account of her joumey to Switzerland, for example, the men lave to view 
the ruins of an old castle near Emedingen, and as the women wait for thern, an old 
woman tells thern stories of her life (Schweiz 33-34). On one level, the incident describes 
the women waiting passively while the men actively tramp around the mountains. 
Whereas some women joined in such expeditions, including Mary Shelley (as recounted 
in Histmy of a Six Weekr' Tour) and even La Roche herself at times, women were not 
encouraged to engage in such activity. Although social convention appears to have 
reduced women to the domestic sphere, on a more profound level the discourse of shared 
expenences between women contributes to the spin tua1 joumey as well as a physical one. 



experiences, and in this vein she revels in the Company of other women. Due to the lack 

of transportation and the resulting prevalence of letter wnting, the parameten of this 

concept are expanded in an eighteenih-century context: she refers to her dear fiend 

Madame La Fite, whom, as Frances (Fanny) Burney4* discovers, La Roche had never 

met in person until their meeting at La Fite's residence in Windsor. 

The Geman writer's acquaintance with Burney, whorn she met through La Fite, 

and for whom La Roche felt a particular affinity due to their mutual activity as novelists, 

expands further the definition of fnendship and demonstrates that people viewed the 

concept differently. Bumey recounts in her diary entry from Monday, September 11, 

1786, the warmth with which La Roche and La Fite greeted one another, "and it was not 

till after a thousand embraces, and the most ardent professions - 'Ma digne m ie !  - est 

il possible? -- re voisje?' etc. -- that I discovered they had never before met in their 

lives! -- they had correspondrd. but no more!" (I11:24). Clearly unimpressed with these 

affectations, Bumey nevertheless became the recipient of La Roche's exaggerated praise: 

Die ganze Unterredung mit Mi8 Bumey war mir 2usserst 
angenehm, und gewiB bleibt es zweifelhaft, ob die Anmuth 
ihrer Person, die Kenntnisse ihres Geistes, oder ihre 

" For an examination of  this point in greater depth. see Becker-Cantarino 
" Freundschaftw and " Freundschaftsutopie. " 

'* Burney, best known for her novels Evelinu ( 1778) and Cecilia (1782), was Second 
Keeper of the Robes to Queen Charlotte from 1786 to 1791. This meeting with La Roche 
provides an overlap within the scope of the present study, since Burney was Pioui's best 
friend until the summer of 1784. Burney's disapproval over Pioui's marriage caused the 
break between them (Clifford 225-26). So while La Roche and Pioui did not actually 
meet, Bumey serves as a link between them. La Roche was also aware of Pioai's (then 
Mrs. Thrale's) literary society, and notably her association with Samuel Johnson (1709- 
1784), and credited her in pan that Bumey was so well educated (386). 



Bescheidenheit den Vorzug verdiene; sicher wird aber jede 
edeldenkende und vemùnftige Seele sich freuen, sie zu 
kennen, und sich in ihrem Umgang gliicklich finden. (387) 

This is particularly amusing in light of what Burney actually thought of La Roche. 

Burney ' s diary en try continues: 

Madame la Roche. had 1 met her in any other way, might 
have pleased me in no common degree; for could 1 have 
conceived her character to be unaffected, her manners have 
a softness that would render her excessively engaging. She 
is now hicn ~U.C.SI;Y -- no doubt fifty -- yet has a voice of 
touching sweetness, eyes of dove-li ke  gen tleness. looks 
supplicating for favour, and an air and demeanour the most 
tenderly caressing. I can suppose she has thought herself al1 
her life the mode1 of the favourite heroine of her own 
favourite romance. and 1 can readily believe that she has 
had attractions in her youth nothing short of fascinating. 
Had 1 not been present. and so deeply engaged in this 
interview. I had certainly been caught by her m yself; for in 
her presence 1 constantly felt mysel f forgiving and excusing 
what in her absence 1 as constantly found past defence or 
apology . (III: 25) 

Many critics have already dealt with Burney's famous judgment of the German writer. 

Robertson (20 1-02) and Lynn (Introduction, Slernheim [WJ 11 xxxvi) mention only briefly 

the discrepancy between the two women's diary entries. Worley takes exception to 

Assing's 1859 translation of the citation which the latter incorporated into her more 

descriptive than analytical biography of La Roche. The cmx of Worley's argument in this 

regard hinges on the fact that the 1842 edition of Burney's diary, which Assing used. 

does not even contain this quotation. "The fact that Assing would have (mislread 

Burney's diary entry in this way may in turn reveal much about Assing's assessrnent of 

La Roche" (n.19). While Worley may be correct about this textual inconsistency, it is 

also true that Burney did not like La Roche, a situation which creates in La Roche's text 
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at least some evidence that the German woman sees and hem what she wants to, not 

what really is, and that Burney is skilled in concealing her feelings. Fortunately, La 

Roche probably never knew the Englishwoman's true opinion. 

Referring to La Roche's fictional writing, Becker-Cantarino notes that 

interpersonal relations are the central focus of her work, 'wobei Darstellungen von 

Geselligkeit und Freundschaft in familiaren. 'bürgerlichen' Situationen thematisiert 

werden" ('Freundschaftsutopiew 103). While this critic deals with the theme of friendship 

strictly in the context of La Roche's fiction. the same holds mie in the travel description 

of England where mixing with the natives becomes a means to highlight the culture. 

Thus, La Roche relates her encounters with Engiishwornen in London on a much more 

personal level than that displayed by any of the other travel wnters in this study and in 

as positive a light as possible. 

. The author's depiction of typical female behaviour in London, with women sitting 

over their embroidery or engaged in other female, Le., domestic. activity, and her 

recording of their conversations, create a picture of domestic, pnvate bliss. La Roche 

saw the wornan's role as very different from the man's: "Ich kaufte die im September 

und Oktober erschienene Hefte vom Ladysmagazin und bedauerte, daB ich mir nicht alle 

anschafte, weil sehr anige und der Vernunft meines Geschlechts sehr niitzliche Aufatze 

darinn sind" (605)." Such statements made in an entirely female context l a v e  her open 

" The underlying philosophy of these magazines was the promotion of a specifically 
female leaming or, more specifically, dornestic activities. But as Dawson writes, these 
journals were a double-edged sword: 'The opportunity was that through these periodicals 
the newest segment of the reading public would be encouraged, educated, and given a 
means of communication. The danger, on the other hand, was that the segregation of a 
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to the criticism that her ideas d r e  not socially revolutionary. but as Mielke notes, La 

Roche was "one of the most emancipated women within the cultural possibiiities of the 

18th century," possibilities hemrned in for all, not only women, since, while women 

were submissive to men in this culture, men were (and still are) submissive to goveming 

authorities, Le., we are al1 subject to the dominant social conventions of Our culture 

(1 17)- 

Within these conventions, La Roche writes about subjects of interest to her female 

readen. To a large extent men determined the definition of womanhood within the 

patriarchal structure, and while the notion of the schdne Secle was very important in the 

eighteenth century, extemal beauty also played a central role. La Roche is not above 

noticing women's appearance, in addition to their intektual achievements. remarking 

how pretty Englishwomen were a hundred years ago and still are (384)." As Naumann 

points out: 

Man hatte die Stemheim wie die La Roche, wie die meisten 
Frauen ihrer Zeit, dam erzogen, ihren K6rper zur Schau zu 
stellen, ihn durch passend gewshlte Kleider, durch 
anmutige Bewegungen im Tanz zur Geltung zu bringen und 
den Miinnern reizend zu machen, doch wissen durften sie 

female audience would perpetuate the separation of women's intellect and ability from 
that of men and thus further constrict women's world. Women were already king 
separated by economic and political developrnents into a private sphere; by their very 
nature, the periodicals by and for women tended to reinforce their isolation there" 
(Joumals 96-97). 

* La Roche's comment on the appearance of Englishwomen of a hundred years ago 
cornes as a result of her visit to the 'Room of Beauties" ('Saal der Sch6nheit") in St. 
George's Hall at Windsor Castle. There she penises the portraits of many of the women 
present at the court of Charles II (1630- 1685). 



alle von ihrem schonen K6rper nur als einem Spiegel ihrer 
schonen Seele. (5 15) 

This reflecis an important aspect of the ferninine: what the author wears becomes the 

nom by which she judges othen." In this sense. her clothing represents an exchange 

which has at least three considewtions: the outer garments, the attitude she exhibits with 

the 'look,' and the observer's reaction. Within this form of communication, fashion can 

be and is designed to distinguish class. religion, marital status or wealth. 

As for England's case in particular. La Roche points out that "das freie 

GroBbritannien auch unter dem Zepter der Mode [ist]" (373) and that the English also 

suffer "unter dem Joche der Gewohnheitw (206). Such statements are not consistent with 

the picture of freedom she tries to build. Nevenheless. she includes this element of social 

life because fashion, in La Roche's opinion. is a common feature in travelogues by 

wornen, "da dieses inmer unser Geschlecht lockt" (441). Enjoyable to wornen though 

it might be, she is nevertheless relieved that "Frauen meines Alters unter ihrem Hut eine 

Haube tragen, und ich mit meinem Kopfputz wenig Mühe und Ausgabe haben werde" 

" One of the fint women travel writers to take note of this element of society was 
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu. Her letters from the East also scrupulously examine the 
fashions and the manners of women in a foreign culture. She was, in fact, the first 
Englishwoman to see inside a Turkish harem and publish her account of the experience. 
In a letter to the Countess of ---- dated September 14, 1716, she wntes from Vienna, "1 
cannot forbear giving you some description of the fashions here, which are more 
monstrous, and contrary to al1 common sense and reason, than 'tis possible for you to 
imagine" (28). Fashion, and society's ideas about it, are in a constant siate of flux. John 
Moore visited Vienna some sixty years after Montagu. noting many of the changes there 
since her account, including the fashion: "The ideas relative to dress seem to have 
entirely changed since Lady Mary's tirne, and if the dress of the ladies be still as absurd, 
it is at least not so singular, for they, like the rest of Europe, have now adopted the 
Parisian modes" (IL32 1). Moore's comment, apart from dernonstrating the ever-changing 
nature of fashion, indicates that it can at times be followed slavishly by society. 



(206). Hence, while social styles present an interesting subject for observation, La Roche 

'emphasizes that she is travelling as an older woman who is thus in a better position to 

see, to observe. since she no longer cares about her appearance, about being seen" 

(Worley 94). Aer personal interest in the observing and leaming renden her disintereste. 

in her own fashion sense, though she passes judginent. positive and negative, on others 

in the travel accounts in order to maintain her reader's interest. 

Throughout her adult li fe, La Roche very much promoted the patnarchal structure 

of Western Europeaii culture. while simultaneously doing her utmost to encourage and 

provide women with an arena in which to display their achievements, especially with her 

journal Pornonu ( 1783)." In spite of this public forum. she saw their accomplishments 

to be in the private, rather than in the public sphere, a contradiction of sorts since La 

Roche enjoyed international renown. Just as she praises Marie-Antoinette in Paris for her 

matemal nature (Nenon 178). likewise evidence for her agenda to promote fernale 

domestic accomplishments can be found in the English travelogue at the highest level: 

"wo unsere deutsche Charlotte von Mecklenburg. mit jeder moralischen Tugend, wohnt, 

46 Pomona. Fûr Teutsch1cnd.s Tochter (Speier: 1783-84), La Roche's journal, 'was 
intended as a source of guidance for young women and their mothers in the educated 
middle class" (Dawson 100). Dawson provides a good overview of the writer's place in 
the history of Frauenzimmerjournulrn and notes that 'La Roche basically used a 
rnoralizing, didactic version of herself for her editonal persona" and 'she attempted to 
personalize the relationship with her readers by stylizing herself as a motherly figure and 
them as Germany's daughters" (101). In her article Weber Engelland," which appeared 
in Pomona in 1783, she rein forces both her own intellectual development as well as that 
of her fernale readership: "Ich hoffe meine Lesennnen sind mit mir zufrieden, daB ich 
sie vorerst mit den Verdiensten unsers Geschlechts bekannt mache, weil ich sie dadurch 
ihre eigene Fiihigkeiten niher kennen lehre, und vielleicht den d e n  Ehrgeiz erwecke, 
auch in ihrer Art und nach ihren Umstanden Vorzüge des Wissens und der 
Beschiiftigungen tu erwerben " (374). 



- jede Mutter- jede Konigssorge fuhlt. und jede Güie ausübtw (308). 

Although La Roche is far from being a radical, her emphasis on women's 

achievements lads her to point out in her own quiet but firm way that these have often 

been overlooked. and the Reire. every bit as much as Pomma and Sfemheim, reinforces 

her view that wornen have a valuable role to play in their own separate - not unequal - 

- way. Of her visit to Westminster Abbey La Roche writes. 'Es ihat mir leid, daB 

Mathilde, die Gemahlin Heinrich I . ,  welche 1 1 18 starb, kein Denkmal hat, weil ich ihr 

so vieel Dank weiB, dan sie Brücken bauen lieB. für die Verbessemng der LandstraBen 

soigte, und den Armen sehr vie1 Gutes that* (259-60). It is worthy of remark that a 

woman notices a female predecessor's lack of recognition and attempts to rectify the 

oversight by outlining her contributions to society. This more equitable redistribution of 

credit she attempts also with the farnous German astronomer Sir William  ersc ch el's^' 

sister Car~line:~' "Denn sie hilft ihm nicht nur bei seinen Berechnungen, sondem 

entdeckte auch letzthin wiihrend seiner Abwesenhei t einen neuen Corneten, und hat einen 

sehr groBen Anspruch an dem Ruhm der vortreftlichen Femgliiser, welche ihr Bruder 

erfand und verfertigte" (334-35). 

Further to this notion of shared experiences, food figures prominently in La 

Roche's work which ponrays the meal as a social event: the cuisine, the conversation, 

and the dinner cornpanions. She is at times very informative, but she is also anxious to 

" (1738-1822). Born in Hanover as Friedrich Wilhelm Herschel, he spent the 
majority of his Me in England. 

'' (1750- 1848). Born in Germany, she ais0 emigrated to England and worked with 
her brother as an astronorner, continuing his work after his death. 
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present English culture in its best light for her readen. hence, even dining, she dlows 

the English to reveal their superiority: 

Da man in England um 4 Uhr LU Mittag speiBt, so fallt 
gewohnlich das Nachtessen weg; man nimmt um 7 Uhr 
Thee, mit Butterbrod, und die Theebesuche dauern oft bis 
11 Uhr, von welchen man dann leicht schlafen geht, und 
gewiD durch keine schwere Verdauung geweckt wird. 
(408-09) 

The experience of the English meal offers her an opportunity to broaden her cultural 

horizons as well as a means to circumvent the patriarchal taboo against women's 

involvement in public issues: by changing the venue of discussion from a public to a 

domestic forum, the same issues can be touched upon, only privately. 

Hrr meetings with Cagliostro. when she lunches in his home wi@ him and his 

wife. as well as with the *berüchtigten Lord Gordon" (314):9 do not lower her high 

opinion of English culture either. These visi ts produce the most controversial discussions 

on religion.jO Prior to her introduction to Gordon, Cagliostro asks her if she is Catholic 

49 Lord George Gordon (1751-93), known as a British religious agitator, was 
responsible in 1780 for riots protesting the Catholic Relief Act, passed by Parliament in 
1778. Gordon led a mob to the House of Commons to present a petition. The ensuing 
riots caused hundreds of deaths. Defended by the famous lawyer Thomas Erskine, 
Gordon was tried for treason in 178 1 for his role in the uproar. He was acquitted because 
his original action of taking the petition to Parliament was not in and of itself treasonous. 

They are not, however, the only conversations on religion as one of La Roche's 
travelling corn panions crossi ng the Engl ish Channel from Holland was John Wesley 
(1703- 179 1) (164). She does not recount her conversations with him in great detail as she 
does so many others, but takes the opportunity to explain the religion he founded, 
Methodism. "Alle Englander erzeigen Wesley und seinen Jüngem ungemeine Achtung; 
und er erziihlte: 'Dai3 er seine Gemeine auf mehr als siebenzigtausend Seelen rechnen 
kônnte'" (166). Here, La Roche takes the opportunity to reinforce the religious tolerance 
of the British. 



because Gordon hates ~atholic;. 

Diese Erklarung macht mich beinah lustig. -- Denn ich 
muBte über d a  Spiel des Zufalls lachen. durch welches 

ein asiatischer Charlatan - 
einer deutschen Romanschreibenn -- 
einen englischen Fanati ker vontell te; -- 

und im Gmnde freute ich mich, diesen so traurig als 
Iiicherlich berühmten Lord Gordon selbst zu sehen. 
(295-96) 

She could not avoid the Gordon Riots as a topic for discussion in her travelogue given 

the political ramifications of Catholic emancipation at that time, but La Roche views 

these events from a personal rather than a distanced, scholarly standpoint. She discovers 

that she dislikes Gordon very much and finds him to be 'iiuwrst verhaBt und 

veriichtlich* (336) and quite capable of creating the problerns he cau~ed.'~ 

She seeks a funher general understandi ng of English anti-Catholicism , both for 

herself and her reader, through an attempt to discern Gordon's and Cagliostro's opinions 

in particular. Though this travelogue was published in 1788, Le., one year before the 

outbreak of the revolution in France. La Roche acknowledges that the revolutionary mind 

active there would allow such anti-establishment ideas as Cagliostro's to fa11 on fertile 

ground. 'In Frankreich, bei muntem Leuten, môgen seine [Cagliostros] Grundsiitze: da8 

die katholische Religion durch Errichtung und Duldung der Kloster gegen die Gesetze 

der Natur handle, -- mehrere Auslegungen veranlafit haben" (298). The notion that 

Catholic nations labour under a tyranny ruled by superstition and not reason, therefore, 

a Pioui's involvement in the Gordon Riots was also on a persona1 level when her 
fint husband, Henry Thrale, was mistaken for a Catholic in a Bath newspaper. She and 
Burney, who was with her at the time. had to sneak away from the town in the night 
(Clifford 185-86). 
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signifies that English Protestantism , because it does not exercise any external political 

control, reflects the country's social freedom. Anti-Catholicism, indeed religion in 

England in general, is undentood on this political level in the Reise. La Roche's distaste 

for Lord Gordon stems from the fact that his open contempt for Catholics is inconsistent 

with the picture of liberty and justice that she is attempting to associate with England in 

this travel account. 

Religion is for La Roche an aspect of the culture worth explonng, but her 

exclusive viewing of its political aspects denies any spiritual dimension. While she 

regards religion politically , she glorifies British poli tics and in particular the notion of 

English liberty. She is not uninformed regarding political issues significant or trivial in 

England. given that she read notable parliamentary speeches and English newspapen 

prior to her arrival. In Parliament. the  source of this liberty, visi tors observe proceedings 

"mit Nachdenken und Ernst" (266).52 Here, her experience is quasi-religious, as if she 

were visiting a house of worship. Ironically. she treats the seat of British govemment as 

more sacred than Westminster Abbey. Since for La Roche, religion forms part of the 

political and social fabnc of England. the Abbey is simply the physical manifestation of 

as "ein den mordischen a religious denornination and is curtly described 

Merkwürdigkei ten gewei h ter Tempel " (256).  

'* Madame du Boccage is not impressed with this notion of English liberty, nor its 
parliamentary manifestation: 'Ici l'amour de la libené paroît rendre ses défenseurs 
esclaves. Les membres de la Chambre-Haute. comme héréditaires, n'ont pas besoin de 
brigues pour être élus; mais leur crédit ne s'éleve au Parlement. qu'à proportion des 
créatures qu'ils ont dans la Chambre-Basse; le besoin d'y faire élire leurs freres ou leurs 
amis. les oblige à ménager la multitude. dont la voix est comptée" (37). 



In any discussion of the political situation in Great Britain, contrasu between 

England and France cannot be avoided, and in La Roche's work, the former is always 

found to be supenor. particularly in the areas of economics and class structure. As stated 

earlier, the visit to England and the publication of the travelogue both occurred before 

the outbreak of the French Revolution. and. at tirnes. her cornparisons are so acute as 

to sound almost prophetic: 

Dieser freie Zutritt in den Towr sollte jedem Englander 
sein Vaterland lieb machen, weil dadurch, selbst bei 
Staatsgefangenen. die Rechte der Mensch heit geschatzt 
sind. Die8 deucht mich der vorzüglichste Unterschied 
zwischen London und Pans zu seyn: Der Fremde wird in 
den Towr gefuhrt, -- und die Bastille darf man nicht einmal 
ansehen. Hier genieBen Gefangene noch Hoffnung, und den 
Anblick des Himmels und der Menschen, -- dort nur 
Verzwei tlung und Angst. (277-78)'' 

But England, she points out, does not feel the need to be tw anxious about French 

domestic politics, since both sides are prospering thanks to free trade; nevertheless, the 

competition to be the most prosperous means that 'viele Leute der beiden KOnigreiche 

hin- und hereilten, um die Ersten zu seyn, welche die eingeschlummerten 

Handlungsartikel envecken, und auch den ersten Nuuen ziehen k6nntenn (587). 

Great Britain's commercial power in the eighteenth century could not be 

overlooked by any traveller to 

'' La Roche is again echoing 

that country." She mentions, for example, that the 

Archenholz's sentiment in the cornparison of the Tower 
to the Bastille, but he moves on to mention that the Tower is "vielmehr einer kleinen 
Stadt ahnlich" (1:86). and Wendebom goes still further to describe its history and 
holdings (Beytrtige 272-75). 

" Britain's increased prosperity attracted people from other lands, but at times, as 
La Roche humorousl y demonstrates in St. Paul's Cathedra1 , the linguistic bamer caused 
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merchant navy is 80,000 strong at this time (507) and that Mr. Seddon's factory employs 

400 carpenters in the construction of household fumiture (362). Such strength in trade 

and craftsmanship will keep Britain the wealthy nation it is, and the indications of weaith 

are evident al1 over London: 'Alles. alles Mogliche ist hinter gro0en Spiegelfenstem so 

nett, so glhzend, und in solcher Menge zur Auswahl aufgestellt, daO man lüstern werden 

muB" (204). The moral implications of such avarice are underscored with the word 

"Iüstern," and yet she is not irnpressed with the East India House since it is not 'wie 

man es von Besitzem von Konigreichen erwartet, die 16 Millionen Unterthanen neben 

6 Millionen Pfund Sterling Einkünfte haben. und eine Armee von achtzigtausend Mann 

halten!" (345) .55 La Roche is well aware that being a rich merchant nation cornes with 

a price: "Denn ach! wie oft werden alle Gefühle der Menschheit und der Religion 

unterdrückt, um desto ungehinderter Gold zu sammeln! " (342). She does not, however, 

dwell on the moral deficiencies of the system, but rather chooses to emphasize the good 

by this influx of foreigners poses a problem not just for the travellers, but also for the 
Briton who attempted to profit from them: 'Der Mann, welcher uns Alles zeigte, wollte 
auch Beweise von dem sonderbaren, ganze Worte nachsprechenden Echo geben, und rief 
einige englische Worte aus, die sehr deutlich wiederhallten, als aber Einer von uns auf 
der namlichen ausgesuchten Stelle etwas Deutsches ausrief, schwieg das Echo stille -- 
weil der oben versteckte Knabe es nicht nachzusagen wuBte" (274). 

This information she obviously obtained from Archenholz's England und italien: 
'Die Ostindische Compagnie in England kann in der That ah ein politisches Phhomen 
betrachtet werden, da sie eine Socieiat ist, welche Konigreiche besitzt, deren Einwohner 
man auf sechszehn Millionen Menschen berechnet hat; eine Volksmenge, wovon die 
grol3en brittischen Inseln in Europa nicht vie1 über die Hàlfte aufzuweisen haben. Diese 
beriihmte Gesellschaft hat in einem ihrer leztem Knege eine Armee von 80,000 Mann 
in Indien unterhalten" (1587). It is wonhy of note, however, that La Roche mentions six 
million pounds sterling while Archenholz does not. This would seem to point to an 
additional unnamed source of information. 
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points such as the administration of a lunatic asylurn, alms for the poor etc. It bears 

repeating here that La Roche's emphasis of the positive overshadows her awareness of 

the negative side of society. 

La Roche's cornparisons of national characteristics differ from the other 

travelogues of this study because she diverges from the typical 'England-versus-Francew 

and the "England-versus-Germany' paradigms to discuss aspects of non-European 

cultures. In her discussions of India. for example. Warren Hastings. whom she portrays 

as a tolerant Englishman. criticizes Indiaii women who throw themselves on their 

husband's funeral pyre. La Roche finds such censure too harsh and she relativizes the 

phenornenon in a Christian context. Though such an action may be considered barbarous 

and overly zealous in western Europe. she queries: "Was that nicht der blinde 

Religionseifer der Inquisition? was thut et noch?" (512). It is arguable that such 

statements are not the result of a reasoned analysis of the two cultures but are bom of 

the EmpJindsumkeir or sensibility which so strongly influenced her psychological make- 

Further to La Roche's discussion of non-European cultures, she accepts the 

political inequality of her era. but laments in emotionaliy charged terms the intellectual 

inequali ty : 

Ach! ich wende mich ab, und schweige; bewundere den 
Anbau der Fahigkeiten unsers Geistes und Korpers, und 
gebe dem Schicksal unserer schwarzen, gelben und braunen 
Brüder eine Thfine, weil diese Fiihigkeiten bei ihnen 
erstickt. erwürgt, und zum edlen GroBen unbrauchbar 
gemacht werden. (360) 

It is important to note that although La Roche censures, in her own way, Europem 
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civilization's incivility in its d&lings with other cultures here, she never really criticizes 

England per se. Her remark that the Moorish slave boy in the Reventlow household in 

London seems happy and well treated (437) atternpts to portray the English as liberal 

even regarding the issue of slavery. Le., people of other cultures do not suffer under the 

English as under other races.j6 She refuses to find any real fault with the English 

Garden of Eden, choosing instead to pas  censure on the whole issue of slavery in a more 

general Europcon con text : 

Der grausame Stolz de8 zu gllicklichen Europgers wird 
einst zu spat erkennen, daB der gemeinsame Schopfer in die 
geschwiirzte Brust eine unsterbliche Seele und menschliche 
Gefiihle lepte. und da8 auch der aufgeworfene Mund tu 
ihm rief. und von Liebe und Freundschaft sprechen konnte. 
(285) " 

The origins of the intellectual freedorn for which the English are so admired La 

Roche finds in the educational system. She has a very high opinion of the education that 

English children of both sexes receive: *[ch fand die Kinder sehr glücklich, daB ihre 

Gedanken gar nicht gefesselt werden, weil dieses gewiB die Hauptquelle des eigenen 

gesunden Ventandes ist. den man in England hgufiger und stiirker als anderswoantrifft" 

(528). She visits an Erziehungsschule for girls and is very impressed with the level of 

learning there (496-500). but 

beyond the description of a 

her unhesitating approval of the curriculum (upon which, 

dancing class. she does not elaborate) again shows her 

5"ven some Britons, however, found their nation's dealings with others 
reprehensible. James Thomson Callender ( 1758- 1803). for example, lamented: "At home 
Englishmen admire liberty; but abroad they have always been harsh mastersw (12). 

Blackwell's article 'Feuerbach" provides critical evidence that this aspect of race 
in La Roche's corpus of wnting has been previously explored. 
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rein forcement of the patemal istic attitude to female education: women are educated to 

be better cornpanions to men. Worley argues that despite the Rousseauian social ideal of 

being a wife and rnother, La Roche had always striven to be a gefehrres F r a ~ e ~ m m e r  

(Worley LOO).' However, the theme of domesticity which La Roche features in her 

wnting in general, and Worley's own discussion of the myriad of justifications La Roche 

employs in order to travel and write, would suggest that she is not attempting to advance 

her own leaming -- such a display of her own erudition becomes ostensibly a positive by- 

product of publishing. As a woman accepting of the patriarchal culture in which she 

lives, La Roche sees nothing amiss in a Rousseauian gender-separate education as 

preparation for similarly separate roles in society. In the Reise, in her observation of 

carpenters. for example, who are leaving work for their midday meal, she praises a 

citizenry w hich is educated according to patriarchal norms: 

Ich sahe in ihnen [den Zimmerleuten] die herrliche 
Anstalten der englischen Schulen, wo der Knabe des 
Bürgers, wie die Sohne der Herren. die Mathematik nach 
allen Theilen, und recht gut Latein, gelehrt wird. - Sicher 
lesen viele von ihnen heute Abend die Zeitung, und reden 
von dem gemeinen Besten. (508) 

This type of education also spawns a citizenry which coexists well among the 

vanous social ranks, since with education of even the lower classes cornes self- 

confidence. She notes that "nie kein Englander schmeichlensch seyn wird, weil man 

ihnen keine knechende Achtung für Vomehme d e r  Reiche einfl6Bt; sie wissen, daB ihr 

Becker-Cantarino also points out that Wieland's parents did not see La Roche as 
an ideal catch for their son: she was overly educated. not sufficiently domestic ('Musew 
573). 
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GruB und ihr Dank freiwillig sindw (527). Perhaps it is this freedom of choice that makes 

the system work. Boccage was puuled by this same situation during her time in London 

in the 1750s and she too rernarked that "le peuple marque plus de deference que le nôtre 

aux grands. quoiqu'ils ne l'exigent pasw (34). Travellers like La Roche who visited Paris 

before the Revolution noticed the Iack of good relations between citizens of different 

mial classes in France. and although La Roche is not completely blind to the upper 

class's failings in the English travelogue (272). it is for French society that the bulk of 

her criticism is reserved. 

La Roche downplays the negative side of the British class system (which was not 

really much better than that of any other European nation at the tirne), and again she 

depicts it in stark contrast to the stratification of French social groupings and wealth: 

London ist mehr, vie1 mehr, als Paris, in vielen Theilen, 
und besonders in den nahgelegenen Ortschaften und den 
biirgerlichen Gebauden der Stadt, weil hier so vie1 
allgemeiner Wohlstand sich zeigt, welchen dem Herzen des 
Menschenfreundes unendlich mehr Zufriedenheit giebt, als 
der Anblick von hundert Palliisten der Grossen und 
Reichen . gegen tausend elende Hü tten gestellt. (20 1-02) 

Within her socio-cultural context, La Roche supports the class system provided it is 

tempered with tolerance. She criticizes the class differentiation which she witnessed 

previously in Paris so that this French political mode1 serves as a foi1 for the combined 

notions of inter-class relations and socio-political liberty in Engiand where "die 

Glücksgüter mit mehr Gleichheit venheilt sindw (23 1). 

England's prosperity and tolerance La Roche attributes in large masure to the 

meritorious leadership of the monarch -- 'Zug der weisen Bescheidenheit auf dem 
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Thton" (308). In La Roche's eyes, he is concemed with the welfare of his children, a 

fatherly preoccupation which she extends throug hout the traveiogue beyond his immediate 

family to his subjects. Public and private merge inasmuch as King George is a good 

father on both familial and political levels. and thus is poftrayed as the typical 

enlightened monarch. However, La Roche does not regard Queen Charlotte's activities 

with this publiclprivate duality and instead paints the Queen as the embodiment of al1 

donestic virtues. from caring for her children. to serving breakfast to the Duchess of 

Milan where the Queen "die Englische Hausfrau vorstellte, den Thee selbst bereitete, und 

die Gate besorgte" (283-84). La Roche emphasizes the point when summing up her 

experience in England; she begs Providence, -diesem Lande immer einen viiterlichen 

Kiinig, wie Georg den Dntten. und eine so KenntniB- und tugendvolle Kanigin, wie 

Charlotte von Mecklenburg, zu geben" (596). A funher contrast between Britain and 

France is evidenced in her portrayal of the French king Louis XVI, who is not viewed 

as a fatherly figure. but as an owner, 

der ein so schones Land, so viele Insuln und so viele 
Millionen Menschen besizt, die nur von ihm abhangen. 
Welch eine Besti m mung! Welche grosse Theile dieser Erde 
zum Eigenthum eines Einzigen ihrer Bewohner gegeben! Er 
hat Güte der Seele. er wünscht das Gute. Môge er nur auch 
im mer gute Rathgeber haben! (Frunkreich 538) 

It would appear that the existence of the Parliament in Britain makes the difference for 

La Roche as it provides just the kind of counsel that a monarch needs in order to rule 

wisely. 

She is pleased to report for her readen that King George. during her audience 

with him on September 19. 1786, informed her, "'O! mein Herz wird nie vergessen, d a  



es von deutschem Blut belebt ist!' " (4 12). Worley suspects that La Roche fabncated this 

audience with the King and Queen (IOO), a suspicion not necessarily shared by other 

critics (Introduction, Sr~rnheini [1991] xxxvi; Watt 56). While Worley does not give 

direct evidence to disprove La Roche's daim, Bumey, in her position at the royal court, 

may provide a clue. as she does not mention an audience between the Queen and La 

Roche, though she does recount La Roche's attempt to procure one in her diary entry of 

Sunday, September 17. 1786: 

[.. .] she [Madame la Fite] told m e  that Madame la Roche 
had a most earnest wish to see al1 the Royal Family; she 
hoped, therefore, the Queen would go to early prayers at 
the chapel, where, at least, she rnight be beheld: but she 
gave me sundry hints, not to be misundentood, that she 
thought 1 might so represent the merits of Madame la- 
Roche so as to induce the honour of a pnvate audience. 

1 could give her no hope of this. as 1 had none to 
give; for I well knew that the Queen has a settled aversion 
to almost al1 novels, and something very near it to almost 
al1 novel-writers. (IIk33) 

This belies not only the daim to have had the audience with the Queen (if Bumey, and 

not La Roche, is considered the more credible). but also La Roche's previous comment 

that the Queen thought well of her writing activities. Having published novels herself. 

Bumey would be well-versed in the Queen's feelings on the matter. sentiments which 

were not uncommon ai the time. So prevalent was this prejudice against novels in the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (reading novels was considered a particularly 

female pastirne). that even accompl ished novelists Iike La Roche and Schopenhauer 



alluded to this bias in their w o i k s . ~ ~  

Whether the audience with the Royal Couple is real or fabricated, it serves the 

travelogue's main purpose: the work is a naturai extension of the writer's anglophile 

inclination to prornulgate her views in Germany; that the phenornenon of anglophilia was 

at its peak in Germany at this time facilitated such propagation. The great metropolis of 

LondonM is the spintual hart of this porudist~. Quite content with England's cultural 

influence on Germany, she claims. -daB die vomehmste Ursache der Schônheit der 

Englischen Menschen-Race in ihrer Vermi schung mit Danen, Sachsen und Nonnannen 

liege" (590).6' She reveals a lack of logic in her contentions, however, for at one point 

she will daim that with the multiethnic make-up of the English character the English 

maintain "die Vortretlichkei t i hrer Gesetze" (59 1 ), whereas she later States that 

England's being an island will preserve the national character from extemal cultural 

contamination, "denn ich will lieber, daB sie [die Englander] etwas von den Zügen der 

59 Schopenhauer, for example, uses this criticism of the novel's detrimental effets 
on the imagination of a young fernale character in her own novel Die Tonte (88-89). 

London was a great metropolis by eighteen th-century standards. Peitsch notes that 
at the beginning of the century, the population was around 550,000 but by the end it was 
close to one million. The next largest city was Paris, whose population stagnated during 
the century to remain at about 550,000. The large cities in the Gerrnan-speaking world 
were Vienna (1 70,000) and Berl in (23O.OûO). Dresden, Breslau, Konigsberg, Danzig and 
Leipzig dl had between 50,000 and 62,000 (132). 

She later reiterates the point on linguistic grounds: "Die Vowürfe, welche man 
den EnglIuidern macht, daB ihre Sprache aus u, vielen andern rusammen gesetzt sey, 
dünken mich eben so ungerecht, als ich den Tadel finden würde, da8 groi3e Chymiker 
einer Nation aus a l la  Krâutern und Metallen das Feinste und Heilsamste auszuziehen 
wüBtenw (Schreibctisch II:37 1). La Roche is not alone in this view which was held also 
by Archenholz, who claims that the richness of the English language stems from the very 
fact that it "aus den Zungen so vieler Vôlker zusammengesezt ist" (179 1 :III:273). 
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sie umgebenden Beschützenn der See. als von ihrer kunstvollen Nachbarin auf dem 

festen Lande annehnienw (593). While this represents a veiled criticism of the French, 

her remarks are unintentionally ironic here; indeed. it does not occur to her that so many 

German travellers couid cause their own kind of cultural contamination on the island, 

since she is convinced of the raciai connection between the English and the Germans 

('Engelland" 328). 

'Adieu England! Sey immer so schôn. als ich dich sah -- und so gut, als ich dich 

glaube!" (612). -GlaubeW is the operative word in this leave-taking. She does indeed 

believe the country to be this wonhy of admiration and, as has ben shown, her travel 

account strives greatl y to achieve just such an impression. Craig's contention that La 

Roche's anglophilia 'is the sustained attitude of an informed intellectual," (39) disregards 

the biased optimistic light in which La Roche sees al1 aspects of English culture. 

Although the travelogue deals in large maure  wirh socio-cultural issues, she views 

England more with her heart than with her head, and thus, these topics are not really 

viewed intellectually. Le., socio-critically and/or historically. In fact, Maurer entitles his 

compilation of La Roche's correspondence with her own quotation, 'Ich bin mehr Herz 

als Kopf," to demonstrate her sentimental nature. She does not lave Pans with the same 

excessively emotional tone as she does London. Her description of the departure does not 

signify a negative tone, only a more straightforward leave-taking from the French capital 

(Frunkreich 5 19). Her inability to depict England in a bad light under any circumstances, 

however, demonstrates, in this case at least, that she is not being analytical. In this sense, 

the writer emulates her own creation, Sophie von Stemheim. In the novel, Lord Derby 
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uses the young woman's obsession with England to dupe and take advantage of her. In 

a similar way, La Roche's excessive glorification of England in the travelogue blinds her 

to those realities which are clearly before her. 



CHAPTER TWO: 

JOHANNA SCHOPENHAUER 

La Roche's English travel account is designed for two purposes: fintly, to prove 

the cultural masterpiece that is Great Bntain, and secondly, to praise fernale 

accomplishments within this context. Johanna Schopenhauer proves to be La Roche's foi1 

on both counts despite her focus on similar themes. Schopenhauer had a love of travel 

distinct from her feelings about Great Bntain as a cultural entity. Her observations of 

English culture and society often incorporate both favourable and unfavourable 

coinparisons with her homeland, but her comments are at times implicitly cntical of 

British society. If one ban in mind the time frame for her travels. particularly the 1803 

journey, Schopenhauer is reflecting the decline of Great Britain's populanty as a cultural 

model; however, as will be shown, the wnter is also propagating her own personal views 

in this regard. Schopenhauer's travelogue is, therefore, not a mere panegyric of Britain, 

and herein lies the fundamental difference between the two writers' views of the foreign 

culture. The reader should also be aware from the outset that, unlike La Roche, this 

wnter travelled extensively in Bri tain and included a section on her trip to Scotland. This 

account is important if one wishes to understand the wnrer's view of England and will 

therefore be treated separately as the themes in the travelogue as a whole appear in 

microcosmic form in the portion which deals with Scotland. 

Throughout her twenty-one-year mamage, Johanna Schopenhauer née Trosiener 

travelled al1 over Western Europe. accompanying her husband, Heinrich Floris 

Schopenhauer (1747-1805), on trips mixing business and pleasure. The first trip abroad 
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in 1787 combined a tour through Germany. Belgium, France and England. Her 

explanation for the brevity with which this joumey is considered in her autobiography 

leaves the reader with few details of her fint sojourn in England: 

Von allem, was ich wahrend meines damaligen Aufenthalts 
in London, und auf unsern kurzen Ausfliigen in den 
Umgebungen der kolossalen Stadt sah und bemerkte, will 
ich hier nichts erwiihnen; was ich von England und 
Schottland zu sagen weii3. habe ich liingst nach einer 
zweiten weit spgteren Reise dem Urteil der Lesewelt 
untenuorfen, die mit nachsichtigem Wohlwollen es 
aufgenomrnen hat. (Jugendfchen 2 14) 

What is known is that she enjoyed herself immensely in England at this time, and even 

at this late stage of writing. the tone reflects her child-like sense of awe at king abroad 

for the first tirne.' She anticipates with excitement her first view of :Albionw when 

crossing t h e  Channel from Calais, and perceives ii through the  eyes of sentimental 

novelist Laurence Sterne (Ju,ynd1ehm 209). Wiil fing , in his discussion of London, 

daims that the well mai ntained roads emanci pated Schopenhauer, gave her a mobility , 

' Schopenhauer spoke English and adapted easily to the culture but was definitely 
preoccupied with finding herself pregnant for the tirst time so far away from home. Her 
anglophile husband, a successful businessman twenty years her senior, was ove joyed at 
the idea that h e  would have a child born on English soi1 and thereby entitled to ail the 
rights of British citizenship. Remaining in England for the birth was solely Heinrich's 
idea, in which Schopenhauer grudgingly acquiesced: "Da0 rnein Mann unserm zu 
hoffenden Sohne dieses besonders für seine Verhâltnisse als Kaufman sehr bedeutende 
Vorrecht zu verschaffen wünschte, da die Gelegenheit dazu so vollkommen sich darbot, 
daB er alles anwandte, um mich zu bewegen. rneine Niederkunft in London abmwarten, 
war sehr natürlich; aber auch mir wird wenigstens keine Frau das offene Gestandnis 
verargen, da8 es mir diesmal unendlich schwer wurde, mich seinem Wunsche zu fügen" 
(Jugerdeben 2 14). While pre-natal complications dashed such hopes and forced the 
couple to retum to Danzig, where she gave birth to Arthur (1788-1860) in Febniary, this 
incident, and Schopenhauer's later description of it, demonstrate how women travellers 
were always caught between the private and the public spheres by virtue of their gender. 
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and thus an observational viewpoint, that would not have been possible in any other large 

European city ("Medien" 472).2 

Her un finished 1838 autobiography , J ugendieben und ~ d e r b i I d e r .  published 

posthumously in 1839 by her daughter   de le. describes her life from birth up to the 

events of 1789, yet is told through the filtered perspective of a seventy-year-old woman 

who herself acknowledges the vast time differential between nanating and narrated time. 

The author views this discrepancy positively as i t  provides her with the wisdom of 

hindsight: 'Eniihlen! Des Alters liebste Unterhaltung" (Jugcndkben 6).' This, however, 

does not allow for the danger of incorrect recall or a lapse into selective memory. In this 

respect, La Roche at lest admits in her English account the human tendency to stress 

on1 y good mernories (6 1 1). 

* This emancipation was felt by La Roche also as she strolled dong London's streets, 
'worauf viele tausend ordentlich gekleidete Menschen, angesehene Mariner, geputzte 
Frauenzimmer, sicher vor Wagen, Pferden und Schmutz, i hren Weg verfolgen" (202-03). 

Drost notes in the " Anmerkungen" to t h e  1958 edition that the original 1839 edition 
appeared as Jugend/cben utrd Wundew~re in Braunschweig (2 vols). An English 
translation, Youihfil life und picr~ires of rruvels came out in 1847 in London; only the 
initials of the translater are known, E.W. A second German edition was published in 
Braunschweig in 1848 (246). As this work contains both Schopenhauer's fint trip to 
Britain and support for daims made regarding the second trip, it will be referred to in 
addition to the travelogue thmughout the study. 

Louise Adelaide (Adele) (1797- 1849) is remembered in Gennanistik mainly through 
Thomas Mann, who used her in his novel Lotte in Weimar ( 1939) as a character present 
at the dinner party given by Goethe for Charlotte Buff. 

This and ail subsequent references will be to the 1958 edition of the text. 



Jugendleben und Wunderbikùer in its own way is a travel book. Schopenhauer 

waxes philosophical in the introduction, demonstrating that travel is ever on her mind, 

even in the metaph ysical sense: 

Schon unziihlige Male, in Versen wie in Prosa, ist bis m m  
Überdru~ der Menschen Leben einer Reise verglichen 
worden ; die zwischen beiden obwaltende ~hnlich keit 
dmgt  sich unwiderstehlich jedem entgegen, und auch ich 
weiB dieses Vergleichs mich nicht zu ewehren, obgleich 
ich, eben seiner Vortrefflich keit wegen, mich seiner 
scharne. (Jrigmdleben 5) 

As La Roche does in her French travelogue, so too Schopenhauer compares life to a 

journey; a metaphor which is certainly not unique to these writers. Schopenhauer 

descnbes herself as "reisemüde" as she reaches her final destination (death)! In the 

physical sense, referring to the type of travel which had becorne so popular during her 

lifetime, and in which she participated both as traveller and as wnter, she notes the 

technological advances which enabled people to reach their destination faster: "Mit 

verdreifachter und verviedachter Schnelle gehen Leben und Reisen, in Eilwagen und auf 

Dampfschiffen ~onvans" (Jugrndkben 5). She doubts, however, that such travellers have 

any more to recount than their more slowly moving predecesson, adding "doch steht zu 

hoffen, da8 sie in keinem Falle minder untemchtet zurückkornmen werden, als der 

grOBte Teil der englischen sogenannten Tounsten, welche jetzt scharenweise in der Welt 

henimziehenw (Jugendleben 6). Even in this preliminary introduction to her times she 

La Roche also speaks on two levels, when, at the close of her French travelogue, 
she sees both the end of her French joumey and her life. Speaking directly to God, she 
writes: 'Meine Sele dankt dir fur die so glücklich vollendete grose Reise, Er jede 
Zufriedenheit, welche ich bey Anblick deiner wohl thiitigen Erde und liebenswerthen 
Menschen genoBn (Frunkreich 578). 



does not have a high opinion o f  English culture. It is clear in the autobiography and the 

travelogues that she did not consider herself a pan of the burgeoning " m a s  tourism" into 

which travel degenerated in the latter stages of the eigh teen th ~entury.~ 

The 1803- 1805 joumey. the couple's most extensive trip during which the teenage 

Arthur accompanied his parents. included Great Bntain, France, Switzerland and Austria. 

In 1803 the husband and wife traveiled around England and Scotland. This second trip 

appears in Schopenhauer's first published travelogue, Erinnerungen von einer Reise in 

den Jahren 1803, 1804 und 1805. with a relatively shoner gap of ten years between the 

journey and the finished manuscript. Such a time-lag was not uncommong but does 

create a problem in a work like Schopenhauer's because her style, which emphasizes 

evanescent impressions, compromises the reliability of the account, Le., the currentness 

of the observations. From the Erinnrrungen, later editions were created that were 

fractured versions of the originaL9 My study will employ the 1813-14 edition on the 

To designate this iravel phenomenon as 'mas  tounsm" is not without precedent. 
Feifer employs the term 'touristw to any traveller who retumed from whence hdshe 
came. Although she takes her study as far back as Roman times, the critic concedes the 
term was first coined by Stendhal in the nineteenth century (3). Trease demonstrates 
numerical growth through the increasing pressures of the Grand Tour brought on by 
more people being in one place at any given time (4-15). 

' While Schopenhauer's decision to publish the travelogue years after the joumey 
came about in large measure as a result of hrr associations with writers and artists in 
Weimar, othen who wrote accounts of foreign places deemed it a political necessity to 
delay publication. As a case in point, Nathaniel Wraxall originally intended his memoin 
about life in foreign courts to appear in print, but waited more than twenty yean due to 
their personal and poli tical implications (Memoirs) . 

The editorial aspects of the travelogues are complicated. Erinnemngen von einer 
Reise in den Jahren 1803. 1804 und 1805 appeared in 1813-14. These originally 
consisted o f  two volumes with a third volume on France appearing in 1817. Michaelis- 



grounds that it is the first major editing of the travel diaries and is thus closest in time 

to the expenences related. It is also the most complete. 'O 

Schopenhauer's activity as a writer is arguably infomed by certain events which 

took place after the travels. Her rnarriage and thus her secure domestic situation came 

to an abrupt end in April. 1805. when upon their scheduled retum to Hamburg, Heinrich 

died in mysterious circumstances - an apparent suicide. His death precipitated the forty- 

year-old widow's relocation to Weimar a year Iater with daughter Adele where she 

became the hostess of a lively literary salon, and later an author of some repute. 

Writing professionally began as a natural progression of her successful salon 

where she was surrounded by such eminent authon and artists as Goethe, the painter 

Heinrich Meyer (1759- 1832). aesthetician Carl Ludwig Femow ( 1763- 1808) and writer 

Jena says that her modem English translation is taken primarily from the second edition 
of the 1814 work (18 16), but does not give any further history of the publication. Gnep 
and Pelz state that the second expanded edition was published in 1818 by Brockhaus with 
the third volume on France being omitted. The third edition was published in 1826. The 
final workings of the texts appear as volumes 15 and 16 of the 1830-31 Somrliche Werke 
(Frankfurt: SauerlWder edition), and as volume 1 1 of the Sdmflichen Schrijfen (Leipzig: 
Brockhaus) (250-5 1). 

The French portion of the travelogue appeared as the third volume to the 
Erinnemgen in 18 17. A second expanded edition was published as Reise von Paris 
durch das südliche Frunkreich bis C/~uniou/iy in 1824 (Leipzig; Brockhaus) and was 
reprinted in 1825 in a Viennese book series entitled Bibliofhek der neuesten 
Eizfdechgsreiîen (Wien: StrauB). The French travel account was included with the rest 
of the travelogue in the Leipzig edition of the Sümîlichen Schriftn (Griep and Pelz 
250-5 1). 

'O NarciB's edition Reise h r c h  Englund und Schoftiund ( 1965) is based on the 1830 
version. Paul's edition, Reise nuch Englund (1973) uses the second volume of the 
Erinnerungen, but also certain sections from volume one under the title "Reiseeindrücke 
aus England und Schottland," though he gives no rationale for the chosen inclusion from 
this volume. The Erinnrrungcn's original preface, in which Schopenhauer outlines her 
rationale for the content and style, has been omitted from al1 modem reprints. 
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Stephan Schfitze (1771-1839)." Her first pubiished book was Curl L4wig Fernows 

Leben (1810), a biography of her close friend who died in 1808. Then she commenced 

work on the travelogues. What was for a tirne an idle occupation mon became a necessity 

in 1819 when E3ankhaus Muhl in Danzig, where she kept the bulk of her fortune, went 

bankrupt. At age fifty-three Schopenhauer found herself, like La Roche after her 

husband's downfall, writing to eam a living, not just to climb the social ladder in 

Weimar, as was the intention with her salon. Schopenhauer used her love of travel to 

form the foundation of a lucrative writing career. 

Schiitze's tribute to the Schopenhauer salon k lu Purisienne daims that the 

gracious hostess had influence on the -Geist, Bildung und Geschmackn of Weimar 

society for rnany years (185). Since she was a wornan who did not* belong to the 

aristocracy in a town in which the nobility dictated the culture, it is important not to 

overstate the case. Her influence would be mitigated on both class and gender grounds; 

thus, it is more likely she was intluenced, as often as she was the one to influence. She 

provided the building blocks for others to produce these qualities in Company rather than 

being an architect of them herself. 

Fetting, whose analysis concentrates on Schopenhauer as a novel writer, argues 

convincingiy that neither the salon in Weimar nor her fictional writing would have been 

possible without travel: 

' Weber discusses these artists and intellectuals and outlines some of the discussion 
topics, e.g., news and events from the worlds of art, iiterature, and theatncal production 
(Einleitung , Schopenhauer, Augen 17-2 1). 



Reisen erfillt in Hinsicht auf die Konstituierung ihres 
SelbstbewuBtseins nvei Fun ktionen : Es erzeugt ein 
Selbstsicherheit gebendes Zugeh6Rgkeitsgefühl zur Gruppe 
des Bürgertums und ermôglicht damit ein selbstbewuBtes 
Auftreten gegenüber dem Adel, mit dem Johanna 
Schopenhauer gerade in Weimar kon fron tiert wird. Zudem 
starkt es die Position gegeniiber der Gmppe der Gelehrten 
und Künstler, denen sie zum Teil von ihrer Ausbildung her 
unterlegen, einigen von ihnen aber im Punkt 
' Welterfahrenheit' weit voraus ist. (86) 

The contradistinction between the bourgeoisie and the aristocracy, and Schopenhauer's 

pride in belonging to the former group. are evident in the Erinnerungen also. In contrast 

to La Roche's and du Boccage's more comprehensive interest in observing al1 levels of 

society, she writes: 'Unser S treben auf Reisen gieng immer dahin. die Landessitte der 

eigentlichen Nation kennen zu lernen; diese mu8 man aber weder zu hoch noch zu tief 

suchen, Nur im Mittelstande ist sie noch zu finden" (II: 138). 

Dworetzki's study focuses on the contradictions between Schopenhauer's 

biography and her own ponkyal of her life in her memoirs. As a case in point, the critic 

cites the author's cheerfulness in her writing despite the many life-changing setbacks she 

suffered in reality, i.e.. widowhood, the break with her son. the French occupation of 

Weimar, bankruptcy, il1 health: "Sie trug unendlich vie1 Schweres ohne Klage, und 

genoB alles Gute, was ihr das Dasein bot, mit dankbar heiterem Gernüt" (1 83). Although 

Dworetzki examines Schopenhauer's editorial decisions as regards her autobiography in 

particular, her comments are not applicable to the travelogue. Certainly, travel seems to 

have been one of Johanna Schopenhauer's favounte occupations, and these trips abroad 

were among the happiest times of her life, though even she adrnits that prolonged tourkm 

is wearing, "denn auf Reisen sieht man Manches, weil man einmal da ist. ohne Freude 
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und Antheil, aus einer Art von Pflich:gefühl. und wàre zuweilen gern der Mühe 

iiberhoben" (1: 137). However, she did not travel to leam so much as to cunfirm what she 

thought she already knew; therefore. while her tone in the Erïnnemngen could indeed be 

descnbed as heirer overall, certain comments betray her true feelings about England. 

Belles-lettres, more than any other literary source, would appear to have 

contnbuted to Schopenhauer's picture of Great Britain . After surveying factories in 

Manchester. and being unimpressed with the city and its environs, she writes, "bei 

Wackefield ward die Gegend freundlicher und Iândlicher; wir dachten des guten Vicars. 

der uns allen aus Goldsmith's herzlicher Dichtung bekannt kt, aber vergebens suchten 

wir hier sein Dôrfchen, sein wirthliches Dach" (k90). Goldsmith was widely read in 

Germany12 -- La Roche also mentions him dunng her visit to Westminster Abbey (257- 

58) -- but literary references like this specifically demonstrate that Schopenhauer travelled 

and perceived with literary eyes, creating a connection of familiarity between both the 

travel writer and the foreign culture and the writer and her readers. Schopenhauer may 

also have incorporated English literature to accent her literary knowledge. Her great 

interest in Westminster Abbey's Poets' Corner, for example, serves to illustrate with how 

many of these authors' works she is familiar. 

We know that she also read Lady Mary Wortley Montagu's travels (Jugendleben 

72), but Montagu would not serve as an inspiration to Schopenhauer as Madame du 

Boccage had to La Roche. In Iight of the bnef allusion to Montagu and the fact that she 

l2 Goldsmith's novel. which appeared in London in 1766, was first translated by 
Gellius as Dc~r Landprdger von Wukefild. ein Mdrchcn, dos er selbst roll geschrieben 
hobrn. Aus dcm Englischen in 1767 (Pnce. In/wnces 331). 
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is never mentioned again, it will never be known what role, if any, this work may have 

had in prompting Schopenhauer to travel. What is important is that women like Montagu 

set the precedent for wornen like Schopenhauer who, though they wanted to travel, had 

no desi re to be blazers ofrhe gcnder-frai/ themselves. True, Mon tagu was accompan ying 

her husband to his diplornatic posting in Constantinople. but she did write of her 

experiences in a specitically female way (e.g., a man could not have described the 

Sultan's harem), and women reading her travels would be encouraged to travel also. 

In the interim between the t k t  and the second trips to Britain, Schopenhauer 

matured intellectually and. as the recounting of the 1787 trip is Iater than that of 1803, 

she herself rnust have been aware of it. Part of this development, as will be shown, is 

an ability not just to observe but to provide the reader with a judgment of these 

observations. Indeed, in the preface to the Erinnerungen, she candidly States that she is 

not writing a travelogue about the 1803 tnp, but a collection of memoirs wntten ten 

years after the journey, and hence she dispenses with the long passages intended solely 

to inform which appear both in Piozzi's and Radcliffe's travelogues. She rejects the 

epistolary style corninon to the travelogue in favour of offering her reading public 

memones and impressions of an intensely persona1 nature. Schopenhauer thus draws the 

reader into seeing what she sees, not just through her eyes, but through her mind. When 

compared to La Roche, therefore, who recounts the joumey in a completely subjective 

manner, or Hester Piozzi. who, as will be seen in the following chapter, sharply divides 

her persona1 reactions from t hose passages in tended solel y to in form, Schopenhauer 



blends the subjective and the objective so that the reader is at tirnes left to wonder what 

is fact and what is opinion. 

Perception is gendered here as Schopenhauer herself admits when she takes the 

opportunity in the preface of the  Erinnerungen to point out explicitly the difference 

between men and women in travelling and understanding: 

Man wollte auch durch sie [die Erinnerungen] die 
Bemerkung bestàttigt finden, da0 Frauen die Dinge um sich 
her anders erblicken, anders darsteilen, als Mhner, und 
auf eine Weise, die, vielleicht weniger gnindlich, doch 
dadurch belehrend wird, daB sie die Gegenstânde aus einem 
ganz anderen Gesich tspun kte zeigt. (1: iii-iv) 

Right at the beginning of the British travelogue, then, she claims to offer a viewpoint 

which readers will find is substantially different from that of a man. 

Perhaps this ferninine perspective is what has led some critics to accuse the wnter 

of being simplistic and superficial in her descriptions of England. WC1 fing 's examination 

of the travelogue sees i ts one-di mensional style, i .e., its superficiali ty, as deliberate. 

This, he claims, is a textual ploy on the wnter's part to criticize implicitly the notion that 

presentation is more important than substance in English culture (' Medien" 473). Weber, 

on the other hand, remarks that the text is not critical, but portrays English culture 

through the eyes of a woman from the upper middle class: 

[...] aber lebendig und anschaulich entwarf hier [in the 
travelogue] Johanna Schopenhauer ein buntes Bild 
englischen Lebens: die Einrichtung und den Betrieb der 
Fabnken, das Erziehungswesen, die Vergniigungsstatten, 
die Theater, das Treiben der Wohlhabenden in den Bfidem, 
die Rolle der Frau in der englischen Familie. (Einleitung, 
Schopenhauer, Augen 22) 
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Yet each of these points is wonh a closer look to see whut she writes and how she 

expresses i t. 

Schopenhauer defends herself against such criticism, stating in her autobiography 

that the superficial composition stems from a fear of boring the reader (Jugendfeben 7), 

and the same argument could be applied to the Erinncrungen. Her travel writing 

expressly transforms British society into a culturally discemible format for the German 

reader, Le., she chooses botli the structure and content of the travelogue, and in 

particular its descriptions. because of their referential correlation to Weimar society, Le., 

her decisions about the content were determined by how her Weimar reading public 

might react, the readership of primary concem to her. 

Documentation based on experience provided the bulk of information for the 

travelogues, filled in with son Arthur's notes only where necessary (Dworetzki 121). 

Like many travel writers, Schopenhauer is the figure in the account around whom al1 else 

revolves. Frederiksen disputes that Schopenhauer is the centre of her travelogues, adding 

that she p u b  nothing persona1 of henelf in them. that she refuses to deal explicitly with 

the " Identitatsproblemati k der Frau" w hich Rahel Levin-Varnhagen (1771- 1833) does in 

her works ('Aufbmch" 2 19). Schopenhauer is present in the work by virtue of the fact 

that she is the one who travelled and the one who produced the manuscript, but the claim 

that she makes an editorial choice not to deal with the issue of women's self-identity is 

not true. She raises it, just not in a way that fits easily into ferninist revisionist cnticism 

due to her strong support of patriarchal values. 
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Schopenhauer's opinions are difficult to distinguish from those of her husband, 

especially since, in those travel books in which she recounts the trips with Heinnch, her 

use of rvir leaves one to wonder whether her views are her own, those of her husband, 

or a mixture of both." Such distinction is not impossible. however: a close study of 

both trips to Britain reveals that Schopenhauer did not share Heinrich's pro-English 

views," but this denotes perhaps a generational difference. Heinrich was, after dl, 

twenty years her senior, and much more a participant in the anglornania of the 1780s 

than his young wife. 

That she herself was not camed away on this wave of anglophile enthusiasrn is 

reflected in the type of distance evidenced in the accounts of the British joumeys. The 

writer effects an aesthetic detachment from the reader because she faits to recreate in a 

personal way her social interaction with those whom she mets on her travels. The reader 

does not see faces; individuais are not infused with personality. In spite of al1 the events 

recounted, sources of information such as guides, fellow guests at social functions, or 

innkeepers have no dimension. As a result, the reader finds that the only figure with any 

discernible individuality is Schopenhauer herself. As a case in point, the writer met 

I 3  Such is not the case in her last travel accounts. An Rhein und M m  is a 
compilation of textual descriptions of the region around the Rhein in the 1820s. One 
notices a distinctly more formal style. In Schopenhauer's few references to her emotional 
reactions to such significant sights as the Kolner Dom, or to her travel arrangements. the 
word ich figures much more prominently than in the earlier travelogues. This may be a 
reflection of the older. more independent Schopenhauer. 

l4 Goodman and Fredenksen ("Aufbnichw) agree that Schopenhauer was critical of 
England, but neither examines the root causes of her criticism. 
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Friedrich Nicolai ( 1733-1 8 1 1). his fnend johann Ench Biester (1749- 18 16),15 and Justus 

MIser (1720-1794) during a visit to Bad Pyrmont in 1787 (Jugendleben 192). 

'Unfonunately Schopenhauer reveals nothing of the content of her conversations with 

these men" (Goodman 19 1). 

Like many travellen who maintain their distance, observing without becoming 

involved in events around them. she dws not appear to have really mixed much with 

English people, and this is especially true of Englishwomen. Dunng her tour, 

Schopenhauer views various coinmercial concems with her husband, and the Company 

of women in this context apparently seems trivial io her. She does not consider herself 

to be an ordinary traveller on this joumey, given that she is surveying factories. In 

Manchester she writes: "Die Minner erholen sich in Tavemen bei der Bouteille von der 

ermûdenden Arbeit, die Frauen haben ihre Zirkel unter sich. Wie amüsant aber solch 

eine Gesellschaft von lauter Englàndennnen sein mag, wiinschten wir Iieber zu erraten 

als zu erfahrenw (192). 

Clearly, Schopenhauer does not exhibit the feeling of camaraderie with other 

women which La Roche displays in her work. Schopenhauer's travelogue is nor female- 

friendly, and her unambiguous language laves the reader quite certain of her feelings 

about women, for although she daims that al1 her comments in the work are meant to 

be favourable, the textual evidence about women in many cases contradicts this 

'' Biester went to Berlin on Nicolai's suggestion and became private secretary to then 
Staatsminister Freiherm von Zedlitz. In 1784. he becarne Biblinthekar at the dffenfliche 
Bibliothek in Berlin (All,qtJmmeine Deiirschc Biogruphk II: 632-33). This name will rmcur 
in the discussion on Moritz. as the librarian would appear to have been a friend of his 
al so. 
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statement; thus, she incorporates her negative view of women into her critical opinion 

of English culture. Women and their achievements do not receive any recognition in the 

Erinnerungen, in great contrast to La Roche's Reire. For example, she comments 

favourably on the Englishwoman's ability to serve t e .  at social gatherings, but goes on 

to deem her a petty gossip. as during Sunday activities. where she maintains the lady of 

the house "bringt die Zeit, welche ihr die Andacht übng IZBt, mit irgendeiner Frau 

Gevatterin zu und IZBt den lieben Niichsten eine etwas scharfe Revue passiren" (II: 163). 

Her observations on the appearance of Englishwomen, which are the only comments she 

makes on fashion, are also superficially flattering but upon closer inspection betray a 

negative personal bias. -Die englischen Bauernmiidchen und jungen Weiber," she 

remarks, for example, in Derbyshire, 'sind durchgangig schone Gestalten, alter werden 

sie oft zu dick" (11:57).'" 

Regardless of her feelings about women, particularly in relation to men and their 

activities, she is pan of this fernale world and provides the reader a glirnpse into it. As 

Montagu introduced her reading public to a Sultan's harem, so Schopenhauer describes 

a Wochenbesuch, i.e., a visit to a woman who has recently given birth: 

Id An examination of Schopenhauer's French travelogue reveals that her negative 
view of Englishwornen may be due in large measure to her Iess-ihan-positive view of 
England. The French notion of freedom, as she witnessed it in 1803- 1804, was far more 
appealing to her republican sensibilities than the English type. For although 'der Ton der 
Freiheit und Gleichheit, den die Revolution eingeführt hatte, [...] schon damals 
verschwunden und vergessen [war]" (PromcwuJen 18). she is not offended when a 
woman, whom again she descnbes in a less-thancomplimentary way as, "ein auffallend 
groBes Weib, von miinnlichem, sehr widerwiirtigem Ansehen," refers to her as 'Du" and 
'Citoyennew (Promenuden 19). By comparing her observations of English and French 
society, one sees a complicated intermingling of her social cnticisrn and misogyny. 



Wir finden die Dame in dem glanzenden Schlafzirnmer. 
[...] Das Negligée der Dame ist über und über mit den 
theuersten Spitzen geschmückt und bekriiuselt, Alles ist fein 
und erlesen, Alles zeigt Reich thum. Den Haupigegenstand 
des Gesprichs gewahrt die, auf einem Seitentisch 
ausgestellte, Garderobe des neuen An kommlings. 
(TI: 142-43). 

A man could not have, nor would have, included any such description in his travelogue. 

Schopenhauer was no radical, poiitically or socially, and had a great desire not 

to be perceived as one, especially in her activity as a writer: "Für's erste bin ich keine 

mit philosophischem Blick und minnlichern Mut in alle Verhàltnisse des Lebens, des 

eigenen wie des fremden, tief eindnngende und tief eingreifende Rahel [Levin- 

Vmhagen]; aber auch kein exzen trisch-poetisierendes Kind" (Jugendleben 8) .17 This 

may help to illustrate why her opinions are couched in convention. Schopenhauer was 

raised to believe and, indeed, as an adult continued to believe, in the Rousseauian notion 

that men and women had their separate domains. "Johanna Schopenhauer is no champion 

of qua1 rights for women. She believes. for instance, that women possess a 'natural' 

centredness on love, supplemented by a 'natural' male centredness on worldly honorw 

(Goodman 205-06). l8 

Unfortunateiy, Schopenhauer had eamed a reputation as a gelehnes FrauenUmmer 

in certain circles in spite of herself. In a letter to her husband Wilhelm dated February 

l7 Although Schopenhauer writes in her own voice in the travelogues, Le., from a 
fernale perspective, it is worth noting that in many of her fictional works, the short 
stories in particular, she writes in a male voice. The protagonist is often male, and the 
narrator recounts the story either from his perspective or omnisciently, emphasizing the 
male experience. 

l8 Goodman uses mainly novels to discuss Schopenhauer's views of gender relations. 
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22, 1809, Karoline von Humboldt writes. 'Die Madame Schopenhauer hasse ich 

ordentlich. So eine breite gelehrre Dame ist ein Greuel" (Houben 123). Such an 

assessrnent must have horrifiecl her, for even as a child, she asked her mentor Richard 

JamesonIg to refrain from teaching her Greek, 'um nicht in den kompromittierenden 

Verdach t zu geraten, ein gebildetes j unges Frauenzi mmer zu werden " (Einlei tung , 

Schopenhauer, Augen 9). Her travelogues, al1 her works in fact, reinforce rather than 

challenge patriarchal values. 

The misogyny Schopenhauer exhibits has been recognized for quite some time in 

both primary and secondary literature. Virginia Woolf wrote in 1929, 'Women are hard 

on women. Women dislike women" (167). Dawson deals with it explicitly in her 

discussion of wornen poets: 'Der Versuch. das eigene Geschlecht ru &envinden, und 

die implizite Gleichsetzung von ' minnlich' mit 'besser' und 'menschlich, ' führte zu 

einem der eigenartigsten Aspekte der Verserziihlungen von Frauen: das hiiufige Auftreten 

von Misogyniew ("Selbstziihmungw L36). Nothing in Schopenhauer's writings suggests 

the type of self-loathing which would be required to 'overcome one's own gender.' 

Though she preferred the Company and opinions of men, she did not wish to be a man, 

and while she was educated. she was aware of and content with the limitations of her 

sex: 'Schon früh hat sie die Erfahrung gemacht, daB Miidchenbildung nur innerhalb 

gewisser Grenzen toienen wird. thre Mentoren zwar sind über Aufnahmefahigkeit und 

l9 Richard lameson, of whom nothing is known independently of Schopenhauer's 
autobiography, was a neighbour of the Trosieners; he was a Doctor of Theology from 
Edinburgh and pastor of Danzig's English colony. He is mentioned often in Jugendleben 
und Wundcrbiider as an influen tial figure in Schopenhauer's life. 
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Lemeifer des Miidchens entzüc-kt und wettei fem darum. i hr m6glichst vie1 beizubringen, 

ohne aus ihr ein Wunderkind zu machen" (Dworetzki 143). Langer-Hagedorn, in 

reference to Schopenhauer's simultaneous acceptance of artistic emancipation and 

rejection of social emancipation. States that her judgment of women is evidence of her 

social conservativism: 'Johanna Schopenhauer argumentiert nicht aus der Position der 

Frau, sondem aus der des machthabenden bzw . kunsthabenden Mannesw (1 2 1). These 

cntics al1 rightly demonstrate that Schopenhauer's only measuring-stick for the 

'acceptable' in any facet of life is based on male values. 

Such disparagement does not extend to men as she complains of English dinner 

parties, 'daB die lange Weile an ihren wohlbesetzten Tischen auch hier gewohnlich 

p-idirt, kann nicht gelaugnet werden, wenigstens ist dies der Fall, bis die Damen 

aufbrechen und den Miinnem bei Wein und Politik freien Spielraum lassen" (1: 194). 

While L a  Roche uses the portraya1 of the English dinner table to discuss issues such as 

politics and religion. as well as to demonstrate the superiority of English mealtimes, if 

not necessarily the cuisine, Schopenhauer uses it as an additional device to prove her 

point that nothing women say can be of any real value; only men discuss important 

issues, and these should not concern women. 

Those issues which Schopenhauer does value are the theatre and music.20 Her 

unwillingness to accept simply the anglophile attitude that British is better can also be 

*O These topics are not dealt with in chapter one, but La Roche's comments are 
included in this section CO outline her views and, by demonstrating here that she 
addresses these aesthetic issues, however briefly, the contrat beiween these two wnters 
becornes clearer. 
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seen in her assessments of the English theatre. Here, her cornpansons create an overtap 

which demonstrates Anglo-German aesthetic relations. The performance of Shakespeare's 

Much Ado ubnur Noling that she attends at Drury Lane in 1803 reminds her of the 

performance she saw earlier in Germany. Known at that time in Germany as Die 

Qudlgeisrer," an abridged version of the original. the German adaptation gives nse only 

to her derision in its use of contemporary dress in a foreign historical drama (II: 184). 

She criticizes this production on aesthetic proundj. but her description of the performance 

of Pizum she attended in Covent Garden" details the disastrous results of the lead 

actor's drun ken entrance. Schopenhauer is arguably only recounting her expenence; 

however, in light of the English theatre's high reputation in the Iate eighteenth century, 

with such great actors as David GarrickU and Sarah Siddons performing on the stage, 

she is arguably setting up a textual -straw man," i.e., choosing an aspect of her 

experience that is very easy to criticize. 

'' Die Qudlgeister, Lusrspiel in 5 Akren von H. Beck, nach Shakespeare (Price, 
Literature in Germuny 2 12). According to NarciB. Schopenhauer saw the play's first 
London performance on May 30, shortly after her amval in England ("Anmerkungen," 
Englund und Schnttlund 33 1 -32). 

22 Sheridan's 1799 adaptation of Kotzebue's Die Spunier in Peru, oder Rollar Tod 
(1796) was well received in England, and after its successful run 'war der Name 
Kotzebue fur eine sehr lange Zeit vom englischen Spielplan nicht wegzudenken* 
(Maurer, Kotzebue 242). 

(1717-1779). Although he had died before either of these women travelled to 
England, he is mentioned here in the context of his contribution to the raised profile and 
reputation of the English theatre in the eighteenth century. Moritz is the only other travel 
writer among the Germans here to mention that Gamck is also buried in Westminster 
Abbey, near the Shakespeare monument. 
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La Roche. by contrast. concentrates on the British theatre's good reputation and 

in fact witnesses Mrs. Siddons* performance at Drury Lane in the tragedy she calls 'cias 

gerette Venedig."" She assesses the actress: -mich dünkt, es giebi keine gr6kre 

Schauspielerin, noch eine, deren Gestalt mehr fur das edle Tragische gestimmt seyn 

konnte; mehr Wahrheit und unstudirte Grazie kann man nicht denken, vielweniger sehenw 

(533). La Roche does not assess the play, except to say it is "aller groDen Auftritte des 

Talents fahig" (533). Instead, she prefers to concentrate on Mrs. Siddons. accomplished 

actress. mother. and housekeeper.?' 

If one examines La Roche's assessrnent of the English production of Lessing's 

Minna von Bornhelm, in which she looks at the performance in its own right, rather than 

at the actress as with the aforementioned play. one sees that even an anglophile like La 

Roche can be imtated by the foreign culture's lack of undentanding. She saw this play 

on September 8, 1786 as translated by Johnstone. under the tiile "Baronel3 von 

Bruchsal," although his reasoning for creating such a title escapes her (267-68). Her 

review is on the whole positive, although her patnotic annoyance cornes to the fore when 

in the extract from a review, she reads:" "Der Stoff dieser Komodie sey fur das 

englische Theater zu dünn und zu rnager. ob er schon eine Ader vol1 Gefuhl, und eine 

*' Venice Presetv 'd; or, u Plot Disco wrc~d (1 682). a tragedy by Thomas Otway 
(1652- 1685). 

Sarah Siddons, nee Kemble (1755-1831). mamed actor William Siddons in 1773 
and the couple had seven children. 

'' She does not provide a source for this criticism, alihough in context, it is probably 
a newspaper review. 
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Whne der GroBrnuth fasse, welche aile Scenen beseele. und die Ermüdung verhindere.' 

- Konnte man da nicht sagen: Was wollt ihr denn mehr?" (268). 

Archenholz, in contrast to both these writen' emotional responses to their theatre 

experiences, tries to be objective in his treatment of each foreign culture's drama - in 

his case contrasting English and French -- examining each in sich. recognizing that a 

comparative examination would not be fniitful: "Das englische Theaterspiel ist von dem 

franzosischen ganz verschieden. Wenn man die guten Schauspieler in Pans und London 

betrachtet, so erstaunt man iiber diese Verschiedenheit in Ton, Geberden, Ausdruck, und 

überhaupt in allem, was Leidenschaft und Charaktere bezeichnen kann" (1502). 

Schopenhauer's and La Roche's cornments demonstrate that Archenholz's j udgrnent holds 

equally true for a companson of English and German theatre. 

Such a cultural compansion may also not be worthwhile in music either. 

Schopenhauer's remarks regarding the English attitude to Italian opera demonstrate that 

she feels this particular artistic endeavour has not b e n  transplanteci successfully into 

English culture: 

John Bull geht hkhstens ein Mal hin, um sich hemach 
Zei tlebens darüber lustig zu machen. Die fremde Sprache, 
das ganze ausl2indische Wesen, vor Allem die franz6sischen 
Tiinzer erscheinen ihm wie eben so vie1 Entheiligungen des 
vateriiindischen M e n s .  Langst wiire die ganze Anstalt zu 
Grunde gegangen, wenn nicht der GroBen Eitelkeit, 
Prachtliebe und Vorliebe für das Ausfhdische sie erhielte; 
deutlich sieht man, dafi sie hier nicht gedeihen kann, und, 
trotz der grofien Summen. die darauf verwendet werden, 
nur kümmerlich vegetirt. (11: 197-98) 

Her comments lead one to suspect in her a feeling that the Germas  are superior in the 

realm of musical appreciation. This suspicion is confirmed when she later writes: "Die 
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Nation selbst ist eigentlich nicht musikalisch. Es fehlt ihr nicht bloB an Talent, auch an 

Geh6r und Geschmack. Daher giebt 's nichts Ungefalligeres, Monotoneres, als die 

englische Volksmusik" (IL2 13). One is left then to wonder whether such observations 

are designed to censure English aesthetic endeavours for their own sake or to bolster the 

notion of German artistic excellence in the process. The crux of this matter lies not in 

the issue itself but in its presentation. While Schopenhauer views the British perspective 

of opera in a critical. pro-German way. Archenholz tries to view it in a more normative 

fashion rather than by contrast: 

Es ist rnerkwürdig. daB nichts Ausliindisches, was Sitten, 
Gebduche, Vergnügungen U.S. W. betri fft, auf dem 
englischen Boden gedei hen will. Dieses entreckt sich auf 
alles, selbst bis auf die Maskeraden, wovon ich hernach 
reden werde. Die italienische Oper in London zeichnet sich 
daher blos dadurch aus, da0 mit ungeheuern Kosten sehr 
geringe Wirkungen hervorgebrach t werden. (I:479-80) 

. The origins of Schopenhauer's lack of involvement as a traveller may be found 

in her intolerant attitude to certain English customs. Within the context of a typical 

Sunday in England, for example, she adopts a very judgmental tone, both on behavioural 

and religious grounds. In contrast to Sundays in Germany, where people put on their best 

clothes and go out visiting and play cards, the English stay at home after religious 

services, and she makes no secret of her personal bias that she finds this absence of 

neighbourl y socializi ng very boring. Ch ildren are not spared , 

seit man eigene SchuIen fur die Sonntags-Abende emchtet 
hat. in welche sie prozessionsweise getrieben werden. 
nachdem sie den Tag über zwei Mai in der Kirche und e h  
Mû1 zu Hause die sinn- und geistlose Liturgie des 
engl i schen Gottesdienstes haben herbeten müssen. (II: 163) 
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Yet, in the Reise La Roche refen to her delight at witnessing "wie heilig den Engliindern 

der Sonntag istw (375). 

Although Schopenhauer's comments on religion are brief, they serve as evidence 

that the bias of the travel writer determines the tone of the wRtten record. In the account 

of the 1803 trip, she vacillates between the effusive when viewing old manor houses and 

English country gardens. and the matter-of-fact when describing factones and business 

ventures. Comments in the Erinncnrngm pertaining to Great Britain as a commercial 

power are also negative. However. given that she is accompanying her husband, who is 

travelling partly for business reasons, Schopenhauer is more qualified than La Roche to 

venture an opinion in  this regard. Indeed. she saw much of the country through her 

husband's eyes, Le., with the outlook of a Kaiflnunn; hence, one of her main criticisms 

of England. almost as a motif running through the work. centres on the cost of l i ~ i n g . ~  

The nurnerous comments indicating her constant awareness of money signal that being 

married to a businessman had a strong effect on her outlook, and she finds England's 

high costs a negative aspect of life there. However, Maurer broaches the time interval 

in this regard, doubting that the industrial world of 1803 which Schopenhauer recalls in 

18 13 would still reflect current conditions ("S kizzenw 4 12). 

The education system becomes in the travelogue another negative aspect of 

English society. She finds fault with the English notion of boarding schools for girls, as 

well as what she considers to be the inadequate education they receive there -- a great 

27 La Roche mentions cost only very occasionally, but again mitigates the cornplaint 
with praise, e.g., "Wir speiBten sehr gut, aber auch sehr theuern (207). 
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contrast to the attitude which La Roche displays. Schopenhauer blarnes Englishwomen's 

poor social behaviour on their appalling lack of education: 'Auch in der franziisischen 

und italienischen Sprache erhalten sie Unterrïcht, aber dem Fremden, der nicht Englisch 

kann, ist damit nichts gebessen; schwerlich wird er in der Gesellschaft eine Dame 

finden, die ihm in einer fremden Sprache Rede stiinde" (II:249). L a  Roche finds on the 

contrary that the women in Windsor "sprechen vollkommen franz6sischn (373), much 

to her relief given her lack of confidence in English." 

It is true that Schopenhauer could speak French and English fluently; 

nevenheless, she was not reaily in a position to laud the superiority of German 

educational institutes for girls. As a teenager. she attended the Société cles jeunes dmes 

in Danzig, where, she tells the reader, she began her joumey "aus dem eng beschhkten 

Kreis des Familienlebens" (Jugend1~'hen 92). Here young wornen spoke French and 

leamed literature, sewing and drawing, and *wie man leichter und freimütiger sich in der 

Gesellschaft bewegen konne, ohne deshalb gegen den Anstand zu sündigen" (Jugendleben 

122). All was designed to complete a girl's training as a young lady, a training 

complementary to that of a young gentleman. The tendency to use French as the primary 

language of instruction for both boys and girls in eighteenth-century Germany reflected 

the middle and upper classes' inclination towards French culture (Einleitung, 

Madame La Fite et al.. however, belonged to the Royal Court, and this may have 
been a factor in their ability to speak French. 



Schopenhauer, Augen 9) .3 Though this attitude may have k e n  the nom, Schopenhauer 

writes that she did leam Gerrnan at home, and it was her family's everyday language. 

Schopenhauer was more fortunate than most, however, in that her thorough 

instruction in English culture was not just by inadvertent exposureJ0 but was instigated 

by her childhood mentor Jarneson, and continued later by her anglophile husband. Family 

and fnends thought it an appalling waste of time for the child Schopenhauer to leam 

English, a 'business language.' The family also discouraged her from reading books 

considered educational for boys. Nevertheless, with Jarneson's support she read the 

Spectator. Tules of the Gminii. Homer, Young's Night nioughn, Milton's Parndise Losr 

and Shakespeare (Jugenrll<bïvz 72). 

Frost's biographical study, which is more descriptive than analyticai, States that 

Schopenhauer's education continued after her mamage; subsequent to the move to the 

marital home in Oliva. she gained access to her husband's extensive library of French 

29 This trend was also noted at the time by Sir John Moore dunng his visit to 
Frankfurt am Main: "Children of the first families are instructed in French, before bey 
acquire their mother-tongue, and pains are taken to keep them ignorant of this that it may 
not hurt their pronunciation of the other. 1 have met with people who considered it as an 
accomplishment to be unable to express themselves in the language of their country, and 
who have pretended to Se more ignorant in this particular, than they were in reality" 
(1: 397). 

30 Schopenhauer's earliest memories are of the English settlers whose cultural 
assimilation in Danzig was very broad in its scope: 'Sie sprachen deutsch, machten die 
Nacht nicht zum Tage, aBen nach Landesgebnuch um ein Uhr zu Mittag, erzogen ihre 
Kinder, die gr6lltenteils in unserer Mitte geboren worden waren. auf die bei uns übliche 
Weise, und betrugen sich im ganzen wie vemünftige Leute tun, die nicht darauf 
ausgehen, durch terichte AnmaBung und albeme Alfanzereien sich und andem das Leben 
zu erschwerenw (Jugendleben 26-27). Right from a very early age then, she did not 
consider the English as foreign, but they would naturally be different from the English 
of the home country who had not absorbed foreign ways. 
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and English Iiterature (21). Schopenhauer delighted in her opportunity to continue the in- 

home education begiin in her youth. Ultimately. however, if her own education was in 

fact better than that of the average woman in Germany or England, it was due to the 

male influences in her life being supportive of it." 

Her father and her husband. as leading citizens of the city-state of Danzig, also 

imparted republican ideals to the young Schopenhauer. so that the class inequality of 

Weimar presented ideological as well as social difficulties for her. The King of Poland 

had conferred on her husband the title Hofur11 years earlier. As a staunch republican, 

~einrich had refused to use it; however, his widow, though of republican sentiments 

herself, but seeking entry into the best social circles. felt no such compunction and. 

appropriating his titie, became known in Weimar as "die Hofdthin Schopenhauer."" 

The class relations that she witnessed and experienced in Weimar provided her 

with a wealth of material for al1 her writings. Maurer ('Skiuen" 413) and Schieth (150) 

both clai m that her li terary success lay in her portrayal of bourgeois li fe and values, wi th 

Maurer adding that the travelogue is an appropriate vehicle for this ponrayal in that 

31 For sociological studies of the type of education girls received in the eighteenth 
century and the reasons for it. see Hermann: Risse-Sturnbries. 

32 Goethe's fnendship also helped her greatly; over the course of the years, their two 
families were in close contact. The great wnter never forgot Schopenhauer's kindness 
to his wife Christiane. when the newly married couple had b e n  rejected by their former 
friends for a social l y unacceptable mamage (cf. Maurer, " Bestsellerw ) . Goethe's 
relationship to Schopenhauer and her children has been document& by other critics: see 
Düntzer; Emmel; and Schumann* 

Although Schopenhauer's association with Goethe for more than twenty years 
cannot be ignored, it should not necessanly constitute the focal point of either a 
biographical or literary study of her. 



travel was an integral of pan of that life. In fact. ali her fictional work?' aiso portray 

the bourgeoisie often in relation to the  aristocracy . Paul rightly points out that the corpus 

of Schopenhauer's work was aimed at a specifically Weimar audience and substantiates 

this by noting the many references to the theatre and art exhibits which are included in 

the travelogues (Nachwort, &ire ncrch Englund 377-78). If one bears Schopenhauer's 

primary readership in mind. then, she does not ponray either class as wholly positive or 

negative, and in her fictional works. each character lives by an individual judgment of 

nght and wrong based on the general code of ethics of hislher station? 

Schopenhauer's concerns about the abusive nature of the class system, however, 

began long before her arriva1 in Weimar. She and her husband found the class system 

distasteful. While La Roche's view of the class structure in England is politically 

based" (though not necessarily re tlective of reali ty), Goodman argues that 

Schopenhauer's 'brand of republicani sm seems to value the cultivation of individuality 

" Apart frorn her many shon stories, Schopenhauer wrote four novels: Gabriele 
(18 19). Die Tunre (1823). Sidoniu ( 1827). and Richurd Wood (1837). 

Y Characters' attitudes are generally those that would be expected of their class, and 
Schopenhauer a p p r s  to go to great pains to reinforce the class structure; thus, a 
paradox is created, in light of the republican sentiments of her younger days and her 
cnticism of the class structure in England. No one is criticized in Schopenhauer's fiction 
overtly or covertly for belonging to a particutar class. Her works do not appear designed 
so much for social commentary as for marketability; hence, stock characters, e.g., the 
evil brother, the noble benefactor, the loyal servant, are placed in different settings. but 
the story line remains basically the same. 

La Roche refuses to make the class system an issue in London; however, her view 
is made clearer when cornpared to her observations in Pans, where socio-political 
problems were much more strongly delineated along class lines: "SoIlte nicht diese 
gleichere Austheilung der Gliicksgüter in England. und der vie1 minder merkbare Abstand 
unter Londons Bewohnem, dein mit der Monarchie verwebten republikanischen Geiste 
zuzuschreiben seyn? " (202). 



through aesthetic sensibility more than political engagementw (193). The present study 

has conceded that Schopenhauer ascnbes importance to aesthetic issues in the travelogue; 

nevenheless, one must not forget the joy with which she welcomed the start of the 

French Revol~tion,~~ defini tely a poli ticall y rather than aesthetically motivated reaction: 

'Von nun an ging ein neues Leben mir auf. unerhorte Hoffnungen eines durchaus 

veriinderten Zustandes der Wel t wurden in rn i r rege" (lugendleben 235) .37 

Paradoxicall y ,  however, Schopenhauer's tone in referring to royalty is as positive 

as that of La Roche. She describes t h e  Royal Farniiy's promenades before the crowds in 

Windsor. Perhaps it is mernories of the troubles she had entering society upon her arrival 

in Weimar which caused her to include the following passage about the King: "Der 

K6nig gieng zuerst. an seiner Seite die K8nigin. Wo er einen Bekannten erblickte, redete 

er ihn an, oder nickte ihm einen freundlichen GruB zu, ohne Unterschied von Rang und 

Stand* (IL3 12). This monarch's behaviour does not offend her egalitarian principle~.~' 

36 Schopenhauer was not alone in this sentiment. Many in Europe, including many 
Bntons, welcomed the French Revolution as the harbinger of a new kind of freedom. 
Joel Barlow (1754-1 812). for example. wntes with a rather idealistic view of events: 
"The Revolution in France certainly cornes recommended to us under one aspect which 
renders it at first view extremely inviting: it  is the work of argument and rational 
conviction, and not of the sword" (3). 

37 Pioui's view of these events is somewhat dissimilar. In a Ietter to Samuel Lysons 
from Edinburgh, Iuly 8, 1789, she accurately foretells the outcorne: "my hean tells me 
ail will end in Air: because Anarchy nuturolly finishes in Despotism, and Despotism in 
a Country long accustomed to Monarchical Govemment, narurally drops into the hands 
of a Kingn (Pioui Lefreters 298). Piozzi is not contemptuous of the idea of a ruling 
monarch in the same way Schopenhauer is. 

She was not always so patient or impressed in the presence of social superiors, and 
at times, her republican sentiments got the better of her. As a young woman visiting Bad 
Pyrmont in 1787, she was dauled at seeing so many aristocrats in such close proximity. 
On meeting the Herzogin von Braunschweig. however, whose hand Schopenhauer had 
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The issue of chronology is raised again in this context and may provide an alternative 

reason that Schopenhauer treats the king with sympathy in her work: 'In Windsor muBte 

man vor der jetzigen Krankheit des Konigs die konigiiche Familie sehen, urn sich von 

ihrer Lebensweise und ihrer Pers6nlichkei t einen Begn ff zu machen" (II: 309). Although 

George III was still reigning in 1803, by the tirne the first travel account was wntten in 

1813, the future George IV had been ruling as regent for two years. 

Despite her rejoicing at the outbreak of revolution in France, she also uses the 

chronological distance between event and narration to treat the French king with pity. 

Wiinessing the name-day celebration of Louis XVI on the twenty-fifth of August, 1787. 

toward the end of her four-week stay in Pans, she is awe-struck by the splendour of the 

royal procession. On later retlection in the Jugendl~4en. however, she remarks, notably 

pnor to the description of the event, that this would be the 1 s t  tirne it would be 

celebrated in this opulent style because 'der furchtbare Orkan. der über ihn und sein dem 

schmiihlichsten Verdrrben gewei htes Haus vemichtend niederschmettern sollte, sammelte 

schon drohend sich über seinein Hauptm (204). Nonetheless. she recalls the king 'in der 

Mitte der GroBen seines Reichs" but 'eine gewisse schüchteme Unsicherheit. wie man 

sie einem Konige am wenigsten zutrauen sollte, sprach in seinem ganzen Wesen" 

(hgendleben 206). Clearly, Schopenhauer's knowledge of the king's ultirnate fate 

overshadows her recollection of his appearance on that day. This does not mean that her 

been expected to kiss as a sign of respect. she refused, claiming that as a 
republican of the city-state of Danzig, she owed no one such class-dictated 
(Jugendleben 1 89-90). 

free-born 
de ference 
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memory is incorrect or tainted -- one cannot presume to know her mind - but by 

planting the notion of the Revolution at the beginning of this chapter, she makes the royal 

family 's fate al1 the more tragic. Indeed, the description of the queen as 'die blendendste 

Erscheinung i hrer Zei t" (Jugendi~heri 207) renders her. li ke Mary. Queen of Scots, a 

rornanticized tragic figure in Schopenhauer's travel account. 

Her negative appraisals of most cultural aspects of English wciety are scarcely 

in evidence during her visit to Scotland. The section of the Erinnenrngen devoted to 

Scotland. though not large (less than tifteen percent of the total work). is a structural 

microcosm of the English section. discussing al1 the themes that have been contemplated 

previously. However, the tone has changed significantly. In her attempt to present a 

balanced view, Schopenhauer does point out negative aspects in Scotland and its people. 

but she is more forgiving than she is generally in  England. Her geographical and cultural 

differentiation between these countries on the island was an uncommon phenomenon at 

the ti me she travelled .'" Since road conditions did not permit widespread travel outside 

London until well into the nineteenth century. few Germans actually travelled as far north 

as Scotland and contributed written accounts in Schopenhauer's time." 

'' The only other travel writer in this study to make such a distinction is Archenholz, 
who, al though he did not travel there. did recognize the Scottish contribution, particularly 
in the sciences. as independent of the English in British culture (1791:111:269). 

''O Maurer notes that Moritz blazed the trail with his walking trip as far as Derbyshire 
in 1782. Schopenhauer followed in 1803 and went as far as southem Scotland, and 
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809- 1847) visited northem Scotland and the Hebrides in 1829. 
All subsequen tl y published accoun ts of these travels stressed the natural beauty of the 
region (' S kiuen " 407). 
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Her desire to see Scotland must have begun in her youth simuitaneously with her 

desire to see England as a resul t of contact with Dr. Richard lameson, mentioned earlier 

in relation to her early education at home. A good friend of the family, Jameson became 

the young Schopenhauer's tacher. guide, and counsellor and. as stated previously, 

through him she began her metaphysical journey toward the British Istes. She remembers 

him as the quintessential British traveller and clergyman: *Seine innere und âukre 

Encheinung erinnert lebhaft an Yori k. wie die S~nrimmrui Joitrney und Trisrrum Shandy 

ihn darstellen" (Jugcndk~hm 29). Weber bel ieves that Jarneson's influence was greater 

thzb that of her parents or her German tutor, ~uschelr" 

Sein EintluB auf die geistige Entwicklung Johannas war 
gr6Ber als der der El tem oder des Hauslehren. [. . .] Noch 
im Alter gedachte die Schriftstellerin voller Dankbarkeit, 
wie der Vertraute ihrer Kindheit sie mit dem Leben und der 
Kultur der Engliinder bekannt gemacht hat, wie er ihr 
Shakespeare und die GroBen der englischen Literatur 
nahegebracht hatte. (Einlei tung, Schopenhauer, Augen 9) 

Plakolb asserts that Jarneson imparted English ideals to the young Schopenhauer, values 

strengthened b y her rnamage to an anglophile ( Nachwort, Reise durch England und 

Schortlund 3 13). While Jarneson did indeed acquain t Schopenhauer with English culture, 

he was most certainly a patriotic Scotsman. He always did his utmost to distinguish 

himself as Scottish in  his dress arfd demeanour and does not appear to have assirnilated 

culturally during al1 his years in Danzig. in spite of what Schopenhauer writes about 

other families doing so. In my view, it was Jameson who imparted to her the awareness 

a Student of theology, and 
hand in mamage when she was 

Schopenhauer's in-home tutor, Kuschel asked for her 
j ust th i rteen years old (Jugendleben 102). 
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of the cultural disparity between England and Scotland that manifests itself in her 

dichotomous attitude toward the Eng l ish and the Scots. 

While. as has been shown, she goes to great pains to set Gemans apart from the 

English, her admiration for Scotland is evident in how she notes the affinity between the 

Scots and the Germans. On two separate occasions she takes this opportunity; firstly, at 

the Scottish border: 'Schon hier, so nahe an der englischen Gdnze, fiel uns der 

Unterschied zwischen dem englischen und schottischen Volke merklich auf. Freundliches, 

gutmiithiges Zuvorkommen, Treuherzigkei t. verbunden mit groBer, aber frohlicher 

Armuth, ennnerte uns immer an die Bewohner teutscher Gebirge" (1: 118), and secondly 

in Edinburgh: 5onst lebt man hier stiller. einfacher, mehr ein Familienleben auf teutsche 

Weise, als in London" (1: 126). 

For Schopenhauer, the contrast between the two cultures is more than social; she 

alsa emphasizes the aesthetic differences. The Scottish have the musical talent, for 

example, that she feels the English are wanting. At a concert which, by her own 

admission, -batte den FehIer aller Ergotzlichkeiten in Grofibntannien, es wiihrte zu 

lange" (1: 135), she enjoyed the Scottish folk music which, according to her, borrowed 

heavily from Ossian and "wurde mit heiBer Vaterlandsliebe aufgenommen" (1: 135). 

Other Germans, especially of the Stirrm iind Drung period, saw Ossian as a vehicle for 

German native culture through folk poetry." Goethe included parts of the Ossian poems 

42 Studies have already been done to determine Scottish-German intellectual 
connections in the areas of literature and philosophy , e.g., see Oz-Salzberger. My study , 
however, examines the socio-cultural impact of Ossian on Schopenhauer and La Roche 
in particular. 
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partly for their very propagandistic value for 

Schopenhauer is unique among Germans in 

recognizing the Ossian who was a nexus for Scottish patnots -- evidence of her intention 

to strengthen Scottish 'separateness' in the German reader's mind. 

Even the geography becomes a factor, for Schopenhauer views the new landscape 

with romantic eyes, finding its roughness quaint and rustic and the Scottish villages 

''malerischer" (1: I 17) than their English coun terpans. Her opinion stems in large part 

from her firm belief that the poet Ossian existed and continues to live in the Scottish 

spirit. Here two temporal discrepancies anse. Firstly, Schopenhauer is a bit behind the 

times in 1803. since one may safely state that the Ossiunkulr in Gennany had passed its 

prime. Secondly, and more importantly, it is true that the work of James Macpherson 

(1736-1796). fint published in a series between 1760 and 1763, had not been exposed 

as fraudulent in 1803 (although Johnson was suspicious almost immediately in the 1760s). 

and Schopenhauer was certainly not alone in her acceptance; yet in 1805, the Highland 

Society of Scotland decried it as a creation of Macpherson's own imagination? 

'' Oppel discusses the enthusiasm with which Ossian was received in Germany, 
noting that although British intellectuals such as David Hume and Samuel Johnson 
doubied the fragments* authen tici ty almost immediately , the doubters in Germany , such 
as Johann Jakob Bodmer ( 1698- 1783) and Heinrich Wilhelm von Gerstenberg (1737- 
1823) faced greater opposition. Herder, for example, was thoroughly convinced of the 
work's legitimacy (Lirerorurbeziehungm 88-90). Nevertheless, as Boker notes, the 
political angle in Ossian reception in Germany must be studied due to 'the significance 
of the bardic element in Germany. During the eighteenth century the bard came to stand 
for a unified national future freed from the political bondage of absolutismw (87). 

a James Macdonald, a Scotsman who spent time in Weimar and was received at 
coun (1796-1798, 1801). gave evidence to the Highland Society on this question. 
Although he believed in Ossian as an historical personage, he was not of the opinion that 
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Therefore. by the time she produced even the fint edition of the travelogue in 1813, she 

must have been aware that Ossian as such was a fabrication. Did she refuse to believe 

the experts? Did she leave the section in to remain tme to the 1803 travel dianes despite 

the fact that, as the information about King George III demonstrates, she interpolateci 

contemporary information? The answers may never be known. It is enough to know that 

just as the ancient bard is omnipresent in Schopenhauer's mind as she travels through the 

Scottish countryside. so his importance to her is retlected in the written account. Through 

him she reinforces al1 that in her view is positive about Scotland as opposed to England. 

La Roche saw no such cultural distinction; indeed she refers mostly to 'England" 

and not to "GroBbritannien." That this Ossian-madness is not evident in the Reise 

perhaps speaks to the peculiarly Scottish-versus-English nature of the phenomenon. 

Ossian is mentioned only once. also in reference to nature, while driving through 

Richmond Park (428). In her allusion to Ossian in Mein Schreiberisch, she compares his 

poerns to those of Jacob Balde (1604- 1668). Similarly to Schopenhauer, she feels the 

bard's presence particularly in natural surroundings: 'Der Ton von Ossians Harfe. ist mir 

schwermüthig feyerlich. Mich dünkte oft. sie in der Gegend zu horen, von welcher ich 

ein Bild mit einem durch sie tliehenden Barden sah" (Schrriherisch II:408). Since she 

barely went out of London during her five-week stay in England, however, she does not 

experience these feelings in the Highlands, but in other unspecified "hohem Regionen" 

(Schreihe~sch II: 408 ) . 

al1 of the poems attributed to him were of his own creation. Nevenheless, in the 
aftermath of the Society's ruling, Macdonald wrote in a letter that Macpherson's later 
desire to take credit for the poems was the result of vanity (Gillies 59). 
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The early exposure to lameson's Scottish patriotism appears to have coloured 

even Schopenhauer's view of English history. Several references to the stniggle for the 

throne between Elizabeth 1 (1533- 1603) and Mary, Queen of Scots (1542- 1587). serve 

both as an additional background interest for the reader and as a vehicle for 

Schopenhauer's political criticism. During her visit to Woodstock. she learns of Princes 

Elizabeth's education which unfortunately did not include lessons in how to be a 

compassionate human being: the author's explanation for the queen's heartless execution 

of Mary (I:27-28). Schopenhauer later bean these observations at Woodstock in mind 

when the curators of the British Museum show her some letters from Elizabeth to the 

Earl of Essex. She takes note not of the contents but of the queen's handwriting: 

Diesen nicht schonen, aber mit Schnorkeln ÜberIadenen, 
sehr groBen Buchstaben sieht man es an. dao sie langsam 
und vorsichtig geformt wurden. und trotz aller 
Schmeichelworte, die sie ihrem Geliebten hinzirkelte, 
mochte man in etwas vetandertern Sinne, mit Schillers 
Maria Stuart ausrufen: 'aus diesen Zügen spncht kein 
Hen! ' ( W 6  1)'' 

Schiller's play is also mentioned in Chatsworth, Mary's prison for sixteen y-. 

Schopenhauer and her husband are 'stolz, daB unser Schiller den Britten den Rang 

abgewann. und ihrem [Le., Mary's] Andenken das schonste Denkmahl schuf" (1:68). 

Mary gains a great deal of sympathy from Schopenhauer, and in Scotland she even points 

out the religious fervour with which Mary's memory is preserved. where anything 

connected to her is considered 'ein Heiligthum" (1: 128). 

'" Muriu Stuut7 III. iv. This play was first performed in Weimar in 1800 and 
published in 180 1. 
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La Roche also portrays her syrnpathetically when, in the British Museum, she 

describes the correspondence *der schonen. unbedachtsamen und unglücklichen Maria" 

(234). This is in great contrast to -der rachgierigen. obschon in so vielen Stûcken groflen 

Elisabeth* (234). Such a view is puzzling since, as was mentioned in the previous 

chapter, English liberty and Protestantism are inextncably linked in La Roche's mind. 

Mary Stuart and Elizabeth arguably represent the politico-religious polarization of their 

era and it would be more logical therefore. even within such an obviousiy emotional 

response, to view Elizabeth favocirably. not Mary. 

Even Schopenhauer's admiration for Scotland is insufficient to overcome her 

misogyny. Although she tends to portray Scottish culture (and Mary Stuart) in a good 

light, she has as little time for Scotswomen as she does for Englishwomen. Unlike La 

Roche, who praises and accentuates women's achievements, Schopenhauer simply seems 

incapable of approving of the accomplishments of her sex. In Edinburgh, she 

incorporates sirnultaneously her opinions about the  English and women once again when 

she describes the statue of King George 111 outside the Register Office46 carved by a 

Mrs. Damer of London: "Man muB ihren guten Willen ehren, die Statue selbst ist ein 

unformliches Machwerk" (1: 124):' Funhermore, she assesses Scottish acton as 

"Man hat in London Bureaux, die man Regisrer offfces nennt, wo man gegen 
Bezahlung eines Schillings mit Bedienten und Miigden aller Arten versorgt wird. Auch 
sind hier àhnliche Bureaux für Kaufmannsdiener. desgleichen fur Personen, die entfemte 
Reisen vorhaben. und Gesellschaft suchenw (Archenholz I:421) 

Anne Seymour Damer ( 1749- 1828) was a xulptress whose principal works include 
not only the statue discussed here but also two heads of the rivers Thame and Isis for the 
bridge at Henley. a bust of Charles James Fox for Napoleon, and a bronze bust of 
Nelson for the Duke of Clarence. 'Her work must be appraised as that of an amateur 
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mediocre, but the actresses are worse (1: 133-34)- and the average woman does not 

impress her either: ' Die Tracht der Weiber hat nich ts Ausgezeichnetes, " whereas the 

men in their kilts are compared to Roman soldiers in their uniforms (1: 141). 

In spite of her cnticism. Schopenhauer creates in the Scottish section of her 

travelogue an atmosphere of domesticity and harmony. The pastoral landsape, the 

Highlanders in their kilts. the family bond. the promotion of at-home education, and the 

ancient songs of Ossian al1 interweave to create her romantic Scotland. She deals 

sympathetically with the Scottish diaspora, those Scots forced to go abroad in search of 

work. As a displaced Danziger, Schopenhauer understands this. The family iree that even 

the humblest Scot has in his home is a possession that only a traveller like Schopenhauer 

could truly appreciate: one needs to be forced from the home culture in order to 

understand the need to realign onesel f wi th it. 

. She cannot but notice the financial disparity between the two countries on the 

most practical level: Das Haferbrod. das Hauptnahrungsmi ttel der Bergschotten, lernten 

wir hier auch kennen; bis jetzt hatten wir im mer in den Gasth6fen Waizenbrod gefunden. 

K...] Man rühmt es als sehr nahrhaft und gesund; mit der Zeit k6nnte man sich wohl 

daran gew6hnenn (1: 161). As has been noted, though she dislikes every aspect of the 

English dinner table, her positive view of Scotland colours even the sparse peasant fare 

she and her husband are offered at country inns. 

fine lady. It was whispered that she received assistance from 'ghosts'" (Dicrionary of 
Nationul Biography 45 1). 
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Previous scholarship has proposed that Schopenhauer's early education contnbuted 

to what would become an adulthood predilection for English culture, but if she can be 

said to be expressing an opinion in this highly personal description of her journey, she 

shows a preference for Scotland. Critics simply consider her one of the many German 

anglophiles of the era. basing their assessments on German society's general sympathy 

for Great Britain and her husband's predisposition. Schopenhauer's desire not to appear 

as a recalcitrant wife or as a ,qdthrrc.r Fraernzimm<~r is also a contributing factor to this 

image. As has been textually revealed. she did not feel any particuiar affinity for 

England. though she was well versed in the ways of its society. In contrast to La Roche, 

Schopenhauer is highly critical of many aspects of English culture. 

The Erinnerungrn is not a learned treatise about Great Britain and its customs. 

Even in the section on Scotland, though she describes the people's hardships. she does 

not give the econornic or political reasons for them. "Da sie Vergnûgungsreisende ist, 

die Unterhaltung und Abwechslung sucht. bemüht sie sich erst gar nicht, historischen 

Entwicklungen und sozialen Phhomen nachzuspliren" (Omasreiter 180). Her unique style 

is to present personal ideas and feelings experienced on the journey while paradoxically 

maintaining a narratorial distance between herself and the people with whom she must 

have corne in contact at that time. Both sides of this paradox contribute to the 

advancernent of her opinion that England was not the social paradise that so many 

Germans believed it to be. She shows herself to be  a wornan who did not outwardly 

contradict patriarchal values or conventionai wisdom vis-à-vis the predilections of her 



culture; rather she chose to maintain her role as woman and observe al1 around her with 

a keen eye and a ready pen. 

The financial pressure under which she suffered may account for Milch's rather 

harsh 1935 judgment of Schopenhauer as a writer: 

Was bedeutet uns ihr Schaffen? Die Antwort ist knapp und 
eindeutig . Die Romane. Novellen und Reisebeschreibungen 
Johanna Schopenhauen bedeuten keinen unmittelbaren Wert 
fur Menschen. die Trost und Erhebung aus Werken 
Gberzei tlicher Gel tung erfahren wollen . Die Probleme 
Johanna Schopenhauers sind der Gegenwart keine 
brennenden Fragen, i hre Stilgebung ist nicht hinreiBend und 
bezwingend, ihre Arbeiten sind verblaBt und ohne aktuellcn 
Reiz. ( 'Geistesgeschich te" 205) 

The argument that her works lack universality is inaccurate and unfair, panicularly in 

regard to the travelogues. Once Schopenhauer is placed in the context of other writen, 

certain structures begin to emerge which reveal her con tribution to eighteenth-century 

Furthermore, despite her desire to avoid the appellation gelehnes Frauenzimmer, 

and her aversion to socializing with other women, she did contribute to the advancement 

of women's social and intellectual role. In her own way, her solutions to widowhood and 

bankruptcy were independent solutions. By choosing not to remarry," to cope with 

life's problems without the help of a husband, she did expand the social possibilities for 

Though nothing is known of any proposais in particular, Schopenhauer had close 
male friends in Weimar, e.g., Carl Ludwig Fernow (1 763- 1808), a mamed man, and 
Georg Friedrich von Gerstenbergk ( 1780- 1838). Dworetzki claims it was the latter's 
presence in Schopenhauer's house that led to the quarrel between her and Arthur (204). 
No one factor can be blamed for the lack of communication between mother and son, and 
while Gerstenbergk may have been a catalyst, the break-up was inevitable regardless. 
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women. With her travelling, her writing, her independence in later life despite the 

physical and financial hardships, Schopenhauer became, in the greater scheme, and in 

spite of herself, a mode1 of female achievement. 



CHAPTER THREE: 

HESTER PIOZZI AND ANN RADCLIFFE IN GERMANY 

Like Sophie von La Roche and Johanna Schopenhauer, the two British women 

have1 writers under scrutiny here also represent female achievement in bave1 writing. 

Hester Lynch ~iozzi; author, mialite, and confidante to and biographer of Dr. Samuel 

Johnson ( 1709- 1784); and Ann Radcliffe, Gothic novelist, travelled to Gennany in 1786 

1787 and 1794 respectively. As with al1 travellers, their penonal motivations for the 

joumey Vary, but unlike La Roche and Schopenhauer, who, despite such persundity 

differences. had a common desire to see Great Britain based on omnipresent cultural 

expectations, neither of these women had German y as her ul ti mate goal, Le., her joumey 

through Germany was incidental to anoiher destination. 

The subsequent written accounts of these Gerrnan joumeys. although interesting 

in their own nght, are used here for three different reasons. Firstly, they support the 

notion that wornen travel wnten of two different European nations were dealing with 

sirnilar themes in their works. Secondly, they contextualize La Roche's and 

Schopenhauer's comments about Great Britain while thirdly. they present a British view 

of Germany. The self-confidence with which these women travelled as British subjects 

depicts the other side of anglophilia. Germans were enthralled by English culture and the 

publicity surrounding its political system and as a result encouraged the English in a 

feeling of 'national sel f-confidence" (Black 234). 

- Black goes on to recognize the tension between "cosmopolitanism and 

xenophobia" (1) in eighteenth-century British tourist trends. The tendency was to go 
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abroad once. then to stay home (4); as a result. many Britons returned as 'better- 

informed xenophobes" (235). The German trend varied slightly in this regard. As al1 the 

Germans of this study demonstrate. travel was not a one-time adventure. All of these 

writen went abroad more than once. However, prejudice remains a factor in ail these 

cases; La Roche, for example. retumed to Germany a better-informed anglophile, thanks 

to her stereotypical preconceptions. At least upon her retum she could speak with more 

authority because she had been in Britain. 

British ethnocentrici ty alters the structure of these accounts in cornparison with 

the Germans. Piozzi and Radcliffe include passages intended solely to infonn the reader 

about German culture. a subject upon which the average Briton would know very 1ittle.l 

The writers cannot take the reader's knowledge for granteci, as La Roche and 

Schopenhauer can of their German readers. Nevertheless, these four women ' s similar 

backgrounds, as members of the upper middle class in their respective societies, arguably 

inform the parallel in content. However. their works consist of more than just the 

observations they offer: their motivation to travel and modes of expression are of great 

interest here also. 

' While some German-speaking cities were included on the standard Grand Tour, 
e.g., Dresden, Berlin or Vienna, the British were pre-occupied in the main with Italy and 
France, the main goals of the Tour. I t  m u t  also be conceded that, while England 
represented a socio-political utopia for many Germans, Italy was still the preferred travel 
destination on aesthetic grounds; even La Roche, the quintessential anglophile, attests to 
this, as in later life she wntes with regret that she never visited Italy: 'Sie haben ja so 
viele Reisen gemacht! kann mir gesagt werden. la. und gliicklich, sehr glücklich war ich 
hierdurch; aber Italien, das Vaterland der Wunder der Natur und der Künste fehlt mirn 
(Schreibetisch I : 3 63) .  
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Two previous dissertations have dealt with British women travel wnters and 

specifically with the question of a gender-based difference in writing styles? 

McAllister's 1988 study of British women's nonfiction travel accounts claims that the 

style was a deliberate contravention of the accepted male format. 'She says that women 

reject 'the conventions that demand factual findings' and that 'women's travel accounts 

are frequently self-exploratory' * (96, 100-0 1. cited in Dougal 126). Such statements are 

in danger of rendering the notions of a -masculine" travelogue and the writer's ability 

to be "se! f-exploratory " mutuall y exclusive. since the underl ying assumption of such a 

claim is that men's travelogues could not be self-exploratory, a notion which Moritz's 

travelogue, published in 1783, for example, would refute. A further assumption is that 

women's travel books could not be exploratory of themes other than of the self, and all 

the wnters here belie that notion. 

Dougal 's 1994 thesis continues the discussion, asserting that the travel narrative 

"enabled these women to accomplish thei r personal, professional, and ideological 

agendasn (Abstract DAI-A55/04). As in the present study, the critic performs a close 

reading of severai travelogues, including those of Piozzi and Rad~liffe,~ but she 

concentrates pnmanl y on styl istic issues, rather than socio-cri tical ones. For example. 

she substantiates the daims she makes about Radcliffe wi th a traditional discussion of 

The present study differs from these othen in that, as a G e m i s i i k  thesis, the 
focus remains on Germany and the German women travel wnters under investigation. 
These dissertations are discussed here to contextualize my own work, as well as La 
Roche's and Schopenhauer's. 

Comments from these works pertinent to my examination of Piozzi and Radcliffe 
will appear at the appropriate j unctures throughout the chapter. 



landscape and its role in the narrative. She mentions other issues, but she does not 

examine them in detail. and it is these other aspects of the work which wili be analyzed 

here. 

Since many women writers opted for the epistolary fonn, an extension of the 

letter-wnting so prevalent in the late eighteenth century, the issue of style was 

circumvented in large part. The design of these lette- did not necessarily change with 

the venue, whether written from home or abroad. A woman's ideas would be acceptable 

in this forum, while they wouid not be in a scholarly work. Becker-Cantarino writes that 

as women were socially obstructed from travelling to see their friends, they had to write 

letters; these were in the main apolitical and personal. reflecting familiar surroundings 

and people ('Briefkultur" 84-86).' Woinen travellers, however, are a special case: they 

were relating to the public world in a private manner, writing personal letters to loved 

ones at home so as not to appear too alienated from their own domestic sphere which 

western European cultures used to define their social role.' It is worthy of note, then, 

' Becker-Cantarino is not entirely accurate here because Ietter-wnting had a social 
function independent of long-distance relationships. Schopenhauer wrote letters to her 
friends, Madame von Pogwisch and her daughter Ottilie von Goethe (née von Pogwisch), 
on social engagements and other interpersonal domestic matters, although they al1 lived 
in Weimar. 

This is an argument formulated by modem feminists who daim women have been 
culturally conditioned to have a more relational sense of self than men. Ferguson 
discusses gender relations in this sense, writing that women have a more relational and 
men a more autonomous sense of self ( 100). This, she daims, originates in childhood, 
since girls have an immediate role mode1 in their mothers; that boys do not have this 
creates in them a sense of opposition (101). Fox-Genovese contends that a woman is not 
raised to identify with other women, but to see herself in relation to the man/men in her 
life: she is first daughter, then wife, then mothet, and these aspects 'constitute her sense 
of community and her community's sense of her" (42). 



that only one of these four women wnters chose the epistolary form -- La Roche. 

Evidence of a disintegration of the public / private sphere theory, as outlined by 

Landes and Andermahr in the introductory chapter. cm be seen in an examination of 

these four wnten. La Roche. Schopenhauer and Piozzi often begin their descriptions in 

the private sphere and branch out to deal with public issues, but are very mindful that, 

as women, this must be done in moderation. and in a 'fernale,' Le., personal, private 

way, in ord-r for such an approach to be acceptable to the reading public. Radcliffe, 

however, raises an obstacle to the strict definition of the public (male) / private (female) 

disparity, as she keeps exclusively to the public sphere, despite the fact that, as an 

author, she remains an intensely private person. seerningly inserting nothing of herself 

into the travel book. The reader does not see inside anyone's house en route, and while 

the other three writers discuss food and mealtimes. for example, as a natural component 

of social interaction, Radcfiffe does not treat of this theme at all. 

Nevertheless. neither Briton could be called a social revolutionary, any more than 

La Roche or Schopenhauer. Piozzi and Radcliffe also published their travelogues within 

their social context and have b e n  overlooked by scholars as a result. McCarthy nghtly 

points out that Piozzi is known to English scholars as Mrs. Thrale, Samuel Johnson's 

companion, rather than as M n .  Piozzi. the name under which she published; she is 

known first as a woman, then as a writer ('Repressionn 100). Since these two tenns are 

not necessarily mutually exclusive, it will be shown that these four women bring gender- 

unique qualities to their writings. 



HFSTER PIOZZI 

The travelogue Pioui produced shortly after her retum to England, Observarions 

anà Refectionr Made in the Course of O Journcy Zhrough France. Ita[y, und Germany, 

describes her trip to the Continent with her second husband, the Italian Gabriel Piozzi. 

While the bulk of the work is concemed with Italy's vanous regions, to which the 

rnajority of critics' analyses attest, Pioui visited Austria, Gemany and Belgium fiom 

late 1786 to early 1787 on the retum trip to Great Britain. The two original joumals she 

kept during her time abroad (The Italiun Journul 1784 and Gemun Journal 1 78a6 form 

thé basis of the published travel book which was produced in two months, in the surnmer 

of 1788, once the couple had retumed to Bntain. Published in London in 1789, and in 

Dublin later that same year, to mixed rûaction, the book was criticized by such eminent 

British intellectuals as James Boswell ( 1740- 1795)' and joumalist William Gifford (1756- 

1826) and praised by 'wit and poli ticianwx George Selwyn ( 17 19- 179 1) and poet William 

Cowper (173 1-1800) (Clifford 345-47). One wonders if the negative cnticism, especially 

that of Boswell, was as professional as it was personal, since many of Pioui's detractors 

were personal fiends of Dr. Johnson and, like him, disapproved of her second mamage. 

These joumals are located in the John Rylands Library, University of Manchester 
(Ry. 618). as are the seven notebooks (Ry. 619), which are the interirn work between 
the joumals and the final manuscript version (Ry. 620), submitted to the publisher Cadell 
for consideration. 

BOswell himself went to Germany, though much earlier. From June to Decernber 
1764, he travelled through Germany, Switzerland and France. For a discussion of these 
iravels, and their results for Boswell's personal development, see Danziger. 

His contributions to society as pet the Dictionas, of Nufional Biography, 
XVII: 1 169. 
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David Rivers' Literury Mornoirs ( 1 798) descn bes the Observutions as 

"entertaining, though in many respects, very reprehensible" (11: 139) for the writer's use 

of jargon (of which he provides no concrete example). Pioui was not alone in this 

stylistic choice, nor was she alone in suffering disapproval from reviewers: " Mrs. Pioui, 

like Addison, Sterne, and possibly a few others of the century, was convinced that non- 

scholarly books rnight be written in the same idiomatic language employed by ordinary 

people in conversation" (Clifford 344). Rivers and Clifford, scholars separated by more 

than a century, represent the continuing argument which concentrates on the extent to 

which the travelogue should be considered a scholarly bookO9 

A German translation. with an introduction by Georg Forster, appeared a year 

later in a two-volume format."' His assessrnent of the Bemerkungen appears to be 

coloured greatly by the fact that the writer is a woman, whom he disparagingly calls 

The question as to whether or not the travel account which uses idiomatic language 
is a scholarly book is an important one for this wnter. Barrows cornments that 
unfortunately Piozzi simply did not have the education necessary to undertake some 
learned subjects and refers in this instance to another of her works, British Synonymy 
(1794) (Introduction, Observutions [1967] x-xi). She is disqualified from wnting such a 
study through a lack of forma1 education, a deficiency, one might add, which would have 
discounted al1 wornen in the eighteenth century. With no rigorous training in academic 
wnting, her style could not be formai either. If the Obs~wuti(~ns, her best work, is 
discounted, then so inust her other works be discredited on these grounds. 

Although Barrows' introduction to the 1967 edi tion will be occasionally referred 
to, references to the Obs~rvuiinm will be to the 1789 Dublin edition of the text. 

'O Bemerkungen PU f der Reise d~r rch Frunkreich . Itulien und Deutschiand von Erther 
Lynch Piout*. Aus dem Englischen mir eincr Vorrede und Anmerkungen von Georg 
Forster. 2 vols. Frankfurt am Main; Mainz: bey Barrentrapp und Wenner, 1790. 
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"diese brittische Aspasia" (x)." He critiques the travelogue mainly on the bais of her 

observations and her writing style. As so many other scholars have done, he recognizes 

her primarily as Mrs. Thrale, the fnend of Dr. Johnson, and attnbutes Piozzi's 

knowledge of Iiterature to this friendship, traces of which "sich [...] auch in diesem 

Werke hiiufig nachweisen lassen" (ix). 

Like Schopenhauer, Forster too notes the gender difference in travel writing: 

Daher interessirt sich ihre [Le.. der Frauen] Wi Bbegierde 
fur unziihlige Dinge. über die das mannliche Auge sorglos 
hinglei tet, d e r  wohl gar mit Geringschiitzung wegblickt; 
daher werden i hnen da die un terscheidenden Merkmahle 
der Dinge augenblicklich offenbar. wo wir sie erst durch 
mühsamen Vergleich und Zergl iederung hervorsuchen 
müssen. oder. weil die Subtiliiat des Gegenstandes oft diese 
Anstrengung sogar verei tel t, keinen Un terschied gewahr 
werden kônnen. (xii) 

Here, he is willing to concede that women might make observations that men cannot, 

supporting the Rousseauian notion of gendered complementanty as applied to travel 

writing. Beanng in mind that the Bemerkirn~cn is a woman's work, however, he advises 

the reader not to expect any more 'als wirklich versprochen wirdw (xiii). 

He also censures her rernarks on Gerrnany. 'Ich bin weit entfemt, ihr Ritter seyn 

zu wollen;" he writes, 'allein, dieser Theil ihres Tagebuchs ist erstens sehr 

unbetriichtlich. und zweitens auf einem schnellen Fluge durch ein Land, dessen Sprache 

- - - 

Aspasia was an intellectual who lived in Athens in the fifth century BC. She was 
the second wife of Pendes and the couple had a son. 'Contemporary Athenian comic 
drama satirized her in the guise of vanous mythical tyrannical women" (Guide n.p.). It 
is to this unsympathetic view of her that Forster most Iikely alludes. 
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geschrieben " (xv). The speed wi th w hich she travelled through the 

to what Forster sees as the overall flaw of the work: 

Die Verfisserin macht übrigens fast gar zu wenig Anspruch 
auf einen gewissen Grad der Vollendung, in Riicksicht der 
Schreibart. Man begreift wohl . daB diese Gleichgül tigkeit 
auch in der Uebersetzung noch durchschimmem muB, wenn 
man sich gleich Mühe gegeben hat. jeden groberen VerstoB 
hinwegzurâumen. (xv-xvi) 

Clifford, who makes no mention of this rather negative appraisal, asseru that the 

book's expeditious appearance in translation on the Continent with so eminent a traveller 

writing the introduction is a good indication of i ts success (346-47). His judgment does 

not appear to take the era's German anglophilia into account, however. Not many travel 

accounts of Germany by Bntons appeared on the market. in  comparison to those of Itaiy 

or France, and panicularly in comparison to German accounts of England; therefore, a 

work such as Piozzi's would be welcomed by the Gerrnan reading public, regardless of 

the gender or style of the author." 

Though no one can ever really know a person's inner motivation for writing, 

timing may provide a due. Schopenhauer's yen to be a writer did not materialize until 

after her husband's death. Piozzi was a ncrrrrrd wnter. by which is meant that the 

impetus to express her thoughts and feelings on paper was, similarly to La Roche, 

intemal, whereas Schopenhauer wrote prirnanly for prestige and money. As the hostess 

of a salon of intellectuals. of which Samuel Johnson formed the integral component üust 

l2 Another example can be found in Sacheverell Stevens' (dates unavailable) work, 
which fint appeared on the market in Bri tain in  1756. J. P. Cassel's German translation, 
Vermischre Anmcrkungen eininrr ndich  g~~thunc.n sic.ht.nj&rigen Reise durch Frankreich, 
Iralien, Deutschland und HoIlund. was published in Gotha as early as 1759. 
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as Goethe was the focal point of Schopenhauer's), Pioui also excelled in the area of oral 

communication. As Mrs. Thrale, she provided a forum for Johnson to shine. Given her 

twelve pregnancies as well as her financial and marital troubles during the Thrale years, 

the fact that she still found the time to write confirms that her drive for self-expression 

was great. 

In order to understand the ongins of Piozzi's activity as a writer and her attitudes 

while in Gerrnany, a short anaiysis of her life to that point may prove helpful. The 

cultural climate of her developmental years is starnped in the travelogue. Born Hester 

Salusbury in Camarvonshire, Wales in 174 1.  she considered herself Welsh and therefore 

culturally independent of the English society in which she lived (Doody, Introduction to 

Clifford xxi), just as Schopenhauer felt her ideas as a Danzig republican set her apart - 

at Least until the Weimar yean.  While abroad, in an effort to identify herself socially, 

Pioui saw herself as English, just as Schopenhauer considered herself German. 

As an only child. her parents doted on her and gave her every opportunity to 

indulge her curious inind. She read widely both as a child and during the early years of 

her first mamage. as did Schopenhauer, and gained an extensive general knowledge 

which would prove useful on her travels. However, in Bn tain while Pioui was reading 

English literature and possibly French, Schopenhauer and La Roche were reading 

German, French and English texts, since even at that tirne, Le., earlier in the century 
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during their childhoods, the Germans were not as ethnocentric as the British and indeed 

set great store by English as weli as French literature." 

British ethnocentncity in tluences how li terature is dealt with in the Bntons' travel 

accounts. Literary allusions do not appear in the Ohservu~ions in quite the same sense as 

in the German travelogues. In Schopenhauer's case. her knowledge of English (iterature 

prior to amving in Bntain and her interpolation of various English texts render the visit 

more interesting for herseif and for her reader. However. she also calls upon German 

literature, when, for example. descnbing John Phi 1 ip Kemble'si4 portrayai of Hamlet 

at Covent Garden: *er spielt sie [die Rolle] bis in die kleinsten Details, als hZtte er 

'Wilhelm Meister' gelesen" (II: 192). Such a metaphor, though arguably designed to 

demonstrate her own Bildi~n,q, provides the German reader with a clearer picture of the 

event. By contrast, Piozzi's general ignorance of the literature of the German-speaking 

regions meant she had no points of reference to draw upon. This left her at the mercy 

of those she met while travelling, people who may or rnay not have b e n  educated 

enough to supply her with the accurate information she required. Further difficulties 

arose in these situations from her inability to speak German, since al1 the information she 

received was in broken English, in Italian, or through a third-party, as in Munster 

l3  Morgan and Hohlfeld's 
literature in British magazines, 

work catalogues the instances of reviews of German 
to which a discussion of reception is added. Just as the 

role of translation in the reception of English literature in Germany was outlined, so too 
does this work note that German books appeared in English often translated from French 
translations (37). 

l4 (1757- 1823). A famous actor and brother to the equally famous actress Sarah 
Siddons. 
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[Münster], for example. where the interpreter could not speak English well enough to 

translate the guide's description of the local church (578-79). 

Although no German li terary allusions are made explici tl y in Piozzi's travel 

account, the author becomes aware of German literature during her stay. In a letter to 

Leonard Chappelow" from Vienna dated November 8, 1786, she noies that "the dear 

Germans who ought. and who do in fact excell in Chyrnistry, Natural History, and 

almost every Branch of useful Knowledge; are al1 mad after the Belles Lettres. and care 

for no Praises but what are given to their Poetry and Musick" (Piani Letfers 218). She 

continues in this vein, finding a connecting English thread to Goethe's Die Leiden des 

jungen Wenhen in Count Briihl, "who married Lady Egremont [and who] is the Person 

who translated it to English" (Piozzi Lcrrws 221).'" 

Continuing with the examination of Piozzi's life, we find that her biography 

presents interesting cornparisons to Schopenhauer's in particular. Her first mamage to 

Henry Thrale (1728/29?-178 1), a businessrnan and member of parliament more than ten 

years her senior, was not a love match and was for the greater pan unhappy due to her 

husband's pneral unreliabili ty in business and his marital infideli ty. Nonetheless, she 

"Iived with him in a companionship that ensured a pleasant and dignified existence for 

Is The Reverend Leonard Chappelow (d. 1820). clergyman of Roydon. 

l6 The editors Bloom and Blmm footnote here that Hans Moritz, Graf von Briihl zu 
Martinskirch. was an ambassador to the English court who lived for many years in 
London. Piozzi here speculates that he may be responsible for the anonymous translation 
of Goethe's work that appeared in 1786. The editors note that "Goethe and Briihl were 
friends, but we have seen no evidence that Briihl was the translator" (Pioui Letfers 
219, n.8). 
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both of them" (Introduction. Ohse~c'urions 119671 xi). The unhappiness she felt in her 

marriage may have been a contributing factor to the sheer volume of her literary activity. 

Although Pioui always expressed herself on paper even as a child (Dougal 69)' her 

adulthood occupation as a writer began on September 17, 1766, the day of her daughter 

Queeney's second birthday." Johnson may have suggested that she begin a journal 

about her children's development, but through the passage of time this work became 

autobiographical (Clifford 70). While Piozzi had become a professional writer when the 

Florence Miscellcrny appeared in L785, in which some of her poetry was published, 

money would not appear to have ever been the main objective -- wnting provided for 

Piozzi a much-needed emotional outIet.'"he connection to Johnson broke under the 

pressure of his disapproval of her second mamage. and, unfortunately, her relationships 

with her four surviving daughters were strained at the best of times and a constant source 

of emotional upset for her.I9 

Schopenhauer's marriage was ananged by family, but seems to have been more 

l7 Clifford lis& al1 of Pioui's published and unpublished works, diaries and 
correspondence (462-68). 

She requested 500 guineas for the publication of the 0bservaiiorz.s from the 
publisher Cadell. No records exist to indicate whether that is the sum she actually 
received (Cli fford 34 1 -42). 

l9 Relations with the three eldest, Queeney, Sophia and Susanna, broke completely 
over her second marriage. The youngest, Cecilia, stayed with her mother and step-father 
when they retumed from the Continent and, at age eighteen, eloped with a young 
Welshman. Polite society was not tembly surprised by her behaviour, attnbuting it to 
her mother's poor example (Clifford 382). 
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agreeable to both parties in~olved~~ than was Piozzi's first mamage. She States in her 

autobiography that she did not love him, -aber wir tTîhlten beide, wie er mit jedem Tage 

mir werter wurde" (JlrgrnJlckn 15 1). She had only two children, and no evidence 

suggests other pregnancies in the nine-year intenrn between Anhur and Adele. The 

freedom enjoyed by Schopenhauer to travel and socialize was not accorded to Pioui by 

virtue of her spending the better pan of fourteen years in confinement, accompanied by 

the ensuing health problems of almost continuous pregnancy. 

In her relationships with her children, it is well known that Schopenhauer did not 

get along with her older child Anhur. an aspect of her biography often focused on by 

cntics due to the philosopher's fame. Both mother and son have b e n  blamed for the 

breakdown of familial relations. Langer-Hagedorn assens that Schopenhauer pushed him 

away so he would not disrupt her new lifestyle (102). an opinion with which Schumann 

concurs, clai ming that Schopenhauer was bereft of -echter Liebesfahigkeit" (273). 

Weber, on the other hand, puts the fault squarely on Arthur's character as 'einen 

ungeselligen , unertriiglichen, iibellaunischen , mit einem extrem krankhaften Selbstgefühl 

ausgestatteten Sonderling" (Einlei tung, Augt~n 5). S till other critics diplomatically find 

fault on both sides, stating that the two were simply incapable of getting dong (e-g., 

Maurer, Besrseller n-p.). Ultimately, as Dworetzki points out, misundentandings and 

20 Dworetzki does not document her assessrnent of the mamage as being "glÜcklosw 
(139). Whether this is surmised or paraphrased frorn any of Schopenhauer's own wntings 
is unclear. None of my own research has uncovered any explicit statement of marital 
unhappiness on Schopenhauer's pan, quite the reverse in fact. She maintains in her 
autobiography, for example. that she accepted her husband's proposal of marnage 
without waiting the customary three days (Jigendk~hc'n 150). 



wrongdoings existed on both sides and. therefore. neither pany in the dispute was either 

wholly villain or victim." 

Another well known writer of the period, Annette von Droste-Hülshoff (1797- 

1848), who knew the Schopenhauer women during their time in Unkel(1829-1837), felt 

Schopenhauer used Adele, stifling the young woman's best years for her own use as 

cornpanion, edi tor, and, ultimately . nursemaid (Maurer, B<~srseller n.p. ; Schumann 272). 

Schopenhauer's own reports assen that she got along fine with her daughter. Dworetzki 

wntes of the relationship: 

Zwischen Mutter und Tochter ergibt sich ein Gefille, wie 
man es sonst zwischen Mann und Gattin, Vater und 
Tochter, Bruder und Schwester antri fft: Der starkere Teil 
gedeiht, ohne dessen gewahr zu werden, auf Kosten des 
Schwàcheren, des Weiblichen. Hier ist der starkere Teil die 
Mutter. der schwfichere die Tochter. ( 168) 

While the Thrale period was remarkable for Piozzi's involvement with Johnson, 

the nature of their relationship makes it difficult to decide who was the stronger or the 

weaker." Nevertheless, this Ionp-tirne literary association ieft an indelible impression 

For the most recent in-depth discussion of both sides of the issue, and critical 
assessrnents of it, see Fredericksen and Ebert's joint analysis. 

22 Johnson may have been the better known of the two, but he came to rely heavily 
on 'Mrs. Thralen for emotional support. especially during times of illness. Clifford 
writes also of Johnson's trust in her and no one else: "During the long quiet days in the 
country [September 17681 Johnson contïded io Mrs. Thrale much about himself. Finding 
her a ready and sympathetic listener, he even confessed his morbid secret fean of 
insanity. The soie repository of the secret. she did not betray the trust; in Thraliana, she 
never wrote al1 the detailsn (75). 

As with the relationship between Schopenhauer and Goethe, this relationship, 
though important to both parties, should not necessarily constitute the central focus of 
a study of Pioui. 



on her, such that her literary aspirations were more persona1 than financial. The 

Observations may in fact be Piozzi's atternpt to prove to society that she could think and 

learn independentl y of one of the era' s best-known intellectuals. 

Intellectual achievements aside for the moment, it should be stated that Piozzi, 

like the two Germans, needed the money from her writing toward the end of her Iife. 

Earning one's own living rnay not have been an uncommon option for women, as La 

Roche and Schopenhauer both demonstrate. but it was never the socially approved one. 

Piozzi was widowed in A p d  178 1 at the ape of fony. and her f m t  husband, thanks in 

no- srna11 pan to her own business prowess (Cli fford 96-97), left a weal thy legacy for her, 

and large trust funds for their daughters." Schopenhauer was widowed at age thirty-nine 

in April 1805 and she too inherited a great deal of money. Yet in both cases, these 

women knew hardship at various stages of their life. Schopenhauer's bankniptcy in 1819 

was discussed in chapter two. In Piozzi's case. since much of the money was frozen in 

trust for the children, she was forced to support herself and the chil'dren on the small 

income her husband's estate provided for her." Uniike Schopenhauer, however, her 

xi Clifford provides minute detail about the inheritance and how it was handled (200, 
n. 2). 

Gabriel Pioui had looked after the estate in Wales well enough to leave her an 
inheritance ais0 which, during her second widowhood, she had invested wisely (Clifford 
452-53). She decided to lave her Welsh home, Brynbella, and al1 other Welsh property 
to her future heir, John Salusbury Piozzi Salusbury (1793- 1858). Born John Salusbury 
Pioni to Gabriel's brother Giambattista Piozzi, the boy left war-ravaged Italy to live in 
England in 1798 and was adopted by Piozzi in order for her to have a male heir that 
would cary on the Salusbury name (Clifford 39 1-92). This prernature endowment left 
her so short of imrnediate funds, however, that she spent the last fifteen years of her life 
in virtual poverty. Her foolishness in allowing herself to be manipulated into signing her 
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wntings at no time became a major source of income, though it was her major source 

of satisfaction. 

Piozzi mamed Italian musician Gabriei Piozzi ( 1740- 1 809) in 1784 and suffered 

tembly for it uxlially in Bntain. This situation affected Piozzi's perspective sufficiently 

to add a unique aspect to her travel book which has not hitherto b e n  explored by critics. 

A travel writer normally compares the foreign culture to the native en route. using home 

as the point of reference for him-/herse1 f as well as for the reader." As discussed in the 

introductory chapter, the common cultural perceptions of a nation make such assessrnent 

of a foreign culture accepted. even expected. In my study, how such an evaluation 

manifests itself varies: La Roche sees England as better than Germany, while 

Schopenhauer sees it  as inferior. On Piozzi's joumey through Germany, however, Italy 

is more the norm than Bntain for her; hence a triangular cornparison juxtaposes British 

and German culture through an Italian perspective. The rasons for this unusual 

viewpoint are worthy of exploration. 

Pioui's primary motivation for going to the Continent must have created in her 

a need to be optimistic. She is. after all. travelling with her husband to meet her new in- 

Iaws. *In her travels in Italy she is conscious that she is corning not as the tounst but as 

the relation, finding in a sense a new home and a need to understand it" (Doody, 

nest-egg away may be attributed to either old age or to sentimental feelings for the 
adopted son who did not tum out to be the person she thought h e  was. 

z5 William Mavor ( 1758- 1837). for example, uses Moritz's 1783 travelogue (in its 
1795 anonymous English translation) in his six-volume anthology of travel accounts of 
the British Isles. in order to obtain a fresh, foreign view of Britain. 
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Introduction to Cli fford xxxvi i). McCarthy argues convincingly that Piozzi takes the 

opponunity to describe emphatically the kindness of these foreigners in order to 

underscore a generosity of spirit which disapproving compatriots have denied her. She 

portrays Italy favourably because 'in a word, she wants revenge" ( P o m i t  159).26 This 

might explain the travel writer's positive view of Italy, but what then is the reader to 

make of her generally optimistic opinion of Germany? Her enthusiasm there has no 

familial impetus, but Germany nevertheless completes this cultural triangle. 

If one extrapolates from McCanhy 's argument, which deals exclusively with Italy, 

Piozzi would want to compare England unfavourably to Germany every bit as much as 

she parallels it unfavourably to Italy as an additional weapon against her cntics. It must 

be stated that Schopenhauer's cultural distinction of the various peoples inhabiting the 

British Isles is unusual among Germans, but here, Piozzi deals strictly in stemtypes 

asserting that 'the inhabitants of Germany are reckoned slow to anger. and of phlegmatic 

dispositions, while a Frenchman is  accounted light and airy in his ideas, an Italian fiery 

and revengefuln (510-11). She does not distinguish between Austian, Prussian, 

Ebhemian etc. on the joumey: al1 is 'German."" 

26 McCarthy grounds his analysis of the Ohservorions in its being one of the rnany 
offspring of Swift's fictional travel account. Gulliver's Truvels. The Swiftian traveller, 
he argues, is a combination of two major types of traveller: the splenetic one, who is 
'imtable and hard to please." and the philosophic one. who is 'penetrating and 
thoughtful. " Both, he writes, are sceptical and quintessentially English (Porrrait 150). 

*' Pioui is not alone among the British in her failure to distinguish among those of 
the German-speaking regions: "There are few places where tirne can be spent more 
pleasantly than at Vienna; the Germans being a liberal, sincere, and hospitable people" 
(William Hunter j1718-17861 11:213). Germans, however, tend& to see themselves 
regionally at this time. since 'Germany" as a political entity did not exist. In a study of 
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Whereas Schopenhauer's motivation to write is partially to gain acceptance into 

Weimar society. Piozzi seeks to defy her polite-society detractors. This is not to imply 

that she accepts uncondi tionall y 1 talian manners and customs; however. the Geman 

portion of her travel book uses Italy and its norms as the favourable standard by which 

she observes her surroundings, much more so than England. especially in the realms of 

art and architecture. In Innsbruck. for example. she compares Italian architecture, 

sculpture and manners to those of her new siirroundings. as well as Rubens' "Murder of 

the Innocents" with a painting by Guido Rheni [Piozzi's spe!ling] (509-1 1). Later, in 

Vienna. she juxtaposes Italian and German customs (539-40). though she diplomatically 

favours neither one above the oiher. Her eighteen-months' experience in Italy puts that 

country's ways foremost in her mind on the joumey and the Iialians' and Germans' 

common Continental background (i .e.. geograph y, political affiliations) would thereby 

rnake the parallels stronger and the coinparisons more efficacious. meeting her needs as 

a writer. 

The triangular construction evidences a similar pattern in Schopenhauer's work, 

where she draws parallels between Scotland and Germany via her generally unfavourable 

view of England. Iust as the Scottish section constitutes less than fifteen percent of 

Schopenhauer's account of Britain. the Gerinan portion of the Observutions is afforded 

the same amount of consideration (hence the lack of critical analysis). Nevertheless, 

Friedrich Nicolai's travelogue about Germany and Switzerlznd, Ii3ger demonstrates how, 
by travelling through other parts of Germany, Nicolai is not rejecting the exotic joumey; 
other parts of Germany were exotic and once outside his own region he would be 
considered (and would consider himsel t) a foreigner ( 1 L 5- 16). 
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this cultiiral juxtaposition dunng the German leg of the  

a pertinent illustration of the issue of personal agenda 

affecting the account of a foreign culture: that which is considered the "nom" has 

moved to a second un familiar, or. more accurately stated, an "in-the-process-of- 

becoming-familiar" culture in order to criticize the originating one. The issue is further 

complicated when one considers that Piozzi's criticisrn of her compatriots is written 

within that culture's context, Le., for British readers. 

With no such vilitïcation awaiting them at home. the two German writers do not 

endeavour to criticize Germany for any reason. Their individuai agendas help to mould 

the style in which each writer presents their observations. While La Roche and 

Schopenhauer wnte what they know their readers ivunî to rad,  Piozzi writes what she 

thinks her audience shoirM r a d .  She wants her readers to understand the happiness and 

security she enjoys with her Italian musician in spite of their objections. 

The writer informs us in the preface to the Observations that she expects better 

treatment from the public than she received in private -- a censure to al1 the friends who 

abandoned her out of disapproval of her choice of a new husband. Although former 

fnends and acquaintances are soinetimes mentioned in her travel joumals, they - 
omitted from the final published manuscript. and her decision not to employ the common 

epistolary style is her evidence that she has no letters from England wonh reading. 

Piozzi's colloquial style was ordinarily only acceptable in the epistolary fom,  as 

De Blainville [dates unavailable] explained in 1757: -In this Epistolary Style a Writer 

may deliver himself with a peculiar Life and Spirit, be cheerful, and rally as much as he 
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please; [...] In short, he may say a thousand pleasant things, which would scarce be 

suffered in a Dissertation, or in a mere Historicai Relation" (iii-iv). Again we retum to 

the question of finding a satisfactory definition of the travel literature genre, one which 

will decide whether it is a scholarly or a non-scholarly book. That this wnter rejected 

the letter-writing format left her open to criticism, for although some women like Piozzi 

were Iûarned, they were not scholars. Nevertheiess. they were judged by the same 

measuring-rod and found wanting because they did not produce works considered of the 

same academic calibre as their male counterparts. Gender would appear to have itself 

become an additional measuring-rod for quality in writing. one to which men were not 

subjected. The disapproval woinen like Piozzi suffered stemmed not so much from the 

content of their work but from their attempt to step outside the mcially acceptable role 

for women. Unlike La Roche, who apologizes in her English travelogue for daring to 

enter the male domain of published travel writing, Piozzi makes no such concessions in 

her work. 

Barrows argues that the personalized, free-flowing style of the Observatiom is 

Pioui's attempt to break through some of the conventions of the genre in order to 

personalize it (Introduction, Observutions [1967] xiv). Such an argument only holds true, 

however, if the wnter herself is aware of this act of defiance, and there is no explicit 

proof in any of her wntings or correspondence to this effect. As stated in the 

introductory chapter, these editorial decisions in any travcl book pmvide i ts  individual 

character, and while Schopenhauer's work emphasizes the author's impressions of what 
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she saw and experienced. Pioui takes the focus away from herself to spotlight her 

interests. 

No matter which issue is under scrutiny. it must be stated that Pioui expresses 

her thoughts somewhat more independently than Schopenhauer, writing in the first person 

singular, and Piozzi's own opinions and the  joint impressions of the couple are more 

clearly distinguishable than in the Erinnerungen. Her reflections place her in controi of 

the work, but unlike Schopenhauer's blend of objectivity and subjectivity, here the line 

between personal and impersonal is more clearly drawn. This work, while a narration 

of Pioui's own intercultural odyssey. becomes educational for the reader as well. A 

quasi-journalistic style is justifiable in t h e  account of an education baseci on first-hand 

experience, and Pioui creates in the Ohs~~wurions an atmosphere conducive to thinking 

and learning from people and surroundings. 

Editorïal decisions. apart from mechanical tasks such as correcting spelling and 

punctuation, may demonstrate the difference between the travel writer's real voice and 

the narratorial voice. In Brus~els.~~ for example, Piozzi writes in her journal of a visit 

to the Duke and Duchess of Arenberg. and of the hospitality she and her husband 

enjoyed in their Company. However. she goes on to write that 

'tis surprizing what Civilities they study to shew 
Foreignen, particularl y those from our Nation, to whom 
the Duke is singularly partial, though he owes his present 
Blindness to Sir Willm Gordon who going out on a 

- 

28 The Piouis spent 28 days in Brussels, and yet it  only receives one and one half 
pages in her wntten journal. This is expanded in the published manuscript to two and one 
ha1 f pages. 



Shooting party with him ten Years ago had the Misfortune 
to lodge a Charge of Powder in his Eyes. (Geman Journui 
48) 

The content of this entry changes in the pubiished manuscript, where she refers to the 

Duke's 'distresshl Condemnation to perpetual Darkness, from an Accident upon a 

Shooting Party that cost him his Sight about six or seven Years ago" (55 1). Gordon's 

name is omitted, possibly to avoid re-opening an old wound, possibly to lave her own 

image as author untamished from the charge of personal malice; thus, what was an 

original observation made dunng the journey, is softened from a potentially accusatory 

tone in the publication." 

The immediate impressions. particulariy of places or events, often appear in the 

travel book in the spontaneous way in which they were recorded in the dianes, but she 

uses the reflections, many of them integrated into the rnanuscnpt in addition to the diary 

entries upon her retum to England, to 'explore a general themew (Introduction, 

Observdons [1967] x). Schopenhauer, by contrast, does not concem herself with such 

reflections and deds prirnarily with immediate impressions. As the Ossian issue 

demonstrates in chapter two, however, these observations can lead to some disconcerting 

chronological complications in the Erinnerungen, although the distance these might effect 

in Schopenhauer's work may be justified to a certain extent if one iakes into 

consideration that she is recounting mernories. Such presence of observation does not 

r, This may appear to be a contradiction of rny earlier statement that "former friends 
and acquaintances [...] are omitted from the final published manuscript" (132), but there 
is no evidence that Pioui knew either the Arenbergs or William Gordon. This type of 
social engagement was included by the wnter in all Iikelihood to show these detracton 
that she had made new, socially well placed friends. 
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imply a 'stream of consciousness" style in either writer: indeed. either a certain narrative 

discipline or an aversion to boring the reader prevents the works from remaining tw long 

in one place. Such a style serves to illustrate the transitory nature of observation, i.e., 

how quickly their eyes and minds move from one situation to the next as they absorb new 

experiences. 

The length and the extent of Piozzi's reflections are affected by many factors, al1 

of which are subjective: the aesthetic pieasure the travel writer derives from a new 

location, the people helshe rneets there. even fatigue. She is not given to complaining as 

she travets. but she seems to be growing travel-weary at certain points in the work. Her 

exasperation, partly due to the -notoriously bad" (Mead 149) roads in Germany in the 

eighteenth century, appears to have coloured her view of Westphalia: "Travelling night 

and day through the most dismal country I ever yet beheld. brought us at length to 

Munster, where we had a good inn again, and taiked English. Well may ail wnten agree 

in celebrating the miseries of Westphalia!" (577-78)." 

To what extent fatigue influences the author's ideas or her writing style remains 

to be resolved. For those rasons previously discussed, or simply because she is a good- 

natured traveller, Piozzi tends to look on the bright side (Introduction, Observaiions 

119671 xxvi). While the cessation of the reflections and the curtailment of the 

observations may seern a good indication of Piozzi's travel-weanness, the reflections' 

later interpolation into the manuscnpt causes a gap between travelling and writing. 

Sacheverell Stevens also notes the contrast between the beauty of the Hanoverian 
state and the diny country of Westphalia. -where the inhabitants in many places live 
more like beasts than Christians" (385). 
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Fatigue results in a discontinuity of information, which leads to a void in the wrinen 

account. This is most noticeable in Magdeburg, where she admits that "instead of going 

out to see the sights as usual. [she] desired nothing so sincerely as a hot supper and soft 

bed, which the inns of Germany never fail to afford us in even elegant perfection* (573- 

74). Her failure to visit the city properly and take notes means that she robs the reader 

of the experience also. 

Apan from tourhg art galleries and attending concerts, Pioui's education also 

comprises a social interaction with the natives. The noticeable di fference between Pioui 

and the two Germans is linguistic ability. alluded to only bnefly earlier." Because La 

Roche and Schopenhauer speak English, they can converse with the natives on any level 

of the social spectrum. Although Pioui can speak Italian, she cannot speak German and 

feels, as a result, "cruelly distressed for want of language" (506). Her conversations with 

Germans take place rnainly in Italian; the linguistic dispanty means, therefore, that she 

is getting information filtered from one foreign language through another. The language, 

however, becomes part of her education and part of the German-Itaiian-British cultural 

triangle: 

It is the genius of the German language to degrade ail our 
English words somehow: tliey cal1 a coach a wuggon, and 

'' While 1 have included the issue of languagellinguistic ability with the theme of 
education in the twa previous chapters. I include it here with the theme of social 
interaction in the foreign culture for two reasons. Firstly, neither Piozzi nor Radcliffe 
deal with education. Secondiy, the two British travel wnters' inability to 
speaWunderstand German affects their communication with the natives and thus their 
intellectual absorption of the culture around them. 



ask a lady if she will buy pomatum3* to smeor her hair 
with, Such is, however, the resemblance between their 
tongue and ours. that the Italians protest they cannot 
separate either the ideas or the words. (520-2 1 ) 

While much of this social interchange is Pioui's attempt to gain entry into the 

higher social circles in ltal y and German y (In traduction . Observations [ l96T] xxv), the 

anecdotes she records establish that she has as much interaction on the joumey with 

women in these foreign countries as La Roche, although she does not ponray these 

encounters in the German writer's -romanhaftU style. Piozzi's observations demonstrate 

an attitude to women abroad which is diametrically opposed to Schopenhauer's, as the 

Briton depicts the women she meets in various cities with a generally more temperate and 

conciliatory tone. The 0bs~~rvurion.r is a -fernale-friendlyw work, in a cultural sense, if 

not always in a personai, one-on-one sense. While, for the most part, Piozzi does not 

display the judgrnental attitude to women that Schopenhauer does, it dws appear 

occasionally, but within the Germany-Italy-Britain paradigm. During her visit to 

Innsbruck, for example. she rnakes a companson of the possible extremes exhibited in 

two cultures both foreign to the author: 

But too great an attention to convenience disgusts as surely 
as too little; and while a Venetian wench seeks only to 
captivate the contrary sex, these German girls as plainly 
prodaim their resolution noi to sacrifice a grain of personal 
comfort for the pleasure of pleasing al1 the men alive. 
(509) 

32 Also known as *pomade," it is a scented dressing for styling the hair. 



Sirnilarly, she discusses the women of Munich in terms of their cleanliness and compares 

them favourably to the pretty girls in the west of England but again remarks that they 

will not attract a man as readily as an Italian girl (5 14). 

The eighteenth-century woman was pre-conditioned to see herself in relation to 

the opposite sex, not in relation to the self as individual. Piozzi is a product of her time 

in her expectation that how a woman dresses is simply a retlection of her attitude toward 

men and mamage. She displays here a personal predilection to view women as sexual 

beings (including herselt) in a manner that Schopenhauer simply does not." Piozzi, 

however, as we shall see shortly, does see herself in this way. 

Native fashion serves as a means for Piozzi to situate where she is on her travels. 

She records in the Gcrn~m Jorrrnul, on a short trip to Hungary from Vienna. that the 

oriental dress makes her feel as far from home as she has ever felt (Gennan Journal 14). 

It is the el'fect on men, however, on which Piozzi bases her observations on fashion. In 

Italy, she writes: 

Uniformity of alinost any sort gives a certain pleasure to 
the eye, and it seems an invariable rule in these countries 
that al1 the women of every district should dress just alike. 
It is the best way of rnaking the men's task easy in judging 
which is handsomest; for taste so varies the human figure 
in France and England. that it is impossible to have an idea 
how many pretty faces and agreeable forms would lose and 
how many would gain admirers in those nations, were a 
sudden edict to be published that al1 should dress exactly 
alike for a year. (41) 

33 La Roche is excluded from this pan of the argument on account of her age, a 
factor through which she excl udes herse1 f. 
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From the short descriptions of iocal fashion in her travel joumals, Pioui expands the 

ideas in the manuscript to this discussion on the effecu of physical beauty and modes of 

dress. In sum, she is concemed with the 'man-catching' qualities of fashion? Women 

in the eighteenth century were prized more for their ability to accessorize, to make 

themselves beautiful as they became a retlexion on their husbands socia~ly.'~ 

Piozzi experiences first-hand the diffenng cultural attitudes not only towards 

fashion. but also towards marnage. She is iincomfortable with the custom of the cuvuIier 

servenrd6 in Milan. thoiiph she again refuses to pass judgment on it (cf. McCarthy, 

Pormit 160). instead prefemng to view the Milanesi as more honest than their English 

" Helen Maria Williams ( 1762- 1827). an Englishwoman imprisoned in France during 
the Reign of Terror. presents an interesting twist on this idea of 'man-catching' fashion. 
In a letter to England from her prison ceIl dated February 2nd- 1794, she recounts the 
fiurry of activity when the women with petitions learn that a commissioner is coming to 
the prison. They begin 'dressing to impress' to obtain their release. and 'the toilettes are 
all in activity, a renovation of rouge and an adjustment of curls take place, and, though 
performed with more haste. not with less solicitude, than the preparatory splendeur of 
a first introductionw (1:47). These women are exercising their 'ferninine wiles' on a man 
who Iiterally has the authority of life and death over them. 

35 Martin Sherlock ( 1750-1797) unwittingly funher illustrates this point in his famous 
travel account when he describes the procession of the Knights of the Golden Fleece in 
Vienna in a letter dated March 3, 1778: T h e  Archdutchess of Milan, the Archdutchess 
Mary-Elizabeth, and the Princess Schwarzenberg. were led by the Archduke of Milan, 
the Archduke Maximilian, and Prince Albert o f  Saxony: they were followed by twenty- 
five ladies, al1 in cnmson velvet with a very broad gold lace" (25). 

The male escort of a mamed woman. Barrows wntes in his explanatory notes the 
'the question of the exact nature of the relationship between a lady and her cîcisbeo [M. 
'gallant"] had been warmly but not very accurately canvassed by most of the travel 
wnten earlier in the century, and when the traveler was disposed to look for scanda1 in 
Italian life, he was apt to find it here" (Notes. Observutinns [196q 425). 



counterparts (71-72)." Here, the writer arguably sees herself as a sexual being. Her 

discornfort stems from her awareness riiat she is away from her husband and forced to 

be with another man. 

Deeply in love with her own husband, she resented the 
necessity of appearing constantly in public with another 
man. Yet, according to the dictates of fashion, he for 
whoni she had sacrificed so much couid not now be het 
only regular public escort. Amusingly she showed her 
attitude, when pressed to choose a cavalier from among her 
husband's fnends, by naming an old pnest of eighty yean. 
(Clifford 237) 

She also contextualizes the Englisli t h i n t  for travel and knowledge within the 

Italian stance on marriage, drawing a contrat between a free state and a feudal state 

where family duty supersedes all else: 

[...) and this accounts for the equality required in 
continental marriages, which are avowedly made here 
without regard to inclination, as the keeping up a family, 
not the choice of cornpanion, is considered as important; 
while the lady bred up in the same notions, complies with 
herfirsi duties. and considers the sï~cnnd as infini tely more 
dispensable. (37)" 

37 Not al1 the British were as forgiving of Continental mamage practices as Pioui. 
William Hun ter wrote: "This total indi fference for each other, which on the continent is 
so prevalent witli mamed people, is to nie. as I hope it  may ever remain, quite 
incomprehensible" (214). He continued with an essay on the sanctity of rnarriage. 

'' Radcliffe, whose own literary activity (and Piozzi's influence upon it) will be 
discussed in the next section, incorporates this attitude as a theme i n  her 1795 novel, ïhe 
Imlian. The Marchese. who disapproves of his son's behaviour in romance asks, 'Are 
you to leam, Signor. that you belong to your family, not your family to you; that you 
are only a guardian of its honour, and not at liberty to dispose of yourself?" (30). It is 
not so much the son's choice of a wife which concerns the Marchese, as his independent 
act of choosing. 
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In light of the previous biographical explanation of Pioui's own unhappy first marriage, 

such comments rnay appear ironic. It must be remembered, however, that she is wnting 

as M n .  Pioui, not Mrs. Thrale, and her second husband was her personal choice. 

Nevenheless, the reference to %rst duties" demonstrates that Piovi has a partiality to 

view women particularly in their community role as wives and mothen. 

Female intellectual abilities are praised in the Observerions much in the sarne 

manner --- though with a muted enthusiasm by cornparison -- as in La Roche's Reise. 

The women in Dresden, Piozzi writes. are -exceedingly sensible, well informed, and 

willing to talk on every subject of general importance, but religion or politics seem the 

favourite themes, and are 1 believe most studied heren (549). This statement 

simultaneously compliments Dresden polite society and substantiates the notion of 

women's participation, incl uding Piozzi's own. in these conversations. It funher indicates 

that topics such as cultural events, i.e., theatre and musical performances, religion and 

politics pervaded the conversation of polite society at the time, be it in Italy, Germany 

or Britain. The conversations and the recounting of them in the travelogues corroborate 

the transcultural interest in these issues. 

Schopenhauer's attitude of superiority regarding music is not surprising if one 

takes into account that Gerrnans were noted for both their musical ability and its 

appreciation by many travellen. Piozzi's account may help to shed light on the German 

traveller's frame of mind in this regard." Although she rnamed a musician, Clifford 

39 Unfonunately, Piozzi does not provide the reader with a foreign account of the 
German theatre. That this aspect of the culture is not included may be a result of the 
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daims that she was not personally very interested in music (only enough to please her 

husband), a fact to which her lack of interest in the premiere of Mozart's Marriage of 

Figaro in Vienna atiests. Dunng the Piozzis' stay in Vienna, they had to have at some 

point attended the same social functions as Mozart. While this prospect would have 

excited her husband very much, it interested Piozzi so little that there is no mention of 

Mozart in any of her dianes (787)?' Vienna was the hart of musical culture in the 

German-speaking regions at the time and Metastasio'' was the pride of the city, despite 

the fact that he was Italian and never leariied to speak German during al1 his years there. 

His reputation attracted music lovers to Vienna, as Pioui (533-34y2 explains in her 

account, but adds an interesting remark in her travelogue that criticizes the Germans for 

language barrier, Le., she could not speaklunderstand the language, so what would have 
been the point In attending a German play? 

' O  Clifford does not specify whether Mozart attended as a guest or hired help. 
Although he is considered a genius today, he  was only a musician in the eighteenth 
century. That musicians were not high on the social scaie figured into the condemnation 
Piozzi suffered; in essence, she married beneath her. 

'' Pietro Metastasio ( 1698- 1782), author of melodramas which were used as librettos 
for operas. Court poet ai Vienna. he was very intluential on eighteenth-century opera. ' 

'* Nathaniel Wraxell also described Metastasio for British readers in his travel 
account of Vienna. Al though this travelogue was published nearly twenty years after the 
travels, the writer was in Vienna dunng Metastasio's lifetirne. and in a letter dated April 
9, 1778, he depicted the Iibrettist's Iifestyle: *Yeu ask whether I have seen Metastasio. 
and you desire to hear some particulars relative to so illustrious a person. He is so little 
seen at Vienna. that a stranger, unless introduced to him at his own house, may pass 
many months. I had alrnost said years. without often meeting him. I have been twice in 
his Company with him ai Prince Colloredo's. where he is commonly found on great 
festivals: but, neither his inclination, his state of health. nor his period of life, allow him 
to mix much in crowds" (I:360-61). 
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the very point which Schopenhauer's cornments ill~strate:~' '[...] we hear that 

Sacchini," the Metastasio of musical composen, is dead; but nobody at Vienna cares 

about his compositions. Our Italian friends are more candid: they are always talking in 

favour of Bach and Brughuel, Handel and Rubensw (530). The criticism is one mainly 

of German narrow-mindedness, one which Schopenhauer does not help to dispel in her 

own discussions of issues of an artistic nature. 

Piozzi's optirnisrn and her desire to mix socially as much as possible in her new 

environment extend to the culinary experience. She enjoys dining at the Bavanan court 

immensely (though she provides no reason for her presence there), and here again, one 

can see that food becornes a crucial factor in the overall impression the traveller has of 

a foreign culture. The attitude to the foreign eating experience may speak volumes about 

foreign visitors to a country. Le., how they react to exotic dishes may present a 

microcosmic attitude to other aspects of the culture. In Vienna. Piozzi proves she is very 

adaptable: 

So necessary and pleasing is conformity. and so absurd and 
perverse is it ever to forbear such assimilation of manners, 
when not inconsistent with the virtue, honour, or necessary 
interest: -- let us eat sour-crout in Germany, frittura at 
Milan. macaroni at Naples. and beef-steaks in England, if 
one wishes to please the inhabitants of either country; and 
al1 are very good, so it is a slight cornpliance (540). 

It will be recalled that Schopenhauer pointed out the lack of musical ability the 
English possess in order to demonstrate German supenonty in this regard. 

Antonio Sacchini ( 1730- 1786). Italian musician and composer. Marie Antoinette 
was his patron in Paris from 1781 (Encickop~diu XXX:393). 
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Whatever her motivation, be it to shine in foreign society, or to annoy ex-friends in 

London, she willingly accommodates herself to al1 new situations. The same cannot be 

said for Schopenhauer. 

M i l e  Piozzi is quite happy to taste anything new. Schopenhauer reveals an 

intolerance in this regard, one Iinked to the En~land I Scotland contrast she presents in 

her travelogue. W hile she praises Engl ish breakfasts in particular (II: 1 38-39), descnbing 

for her German readers the place settings, the tea, hot rolls and toast, Le., al1 the things 

that make this breakfast qiiintessentially English, dinner table conversation bores her, and 

the dishes served do not appeal io her taste ei ther: 

Die englische Kochkunst hat auch in Teutschland ihre 
Verelirer; wir gehoren nicht dazu. uns graute vor dem, 
blutigen Fleisch, vor den ohne alles Salz zubereiteten 
Fischen, vor dem in Wasser halbgar gekochten Gemüse,. 
den Hasen und Rephühnern die. wie alle andre Braten, 
ungespickt, ohne alle Butter bloB in ihrer eignen BNhe 
zuberei tet werden. (II: 149) 

She admits to her Gerinan readers that she does not like English cuisine, but one does 

not get the impression that her hosts ever knew that. When oneuis on a prolonged trip 

abroad, as many eighteenth-century travel writers were. the food, the lodgings, i.e., the 

'creature comfons,' become as great a part of one's enjoyment as the sights or the 

peuple, and for this reason the  practical issues are rnentioned in these travelogues as 

O ften as the Sehensiviirdigkeiren . 

As for the issue of religion, it must be remembered that societal condemnation 

of the Pioui union was based largely on religious grounds and this affectai not only 

others' view of the marnage, but also how religion is portrayed. Dunng their stay in 
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Italy, Piozzi found the ~atholic clergy's constant atternpts to convert her vexing to say 

the least. Perplexed as to how to repudiate the clergy's proselytizing without creating a 

distance between herself and her husband (Cli fford 245-46), she recounts the visit of the 

Cardinal Prince D'Onni in a letter from Milan to her friend Samuel Lysons, dated March 

22, 1785. He "paned from us, leaving me his Benediction, tho' my Faith was not totally 

the same as his own he said, but that 1 had given an Example at Milan of that Morality 

which it was the Business of al1 Religions to en force" (Piozzi Lmers 13 1). She did not 

succumb, and it was her husband, in fact, who later became Anglican. Religion is an 

issue throughout the German leg of the trip. but with no real personal stake for Pioui, 

the tone becomes more distanced. This situation changes only briefly when a Protestant 

minister meets with her husband in Dresden: though the actual discussion is not recorded, 

this encounter would sow the seeds for Gabriel Piozzi ' s even tua1 conversion (C t i fford 

288). 

With this personal element added to the mix, the theme of religion in the 

Observurinns is dealt with on a different level tiom either of the German women's 

works. It is true that, while on the tour. Piozzi's visits to churches and religious services, 

like La Roche's, are more out of cultural curiosity than out of any sense of spirituality; 

she even attends services, as prescribed for Grand Tounsts (Black 244)," to get the full 

45 Black actually discusses the British tourist's experience of Amsterdam: * [. . .] it was 
common for tourists in Amsterdam to satnple the nch vanety of church services on offer. 
Attending services in three different churches was one way to pas  an Amsterdam 
Sundayn (244). This does not. however. signify any sense of religious fervour in the 
individual, only idle curiosity. This has already been witnessed in La Roche's and 
Schopenhauer's accounts. and will be seen shortly in Dresden as Piozzi attends the 



effect. That Piozzi is a Protestant mamed to a Roman Catholic, however, adds a 

persona1 dimension to this theme not present in  the works of any of the other writers of 

this study. 

In Innsbruck, Piozzi describes ornamentation in Catholic churches and the 

maintenance of relics, though she finds these customs distasteful," pointing out the 

qualitative and quantitative differences from those in Italy: 

The clumsy chtirches here are more violently crowded with 
ornaments than I have found them yet; and for one crucifix 
or Madonna to be met with on Italian roads, here are at 
least fony [...] Another custom they have wholly new to 
me, that of keeping the real skeletons of their old nobles, 
or saints, or any one for whom they have peculiar 
veneration. male or female, in a large clan glass box or 
crystal case, placed horizontally, and dressed in fine scarlet 
and gold robes, the poor naked skull crowned with a 
coronet, and the feet peeping out below the petticoats. 
(507-08) 

Piozzi's deliberate use of the word 'veneration" here strikes an interesting chord: her 

exposure to Catholicism in Italy was enough for her to have an understanding of the 

difference between the concepts of veneration and adoration." 

services of three different Christian denominations. Obviously, this activity was not 
confined to Amsterdam. 

" As a Protestant herself, La Roche h d s  the custom of hanging tapestries in 
churches distasteful not on religious, but on aesthetic grounds: "Man genieDt das 
erhebende GroBe der kiihnen Gewdbe und den weiten Umfang der Kirchen gar nicht" 
(Frankreich 84). 

"The Christian veneration of images is not contrary to the first commandment 
which proscnbes idols. 1.. .] The honor paid to sacred images is a 'respectful veneration, ' 
not the adoration due to God alonen (Cuwchism 573). 
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The Piozzis' amval in Dresden on December 4th, 1786 signals a textual 

correlation between her travelogue and that of the two German women: the respect paid 

by the foreign culture to Sunday as a day of rest. Here, Pioui curiously uses the 

denotation Our in reference to Protestants: *[...] for nothing cm qua1 the noise of our 

bells on a Sunday moming at Dresden" (548). She reinforces throughout the Genan 

section her need to establish herself by means of her religion. In Vienna she maintains 

this Catholic-versus-Protestant stance and remarks. from her Protestant perspective. that 

the city is 

not likely to strike one with its churches; yet the old 
cathedra1 is majestic. and by no rneans stript of those 
ornaments. which, while one sect of Christians think it 
particularly pieasing in the sight of God to retain, [Le., 
Catholics] is hardly warrantable in another sect [Le., 
Lutherans], though wiser. to be over-hasty in tearing away. 
(520) 

She further cornments while in Dresden that -a decent observation of the sabbath struck 

[her] with most consolatory feelings, after living at Paris, Rome, and Florence, where 

it is considered as a rnerry, not a holy day at all!" (548). Iust as Schopenhauer sees 

differences between Protestant forms of worship in various countnes, so Piozzi notices 

them among Catholic and Protestant lands. Such differentiation is in itself a cultural 

statement, since religious practices are but one aspect of any Society. But Piozzi's 

statement also substantiates the observations of both La Roche and Schopenhauer on the 

subject of Sundays in England, though not on the subject of Sundays in Protestant 

Germany, which Schopenhauer claims are iiiuch more exciting than those this Briton 

descri bes. 
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These are her observations, but what of Piozzi's reflections on the subject? In the 

section dealing with the couple's week-long excursion to Prague at the end of November 

1786. Pioui takes the time io add some reflections - again, appended to the journal 

entry after her retum -- in which she provides the reader with some background on 

Bohemia, particularly its religion. During this time Prague was under the Austrian mle 

of the House of Habsburg and German was the sole official l a n g ~ a g e . ~ ~  Here, the writer 

has difficulty finding any Protestants. Searching for a sense of security in what she 

perceives as a Catholic environment hostile to Protestants, she establishes supenority in 

a cornparison of Protestants to Catholics: -Nat a person who could keep a shop was to 

be found of our persuasion, nor was Lutheranism half so detested in Italy" (543). Once 

again, Italy is the norm: she judges her experience in Bohemia bas& on p s t  experience 

as a Protestant in Italy. This wouid not seem unusual to Piozzi since, as La Roche 

indicates in the Reise, Catholics were denied certain rights in Great Britain at this tirne, 

in spi te of i ts reputation on the Continent for freedom of sel f-determination. 

This notion of ils and r h m  is an attempt on Pioui's part to connect with those 

of like mind. She cannot belong to the natives of the German-speaking regions 

linguistically , cultural1 y or even politicall y (for which there might be an argument in 

Hanover), but she can belong on religious grounds: a member of a Protestant minority 

within those German regions containing a Catholic majority. She defends herself against 

the charge of religious bigotry, though, by expressing her very personal experience in 

Bohemia came under Austrian rule in 1526 and remained so until the end of WorId 
War 1, when it becaine pan of Czechoslovakia. 
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this regard: '1 hate prejudice: nothing is so stupid, nothing is so sure a mark of a narrow 

mind: yet who can be sure that the sight of a Lutheran town does not afford in itself an 

honest pleasure to one who has lived so long. though very happily, under my Lord 

Peter's protection [in Italy]" (547). Ironically, the us to which she refers would be a 

them in England. At home she would not abide such an association with Lutherans, 

though while abroad she feels she must. This desire to band with those of similar 

convictions becomes al1 the more evident in her emotional reaction to the way 

schoolchildren in Tivoli tease Engl ish gentlemen and cal1 them Monsieur Dannato [Sir 

Damne4 (543). 

Despite her cnticism of other people's attitudes, Pioui herself identifies the major 

Christian denominations by their nicknames. On New Year's Day, 1787. in Dresden, she 

attends Catholic, Calvinist and Lutheran services, and can now 'boat of having visited 

lord Peter, Jack, and MartinVJg al1 in the course of one day" (56 1-62). She certainly 

mixes with as many different people as she possibly can in an effort to broaden her 

horizons, and these religious services are an intellectual exercise to this end. In 

Brunswick, in mid-January, she Ends it noteworthy that these three Christian 

denominations CO-exist in mutual toleration, given that in her time Catholics were barely 

tolerated in England, a fate shared by Protestants in Italy. 

Pioui views these whole regions, not just the religious denominations, in tems 

of personality. In Brunswick she 'first 

J9 "Lord Peter" is a reference to the 
Luther. 

a w  the king of England's livery upon the king 

Pope, Jack to John Calvin and Martin to Martin 
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of England's servants since [she] left home - 'And if they ure ragged youngsten who 

Wear it,' said 1, 'they are my fellow-subjects. and glad am t to see them!'" (575). 

Aesthetically, the city did not inspire in the couple any more great feelings of admiration 

than Potsdam. and yet she found the Duchess of ~runswick~~ to be extremeiy popular 

both to the inhabitants of Brunswick and Great i ri tain." The Duchess's residence there 

made the city a popular stop for Britons on the Grand Tour (574), as did the Duke of 

York's estate in Hanover (576). A farnous personality seems capable of bwsting a 

region's profile and in the case of Hanover, a region's cultural and political affiliations 

would appear to have produced a similar effect in the eighteenth century." 

'O Piozzi refen here to Augusta (1737- 18 13). sister of King George III and wife of 
Kari II. Wil helm Ferdinand, Henog von Braunschweig-Wol fenbiittel (1735- 1 806). 

51 Schopenhauer does not specify in her autobiography whether this is the same 
Henogin whom she found when the two women met in Bad Pyrmont in 1787 
(Jusendleben 189-90). for there were in fact two Herzoginnen at this time: the 
aforementioned Augusta. and her mother-in-law, the dowager duchess Philippine 
Charlotte (1716-1801). wife of Karl 1 (17 13- 1780). and sister of Friedrich II, King of 
Prussia (1712-1786). It  is also possible that Schopenhauer's dislike of the Henogin, if 
it was in fact Philippine Charlotte, stemmed from her connection to the Prussian royal 
family. 

52 Nathaniel Wraxall visited Hanover a decade before Piozzi and already found its 
glory faded: "It's principally by recollection of what it was, that Hanover continues to 
interest the ordinary traveller. To an Englishman it offers many curious subjects of 
reflection, connected with history. 1 study the local scenery with pleasure; nor have 1 
ben less attentive to collect some of the anecdotes which tradition still preserves relative 
to the Electoral Family" (Menmirs I:6). 

Sir John Moore contradicts Wraxall in his travelogue, and if one bears in mind 
that these two men travelled at approximately the rame time (ca. 1778), Moore claims 
that: "Hanover is a neat, ihriving, and agreeable city. It has more the air of an English 
town than any other I have seen in Germany, and the English mannen and customs gain 
ground every day among the inhabitants. The genial influence of freedom has extended 
from England to this place. Tyranny is not felt. and ease and satisfaction appear in the 
countenances of the citizens" (Ik88). This Briton provides further evidence that the 
English prized their perceived cultural superiority as much as many Continentals did. 



Perhaps it was a famous persondity which enticed the travelling couple to visit 

Potsdam. Disappointment in the aesthetic view, in particular the architecture. negatively 

affected the Piouis' perspective upon their arriva1 in January, 1787. They couid not help 

but notice, however, that the city strongly bore the irnprint of Fredenck the Great, who 

was lying there in state: 

Every thing at Potzdam shews a man in haste to enjoy what 
he had laboured so hard to procure; nor did he ever refuse 
himself. they say. any gratitication that could make age less 
wearisoine, or illness less aftlictive. He had much taste of 
English ingenuity -- coinbinations of convenience, and 
improvements in mechanism. (57 1 y3 

Frederick's court was heavily intluenced by French culture -- indeed, he had nothing but 

contempt for the German culture and languageY -- but the English connection was 

strong: Frederick's patemal grandfather of the House of Hanover became George 1 of 

England." As a patriotic British subject, Piozzi is suitably impressed by what a 

judicious d e r  can do for a country, and this harks back to La Roche's and 

Schopenhauer's admiration of George III as a monarchical father-figure. On her 

53 Nathaniel Wraxall echoed this sentiment in Berlin in 1777: "Unlike Paris, London 
or Madrid. this place recalls to the beholder at every step, the image. the genius and the 
actions of the reigning Sovereign. Ii is a mirror in which Frederic is perpetually seen, 
either as the General, the Architect, or the Master" (Mmnirs I:97). 

Y His own treatise De lu 1Nréruture ull~~mun</r (1780) attests to the distance h e  kept 
between himself and German culture. The king was also against travelling for its own 
sake, as Martin Sherlock notes: 'He has written an epistle On Travelling [Addressed to 
Count Rottenbourg], in order to prevent the young Germans from going to min 
thernselves at Paris and London" (1 1). 

s5 The Anglo-Prussian connection continued with the House of Hanover when 
Frederick Augustus (1763-1827)- Duke of York and Albany and son of George III 
mamed Fredenca. Princess of Prussia ( 1767- 1820). daughter of King Friedrich Wilhelm 
II. 
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departure from the city on January 13. 1787. Piozzi is impressed by the grandeur of the 

town (the architecture seemingl y notwithstanding) . 'apparent1 y fabricated by a modem 

~adrnus, '~ who. when al1 the soldien that he could mise were fallen in b d e  for his 

amusement, retired with the five that were Ieft, and buiit a fine city!" (573). She notes 

patnotically toward the end of this section. that she "gave God thanks that [she] was born 

a subject of Great Britain" (572). 

As a proud citizen of Danzig. Schopenhauer remembers the death of the Prussian 

monarch very differently from Piozzi: -Der alte Fritz ist tot! endlich! endlich! ging es 

eines Tages wie ein Lauffeuer durch die Siadt, und die Leute freueten sich und riefen 

beinahe jubelnd die Iingst envartete Nachricht einander entgegen" (Jugendleben 175). 

The threat of Prussian takeover hung over Danzig for years, until it was annexed in 

1793, and being personally affected by it .  Schopenhauer's husband did not see the 

conquenng hero in Friedrich: 'Lieben konnte er den groDen Zerstorer unsers im Verlauf 

vieler Iahrhunderte durch die Zeit befestigten und geheilgten Glûckes nicht, aber doch 

empfand er jede freudige AuBenmg über das Scheiden dieses hohen, gewaltigen Geistes 

aus dem irdischen Leben als eine unwürdige Ungerechtigkeit" (Jugendleben 175). 

La Roche, on the other hand, remembers the king with more admiration in a letter 

addressed to Elise zu Solms-Laubach, dated Apd 17, 1795: "0, was ist aus Deutschland 

geworden seit Friedrich, der groBe Einzige, begraben wurde! Wie froh bin ich, eine aite 

Frau zu sein. aber doch zu K6nig Friednchs Zeit gelebt zu haben" (Briefe 59). In this 

" In Greek legend, the traditional founder of Thebes who killed a dragon and sowed 
its teeth, from which an army was created. After the fighting had ended, the surviving 
soldiers became the anceston of the Theban nobility. 



matter, none of these women is objective: Pioui's desire to praise Continental 

penonalities, Schopenhauer's desire for poli tical autonomy as a patriotic Danziger, and 

La Roche's apparently general pro-monarchy inclination present disparate views of 

Friedrich II. 

The issue of monarchy appears in the Ohsen>ations, but as a Bnton, Piozzi is not 

impressed with even the more powerful of the German-speaking rulers, since she is used 

to a ruler reigning over a very powerful nation ( the  parliamentary structure 

notwithstanding). The ostentation she witnesses at the  Elector of Bavaria's court in 

Minich certainly does not stir in her any great feelings of admiration: 

[...] pomp is at this place indeed so artfully substitut4 
instead of general consequence, ihat while one remains here 
one scarcely feels aware how little any one but his own 
courtiers can be thinking about the Elector of Bavana; but 
ceremony is of most use where ihere is least importance, 
and glitter best hides the want of solidity. (5 15) 

Her conclusion that the Elector's world is a very introverted one and of little 

international significance is perhaps justification for her own country's lack of interest 

in these d e n  as individuals, al though the the Habsburgs and their political influence still 

figured highly on the world stage. 

After retuming to England from the Continent, Piozzi was naturally more aware 

of German poiitics and culture than before her jo~rney.~' In her political pamphlet Tnree 

The same holds true for literary allusions. In a poem entitled Imitations, included 
in the Thraiiana of August 12, 1808, she writes: 

She 
While Classic Taste kept true to me, 
Nor Preference gave to Germany; 
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Warnings to John Bull (1798). she uses France, Spain and Italy, al1 notably Catholic 

nations, to support her arguments about the superiority of England's politicai system. She 

could have obtained this information from books, but she must have ken more aware 

of the issues because she had travelted, 

With Schopenhauer and La Roche, we know the impact of their British travels in 

later years because we have it in writing, i.e. in  addition to the travel accounts. The 

after-effects of Piozzi's travel on her own perspective are difficult to ascertain, since 

after the publication of the 0bso1~urioii.s. being the energetic and curious woman she 

was, she moved on to other more angiocentric proje~ts .~~ Her commercially successfui 

travelogue did have a ripple effect in the literary world, however. In addition to its going 

into German translation only a year after its tirst publication. Sir James Édward Smith 

(1759- 1828) uses a quotation from the 0hservufion.s on the title page of his own 1793 

account of travels on the Continent.'' 

Confess'd by Fame his favounte Queen, 
I'd not have changed with Josephine. 

H e  
Yes -- I'rn belov'd by Schiller's Muse, 
So warmly that fond Nymph punues; 
1 scarcely can do less than die 
To thank her for such Constancy. 

'' These pst-journey publications include: Letfers to the Lure Samuel Johnron 
(1 788), British Synonymy ( 1794). and Retrosprction (2 vols. 1 80 1 ) (Cl i fford 462-63). 

59 'Italy is only a fine well-known academy figure, from which we al1 sit down to 
make drawings, according as the ligh t falls, and Our own seat affords opportunity " 
(Observa~iom I:288). Smith places these words on the title-page as justification for his 
own immediate observations and colloquial style. 
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Pioui's life, on both emotional and literary levels, had been building up to the 

Obserrarions. and she never reached that high-point again. This travel account represents 

the reflections of a mature woman, finally happily mamed who had the freedorn to 

travel: her children were grown, she had a supportive husband and money, and when she 

returned to Britain, she had. to use Virginia Woolf's term. 'a room of her own" in 

which to wnte it all down in manuscnpt form. 
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ANN RADCLIFFE 

Ann Radcliffe travelled through Germany in 1794 at the height of the Fmch 

Revolutionary ~ a r s , *  and in contrast to the other three women, had the best part of 

her life as a writer behind her when she became involved with travelling and travel 

~ n t i n ~ . ~ '  This tnp was for pleasure (or displeasure as the case proved to be) and not 

done in any official capacity. Grant writes that the real destination for the trip was 

Switzerland via Holland and Germany (62). Radcliffe and her husband were tumed back 

at the Swiss border due to passport complications, which Murray claims is "the most 

signifiant event recorded in the Continental portionw of the work (20). This meant that 

the focus of the travelogue had to be altered to deal with her actual itinerary. That she 

was touring a war zone bestows upon her work a very unique quality because the wnter 

focuses not just on the landscape, as Radcliffe critics have until now emphasized, but also 

" (1792- 1802). In 1794, the French were on the offensive, with fighting breaking out 
in the Low Countries. Prussia, Holland and Spain made peace with France in 1795 with 
the Treaties of Basel. 

'By 1794 the reaction against French Revolutionary atrocities had reached a fever 
pitch. The hopefûl mood of 1791 had tumed very sour indeed" (Miles 62). La Roche's 
Reise and Radcliffe's Journey, when viewed as a unit, create a revealing political 
contrast. La Roche was in England just prior to the French Revolution and at times she 
speaks prophetically of events to come. Radcliffe travels during the wars caused by the 
Revolution and at the height of the Reign of Terror. Therefore, French political problems 
affect both travelogoes, but only subtextually, as they are not the focus of either. 

61 Radcliffe's fictional works include: A Sicilian Romunce (1790), The Romance of 
the Forest (1 79 l), Ihe Mysreries of Udolpho ( 1 794), m e  Italiun ( 1797), The Casfies of 
Athlin and Dunbayne, a Highland Sfory ( 1 798) and G m n  de Blondeville ( 1 826). 
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on the politico-military aspects of Gemany, i .e.. the ramifications of cities under siege, 

which she could not avoid under the circum~tances.~~ 

The ensuing travelogue, A Journey made in the Smrner of 1794, rhrough Hoiland 

and rhe W e s m  Fronrier of Gemuny, wirlt u R~furn down rhe Rhine: ro which are 

added, Observafions during u Tour to the Lukm of Lancashire. Wesmreianà, and 

Cwnberiund, was published in 1795, the year after the trip, but nothing is known of the 

circumstances under which she wrote? In terms of her Me, Radcliffe is largely a 

mystery, since so little is known of her beyond the basic facts (Rogers xxv-xxvi; 

McIntyre 6)." Though evidence is lacking in regards to Radcliffe as a writer or as a 

member of polite society, it  is possible to construct a profile of Radcliffe the traveller 

by the style and content of the travelogue. Just like any other travel writer, she is in 

control of the work, choosing what to incl ude, how, and at which j uncture. She does not 

62 Stoye discusses the effect foreign and domestic politics had on travel patterns in 
the seventeenth and eighteen th centuries. e.g., Spain during the  Elizabethan era and the 
Gennan-speaking regions during the Thirty Yean War ( 133). As Radcliffe demonstrates, 
however, it was possible to bypass such situations and travel in these regions anyway. 

Radcliffe does not speculate on the rasons for the war she witnesses, although 
some of the short essays in the iravel account provide information. While this might not 
be the ideal time to tour, such a situation makes for interesting wnting (and r a d i n )  
material. 

According to David Rivers' Literury Menmirs (1798). this work was originally 
pnnted in a quarto volume in 1795 and afterward repnnted in two octavos (I1:81-82). 
The Journey was repnnted by Olms (Hildesheim; New York) in 1975. 

a Tompkins convincingly refutes the argument that Radcliffe's fictional work had 
been influenced by German literature, since translations of even the best known German 
works were not widely distributeci in English at this point. While there are sirnilarities 
to her Gothic novels, therefore, German romances are "alien from Mrs. Radcliffe's 
genius" (93). 



embellish events and, in view of how much she cornplains, one rnay safely say that 

Germany did not lave a favourable impression on her. 

Radcliffe's travel book arguably reinforced the British stereotype of Gertnans6.' 

for her British readers. but this may be due in large masure to her own expectations and 

the fact that she often seems disappointed. Radcliffe's enthusiasm for her homeland is 

made al1 the more clear in the English section of the travelogue: 'English landscape may 

be compared to cabinet pictures. dekately beautiful and highly finished; German scenery 

to paintings for a vestibule, of bold outline and often sublime, but coarse and to be 

viewed with advantage only from a distance" (370-7 1). Whereas La Roche praises 

England, but not at Germany's expense, Le.. she does not portray her homeland 

negatively in order to extol the virtues of the foreign land, Radcliffe appreciates England 

by celebrating its merits and by disparaging Germany. La Roche creates an "England-as- 

utopia" scenario in her travel book; Radcliffe si mu1 taneously creates " England-as-utopiaw 

65 Stereotypes were cornmonplace ainong travellers and as staied earlier, the notion 
of the "phlegmatic German" was one of the mort familiar. Joseph Marshall (dates 
unavailable), for example, wrote in his 1772 travel account that "the Germans are a 
heavy phlegmatic people, who are conducted with no great difficuity in improvements 
and undertakings which do not extend beyond the sphere of their usual practice, but are 
very obstinate in their opposition to things which are quite new: novel establishments in 
arts, manufactures, or commerce, scarcely ever succeed well. unless the attention of the 
sovereign is acute and unremitted" (II: 105-06). Sir John Moore reiterated the point a few 
years later: "The Germans require very little variety. They can bear the languid 
uniformity of life always with patience. and often with satisfaction. They display an 
equanimi ty under disgust that is qui te astonishing" (Ik352). 

Thomas Pennant (1726-1798) noted a contradiction of this stereotype during his 
stay in Nuremberg [Nümberg]: "Over the dwr of the senate room is a good carving in 
wood by Alben Durer, representing Justice, -- on one hand is a poor suppliant, on the 
other a rich man offering a bribe. Between each is a good and bad angel. Tho' the 
sculpture is excellent, the taste is bad. Justice being represented as a jolly Germanw 
(131-32). 



and 'Germany-as-dystopiaw scenarios. Audience becomes an important factor in this 

regard, and La Roche needs to tread far more carefuily, as her main readership is 

Geman. She does not wish to be perceived as unpatnotic. even allowing for the  

propagandistic pro-English nature of her work. 

Modem Radcliffe critics feel in the main that the traveiogue is only significant for 

its depiction of landscape, and in this regard very often only in its relation to the entire 

corpus of her fictional work (e-g.. Cottom 35). Even Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832) 

looked mainly at the landscape depiction of her novels. although with a somewhat critical 

Some artists are distinguished by precision and correctness 
of outline, others by the force and vividness of their. 
colouring; and it is to the latter class that this author 
belongs. The landscapes of Mrs. Radcliffe are far from 
equal in accuracy and truth to those of her conternporary, 
Mrs. Charlotte Smith, whose sketches are so very 
graphical, that an anist would find little difficulty in 
actually painting from them. Those of Mrs. Radcliffe. on 
the contrary. while they would supply the most noble and 
vigorous ideas for producing a general effect, would leave 
the task of tracing a distinct and accurate outline to the 
imagination of the painter. (237) 

To focus soleiy on the landscape issue i n  the Journcy, however, is short-sighted: 

Radcliffe's depiction of Germany illustrates that the cultural scenery is as important as 

the geographical . Both these issues, and al 1 thei r resul tan t shades and nuances, al temate, 

at times in the foreground, at times in the background? 

Radcliffe is not alone in writing travel descriptions as landscape paintings. John 
Owen (1766- 1822). though einploying the epistolary style, begins each new letter with 
a landscape sketch of the town he approaches. German travel literature has also seen 
instances of works which emphasize landscape. e.g., Heinrich Heine's Harzreise (1826). 
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Both La Roche and ~aicliffe stayed approximately seven weeks in the foreign 

country. The length of La Roche's visit is a concrete fact since she provides dates. but 

Radcliffe's case, because she did not date her matenal, is slightly more difficult. A close 

reading, however, shows that she often indicates stopovers, ovemig ht and longer, though 

not every time. The round trip in the German portion of the travelogue lasted, therefore, 

between forty and fifty days. The duration of their stays and the importance placed on 

England in La Roche's and Germany in Radcliffe's work are reflected in the arnount of 

space provided for their descriptions. Between tifty and sixty percent of each work is 

devoted to either England or Germany. 

The journey for Radcliffe and her husband began in Harwich, where they crossed 

over to Helvoetsluys and thmugh HoIland into Germany. the reverse route of La 

Roche's. Recounting a round-trip, the writer uses this forma1 circula motion in the 

travelogue to create textual contrasts. By retuming to many of the places she has already 

visited - in essence wnting about larger cities like Menu [Mainz], and Cologne twice 

- she has the oppomnity to provide additional information. While such a device may 

appear repetitive, it enables the reader to assess the effects of the war through Radcliffe's 

first-hand observation. Her first visit to Cologne, for example, describes the usual city 

sights. Upon their reium. she and her husband discover that the increase in population 

is due to those people fleeing the war zone: 'We were no sooner within the gates, than 

the throng of people and carnages in a city, which only a few weeks before was almost 

as silent and gloorny. convinced us we should not find a very easy welcomew (326). She 
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establishes a standard in the first instance. so that the reader has a basis for compéuison 

in the second description. 

Radcliffe States in the preface that 'the references to England, which frequentiy 

occur during the foreign part of the tour. are made because it has seerned that one of the 

best modes of descnbing to any class of readers what they may not know, is by 

comparing it with what they do" (vi). As any good travel writer should, she constantiy 

searches for familiar points of reference while abroad; however. she approves of a 

location or situation only when tinding such associations. In Germany, confronted with 

foreign sights and sounds for which she has no point of reference, she falls back on the 

'Germany-as-dystopia" idea: "The appearance of Montabaur is adequate in gloominess 

to that of several before seen; but it would be endless to repeat, as often as they should 

be true, the descriptions of the squalidness and decay, that characterise German townsw 

(171). 

Also like any good travel writer. Radcliffe uses literature to provide a familiar 

grounding for her reader. But literary allusions serve three additional functions. In 

viewing the landscape, she recalls William Collins* (1721-1759) poem "Ode to Eveningw 

(139) and Milton's "Paradise Lost" (264) as substantiation of her feelings about the m d  

created by nature. In recounting the story of three robber barons and the romance of their 

sister, for example, she connects the legend to Anosto's 1532 poem Orlundo Furioso 

(145) and, as is the  case with Schopenhauer. such a reference could also be an attempt 

to demonstrate het literary knowledge, the kind expected of an experienced author. In 

addition, Radcliffe, like La Roche. uses other authors' works for the sake of economy. 
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Sir John Moore's travel description is mentioned directly in the Journey during her time 

in Franckfon. and since she finds his account fairly accurate, she simply writes that she 

will "not assume the disadvantage of eniering upon the same subject after himw (225). 

One wonders if such an aversion to literary appropriation could perhaps also be some 

fonn of "honour among travel wnters." 

Although works such as Moore's are accurate descriptions, others can be biased 

(either positive] y or negatively) to the point of unreliability ." Such travelogues can 

create unreal expectations in their coinmentaries on and depictions of the foreign culture. 

Radcliffe relies more on her own prejudicial observations, however. than any one 

wnter's travel description. Describing the Germans as phlegmatic had a precedent in the 

eighteenth cen tury. but such descriptions were not without detractors: 'The Germans are 

frequently represented as a dull heavy people; but those who charactenze them in this 

manner, have seldom any other knowledge of them than what they borrow from the 

French. who hardly allow either wit or sense to any other nation but themselves" 

(Thomas Nugent, Grund Toiv 1150). Like these other Bntons, Radcliffe finds the 

Germans phlegmatic. but her favourite adjective to describe them as a people. one which 

she uses several ti mes. is 'sullen " (97, 14 1,  270). This does not begin to account for the 

other choice adjectives. e-g.. "rude, " -slovenly. " 'indolent" ( 159), and 'malignant" 

(172). 

- 

" I am thinking here particularly of another famous travel wnter, Sir John Moore's 
good friend, Tobias Smollett ( 172 1 - 177 1). This Scotsman's account, Truvels rhrough 
France and Iruly (1766) rendered him the epitome of the moralizing, arrogant, bad- 
tempered British tourist who is satisfied wi th nothing and no one that is not British. 
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It is unknown how influenced Radcliffe may or rnay not have been by other travel 

accounts, but what sets her apart from the other writen in this study is the ferocity with 

which she attacks her subject. As her choice of words to descnbe the Germans 

demonstrates, impersonal does not signi fy unbiased. no matter how much the author may 

wish to disguise herself inside the work or hide behind opinions shrouded as factual 

information. Radcliffe is guilty of siereotyping, of placing negative connotations upon 

people and places: -An Englishman. who spends a few hundred pounds a year, has his 

house in better condition, as to neatness. than any German nobleman's we saw; a 

Dutchman. with fifty pounds a year. exceeds bothw (2 17). 

Such an opinion is not simply an emotional reflex to imrnediaie observations, but 

again these are stereotypes. Nevertheless. Radcliffe does not fail into the trap of relying 

solely on personal attacks io fil1 the pages of the German portion of her travel account. 

She shows herself to be an educated travel writer if noi always an educated traveller, 

i .e., open-minded and/or cul turall y well i nformed. The mini-essays integraied into the 

travelogue, with such titles as Wace of Antient Elections" (310-1 1) (at Rense)," and 

"Timber Floats on the Rhine" (333-36) (at Urdinge~~) ,~~ mate  an interesting stylistic 

effect designed to give the reader background to her comrnents, but are sornewhat 

' This town appears on Radcliffe's joumey between Boppart [Boppard] and Coblentz 
[Koblenz] but no longer appears on any modem maps, Of this place she wnies that it is 
'remarkable only for its neighbourhood to a spot, on which the elections of kings of the 
Romans, or, at least, the meetings preliminary to them, are believed to have antiently 
taken placen (3 10). 

69 Earlier, she notes two spellings of this town's name: Ordingen and Urdingen (95), 
but spells it Urdingen herself elsewhere. 



intrusive. These semi-leamed pieces are reminiscent of Piozzi's refle~tions,~~ but jolt 

the reader, even though the style does not jump from personal to impersonal as abniptiy 

as in the Observaiinm. 

The impenonal nature of the Joirtvey. particularly with these short essays to 

accompany the actual recounting of the tnp. gives i t  the feel of a travel-guide or 

Reisefiihrer. which McAllister sees as fundamentally patriarchal in its prescriptiveness 

(87-88, cited in Dougal 118). Whereas La Roche creates a very specific ambience with 

her personal style. the same cannot be said of Radcliffe. Dougal asserts that the 

descriptions in the joumey con tain -several novelistic scenes [. . .] that resemble ones 

from her novels" ( 109). She does not elaborate as to which scenes these are, but it must 

be pointed out that to cal1 the fourncy partially "novelistic" is not the quivalent of 

Sachs' designation of La Roche's Rcise as 'romanhaft" (303), since Sachs refers to La 

Roche's use of conversations with direct quotations, a style similar to a novel such as 

'O It is important in this instance to stress *reminiscent of" since Piozzi's influence 
on Radcliffe's fictional writing has been well documented (Mclntyre 58-61) and my 
statement is not meant to include this particular in tertextual discourse. 

71 Radcliffe does not record conversations v i v h i m  in the Journey, but the novelistic 
style is evidenced. for example, in her descriptions of the physical surroundings. 
" Landscape has a taiisrnanic importance in Ann Radcliffe's novels. [. . .] Characters often 
seem refiections of those landscapes, over which their various psychological States may 
be displayed on a larger scalew (Cottom 35). If this is extended to include the travelogue 
(of which Cottom makes no mention). the charmer types to which he refers blend into 
the landscape, becoming part of the scenery. Here, the hybrid nature of the travel 
account, in which the fictional and non-fictional rnerge, can be seen as a figment of her 
imagination. Nevertheless, in her bid to dislike Germany, and owing to the socio-political 
situation she finds there, it will reinain an open question how much Radcliffe rnanipulated 
these direct observations to produce the desired effect. 
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The traveller's observational distance from the foreign culture affects interactions 

with the natives and this i s  aptly illustrated in Godesberg, Le.. Bad Godesberg, when 

she cornes across sick French prisonen being guarded: 'The few, that could raise 

themselves above the floor of their carts, shewed countenances yellow, or livid with 

sickness. They did not talk to their guards, nor did the latter shew any signs of exultation 

over them" (135). Altiough one senses a certain compassion on her part, Radciiffe 

describes these wounded soldiers in the plural and does not allow herself to paint a 

literary portrait of any one in particular. since that would create an emotional connection 

on some level with the suffering that has, after all. nothing to do with her. 

As in Schopenhauer's Erinnerungm, the use of " we" in Radcliffe's travelogue 

makes it difficult in many cases to distinguish those cornments which are solely her own 

or those shared with her journalist husband. However. it is made easier because she 

States in her preface that she uses the first person plural because she travelled 'in the 

Company of her nearest relative and friend" (v). While she wishes to give him some 

credit, however, particularly for the political and economic commentaries, she stops short 

of putting his name on the title page as CO-author. since to do so would have been 

"thought by that relative a greater acknowledgment than was due to his share of the 

work" (v). 

The form of address in the work is wonhy of note insofar as Radcliffe attempts 

to draw the reader in with an impersonal 'you" which, paradoxically, gives the 

iavelogue a more personal feel. For example. Radcliffe describes the approach to Neuss 
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in the following fashion in order to inspire the feeling of anxiety in her reader that she 

herself appears to have experienced: 

On each side of the gate, cannon balls of various sizes 
remain in the walls. Within, you enter immediately into a 
close street of high, but diny Stone houses, from which you 
expect to escape presently, supposing it to be only some 
wretched quarter, appropriated to disease and misfortune. 
You see no passengers, but. at the door of every house, an 
haggard group of men and women stare upon you with 
look of hungry rage, rather than curiosity, and their gaunt 
figures excite, at first. more fear than pity. (96-97) 

This sense of subjective involvement is augmented by the joumey's being narrated 

through a multi-dimensional time perspective. The travel book was put together after the 

journey, but while the actual journey is past, the descriptions are narrated in the 

historical present with references, at times. to the future. With this method, Radcliffe 

creates what I call structural 'hooks,' Le., she provides cornpansons en route between 

German cities, not just parallels with home. and can reinforce her opinion that Germany 

is a horrible place overall. 

Travel-weanness, li ke that Piozzi and Schopenhauer admit to experiencing, may 

contribute, as we have seen, to a negative appraisal of a particular place on the 

traveller's itinerary. This lassitude also becomes a factor for Radcliffe as she travels: 

'Fatigued at length by such prodigality of beauty, we were glad to be shrouded awhile 

from the view of it, arnong close boughs, and to see only the wide nvulets, with their 

rustic bridges of faggots and earth" (156). Much of this type of fatigue is related to the 

'mature comfons' (or lack thered). as well as the disappointment Radcliffe experiences 

when her cultural expectations are not met. even if her aesthetic expectations often are. 
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As a traveller, she is not unaware of this state of affairs when she writes of the "illusion 

of fancy, which dresses up the images of places unseen. as soon as much expectation, 

or attention is directed towards them" ( 100). 

Like Schopenhauer, her editorial choice of what to include anecdotally may betray 

her personal bias. In Limbourg [Limburg]. for example, she encounters a drunk 

innkeeper, and wonders why such a man is allowed to own an ion, deciding that 'so little 

is the order of society estimated here. when it  is not connected with the order of politics" 

(172). Knowledge on an intellectual level. and reaction on an emotional level differ 

greatly, however, as Radcliffe demonstrates in her occasionally sarcastic comments bon 

of dissatisfaction. Not al1 her remarks are sarcastic. but they can be unintentionally 

ironie: 

The situation of this house is beautiful beyond any hope or 
power of description; for description, though it may tell 
that there are mouniains and rocks. cannot paint the 
grandeur. or the elegance of outline, cannot give the effect 
of precipices. or draw the minute features, that reward the 
actual observer by continua1 changes of colour, and by 
varying their forms at every new choice of his position. 
( 1 36) 

In view of the overall fabnc of the work, Radcliffe's power of descnption does not 

appear to fail her at any other time: here she has difficulty describing the beautiful, and 

yet she has no problem describing the ugly! 

Such negativity en route tinds its source within Radcliffe herself as a result of 

preconceptions. although it must be adrni tted that a tour which includes cities under siege 

or reduced to ruins would not provide one with the best visual impression of a country. 

That she is sceptical on the journey is without question, for she displays the attitude of 
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and seems quite proud of it. In this writer's attitude one finds scant evidence of the 

British tolerance which La Roche so admires. Radcliffe ci tes Samuel Johnson, another 

traveller apt to be displeased (cf. McCarthy, Ponruir 153): "These diminutive 

observations," the citation r a d s ,  "seem to take away something from the dignity of 

writing, and therefore are never communicated. but with hesitation. and a little fear of 

abasement and contempt- ( 103)." She supports his view with her statement that "[t]o 

be thought capable of commanding more pleasure and preventing more inconveniences 

than others is a too general passport to respect" (103)? The reader is unable to 

ascertain the extent to which she does or does not cause difficulty for those with whom 

she cornes in contact. since she recounts so little of her own mial  interchange. 

Orientated towards themes, aesthetic, religious and political, rather than towards 

people, the work mentions very few names of those individuals with whom she must 

La Roche uses not the Swiftian model of traveller, but the Stemian to denote her 
own style of travel: "Yonk setzte noch zwei Anen Reisende hinzu: Krunke, die eine 
HU1 fsqueile aufsuchen, -- und Wvhe,qkri,qe, welche sich. auch ausser ihrem Wohnon, 
nach der Erde und ihren Kindem umsehen. Zu der letzten Gattung gehore ich; und meine 
Geschafte sind [...] mich umzusehen und alles zu bemerken, was mir Untemcht und 
Freude geben kann" (3-4). 

Though Radcliffe footnotes this as belonging to Dr. Johnson, she does not provide 
the work from which it is taken. 

In her discussion of the * inconveniencing traveller, " Radcliffe concludes that 
Smollett is to blame for this outpouring of gmdwill in travel descriptions: "The politest 
salutation of the Chinese, when they meet. is, -Sir, prosperity is painted on your 
countenance;" or, "your whole air announces your felicity;" and the writers of travels, 
especially since the censure thrown upon SMOLLET, seem to provide, that their 
prosperity shall be painted on their volumes. and al1 their observations announce their 
felicity " ( 104-05). 
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have associated. When she meets people she actually likes. she is pleasantly surpriseci. 

She also reveals her personal bias in these circumstances. Her favourable impression of 

the Commissary and Privy Counsellor of the Elector of Treves [Trier], for example, is 

coloured by his cultural assimilation: he has been in England and has acquired English- 

style manners (176-77). Similar to Schopenhauer's style. Radcliffe's does not infuse the 

average person with personali ty , and in the anecdotes employed to fiavour sightseeing 

descriptions. the people are merely types: clergy, soldiers. innkeepen. This is a great 

difference between La Roche's Reise and the Joitrnry. By cailing on so many individuai 

personalities, many of them famous. La Roche is able to expand comments to include a 

wider range of sociological issues. From her meeting with Hastings. for example, she 

moves to India's role in the British Empire, to her views on the lot of non-European 

cultures in an age of imperialism. Without such a personal element, Radcliffe has in a 

way limited her scope; hence, the short essays in terpolated throughout become necessary 

as a rather obvious and unsophisticated means of providing information. 

Not only does the Journtay contrat to the Roise as regards the portrayai of 

individuais, but women and their achievements are quite absent. Radcliffe demonstrates 

a decided aversion to discussing women as a specific group. It is true that men dealt with 

women as a topic and indeed were directed to do so explicitly." As a woman, her 

75 Count Leopold Berchtold provides for the patriotic traveller (to whom his work is 
addressed) a series of questions pertinent to the culture and he includes in his enquiry a 
section on women (XXVIII) (423-30). Questions in this regard include, 'What nghts and 
privileges does the female part of the natives enjoy in general?" and "How does the 
govemment protect those unfortunate daughters. who are to be forced by their cruel 
parents or relations. to contract involuntaty marnages?" (428). 
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and to avoid the charge of trivializing what is otherwise an atternpted erudite study of 

German culture based upon her aesthetic perspective. Such comments by men travel 

writers would not lave them open to such a criticism. but as a woman, Radcliffe could 

not afford the luxury of this discussion in her writing. In fact. her only reference to 

German women perse occun when she attends a bal1 given by the Elector in Goodesberg 

[Bad Godesberg] : 

The dresses of the coinpany were i n  the English taste, and. 
as we were glad to believe. chiefly of English manufacture: 
the wearing of countenances by play [versus work] appears 
to be also according to our mannen, and the German 
ladies, with the features scarcely :ess elegant, have 
complexions, perhaps, finer than are general in England. 
(138) 

Here, she shows herself to be more generous than Schopenhauer, but overall she is not 

inclined to praise female qualities as is La Roche. 

Although a ficiional writer of renown by 1794, Radcliffe, unlike La Roche, did 

not attempt to use her reputation to push her way into polite society while abroad (her 

inability to speak German may also have been a prohibiting factor). Radcliffe does not 

demonstrate the interrelational sense of self evidenced in al1 the other women, even 

Schopenhauer, who reacts to women in a negative way. Radcliffe relates more to her 

Iohann Georg Heinzmann ( i 757- 1 802) recomrnends social interaction in his travel 
guide, in a chapter entitled, 'Die Kunst zu fragen, eine Haupteigenschaft des klugen 
Reisenden" (54-72) He expresses his belief that one of the best methods to leam while 
travelling is by conversing with the natives and that a smart traveller knows how to ask 
relevant questions which will elicit useful information. Since Radcliffe does not fumish 
evidence of conversations. whether she made such enquines vis-à-vis women or any 
other topic. will rernain an unanswered question. 
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surroundings, to nature. Without the namted social interaction as contained in La 

Roche's Reise. Radcliffe's work has the feel of having been wntten in a vacuum. One 

does not have the sense that the writer is aware of a continuity or tradition here, in a 

female context or othewise. Both women's pnmary agenda of promoting British culture 

is quite noticeable, but La Roche's secondary agenda of promoting fernale achievements 

is totally omitted from Radcliffe's Jnrrrmy. 

Fashion adopts a variety of roles within the other themes treated in the Journey, 

but again. this issue does not refer back to the wnter herself in any way, perhaps to 

maintain her privacy. Modes of dress and manners are indicators of prospenty, a 

differentiation which Radcliffe notes particularly between the southem and northem parts 

of Germany (267). Wi thin the theme of religion, the habits of the non-cloistered nuns in 

Cologne are described in minute detail. and the 'quilled ruff, somewhat resembling that 

of Queen Elizabeth's timen (1 13) is pointed out specifically, owing to the author's 

attempt to ponray the Germans as culturally behind the times. The most interesting and 

most unique aspect of fashion in this work. however, is related to the military nature of 

her travelogue. She refers to the troops in Appenweyer who "dress up their faces with 

mustachios. and seem extremel y desirous to i mpress terror" ( 15). Since Radcliffe is the 

only woman here to discuss military issues, she is naturally the only one to broach the 

idea of fashion as a weapon. 

Fashion, Le., appearance, as these soldiers demonstrate. becomes an element of 

communication. Like most Britons. Radcliffe could not speak German, but as has been 

shown, the language bamer does not appear to have hindered her ability to pass 
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judgrnent. She and Piozzi are not to be blamed for this linguistic impediment - Gerrnan 

language and literature were simply not pan of the British educational cumculum, and 

while little is known of Radcliffe's background. 'the genetal impression given by her 

biographers is that it was the ordinary education of the young girl of that day, and that, 

according to modern ideas. it would seern. if not superficial. decidedly incomplete" 

(McIn tyre 10). 

Nevertheless. the German language does hold some interest for her en route. She 

steps out of the work to set out in detail a point which should be of interest to al1 travel 

wri ters: 

The name, borne by every town in the nation to which it 
belongs. should surely be its name, wherever it is 
mentioned; for the same reason, that words, denved into 
one language from another. are pronounced according to 
the authority of their roots, because the use of the pnmary 
term is already established. and there can never be a 
decision between subsequent varieties, which are 
cotemparary [sic] among thernselves. and are each 
produced by the same arrogance of invention. (223) 

Paradoxically, she cornplains of geographical names being translateci into foreign 

languages despite the fact that al1 the place names in her own work are anglicized, 

presumably for her readers' convenience. Later in Ehrenfels. Radcliffe details the 

similanties between the English and the German tongue, and demonstrates that La Roche 

is not alone in attributing these affini ties to the historical confluence of the cultures (293- 

The discussion of language continues in a more experiential vein in Friburg, 

where she explains the word rrink,gcfd, which is pronounced drinW>eal~h by Gennan- 
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speaking coach drivers so their English passengers will understand what is expected. 

Radcliffe praises the trink,eeld's ability to accelerate the joumey: 'When you tell them 

[postillions], that they shall have a good Jrinkheufrh for speed. they reply, 'Yaw, yaw'" 

(283)." While the postillion in this instance is not physically describeci, the 

onomatopoeic portraya1 of his speech helps to provide the character with some modicum 

of shape. 

With regard to postillions and coach travel. Radcliffe broaches the issue of 

highwaymen in Germany ; however. unlike Schopenhauer and La Roche, she observes 

it k t  from a literary point of view, but from a realistic plane. Claiming she is used to 

the existence of such criminals in England, she expresses astonishment that none seem 

to exist in Germany where 'the postrnasters also assure you, that, if there were robbers, 

they would content themselves with attacking private voitunen. without violating the 

sacredness of the ps t"  (283). While the German women seem disappointed that they do 

not encounter any highwaymen in England. in Germany, Radcliffe appears relieved -- 

an irony in view of how dangerously close she travels to a war zone on her trip. 

76 Monsieur de Blainville cornplained of this same phenomenon as early as 1705: 'A 
Sergeant of the Garrison came to demand our pass-ports to carry them to the Govemour, 
and brought them back to us in half an Hour, but we were obliged to give him Trinct- 
golf for his Trouble, i.e. we were obliged to give him something to drink. Let me tell 
you, once and for all, that there prevails a Custom throughout al1 Germany, not a little 
expensive to Travellers. Here not only the Valets and Maids in the Inns demand Trinct- 
galt with an arrogant Air, as if it were their Due, even after their Masten have 
extonioned us most violently; but even the Boys in the bats. the Coachmen, the Street- 
Porters, and al1 such rascally People, exact it in the haughtiest Manner, over and above 
the Price for which they had agreed to serve us" (107). 
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Despite this ever-present danger. she and her husband take time out to visit the 

theatre in ~ r a n k f u n . ~ ~  German acton and musicians are not furnished with any more 

individuality than postillions or highwaymen, but rather are viewed as a group, and only 

bnefly. 'The players are very far beneath mediocrity; but the orchestra, when we heard 

it, accorded with the fame of German musicians. for spirit and precision" (233-34). The 

German theatre is found wanting particularly when compared with the  fame the English 

theatre enjoyed. Radcliffe's comments on music in Germany, however, are in complete 

agreement with those of the other three women writers in this study, Le., German 

musicians are superior. 

Radcliffe is also similar to the other three women insofar as she views religion 

as an additional manifestation of the culture. Rather than enjoying any kind of personal 

spintual expetience, she is more interested in the aestheiic rather than the religious value 

of the churches she visits (1 17). She is in complete agreement with Piozzi that the notion 

of universal toleration is an in teresting subject for study (87). asserting her own view that 

financial prosperity is a result of religious tolerance. This she observes in the town of 

Bacharach on the Rhine, where the Lutherans, Calvinists and Catholics enjoy qua1 right 

to wonhip, and thus al1 share in the subsequent economic success (296). 

Any personal feelings on religion the author expresses are only demonstrated in 

this type of anti-Catholic sentiment. Throughout the work she employs such tems as 

1 point out in n.39 in the Piozzi section that her failure to report on the theatre was 
likely due to her inability to speakhnderstand German. This proves to be no hindrance 
for Radcliffe's review, although she admits that al1 the plays and operas take place in 
German (233). 
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ventures which open on Sunday also provoke her criticism: 'Amongst the  public 

buildings [in Cologne] must be reckoned the Theatre, of which we did not see the inside, 

there being no performance, during our stay. except on Sunday. This, it seems, may be 

opened without offence to the Magistrates. though a protestant church rnay not" (1 15). 

One must remember that Cologne was a predominantly Catholic city, and here the author 

does not see evidence of toleration. and criticizes the suppression of Protestant worship 

to which Catholics were accustoined in England. "The general view of Catholicism in 

England during her [Radcliffe's] time was imbued with stereotyped intolerance similar 

to that which characterized the Elizabethan attitude toward the Jew" (Murray 24):' This 

would seem to imply that her attitude was an emotional reflex, devoid of reason. 

Indeed. much of Radcliffe's opinion on reiigion is presented as a contrast between 

reason ( Protestan tism) and rel igious senti ment (Roman Cathol ici sm) . The most ex plicit 

example occurs in Cologne, where in the cloistered order of Clarisse, members are not 

even allowed to speak to their mothers except behind a curtain and in the presence of the 

abbess for k i r  that they would want to retum to the outside world. Radcliffe concludes: 

"Accounts of such horrible perversions of human reason make the blood thnll and the 

teeth chatter" (109). Such judgments are made only in a Catholic context, and never in 

a Protestant one. In an attempt to build a rapport with her English Protestant readers, she 

notes that, in a predominantly Catholic city such as Cologne, Protestants are not entitled 

7%4~rray goes on to point out, however, that while Radcliffe does not wish to offend 
popular British wisdom, she does see a redeeming fature in the justice of dispensations 
(24-25). (A dispensation is an exemption from a particular religious observance.) 
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to practise their religion within the city walls ( 1 14-15). She fails to mention, however, 

whether or not they can conduct their business affairs within the city walls. 

Great Brïtain was beyond question a commercial powerhouse, which La Roche 

and Schopenhauer both reinforce in their respective travelogues, and for a Bnton 

travelling this would be an aspect of any Foreign state which would be found wanting by 

cornpanson. Radcliffe focuses on this aspect but pans out for a broader view of the issue. 

She ctiticizes the serfdom she witnesses in the countryside, discussing how grape-growers 

in the Rhine Valley are paid. i.e.. cheated. by iheir landlords ( 15 1). Her criticism moves 

fluidly throughout ihe travel account from the plight of the individuai, unable to get 

ahead in life by his own industry, to a subtextual commentary on serfdom versus the 

free-enterprise system so highly valued in Britain ( 100-0 1). and then to an examination 

of the economic dispariiy between Britain and Germany (32 1. 343). Indeed, from this 

point of view, Radcliffe is as anglornaniacal as La Roche, but that which is deemed 

anglomania in a foreigner, in a Briton is called patnotism, a positive by-product of the 

free political system enjoyed there. 

While Pioui recounts her attendance at a dinner given by the Elector of Bavaria, 

Radcliffe discusses the historical and present positions of the Electors with a more 

objective view. Nevenheless, both amve at the sanie conclusion: German political power 

pales in cornparison with the might of the Great Britain. In the essay, 'Intermixture of 

German Territones," Radcliffe bnngs this topic to a positive close: "That this 

intermixture of territory exists. without producing domestic violences, is, however, 
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respect to foreign interests, is well formed for the preservation of intenor peace" (3 12). 

This interior peace she attnbutes to the enlargement of Prussia's and Austria's 

territories because this expansion "tends considerably to secure its [the Germanic body's] 

domestic tranquillity , though i t diminishes the independence of the Iesser Sovereigns" 

(312). She does not deal with Frederick the Great in this issue, as do Piozzi and 

Schopenhauer, for she tours long after his death, but Prussia's policies under Friedrich 

Wilhelrn II are arguably not above her criticism. Immediately upon entering German 

temtories from Holland, she emphasizes the poverty she witnesses among the common 

people: 

After another quarter of a mile you have more proofs that 
you have entered the country of the King of Prussia. €rom 
almost every cluster of huts bare-footed children run out to 
beg, and ten or a dozen stand at every gate, nearly 
throwing themselves under the wheels to catch your money, 
which, every now and then, the bigger seize from the less. 
(85) 

Piozzi and Radcliffe are both patriotic British subjects, but while the former 

expresses her feelings in personal terms, the latter is more distanced. Surveying the 

damage after the attack on Mainz, she considen the implications for Great Britain: 

An Englishman, walking amidst the ensigns of such 
artificial and premature desolation, cannot help considering 
the natural security of his country, and rejoicing, that, even 
if the strong and plain policy of neglecting al1 foreign 
consequence, and avoiding al1 foreign in terests, except the 
commercial ones, which may be maintained in a navy, 
should forever be rejected, still h i s  home cannot be 
invaded; and, though the expense of wars should make 
poverty general , the immediate horron of them cannot 
enter the cities, or the cottages of an island. (187) 
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At this point in the Journey another essay appears, 'Of Mentz in 1792 and 1793" (188- 

2 1 6 ) , ~  in which the author (or her husband) provides the history of the siege. This 

essay takes the political theme to the next level beyond irnrnediate observation of military 

position to an analysis of the issues. By examining the weakness of the Geman States (a 

parallel in some ways to Piozzi's own discussion). she takes the time to dixuss the 

Electoral system, but, as the previous quotation dernonstrates, from the lofty moral high 

ground enjoyed by a subjeci of Great Britain. 

The Germans are portrayed in the Jonrney as a culturally backward people in 

cornparison tu the British or even the Dutch , who are the focus of the other large portion 

of the travelogue, and who are viewed positively. The different tone she adopts in her 

conclusions of the German and English portions best depicts her low opinion of German 

culture. Crossing back into Holland from Germany, she wntes of her joy to be leaving 

that country and retuming -to the neatness, the civility, the comfons, quietness, and even 

the good humour and intelligence to be easily found in Holland" (345'). Yet in England, 

no cornpanson is needed: "Thither [to Lancaster] we returned and concluded a tour 

which had afforded infinite delight in the grandeur of its landscapes and a reconciling 

view of human nature in the simplicity, integrity, and friendly disposition of the 

inhabitants" (499). 

Goethe also wrote an eye-witness account of ihis siege, entitled "Die Rlagening 
von Mainzw (1820). Based on the diary the famous author kept at the time, it was 
published along wi th the 'Campagne in Fran kreich" as part of Goethe's autobiographical 
writings. He  was present at the battle with Duke Karl August, commander of a P~ss ian 
cuirassier regi ment (Oxford Cornpunion 72). 
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Like Schopenhauer, Radcliffe considers 'home" supenor. The English section of 

the Journey deAs entirely with nature and the beauty of England; people, inns, situations 

are al1 dealt with in a positive way; yet in the German section, these themes are al1 used 

to substantiate her negative appraisal of German society. Home has its faults in the 

English part, but word choice changes the connotation. 'The inns, as here at Bampton," 

she writes, 'are frequently hi i~i ihkW [italics mine] (398). In Germany, the absence of 

'creature comforts' in inns is cornpletely unacceptable. while here, the fact that these 

establishments are located in England appears to compensate for any lack of amenities. 

Radcliffe is perhaps willing to overlook England's faults whether for the sake of 

patriotism, or for the sake of the effect it will have on her readers. Ultimately, what is 

at stake is her reputation as writer. traveller. and subject of Great ~ r i i i n ;  hence, she 

wants to flatter her British readers indirectly by suggesting they live in the best, most 

civilized nation in the world. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

JOHANN -LM VON ARCHENHOLZ ANI) KARL PHLIPP MORITZ 

IN BRITAIN 

Certainly, Britons of this era believed they lived in the greatest nation on Earth, 

an opinion with which many Germans concurred. But not al1 were completely accepting 

of this belief. As we have seen. while La Roche was indeed an anglomaniac who 

preferred not to see or write anything negative about Britain, Schopenhauer appears to 

have presented a more balanced view. These German men's wtitings about their 

experiences in and observations of Britain, however, reveai more about German 

anglophilia as a cultural phenornenon and the place of these two wornen in it. 

Archenholz, "einer der besten Englandkenner seiner Zeit" (Bodeker, 'Diskurs" 289), is 

not prominent in modem Gennonisrik; and while Moritz is known to the modem reader, 

it is reaily his novels Anton Reiser and Andreos Hunknopf that are read -- the travelogue 

about his joumey to England is one of his least familiar works. Some critics have 

categorized the two writen as archetypes of the Aiîfl/ürun(: (Archenholz) and Sturm und 

Drang (Moritz) (e.g., Elsasser) and here one can see the temporal overlap in intellectual 

orientation in the late eig hteenth century . 

The British women's travel accounts of Gennany have illuminateci cultural and 

gender differences in travelling and travel wnting and contextualized La Roche and 

Schopenhauer as women travel writers; however, only by relating men travel writers' 

forma1 and thematic stmctures to the women's may one clearly see the gender differences 

in travelling and writing between men and women which La Roche and Schopenhauer 
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both employ to set their respective travel accounts apart from the myriad of others 

available to the reading public. 

This notion of "setting apan" was new to the eighteenth century, and nowhere 

can it be distinguished more clearly than in the travel literature of the penod. The 

concept of individualism1 and the emphasis on emotion which Laurence Sterne first 

brought to the genre as a whole in the 1760s, Moritz fint brought to the German travel 

description of Great Britain in 1783. Archenholz's 1785 travel account was not so 

personal. but impersonal does not mean unbiased. and this writer's own opinions of 

British culture do corne through the text. His blend of scholarly knowledge, experiences, 

personal anecdotes and hearsay both substantiate and add flavour to a work which he 

himself describes as not a Reisebeschreibung, but as Reisebemerkungen. This distinction 

in terminology may be an attempt to differentiate himself from such travellen as Moritz, 

in whose travelogue the sirnultaneous acts of travelling and experiencing, not the 

destination per se, were the primary focus. Though polar opposites in their approach to 

the subject, Archenholz and Moritz expand further the varying degrees of anglophilia. 

Archenholz will be dealt with first in tiiis chapter as a representative of the impersonal, 

"leamedw style of travel account to which more emotionally oriented works like Sterne's 

and Moritz's presented a counterpoint. 

"Individualism" was not seen in an entirely positive light. Goethe problematized 
the concept in his novel, Die Leiden des jungen Wenhers (1774). where this 
preoccupation creates an unhealthy self-absorption. This eventually lads the protagonist 
to commit suicide. 
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The psychologicai baggage, Le., the prejudgments, the stereotypes, that each of 

the previous travellers has taken on the joumey has b e n  examined, as has the idea that 

each traveller writes with an agenda. Moritz, however, provides the best example of a 

dwire for individuality, not simply in how he presents his written account, but also in 

the manner in which he travek2 His travelogue illuminates England for the reader, 

particularly at a tirne when most German travellers remained ensconced in London for 

the duration of their stay, but also enlightens the writer about his own metaphysical 

progression. In this respect, he places the sentimental traveller into the anglophile 

framework: 'Er zieht das besondere Interesse auf sich," writes Schrirnpf, 'weil er als 

ein feinnerviger Seismograph seiner Epoche die verschiedenartigsten Einflüsse und 

Stromungen der Zeit in seinem Eklektizismus unversohnt in sich vereinigt" (882). 

It must also be noted that Moritz had a profession: he was a teacher and "was 

legally on leave, and had a job to go back ton (Boulby 104). This is, of course, a major 

difference between the sexes, but Moritz's Reisen demonstrates that not al1 men 

automatically wrote in the capacity of their profession, but also as pnvate people, funher 

distorting the definitions of public and private. Like the two German women, Moritz 

conducted treatments of public issues in a private way. 

Although Moritz was not a member of the Romantic movement, he arguably 
prefigures this Welta~tschauung ' s emphasis on feeling , Wanderlust and Fernweh as will 
later be seen in both German literature, e.g., Chamisso's character Peter Schlemihl or 
Eichendorff's Taugenichts, and in English literature, e.g., Byron's Childe Harold. 
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Archenholz's England und Ifafien is disputed in literary cnticism as an example 

of travel literature because of his prolonged residence in London.' The grounds for the 

argument against this work's being a travel account are at best tenuous, since Piozzi 

produced the better portion of what is unequivocally accepted as her travelogue based on 

an extended visit to Italy. Archenholz's protracted stay would make him naturally more 

aware of the culture's shortcornings than La Roche or Schopenhauer. who passed through 

the country quickly by cornparison. This is not to imply that he was not an anglophile, 

but his admiration at tirnes appears mitigated precisely by the in-depth knowledge he 

dkplays. Over the course of six yean, his views could not be ruled solely by 

preconceptions. and one can see the contrast of Schein and Sein in British society in his 

description. Thus, like Schopenhauer (though for different rasons), he presents a 

balanced view of England, even though La Roche considered England und Italien, a 

work explanatory of the public aspects of English society, as standard background 

material for her highly personal, highly pro-English work? 

Elsasser, for exarnple, in his treatment of various German travel works on England 
categorizes Archenholz under 'Systematische Werke" rather than "Reisebeschreibungen" 
(where, by the way, he places Moritz). Yet Bodeker puts Archenholz and Moritz on the 
same level, asserting that they both provide their own point of view, rather than merely 
wnting a "geschlossene Reisebeschreibung * (" Diskurs" 293). 

For an in-depth discussion of the Wirkungsgeschichte of Archenholz' s publication, 
see Maurer in Englurd und Italien tII:424-50. 



JOHANN WILHELM VON ARCHENHOLZ 

Archenholz produced EngIund und Irulien based on his experiences in those 

countries, but he was always vague about the exact times of his residence in London: 'in 

England [. . .] habe ich in drey verschiedenen Perioden sechs Jahre lang gelebt, und zwar 

den gr6Bten Theil des Zeitraums von 1769 bis 1779, in welchem leztem Iahre ich diese 

sch6ne Insel mlea verlieBn (1:ix). His motivation for travelling in general, and to 

England and Italy in particular, is unknown, as are his activities during the time in 

London. Archenholz rakes great care not to discuss his persona1 goals, not even including 

them in the Vorbericht, the usual place for such justifications. As a result, critics may 

only speculate. Maurer offers the three most likely sources of funding for his travels as 

"Verrn6gen? Geschâfte? Spiel?" (111532) Ruof notes that shonly after release from 

military service, Archenholz became known to Friedrich 11 as a 'sehr eiffiger Spielern 

and this may have been a factor in his departure from Prussia (8). 

1 will use the 1785 reprint of the travelogue, although as I stated in chapter one, 
n. 18, the writer's own 1791 expanded edition will also be used here where necessary. 
The 1993 reprint of the 1785 edition contains three volumes: 1. England, II. Italy and III. 
Maurer's analysis, containing a wealt h of information, enti tled , Varianten. Materialien, 
Untersuchwgen. Therefore, page references from this appendix will appear as (III:). 1 
will attempt to be as clear as possible in the text so as to acknowledge this critic's ideas, 
while keeping them separate from my own. 

Maurer's ciose reading of this writer's British account centres on three main 
points: the AupCIdrung tradition, the thematic and forma1 contrast of England and Iraly, 
and politics as the central focus of English society. This critic's assertion that politics is 
the main focus of the travel account renders it pivota1 to his interpretation also. Although 
this topic is a major component, however, the overall fabric of English society comprises 
more than this one issue. Archenholz uses so many aspects of the culture to create his 
profile of the English character, that to concentrate on any one aspect too heavily does 
neither Engiand und Irulien nor eighteenth-century English society justice. 
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As to the travel wnter's presence in England, Ruof asserts the opinion supported 

by the text that self-education was Archenholz's prime motive (8-9). Living there, h e  

could write more authontatively about the country than a traveller who passes through 

quickly, taking in only the most important tounst attractions. He maintains in his 

Vorbenchr that he has not relied on any particular travelogue for information: 

Keine einzige Reisebeschreibung hat meine Bemerkungen 
geleitet, weil ich dafür halte, daB dejenige Reisende zu 
beklagen ist, der. gewisse ph ysische Gegenstande allein 
ausgenommen, die Beobachtungen Anderer zu seinen 
Urtheilen n6thig hat. Die meinigen waren gr6Btentheils das 
Resultat selbst gesehener Thatsachen, daher ich [. . .] viele 
Beyspiele anführe, um meine Leser in den Stand zu setzen, 
die Richtigkeit meiner auf Erfahrung gebauten 
Behauptungen selbst t u  priifen. (ix-x) 

Despite this claim to immediacy, much of the information he provides, particularly of 

a legal or historkal nature, could not have been based on experience. He must have used 

sources other than travelogues, i.e., English newspapers, law and history books, to aid 

in the composition, though he does not mention any specifically by name. Whatever the 

sources of the finished manuscnpt may have k e n ,  he leaves no doubt, however, as to 

his motivation for writing the travelogue: 'Ich dachte an keinen Ruhm, sondem mein 

Motto war: Brod!" (cited in 111536). 

The charge that at no point in the English portion "man den Eindruck einer 

Reisebeschreibung mat]" (II1:373) is based on a structural analysis of the work. Le., the 

lack of an itinerary, dates etc. While the reawns for his opinion may be sound, Maurer's 

conclusion is incorrect. He rightly points out that Archenholz, as a joumalist "achtete auf 

Lesbarkeit" (III:374), but, as has been shown, so do La Roche and Schopenhauer. AS 
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regards the structural approach, Archen holz' s observations are based on London society 

as he obsewed it dunng his stays there, and elements common to al1 these travelogues 

signify that travel wnters cal1 upon similar cultural aspects as histonans and sociologists 

in order to describe accurately a foreign country. Furthemore, although Archenhoiz 

describes himself in the Annukn as a Geschichrsschreiber, nowhere in England wrd 

Italien does he use this term. And while La Roche defends her inclination toward English 

culture on very emotiond personal grounds for the most part, Archenholz relies on 

history and politics. Like the others, though, he is a foreigner leaming through personal 

experience about another culture in that environment, and if he writes from a more 

historia-political standpoint than any of the others, his agenda remains to provide 

Germans with an additional and cornprehensive view of Great ~ntain.6 and, if possible, 

to prove the overall superiority of English culture, to the French in particular, if not 

necessarily to that of home. Le., Germany, or, more specifically, Prussia. 

Robson-Scott maintains that Archenholz, initially a great admirer of British 

culture, later became part of the reaction against anglomania. He uses Archenholz's two 

major works to prove his point, claiming that England und Italien is pro-British, and the 

later historical treatise, Annalen der Britrischen Geschichre ( 1 790)- an ti-British. Textual 

evidence in Englmd und Italien, however, suggests that the writer is not entirely 

convinced of the superionty of British culture and is critical of many aspects of society. 

Moreover, Archenholz himself names the Annalen as 'eine Fortsetzung des Werks 

Archenholz uses "England" and 'Grofibntannien" interchangeably, although like 
La Roche, he only spent time in London and its environs. 
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England und Italien," and aithough this later work is disapproving of many features of 

British society, it does not display the abrupt reversai of attitude that Robson-Scott sees. 

It is rather a continuation, an appendix to the original work, precisely as Archenholz 

intended it. If he cnticizes more openly in the Annalen, this may be attributable to the 

growing reaction against anglophilia in the 1790s, i.e., his readers would be more 

accepting of open cnticism than they would have been five years earlier. 

The awareness that he is wnting EngIund irnd lrulien for an anglophile audience 

in Germany gives him an excuse to curtail the discussion of those aspects of English 

society which he considers common knowledge: 'Der gegenwiirtige Zustand der 

Wissenschaften und Künste in England ist dasjenige, womit die Deutschen am meisten 

bekannt sind; ich würde daher sehr wenig Neues über diese so interessanten Gegenstande 

sagen k6nnen. Nur einige Bemerkungen will ich hier machen" (1:589).' 

Archenholz's own designation of Reisebemerkungen is at times an incomplete 

characterization, however, as elements of the Reisefulirer are also present. He offen the 

reader and potential traveller to Engiand advice on the best methods to travel in the 

country and absorb English culture. For example, he has amved at the same conclusion 

as many travel guides and travellen before him regarding the high cost which 

accompanies the standard of living in Great Britain and thus wams the reader: 'Nur setze 

ich nothwendig voraus, da8 er [the Genan traveller] die englische Sprache verstehe, und 

mit dem Nothigen, in einem theuern Lande zu leben, wohl venehn ist" (4). 

7 This was a miscalculation on the author's part, as this section, glossed over with 
this statement in the first edition, appears in the 179 1 edition with its own Abschnitf in 
the hope of providing a still more complete picture of the English character. 



In his role as writer, ArchenhoIz is less the reminiscent traveller, and more the 

editor and interpreter of factual information about public life in England, an approach in 

which he was not alone in his generation.' Yet Wendeborng criticized him strongly for 

his "Orientierung am Unterhaltungsbedürfnis romangewohnter Vielleser" Le., his style 

was not sufficiently erudite (IiI:375)." This is a particularly ironic comment when 

" Archen holtz und Stun, Forster, Maser, Moritz und der geistreiche Lichtenberg 
stimmen im allgemeinen überein in einer mit Verblüfftheit gemischten Bewunderung der 
Formen des offentlichen Lebens in England" (Weydt 10). The spelling of the travel 
writer's name in this quotation prompts me to mention that there is some dispute among 
scholars in this regard. Maurer maintains that the "-tzn is the more onginal since this is 
how Archenholz hirnself spelled it in handwritten documents. The shorter way, '-2," is 
according to the "Sprachreinigungsbemiihungen der Zeit" (1I:Sl). Although "-tz" 
appears in first editions pnor to 1790, the cntic goes on to explain, the '-zn ending 
continued throughout the nineteenth century and is today the standard spelling. 1 have 
used '-z" out of a sense of conventionality, since 'Moritz" is also now considered the 
normal orthography, even though some eighteenth-century writers spelled his name 
"Morit. " 

Gebhard Friedrich August Wendebom, bom in Magdeburg, studied theology at the 
Universitàt Halle. He lived in London as pastor of the German congregation of Ludgate 
Hill (1768-1790). During this time he also worked as a journalist, writing articles on 
London for the Hamburger Correspondent (1779-92)' in addition to his larger works on 
England which Kelly deems "not conspicuously original or interestingn (Wsiion 119). 
Maurer examines Wendeborn 's significance as a " Kulturhistoriker. " " Mittler zwischen 
den Kulturenw and "Kulturkritiker und PhilosophW during the Aufkdmng ('Wendebom" 
420). 

'O Wendebom's contemporary criticisrn of Archenholz's work is ironic in light of the 
fact that in many ways his Beytrlige zur Kentnv GroJbritonniem vom Jahr 1779 is 
stylistically and thematicall y very si milar to England und Italien. The Allgemeine 
Deufsche Biographie notes of this work: "In demselben Jahre, in welchem die 
Gordonischen Tumulte in London vorfielen, traten seine 'Beitfige zur KenntniB 
GroDbritanniens* (1780) ans Licht, der Vorliiufer seines gr60eren Werkes: 'Der Zustand 
des Staats, der Religion, der Geiehrsamkeit und der Kunst in GroBbritannien gegen Ende 
des 18. Jahrhunderts' (4 Thle.. Berlin 1784-88)" (XLI:? 12-13). 

A review of both Wendeborn's and Archenholz's table of contents shows that they 
deal with the same issues, and in neither case does the reader see inside homes, inns or 
any private venue. Personalities are only outlined and of these, almost ail are public 
figures. The 'novelistic" element, for wbich Wendebom criticizes Archenholz, is evident 



England und I d e n ,  with its distanced tone and lack of personalized input by the author, 

is compared with the works of La Roche, Schopenhauer and Moritz. 

The author defends himself against any cnticisrn that he might be biased about 

England in the Annalen: 

Man hat dem Verfasser wegen seiner Skizzen von England 
und Italien oft den Vorwurf der Partheilichkeit gemacht. 
Wie sehr oder wie wenig er gegründet ist, rn6gen 
unbefangene Manner beurtheilen. Ein jeder Denker wird 
eindurnen, dao es fast unmôglich kt, über einen hkhst 
wichtigen Gegenstand mit Wiirme ru schreiben, und doch 
dabei partheilos, das ist: kalt zu seyn. (k325) 

Thus, one may account for the tone of Englund 

immediately on the first page: 

GroBbritannien, diese K6nigin der 
der Regierungsform, der Gesetze. 
Art, wie ihre Einwohner denken, 

und Italien which the author presents 

Insein, kt in Ansehung 
Sitten, Gebriiuche, der 
handeln und überhaupt 

leben, so sehr von allen andem Landern in Europa 

-- - - 

mainly in the direct quotations from people, some famous, some anonymous, who bear 
out factual points through anecdotes. On the thematic level. the two works stress in 
particular the English notion of liberty, the basic condition for which is a tolerant 
political climate. Wendeborn does not praise this aspect of society to the same extent as 
Archenholz, and rather than applauding the freedoms as they are guaranteed in the 
constitution, he seeks to discover whether these accolades "allemal gegriindet sindn (50). 

Wendeborn's twenty-two year residence in London rendered him as qualified as 
Archenholz for such an indepth undertaking, and he censures travel writers who have 
not spent enough time in the country: " Unter den Auslhdern, die über die englixhe 
Nation geschrieben, haben die meisten, ein paar ausgenommen, sich nur eine kurze Zeit, 
oftmals ohne die englische Sprache zu verstehen, in London aufgehalten. Sie haben die 
Coffe= und Cornodienhiuser, nebst einigen unbedeutenden Gesellschaften besucht, und 
sich fahig gehalten über ein Volk zu schreiben, mit dessen Sitten und Denkungsart sie 
so wenig bekant geworden, als irgend eines andem, dessen Wohnplatze sie nur auf der 
Landcharte gesehenn (5). While these two wnters may be a foi1 for one another in their 
approach to the themes prevalent in eighteenth-century socio-political discourse, as a unit 
they represent a counterpoint to the quick tours undertaken by the majority of Germans 
at this time, including Schopenhauer and La Roche. 



untenchieden, 'als wenn diese sonderbare Insel nicht ni 
unserm Welttheile, sondem zum Südrneer geh6rte. (1: 1) 

The denotation '' Konigin " il1 ustrates the p s i  tive subjectivity previously witnessed in La 

Roche's work, and belies the notion that Ieamed necessarily means emotionless. While 

the writer seeks substantiation through educated rneans, ernotional responses cannot and 

must not be discounted. Archenholz portrays the English as an 'aufgekliirtes Volk" 

(1791:1:66) noted for "Gutherzigkeit" (1791:1:66) and "Freymùthigkeit" (1791:1:57) and 

for being fervent defenders of the freedom which is the envy of so many Germas.  

Archenholz explores this notion of freedom in his discussion of Englishwomen. 

References to their physical beauty are placed in both a traditional gender rontext and 

in a rather unconventional one. In the first instance, he notes: "[Das englixhe 

Frauenzimmer] hat alle Eigenschaften. die m m  glücklichen Ehestandsleben erfcxierlich 

sindw (I:437). Yet he also rnakes the Englishman's homophobia dependent upon her 

beauty: "Da das englische Frauenzimmer so schon, und der Hang, sich mit ihnen t u  

vergnügen, so gernein ist, so Ubersteigt auch der Abscheu dieser Insulaner gegen die 

Pederastie alle Granzen " (1: 392). 

The writer's interest, however, lies not so much in their appearance as in 

women's socio-political position which he tinds positive, not from a legai siandpoint, but 

from a social one: Englishwomen have an affinity for outmanoeuvring the system, and 



the men in charge of it, when the need anses (I:314).I1 He places such self-confidence 

in the historical context of the Amazone:" 

Die englischen Frauenzirnmer haben auch manches Eigne 
in ihren Sitten. Hieninter geh6rt das Reiten. Tausende 
machen sich taglich dieses Vergnügen bey gutem Wetter, 
in Amazonenkleidem und in die Quer sitzend. Dieser 
Gebrauch wurde von der Kiinigin Anna, Gemahlin Richards 
II., eingefühn, und ist seitdem Landessitte geworden. 
(I:U 1) 

Two laws pertaining to women in his opinion carry "den Stempel der Barbarey" 

(I:313): the legal selling of an errant wife at public auction (I:313-14); and the buming 

of a wornan at the stake for murder, a crime for which men are only hanged. This, he 

concludes, is designed, *um den Weibern die Untewûrfigkeit gegen ihre Mkner 

einzupfigenw (1 79 1 : II: 133). The legal freedom which pervades English society , and 

consequent1 y Archenholz' s work, seemingl y crosses class but not gender boundaries, and 

this does not escape Archenholz's notice. 

It is at this point in each chapter that the traveller's social interaction with the 

natives would normally be discussed. This cm only be dealt with here in its deficiency, 

since the reader knows alrnost nothing of Archenholz's social life in England. He chooses 

not to relate anything personal beyond quoting what others have told him about the topics 

he deals with in his work. La Roche's whole account is a narrative of her dealings with 

Here the reader sees a traveller who enquires of women's social status as Count 
Leopold Berchtold advised (see my note, chapter four. n.75). 

'* The Ammne as a social phenornenon may be found elsewhere in Geman 
literature, e.g., Goethe's Wïfitelm Meisrer ( 1795- 1796). Karoline Fischer's (1 764- 18%) 
Die HonigmoMlhe ( 1802- l8W), and Heinnch von Kleist's (1777- 18 1 1) Peruhesilea 
(1 808). 



othen, and this helps the reader to ascertain more about her and about London society. 

Archenholz, by contrast, elects not to relate anything personal in this manner, and his 

attitudes must therefore be determined indirectly. 

The dining experience is one such situation, although he does not recount the 

people with whom he dined or the topics which would have ben  discussed. This is 

unfortunate, since without this information, we cannot know the other half of the story 

as Schopenhauer relates the after-dinner ritual: 

Jetzt wird's den Herren leichter um's Herz, aller Zwang ist 
nun verbannt, sie bleiben unter sich allein, bei Wein, 
Politik und manchem derben SpaB, den sie wahrend unsrer 
Gegenwart mühsam zuriickhalten muBten. Ihr lautes 
Sprechen und Lachen verkündet jetzt dem ganzen Hause, 
d d  ihnen gar wohl zu Muthe sey. Wir aber, wir Amen, 
was wird aus uns? Da sitzen wir wieder am Kamin und 
sehen uns an und gêhnen mit geschlossenem Munde! 
(II: 156) 

Mile  Schopenhauer explains the ordeal of the English supper from the woman's 

perspective, Archenholz offers the reader only a description of the food in the most 

general terms: 

So sehr die englische Kochkunst in Europa auch 
verschrieen ist, so ist es doch groBteniheils ein Vorurtheil, 
das aus dem falschen Begriffe von rohem Fleisch entsteht. 
Es ist nur der gemeine Sinn des Geschmacks erforderlich, 
um ohne Wenken das englisch zubereitete Fleisch voller 
Saft und Kraft dem ausgekochten und ausgemergelten 
vorzuziehn, das oft wie ein Caput mortuum in der Schüssel 
liegt. (I:404) 

Fellow travellers, in his opinion, should settle into the established eating patterns 

in England. "Es ist eine Hauptregel fur Reisende, die jedoch von den mehresten aus den 

Augen gesezt wird, sich nach der DiZt der Under zu bequemen, worin man sich 
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befindet. Krankheitm und oft der Tod sind die Folgen dieser Uebertretung, wovon ich 

viele Beyspiele erlebt habew (k4 10). His comments reveal rnuch about him as a traveller, 

since this recommendation stems from what would appear to be his personal predilection 

for English cookery. This comment on the ongin and reason for the negative stereotype 

about English cuisine. one which Schopenhauer also addresses, serves to prevent further 

propagation of this pejorative and un fair view. 

He does not, however. think very highly of the English theatre. Wis dissatisfaction 

with the Iack of recognition German actors receive on the world stage (I:510-Il), 

pdcularly in light of the English lack of talent. may reveal the attitude behind his 

comments: 

Nur sehr wenige ihrer mânniichen Schauspieler besitzen 
das Talent, erhabne Rollen mit Würde zu spielen. In den 
englischen Onginalstücken, die aus der Landesgeschichte 
genommen sind, wo blos briitische Sitten dargestellt 
werden, ist dieses nicht so sichtbar, ais bey den übersezten 
Trauerspielen, Zaire, Iphigenie, die Horazier U.S. W. in 
welchen die jezt lebenden englischen Schauspieler gar nicht 
zu ihrem Vortheil au ftreten . Die weiblichen Rollen werden 
jedoch besser gespielt; selbst die Würde wird bey dem 
Frauenzirnmer nicht vermiBt, das hierin die Ehre der 
englischen Bûhne rettet. (1503-04) 

He disagrees with Schopenhauer's assessrnent of women actors, but also, in contrast to 

both La Roche and Schopenhauer, he takes the time to see a particular performance 

several times, and is therefore able to review plays and actors with sorne assurance. He 

attends, for example, a pantomime, The Jubike, at Dmry Lane twenty-eight times during 

the 1769-70 season ' without suffering the slightest boredom" (Kelly, Irsiton 52). 



Hence, we know through these situation that Archenholz mingled in society, although he 

chooses to emphasize the events. rather than his place in them. 

The same stress on the impersonal holds true regarding religion, as the reader 

does not know whether Archenholz himself was religious or what faith he may have 

ben; nor does Archenholz disclose his attendance, if any. at a church service, either out 

of curiosity or religious conviction. Instead. Archenholz connects the matter to the notion 

of liberty, and while toleration rnay be counted as the result of having a benevolent 

monarch, he daims that despotisrn would be the natural result without the multiplicity 

of religion in England, 'da der Kônig das anerkannte Oberhaupt der englischen Kirche 

ist, und seine Gewalt in dieser Eigenschaft fast keine Granzen kennt" (1: 170). In this 

vein, he discusses the Herrenhuters. Quakers (1: 1 88-89) and even Deism (1: 19 l), to 

which he attributes without explanation the increasing number of suicides in England. 

. The Catholics are also mentioned. not in relation to their involvement in society, 

but their exclusion from it. 

Die emsthafte Gernüthsart ist Ursache, daB dB jungen 
Frauenzimmer kath01 ischer Religion sich sehr nach dem 
Klosterleben sehnen, und auch hZu fig nach Frankreich und 
Flandem gehn, um diesen Hang in den dortigen KlBstem 
zu stillen, woselbst viele Stiftungen fur sie gemacht sind. 
(k438) 

This could be considered criticism of an aspect of English freedom. Whereas a cloistered 

life cm be perceived as the quintessential deprivation of freedom (particularly as 



Radcliffe describes the nuns in Cologne), these Catholic women are not at liberty to 

choose to enter a cloister in England and they must go abroad." 

However, the type of feeling required for a cloistered life is lacking in most of 

the English, Archenhoiz notes. and the "Sinn" which he praises in them as regards their 

legal system (1~323). irnpedes their manner of worship: 

Wer einen überzeugenden Beweis haben will, wie nothig 
aas Sinnliche zur Religion kt, darf nur den 
au Berordent lichen Kaltsinn betrachten. womi t die Englander 
ihren Gottesdienst verrichten. Selbst in  den 
Collegial = Kirchen, wo zu gewissen Zei ten im Chor 
gesungen wird, geschieht dieses Singen mit so geringer 
Andacht, ja mit einer Gleichgültigkeit, die aufffallend ist. 
(1: 180-8 1) 

Yet two German accounts of Westminster Abbey, with their emphasis on Poets' 

Corner, do not leave one with the impression that eighteenth-century Germans were any 

more religious. Schopenhauer descri bes Westminster Abbey i tsel f as a * Ekhausung 

beriihmter Todten" which is %de und trauernd" (lI:294), and Poets' Corner as "eine 

Ecke in einem der kürzeren Flügel [.. .] dem hijheren Talent geweiht (?I:296). That such 

a place exists at al1 is a source of admiration for Archenholz who finds it very positive 

that literary talent is recognized among a statuary with "Staatsmânnem, Feldherren, 

Admiralen, Philosophen, Dichtem, und überhaupt von Gelehrten und Künstlem aller 

I 3  This state of affain was not uncornmon. and religious intolerance in Britain was 
the impetus for a lot of travel abroad: 'Die katholischen Untertanen eines 
protestantischen K6nigs von England sahen dies [Continental travel] freilich anders -- fur 
sie war der europaische Kontinent die letzte Zuflucht, wenn auch nicht ihre Heimat. Dort 
griindeten und entwickelten sie ihre eigenen Schulen, Kollegien und NonnenklBster, dort 
konnten sie in aller ~ffentlichkeit praktizieren, was zu Hause illegal und zu 
verheimlichen war" (S toye 133). 



Artenw (1: 146). " Praiseworthy though such an estimation rnight be, this certainly does 

not reflect the religious nature of the environment in which the writer finds himself. 

Archen holz explains S unday 's events matter-of- factl y, with a general description 

of a typical Sunday. This is in contrast to the two German women, who express either 

admiration or frustration. Schopenhauer's im tation stems from the boredorn arising from 

such respect for the Lord's Day: *Die fanatische Pedanterie, mit der man fur die 

Heilighaltung des Sabbats mach t. " she corn plains. 'iibertri fft noch die der luden. welche 

doch nur die Arbeit untersagen, aber das Vergnügen erlauben" (II: 16 1). La Roche, on 

the other hand, felt this an enjoyable way to pass a Sunday, but Archenholz's positive 

view of it is based on legalities. since govemment legislation prevents a debtor from 

being arrested on a Sunday. Nevertheless, his further comments reveal that this is a game 

with very complicated rules: 

Diese Gnadenzeit fangt Sonnabends Nachts um zwdf Uhr 
an, und dauen bis Sonntag um eben die Zeit. In dieser 
Frist konnen sie pehen, wohin es ihnen gefallt, selbst zu 
ihren Creditoren. die ihnen die Woche über vergeblich 
auflauren lassen, und sie nie habhaft werden kônnen. Nur 
allein die Caventen haben das Recht, wenn die Gebürgten 
entfliehen wollen, diese Treulosen auch am Sonntage, ja 
selbst in der Kirche zu arretiren, und wider diese Schuld 
findet weder Caution noch ProzeB Statt. (I:353) 

'' Moritz represents the midpoint of these two assessments. While he is emotionally 
moved by the feeling of awe from the history which the statues represent, he is not 
impressed with the building on aesthetic grounds, leading to a comment similar to 
Schopenhauer's: "Als ich Iiingst den Seitenwbden der Westminsterkirche hinunter ging, 
sah ich fast Iauter in Marmor gehauene Denkmaler groBer Admirale, die aber mit Pracht 
und Zierraten vie1 zu sehr Überhauft waren, als daB sie hatten einen zweckmàBigen 
Eindruck rnachen sol len " (II: 52). 
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A cornparison of the characters of the English and the Italians becomes clearer for 

Archenholz and thus for the reader: Italy views its religion politically (III:393-94) (a 

notion to which Piozzi also assents throughout the Observarions) and England perceives 

its politics religiously. 

Freedom in Bntain only exists within the context of a system of laws which, as 

Archenholz attempts to demonstrate, are a revelation of the complicated English 

character." He points out, for example, the contradiction between British behaviour and 

the "cruelty to animais" law: 'Die San ftinuth. welche die Englander gegen ihre Hunde 

und Pferde bezeigen, ist bekannt" (1: 3 1 8). Archenholz criticizes the duplicity of English 

common sense here when he continues the  idea with the ironic comment: "Das 

Hahnengefechte, wovon ich un ten reden werden. das keiner Bestrafung untenvorfen ist, 

schien hier zwar ein Widerspruch zu seyn. der aber in Augen der Englander keiner ist, 

weil die Hahne keirie leidende Rollen spielen. sondem selbst um ihre Haut k2mpfenw 

In the various remarks on the legal system, the notion of "innocent until proven 

guilty" seems strange to him (1: 17). and he contrasts the French leiire de cacher with the 

British writ of Habeas Corpus (1: 11-12). The system of legal restraint in Britain, from 

l5 By way of further explanation. 1 should note that Archenholz sets up this issue in 
his work in the following manner: "AuBer einer Menge Vorrechte und Pnvilegien aller 
Arten, welche die Englander theils durch ihre M q n a  Chana erhalten, theils bey den 
venchiedenen Revolutionen und günstigen Zeiturnstanden errungen haben, kann man die 
Hauphrorrechte dieses Volks unter sechs Rubnken bringen. 1) Die PreBfreyheit. 2) Die 
Habeas Corpuc-Akte. 3) Die offentlichen Tnbunale. 4) Die ProzeBurtheile durch 
Geschwome. 5) Die Repràsentation im Parlament, und 6) das Vorrecht offentlicher 
Vorstellungen zu machen." (1:8-9) The writer takes each one of these six topics in its 
turn and considers it in depth. 
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arrest warrant to magistrate and trial. is designed to determine that an innocent p e m n  

is not punished, 'denn würde dieser ohne hinreichenden Beweis und ohne Zeugenaussage 

ins GefangniD gebracht, so müBte ihm in wenig Tagen, vermoge der Habeas Corpus- 

Acte, sein Klager unter die Augen geste11 t werden " (1 79 1 :II: 122). This is not entirely 

accurate, but here Archenholz prefen not to expose the abuses in the system. 

Rather than viewing either the negative or the positive elements of the British 

legal system, Archenholz's desire for a balanced view means that he seeks an explanation 

for causes and effects. An Englishman is independent, and while he is subject to the law, 

his own will plays a role in the determination of his life (I:2-3). This autonorny, he 

States, arises from historical sources: "Schon lange zuvor. ehe die Nation ihre Magm 

Charta errung, hatte schon der groBe Alfred in seinem Testament die' denkwürdigen 

Worte gesagt. du$ die Engliinder so frey ivie ihrr rkneri Gedunken seyn sollten" (I:596- 

97). The Magna Carta was a significant political development for Britons, which the 

writer notes on more than one occasion, but he fails to mention that King John did not 

sign this document voluntarily, nor that it was intended to irnprove the lot of the barons, 

not the common man. Nevertheless, Archen holz endeavours to ampli fy German 

knowledge of British politics in a way that none of the other Germans do? 

l6 In a similar vein, historian John Campbell (1708- 1775) attempts to add to English 
knowledge regarding the "Germanick Bodyw in his work. Just as in a travelogue, a 
politicai treatise on a foreign country requires a domestic frame of reference; thus, he 
likens the 'Director of the Diet" to the 'Speaker," and the "Elector of Mentz" to the 
'Chancellor of the Empire" (2 18). Campbell funher compares the Peace of Westphalia 
to the Magna Carta (174-75) and concludes that it is this treaty with which 'the 
Gennanick Body keeps in view the Maintenance of Publick Libertyw (235). Such liberty 
is not personal, however, and at no point does this issue enter the discussion of German 
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England with France, placing the former 

framework, but whereas La Roche and 

Schopenhauer compare England, be it positively or negatively, with home, Archenholz 

atternpts to avoid this side of the discussion as much as possible. Differences between 

England and France are a motif which runs through al1 three of these travelogues, but 

Archenholz and La Roche use the Amencan Revolution as a wedge between the two 

nations to stress the strained relations evident during their visits from the mid-1770s to 

the mid- 1780s. 

The hatred between the two nations was historical, but the American War 

increased its intensity to the level of a patnotic duty (1:469) .17 Archenholz's comment 

regarding the German role in this situation not only demonstrates his persona1 anglophilia 

in his defence of England, but also how gallophilia in Germany even at this stage in the 

century remains strong: 

Diesen so beleidigenden englischen Stolz zu demllthigen, 
war der Wunsch so vieler Nationen in dem amerikanischen 
Knege; selbst der groBte Theil der deutschen Nation, bey 
welcher der Enthusiasmus der Nachahmung noch sehr tief 
eingewurzelt ist, und die nur durch die Franzosen denken, 

politics. "Liberty" is a term relative to the political situation of each country, and is 
therefore incomparable on man y levels. 

l7 He goes into further detail about the connection between hatred and patriotism in 
the Annalen, where American hatred extends to other British colonies: "Der Ha0 der 
Amencaner gegen die Britten fand mancherlei Nahrung; sie betmchteten mit groBem 
Neid den steigenden Flor der Bnttischen Colonien in ihrer Nachbarschaft. Canada 
insbesondere, wo tausende von Loyalisten sich hingezogen hatten, war ihnen ein Dom 
im Auge. Der Gouverneur, Lord Dorchester, hatte hier eine Landmilitz emchtet, und 
die Einwohner der ganzen Provinz von sechzehn bis sechzig Jahren in den militanschen 
Listen au fschreiben lassen" (1: 1 27). 



leben, weben, und sind. wünschte es ganz gegen ihr 
Interesse. Man vergaD bey dieser Gelegenheit das Blut und 
die Schâtze, die England in diesem Jahrhundert für 
Deutschland aufgeopfert hat. und wünscht sehnlich, ohne 
zu wissen warum. diese Quelle verstopft zu sehen. (1:50)18 

Whether Gennans are gallophiles or not. this writer calls his compatriots to task for such 

an anti-English attitude and blames the Americans directly for this War's damage to the 

British reputation, and in particular to the prestige of the British Constitution: "Es hat 

in Deutschland und Frankreich nicht an seichten K6pfen gefahlt. die. von den unruhigen 

Amenkaneni verleitet. die englische Staatsverfassung voller grober Fehler gefunden 

La Roche could not escape the public relations nightmare that the American 

Revolution became for the British govemment, but in her text she provides an individual 

dimension rather than a global view dealing with this event from a woman's, Le., from 

a mother's perspective, not from a political one, concentrating on the individual deaths 

of the soldiers rather than the reasons for the war: "Eki dem Denkmai [in Westminster 

Abbey] des unglücklichen Major ~ n d r e e ' ~  wurde ich sehr bewegt, um so mehr, da es 

l 8  'BlutW is a reference to the Anglo-Prussian-Hanoverian alliance during the Seven 
Years War (17564763). Pioai sheds light on "Schatzew : "How did all the ialk however, 
and al1 the pamphlets, and al1 the lamentations made by old King George's new subjects, 
rush into rny mind, when 1 recollected the loud, illiberal. and indecent clamours made 
from the year 1720 to the year 1750, at Ieast till the alarm given by the Rebellion began 
to operate, and open people's eyes to the virtues of the reigning family! for till then, no 
topic had so completely engrossai both press and conversation, as the misfortunes 
accruing to ponr old England, from their King's desire of ennching his Electoral 
dominions, and feeding his favourite Hanoverians with their good guineas, making fat 
the objects of his partial tendemess with their best treasures -- in good time!" (576-n). 

l9 Major John André (175 1 - 1780) was a British spy during the Amencan Revolution. 
He was executed after a covert operation with Benedict Arnold was discovered. 



ganz nahe bei dem steht, welches Madame Thomson ihrem auch in diesem traurigen 

Amerikanischen Knege getodteten Sohne setzen lieBn (259). 

'Die Franzosen und ihre Nachahmer" (216) scom the British populace's 

participation in politics, and although Archenhoiz does not identify these imitators, this 

may be another veiled criticism of German gallophiles. The reiteration of this point in 

the second edition is expanded to portray these Inruluner as tmly insular: "Eben so 

wenig kannte man zu der Zeit die Staatsverfassung dieses Reicha; ja witzige K6pfe 

machten sich oft über die Englander lustig, da8 immer das Wort Freyheil im Munde 

führten. Die Britten liichelten über diese Unwissenheit, sie nahmen sich nicht die Mühe 

sie aufzudecken, sondem hül lten sich in i hre Grosse ein * ( 179 1 : 111:273) .*O In short, 

though such derision may bother German anglophiles. the British thernselves, secure of 

their place in the world. are unconcerned with such derogatory opinions. 

The anangement of English gardens as he descnbes them is perhaps his best 

metaphor for the English way of life: 

Die Gartenkunst ist die einzige aller Künste, wonn die 
Englsinder ganz ihren eignen Weg gegangen sind. Die 
ehedem in ganz Europa angenommene symmetrische 
RegelmaBigkeit bey Anlegung der Garten wurde von ihnen 
verachtet, die Natur auf ihren Schritten verfolgt, und ihr 
ganz die Kunst untergeordnet. Diese Methode war lange 

*O Archenholz's judgment is not without justification. William Hunter, in the preface 
to the first edition of his travelogue, dated May 1, 1798, wrote with great pride: "But, 
whatever may be the conclusion of this disastrous and precarious pend, it is my sincere 
and fervent wish to abide by the fate of my country; and 1 am confident that 1 utter the 
sentiments of almost every man who has the advantage of living under the British 
constitution, when I declare, that 1 have no wish to survive its duration" (xi-xii). The 
"disastrous and precarious penodw to which he alludes is, of course, the French 
Revolutionary Wars. 



Zeit ein Gegenstand des Spottes, allein jetzt fk~gt man an, 
sie in allen Landern nachzuahmen. (k595) 

Gardening became a popular topos in the eighteenth century," but this horticultuml 

analogy demonstrates that the English have gone their own way politicaily, despite the 

Continental tendency to despotism and military order, and despite the cnticism and 

mockery of others. EngIund und Irulien i 11 ustrates wel 1 that this fierce independence of 

mind makes the English very difficult for rnost foreigners to understand; I say "most" 

because while La Roche contrasts England and HoIland's horticultuial styles in a similar 

vein, she does not share this lack of comprehension because she travels with the 

preconceived attitude that she already understands the English people. 

Social freedom is also made manifest in the architectural layout of London in 

England und Italien, but Archenholz contrasts i t to Pans, rather than to any German city: 

'Hieraus IiïBt sich die ûberaus groBe Anzahl der Hàuser in London erkliiren, die sich 

gegen die Hauser in Paris wie fiinf zu zwey verhalten; da in leztrer Stadt alles in groBen 

Hàusem iibereinander und u n  terei nander wohn t " (1: 325). Even this ph ysical layout 

contributes to the English notion "My h o r w  is my casde" (I:355). Schopenhauer's 

discussion of London's architecture also touches upon this notion of individual freedorn: 

'In Pans mikhte man sagen, schweben vier Stadte über einander, in London macht Jeder 

Anspmch an sein Platzchen auf Gottes Erdboden" (11: 133). 

21 In German literature, the most prominent example would be Goethe's Die 
Wahlvenuandtschafien ( 1809). where the i mprovements to the estate grounds become an 
integral part of the plot. In English literature, James Thomson's 'The Seasons" (1726- 
1730) presents a view of the human being's attempts to hamess nature, and Thomas Love 
Peacock's HeadIong Hall ( 1 8 1 6) sati rizes the fashion for landscape gardening (Penguin 
546). 
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The Gordon Riots are not seen in the personal light in which La Roche recounts 

them as an anecdote.* As expected, Archen holz characterizes the situation politically , 

not as a manifestation of a religious fervour. but as an extreme example of the potential 

for abuse of such a tolerant system (1: 169-70). Nevertheless, the paradoxical makeup of 

the English is illustrateci again when. Archenholz notes. in the mayhern, the rioten 

respected people and property: 

so thaten diese Bosewichter doch keinem Menschen an 
seinem Leibe Schaden, ja nicht einmal den Katholiken, 
deren Religionsfrei hei ten doch den Au fruhr veranlaBten; ja 
bevor sie die Gefangnisse abbrannten, gaben sie bey jedem 
derselben davon Nachrich t, und bewilligten ungebeten eine 
gewisse Zeit, um die M6beln der Gebâude in Sicherheit zu 
bringen . (I:425-26) 

This description of the Riots rnay stem from the Britons' renown for respect of a citizen's 

absolute nghts,?' but is unrealistic in its portrayal of orderly rioters giving notice of 

their rampage . 

The most important political manifestation of freedom in Great Britain, according 

to Archenholz, is freedom of the press, and in this fashion he ponrays the reciprocal 

relation between newspapers and poli tics. This &dom allows opposing viewpoints to 

appear in print, and the opinions expressed are a factor in the govemmental checks and 

Gordon was, it is tme, actively opposing Catholic emancipation (which began in 
law in 1778) in the late 1770s when Archenholz was in London, but there is no evidence 
to suggest that the two men met. 

This perception is propagated by the English themselves. An example of this c m  
be found in William Blackstone's (1723- 1780) Anolysis of the Lüws of England: 'The 
absolute Rights, or civil Liberties, of ENGLISHMEN, as frequently declared in 
Parliament, are principally three: The Right of PERSONAL SECURITY, of PERSONAL 
LIBERTY, and of PRIVATE PROPERTY" (7). 
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balances, particularly as regards the monarch: "Es w2re unmoglich, daB dieses Reich, 

wo der K6nig die Quelle aller Ehrenstellen, Würden. und zum Theil auch aller 

Reichthümer ist, bis zu unsern Tagen ein Freystaat geblieben w%e, wenn es die 

wohlthatige PreBfreyheit nicht bewirkt hatte" (kg-10). He is remiss in not pointing out, 

as Maurer also fails to do in his discussion (III:396), that these papen were often (and 

still are) little more than a partisan platform in print; nor does he mention that the 

English passion for reading newspapers in this context means that joumalists are 

therefore often preaching to the converted. 

There were times in the century, however. when some British citizens insisted 

upon swimming against the tide of public opinion and tested this freedom of the press.24 

Yet even this subversive behaviour only served to further German anglophile opinions 

on the positive nature of British society for two reasons: the ability to put one's opinion 

in print for fellow citizens to r a d ,  whether they or the govemment agreed with it or not, 

and the feeling that, even as a commoner. one had a persona1 stake in the political 

process and social weifare of the nation. It is just such a citizen which England und 

Italien portrays: the member of a nation which accepts nothing less than a licence to 

24 Thomas Day (1748-1789). for example, who, it rnust be noted, was not alone in 
his opposition to the war with the Amencans, explored in his 1782 political essay the 
reasons behind the Revolution and anived at the view that his country was no political 
or social utopia: "1 cannot expect to avoid the general fate, or to escape that min against 
which I have in vain endeavoured to wam my country. But amidst all the calamities I 
forsee will bunt upon us, it will be some consolation to me, to have dischargeci the 
duties of a virtuous citizen, and without interest or ambition, without even the wish or 
hope of farne, to have opposed myself to the Stream of public prejudice, and enforced 
those salutary tniths, upon which depend the safety and happiness of the peoplen (102). 
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naysay cultivated in both speech and pnnt. and at times r a i d  to the level of a patriotic 

duty and protected as such. 

Political freedom is founded, in Archenholz's opinion, on the freedom of the bi- 

cameral parliamentary system which, h e  daims, *ist nicht genug zu bewundern" 

(1791:1:24). That anyone has the right to sit in the gallery and observe the functioning 

of the nation's legislature (even womer;!) is an indication of how important politics is in 

English cultare. With such freedoms, however, corne responsibilities, and England is full 

of responsible citizens of a11 classes -die stündlich bereit sind, zum Besten desselben 

grolle Aufopferungen zu machen" (1:218). With Parliament as the focal point of the 

nation's politics, the notion of VuterIund is strong in British society,= and yet it is 

clouded by political process. in Archenholz's view, such that govemmental 

representatives are often the least patriotic membm of society (I:220). 

'Parliament" as a political process means that freedom is necessarily 

overshadowed by order. Government regulations invade every aspect of life -- from a law 

against swearing (I:3 17). to the institution of Register Offices which determine where one 

can work (k42 l), or to the legislation of acceptable and unacceptable Sunday activities 

(1~422). Archenholz does not disparage any of these limitations on personal liberties, nor 

does he point out that the imposition of the boundanes on personal freedom has moved 

25 Wendebom relativizes the notion, not allowing the English to have a monopoly on 
patriotism: 'Die Liebe des Vaterlandes ist fast allen Volkem gemein; die Englander aber 
besitzen sie unter den Europ2ern wol im hkhsten, und die Deutschen vielleicht im 
genngsten Gradew (12). He footnotes his own statement to daim that the only reason the 
English feel this way is because they are raised to believe from childhood that they live 
in the greatest nation on Earth. 
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from the will of the monarch to the will of Parliament because within this environment, 

Great Britain has become the most powerful trading nation on Earth (I:234). 

His own paniotism and pride in German achievement surface in the assertion that 

Anglo-German commercial relations are not al1 one way: "Sehr oft ist die englische 

Industrie durch deutschen Beystand belebt worden. Ein Deutscher, Namens Spilmann, 

legte unter der Regierung der Konigin Elisabeth die erste Papiermiihle in England an, der 

dafur auch zum Ritter gemacht wurdeq (1: 101). 

The education of the sons of many families in this trading nation is business- 

oriented (1:443) -- a notion which would not be foreign to Germans from trading ports 

such as Hamburg or   an zig,'^ and Archenholz's thoughts on education reflect the 

gender inequality. His opinion of the English education system, in contrat to La Roche's 

and Moritz's, is not high. He does join with La Roche in praising the general education 

of the masses (k548). but the process, he daims, attends to the physical needs of 

students while neglecting their moral instruction : 'Die MiBbriiuche. die sowohl auf ihren 

niedern als hohen Schulen herrschen, sitid bekanntw (442). These abuses, which he does 

not descnbe in detail, are inextricably linked to travel in the writer's argument, for he 

claims that students live like monks at university and then go wild on their obligatory 

tours abroad. Trade and politics were the starting points not just for these 'educational' 

travels, but also of many travelogues about England. because these are the aspects of 

26 Schopenhauer's son Arthur. though he would end up a philosopher, began his 
initial education as a merchant's apprentice, i.e., a Kaufmannslehrling, in Hamburg 
(Dworetzki 165). 
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British society which so attracted those of other nations who were often seeking wealth 

The British citizen acquires the appetite for poli tical liberty at a very young age, 

and the ability to articulate it well is a ski11 which middle- and upper-class Englishmen 

hone in debating societies, secallecf Spoiiring Chbs (1543). In contrast to the French 

attitude, members of the English aristocmcy are raised to respect the right to freedom 

for all. The reason for this may be. Archenholz argues, their small nurnber compared 

with the rest of the populace. Again, working from Parliament as ihe political focal 

point, he explains the difference between those pers of the redm who sit in the House 

of Lords ("wirklich Pairs von England"). and those who sit in the House of Comrnons 

as representatives of the people (" Pairssôhne, d e r  Schottliinder, oder auch Irlànder") 

(I:584-85). 

Schopenhauer's visit to Parliament presents a very different, yet in large measure 

complernentary view. Archenholz gives the reader the political history and the 

aforementioned qualifications to be in the most important Spouring Club of d l ,  but 

Schopenhauer lets the reader see the chambers: the dimensions of the rooms, the 

tapestria, the murals, even the fabric on the chairs. Parliament was not sitting when she 

toured the Palace of Westminster, and she therefore takes the opportunity to tour and 

carefully note these aesthetic details. However. she dws not ignore the political process, 

and in fact does not view British politics as wholly beneficial to the entire world. After 

the physical description of the Upper House, she writes: 

So sieht der Saal aus, in welchem oft das Schicksal von 
Millionen entschieden wird, der Sad,  in welchem die 



enten und machtigsten Glieder einer Nation sich 
versammein. die gem dem ganzen Erdball Gesetze gibe, 
und die noch nie fremde annahm. Vielleicht ist gerade 
diese Unscheinbarkeit der sprechendste Beweis des Stolzes, 
der, auf innerem EkwuBtseyn ruhend, allen ZuBeren Glanz 
verachtet. ( I I 2 9  1) 

Despite the fact that they were both bom in Danzig, Archenholz is arguably very 

proclass in cornparison to Schopenhauer." based on his positive view of the class 

system and his intimate knowledge of al1 its workings. He is very careful to indicate that 

the lowest classes -- of whom he speaks very highly (158) -- also participate 

meaningfully in society. Thus he designates t h e  notion of -Public Spirit" as the 

'Haupt =Charakterzug der Britten " (1: 2O4)? 

He does, however, rightly assert that the laws are for al1 citizens regardless of 

social status. The issue of class, whether viewed in Archenholz's positive light or in 

Schopenhauer's less-than-positive one. demonstrates that social stratification pervades 

every aspect of British life. Nowhere is this more evident in England und Italien than in 

Although twenty years separate Archen holz and Schopenhauer, a discrepancy 
which could arguably account for their different political outlooks, it must be 
remernbered that her husband Heinrich was born in 1747 and is therefore Archenholz's 
contemporary. Despite the republican sentiments Heinrich Schopenhauer expressed as a 
member of Danzig society, Archenholz did not share this view, since he received his 
education in a "Berliner Kadettenanstalt" (Ruof 6). and enlisted in the Prussian army to 
fight in the Seven Years War. 

28 Vicesimus Knox (1752-1821), in his educational tract for young noblemen, felt it 
necessary to instil this quality in them through a companson with the Ancients: 'Not 
only talents and superior knowledge are required in hereditary lawgivers, in men 
distinguished from their birth by titles and claiming respect from their cradle, but 
PUBLIC SPIRIT, generosity. and NOBILITY OF MIND; such as an imitation of the 
ancients in the purest ages is best adapted to promote" (x). 
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the treatment of the difference'between "merchant" and "tradesman. "'' The difference 

here is not just semantic, nor is it  restricted to the middle and upper classes, but minute 

distinctions such as these within the classes Archenholz considers a contribution to the 

unique British character, and this can be seen in his vanous discussions of sub-classes: 

seamen (I:572), prostitutes (1: 376-79). beggars (1: 1 1% 18), and thieves (1: 367). 

Whether Archenholz went in search of the freedom or wealth he stresses in the 

travelogue, or whether he lived in England in order to educate himself as Ruof asseneci, 

are questions which may never be answered because he chooses not to tell us with any 

explicit statement of goal or motivation. But perhaps it is precisely this textual emphasis 

which informs his travels. True, he deals in factual information more than the two 

women do in order to build a profile of the British chancter, and while his work may 

be considered the standard in this study for what is generally judgd the typically 

'' Archenholz discusses these English terms in his text, but uses the equally socially 
distinct Kaufiann and Hondelsmunn to aid in the explanation: *Der Name eines 
Kaufmanns (Merchanr) ist in England sehr ehrenvoll; denn da dieser Stand die Quelle 
aller Reichthümer ist, so hat man auch Ehre und Ansehen damit verbunden. Ein 
Kaufmann kann S herif oder Richter der G rafschaften , Parlamentsglied, kurz alles 
werden, worauf er vermage seiner Talente Anspruch machen kann. indessen macht man 
einen sehr wesen tlic hen Un tersc hied zwisc hen einem Kaufrnanne (Merchanr), der im 
Ganzen handelt, oder auswgrtige Auftrâge besorgt, und einem Handelsmann, der einen 
offenen Laden bat, und seine Waren im Kleinen verkauft. Ein solcher führt den Namen 
Trodesman, der ungefZr so vie1 als im Deutschen ein Handwerksmann sagen will. Der 
Laden mag einem Gaianteriehandler, oder einem Bürstenbinder, einem Seidenkdmer 
oder einern Hkker gehoren, so ist der Eigenthiimer desselben nicht mehr und nicht 
weniger als ein Tradesman, der an keine groBen Ehrenstellen denken darf" (I:239) 

Even today, handeln cm have the connotation in German of feilschen or 
"haggling," and this adds semantic support to the social down-grading of the 
Handelsmann. 



balanced, 'unsentimenial" travelogue. perhaps his parting statement in the English 

section tells us what he wanted. not just for himself, but for his German compatriots: 

Die Englander haben einen Iingem Periode von 
bürgerlicher und poli tischer Glückseligkeit genossen, als je 
ein Volk sich rühmen konnte. Man findet in der ganzen 
Geschichte des menschlichen Geschlechts kein Bey spiel als 
GroBbntannien, wo soviel Millionen Menschen in einem so 
langen Zeitraum, auf eine so freye, so vernünftige, und der 
WUrde der menschlichen Natur so gemaBen Art zusammen 
gehalten worden sind, und wo bey der hikhsten Cultur, bey 
aufgehau ften Reichthiimem . bey Ueppigkeit und 
Wohlleben. nebst allen i hren nachtheiligen Folgen, die 
Gesetz h c h  niehr (11s die MonscJwn herrschen. (1597) 



KARL PHILIPP MORITZ 

Moritz travelled to England in 1782, compiled his 
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letters to Friedrich Gedike," 

and published his travelogue, Reisen einrs Deiitschen in Englond im Jahr 1782 in 

1783.3' The temporal intricacies evidenced in Schopenhauer's work regarding the 

discrepancies between narrated and narrating ti me are present in Moritz's works also, 

albeit in an altered forrn. Two years after his travels, he began a retrospective 

autobiographical novel of his li fe; Anion  cis se?' ex hibits the features of a metaph ysical 

joumey similar to those outlined by Schopenhauer in Jugendleben und Wuruferbil .  

indeed, the protagonist's name "Reiser" echoes this sentiment. The fact that he travelled 

to a foreign country and produced a travelogue prior to this writing of the earlier part of 

his life must have affected his abiliiy to analyze his childhood in this vein, since like 

Schopenhauer, he was aware of the immaturity of his youth. 

Despite the chronology of the texts, Anron Reiser will be dealt with first since it 

is my contention that one rnay discem more clearly the intellectuallemotional progression 

of the Reisen by first anal yzing those aspects of the autobiographical novel which relate 

'O (1754- 1803). Pedagogue active at the Friedric hswerderschen Gy mnasium in Berlin; 
His teaching methods made the school the most successful in Berlin. 

" The first edition appeareâ in 1783. with a second improved edition in 1785. In 
1795, the first English translation was published anonymously: Travels, chiefy on Foot, 
through several pans of Engl~nd in 1782. described in Letters ro a Fried. This 
translation also appears in Mavor (1795). and was reprinted in 1924. Nette1 translated 
the Reisen in 1965, based on the 1785 edition. References here correspond to the 1785 
edition of the Reisen and Anton Rc~iser as they appear in the three-volume Werke (198 1). 

32 Volume one of A n m  Reixer was published in 1785, two and three in 1786, and 
four in 1790. 
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to the idea of metaphysical travel. Indeed, these two works should be considered a unit 

due to their thematic prwccupation with the dichotomy between imagination and reaiity, 

for within this dichotomy lies the motif of travel, which exists for Moritz in both reaiity 

and fantasy. Hence. the voyage of self-discovery in Anron Reiser becomes an important 

vemrbeitete Erfohrung of the joumey which Moritz descnbes in the Reisen. and, as 

Boulby writes, "[wlith Karl Philipp Moritz. everything cornes back to Amon Reiser" (3). 

Boulby raises the question whether this work is a novel or an autobiography, for 

one does not simply see the Moritz of 1759- 1777. he argues, but also the mature Moritz 

of'1790, the year of the book's cornpletion, thereby creating a multiplicity of levels of 

undentanding. The critic postulates also that to cal1 this book a 'psychological novel" 

is problematic because within its structure two minds are at work: Anton's and the 

narrator's. Therefore. in every event, there is the extemal occurrence plus Anton's 

perception, plus the narrator's interpretation of that perception (Boulby 4-5). Al1 these 

various textual levels. as Boulby outlines thern, con tribute to the theme of alienation from 

society. The extemal and interna1 factors weighing upon the protagonist serve as the 

impetus for both the physical and metaphysical types of travel. Due to his egocentnc 

nature, however, each ultimately lads to disappointment. and as this study will show, 

neither his life, i.e., Moritz's life, nor the joumey ends with the conclusion of Anton's 

story . 

Certain biographical facis di ffer between the fictional ized account in Anton Reiser 

and the author's actual life, e.g., in the novel the titular character has two stepbrothers 

and nvo younger brothers, when in reality, he had one elder half-brother and three 
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younger brothers (a sister died in infancy ), but these details are main1 y superfiuous to the 

focal point here which is the metaphysical journey. Anton Reiser, as an autobiography, 

has the same problem as Schopenhauer's Jcrgendleben und Wanrlrrhilder, as well as al1 

these travel accounts: perception. We as readers must assess the credibility of what the 

writer is telling us. 'In the case of Anton Reiser, this problem of autobiographical truth 

is accentuated by the commitment of the author to psychological analysis" (Boulby 4). 

The composing of the autobiography aids in this sel f-examination, since the act of writing 

itself can be therape~tic.~~ 

To see how this journey will progress. one must first undentand the foundations 

for Anton's low self-esteem and his feelings of alienation in order to understand Anton's 

motivation to travel. The novel opens with a history of the religion Anton's father 

espouses, and such an opening reinforces. as does the entire reflective structure of the 

work, that Anton is on a spiritual journey, while at the same iime laying the foundation 

for his unhappiness: his parents' conflicting views on religion. His father is a follower 

of the Quietist sect in Bad Pyrmont headed by Hem von Fleischbein. The initial 

explanation of this sect: 'der Herr v. F. hatte die Schnften der Mad. ~ u i o n ~  auf seinen 

33 Writing as therapy was an accepied practice in the eighteenth century, particularly 
among some Pietists, who wrote daily accounts as a spintual "Rechenschaft" (cf. 
Mahoney 27-2 8). 

Y (1648-1717). A French Catholic mystic who wrote many works on Quietism (a 
form of mysticism emphasizing passiviiy to achieve unity with Gocl), she was confined 
by the govemment to a convent because of her heretical opinions and released only 
through the aid of Mme de Maintenon. She was later imprisoned for seven yean in the 
Bastille. She was severely physically disfigureci by smallpox and widowed at a young age 
(Guide n-p.). 



Reisen in Frankreich kennen geiemt" (39)," indicates that travel brings in new ideas 

from abroad. Once these ideas have becorne ensconced in Bad Pyrmont, people travel 

to FIeischbeinTs commune as a place of pilgrimage. Bad Pyrmont had long been a 

meeting place, which Schopenhauer herself visited in 1787, but while spas such as this 

one, or Bath in England, became the place for polite society to be seen in the summer, 

they were originally frequented by those requinng the healing properties of the water? 

The Separatist presence in Bad Pyrinont is thus part of a continuing promotion of the 

spa's spintuall ph ysical recupetative qua1 i ties. 

Anton makes two trips to Bad Pyrmont himself when he is ten and eleven years 

old in order to recover after the illness which left him with a lame foot. (This will make 

Moritz's adulthood pedestrian travels all the more ironic). On these trips, however, he 

is searching also for spi ri tuai heal i ng , al though the eleven-year-old does not articulate it 

as such. He enjoys the first trip immensely, with an intense appreciation of nature en 

route to the Spa lifting his spirits. During the stay, he contents hiinself with reading the 

Bible, Mme Guyon and stories of Antiquity -- reading becomes a means to escape, to 

overcome his physical impediment and travel in his mind to far-off places. The second 

'* Historically, these people were not Pietists, but Separatists, who followed the 
ieachings of Mme Guyon. Boulby gives an in-depth explanation of the difference between 
the two groups concluding: 'As so often in the Christian rnystical tradition, the 
distinction between Catholic and Protestant is here quite thin. The doctrine of the 
Fleischbein Separatists differed from those of the mainstream of Piet ism , however, not 
only in their more immediate sources, but in their essence, for they taught an extreme 
form of Quietism" (6). 

36 These spas were popular even as far back as ancient times. Archenholz notes that 
in eighteenth-century England they were 'von den besten englischen Aerzten sehr 
empfohlen. Sie waren schon bey den alten RBmern im Gebrauchn (1:433). 
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trip he does not enjoy, because he has no time for reflection and prayer: his mother's 

constant scolding and his own feelings of worthlessness cause him to live up to the low 

expectations of his parents and the Quietists. 

The suffering continues dunng his apprenticeship to the insane hatmaker and 

Fleischbein disciple Hem Lobenstein, who verbally abuses and exploits his workers 

(I:76). In his low self-esteem, he assumes that his poor working conditions and equally 

poor relationship with his employer miist be his fault in some way. causing him to 

forsake Quietism as his mode of metaphysical transportation. 

His spiritual joumey resumes months later when he h e a n  the Lutheran Pastor 

Paulmann preach, because "sein Bild. seine Miene und jede seiner Bewegungen hatten 

sich tief in Antons Seele eingepriigt" (1:87). The man represents a benevolent spintuality, 

as well as a positive father-figure. aithough Anton never actually speaks to him. These 

two ideas are linked in God the Father, a notion supporteci by Bisanz, who describes 

Anton's perception of the pastor as 'ein fast überirdisch anmutendes Idealbild eines 

Vaters" (120). But the pastor may also serve as the impetus for the association between 

the Church and the stage in the protagonist's mind: 'Anton dreams [. . .] of emulating this 

tremendous performer. the centre of a great attentive circle. For Anton Reiser the pulpit 

presaged the t h m e ,  and preacher and actor were dways closely associated" (Boulby 

16). While the adult Moritz would show more of an affinity for theology than drarna, 

acting would enable hirn to gain attention in an imaginary realm; he could escape from 

reality by playing a part on stage. 



In Erfurt, Anton studies theology under Dr. Froriep at the university, and during 

this time h e  ~ a n  se. the courtyard of the Carthusian monastery from his room. He clearly 

envies these monks: 'Ganz von der Welt vergessen, von Menschen abgeschieden, in der 

stillen Einsamkeit seine Tage zu verleben, hatte einen unaussprechlichen Reiz fur ihn" 

(I:363). Their contentedness with this state of social rnarginalization would be in vain for 

Anton, however, since there is one major difference: the Carthusian monks choose 

dienation and solitude; Anton does not." Christianity cannot be the means to Anton's 

spintual fulfilment. since by its very nature. this religion is a shared experience. Even 

the Separatist Quietists who reject mainstream Protestan tism still live communally , as do 

the Carthusian monks. Anton is too alienated from people generally to find any 

satisfaction or comfort through such means. 

Many critics have broached the issue of Anton's estrangement fmm society. 

Proskauer's theory is that alienation is an integral part of the protagonist's personality, 

the tragedy being that he himself simply cannot accept this. Anton, he claims, finds no 

comfort in the Company of othen (3). Bisanz maintains that Anton's alienation is the 

result of the young man's bad relationship with his father: "ein Mensch, der von Kind 

auf nicht geliebt wird, mu8 schlieBlich an dem Gefühl zugrunde gehen, da8 er auBerhalb 

jeder menschlichen Anteilnahme steht" ( 1 16- 17). Müller believes Anton's joumey of self- 

discovery is part and parcel of the Aiflklünrng, and he examines the pathology of 

37 Boulby analyzes the mention of the Carthusian monks psycho-analytically: "the 
lot of the rnonks acquired for him 'an inexpressible attraction,' for they had found the 
opportunity of giving up their dearest desires. These castration fantasies also occur in 
Andrem Hu~knoK which draws heavily on the Erfurt months" (33). 
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melancholy in this context: 'Die dunklen Regionen der Krunkheif, deren Ausdehnung und 

Grenzverlhfe die Medizin zu erkunden und zu kartographieren hat. gehBren im 18. 

Iahrhundert zu den wichtigsten Reisezielen der wissenschaftlichen und literarischen 

Autoren" (IO). 

Whatever the underlying psychological reasons, Anton's bad home life and 

dienation drive him into a fantasy world. The goal is not self-discovery, as Müller 

contends, but corn fort. His imagination is the only place he may feel secure in the person 

he wishes to become. In this world of illusion. he travels to other geographical places, 

r d  or fictionai. rather than fantasizing about being popular in his actual social 

circurnstances. 'Anton sometimes dreams that he  might be removed from the world of 

reality. He wishes. for example, to be transported with the rector of his school to an 

unknown island where they would be equals and could become friends. The island is 

really the 'idealische Welt,' in which he  would be Far away from his present existencew 

(Proskauer 55). Beyond the spiritual joumey, his imagination helps him to avoid a reality 

with which he does not always wish to cope. In his travels throughout the novel, he 

typically anticipates experiences in his mind before he amves. Since his fantasy life 

serves as a foi1 to his harsh reality, this anticipation is always positive. thereby always 

leaving room for disappointment. 

The fantasies incorporated into his reality serve to distract him from the 

desperation of his present circumstances. and although he hopes his situation will 

improve as a boy in Hannover with his opportunity to attend the Schulmeisrerimtirut, in 
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fact it does noteM With the sudden departure of his parents from the town, he is left to 

depend on the charity of others, from which his already low self-esteem suffers a heavy 

blow. Travel, at this time. is not the mental escapism of his imagination, but a physical 

necessity: as an itinerant student, moving from one house to the next every evening to 

receive a free meal from a different family, most of whom begrudge it, he Ends his 

imagination alone inadequate io elude this emotional pain and humiliation. Anton tums 

to the aid of books, just as he did years earlier in Bad Pyrmont. This time, however, his 

literary escapism has dire consequences: he winds up deeply in debt to the bookseller -- 

a reality he  cannot evade with mere fantasy. 

His rising debts motivate his departure from Hannover for Bremen. The joumey's 

unfolding seems pre-defined for Anton, in view of his description of it as 'die ente 

sonderbare romanhafte Rrisen (I:274), and yet, "since his trip is conceived in the 

'idealische Welt,' it is not surprising that he had not considered, how much money he 

would need while travellingn (Proskauer 72). He wilfully refuses to take reality into 

consideration; his imagination is such a dominating factor by his young adulthood that 

38 It is at this school in Hannover where Anton. Le., Moritz, is first made aware of 
English culture because of the political connections mentioned in the previous chapter. 
In the novel, the author recounts the role the absent King and Queen played in the lives 
of the Hannoverians: "Dann fiel im Janner das Geburtsfest der Konigin, und im Mai das 
Geburtsfest des Kiinigs ein, wo allemal mit groBer Feierlichkeit ein Redeaktus 
veranstaltet wurde, bei dem der Prinz. die Minister, und fast alle Honoratioren der Stadt 
enchienen. [. . .] Etwa einrnal einer der Anführer bei dem Zuge mit Fackeln ni sein, oder 
die Iateinische Rede bei Überreichung des Geschenks zu halten, oder eine Hauptrolle in 
einem der aufgefiihrten Stücke t u  bekommen, oder gar eine Rede an des KOnigs oder der 
Konigin Geburtstage r u  halten. das waren die Wünsche und Aussichten eines Pnmaners 
des Lyzeumsu (1: 164-65). 
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what he sees in reality is transformed into a part of a fantasy so that direct observation 

alone does not infom the travel description. 

Most of Anton's actual physical journeying takes place in Book Four of the novel 

when. acting out the most eiaborate fantasy of all. he decides to pursue a career in the 

theatre. 'Der Autor des Anron Reiser sieht sein ffiheres Ich als empfindsamen 

Dilettanten, interessien allein an den eigenen , schei nbar erhabenen Emotionen, unfahig 

aber, sich interesselos in den immanenten Bereich der Kunst rezeptiv d e r  produktiv zu 

versenken" (Pfotenhauer 327). As will be shown, this point holds true for Moritz's 

spdreres Ich also. Anton describes his travels. the people he meets. what he sees as he 

walks. but al1 is filtered through his perception that he is part of a no~el . )~  His travels 

take him throughout Germany in search of the ever-elusive position in an itinerant 

Company of actors. In Gotha. however. he is stnick a great and unexpected blow when 

the director informs him that his services are surplus to requirernents: 

Reiser, der an Leib und Seele gelâhrnt war. konnte kein 
Wort hierauf antworten. sondern ging hin. wo das Theater 
mit seinem leaten Vorhange ganz am Ende an die kahie 
Mauer grenzt, und stütze sich verzweiflungsvoll mit dem 
Kopfe an die Wand. Denn er war nun wirklich unglücklich 
und doppeit unglücklich. (k34 1) 

In situations such as these. he simply cannot ignore reality; then his poor self-esteem 

cornes to the fore. and one sees the real Anton, not the one propped up by fantasy. As 

Boulby writes, 'though he generates. in large measure, his own catastrophes. this 

scarcely mitigates their impact" (20). 

39 For a discussion of the 'novel-like" elernents in Anron Reiser, see Boulby 38ff. 
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The protagonist's travels to so many different destinations in the novel reflect his 

desire to run away from his real life. He envisions an outcome before the reality of any 

given situation even begins. The dichotomy between imagination and reality in dl aspects 

of Anton's life contains a sense of closure at the end of the novel, although its 

fragmentary nature indicates that for Anton the joumey is not over; he rnust struggle on. 

This struggle continues in England. The travelogue also recounts what is 

essentially a ramble with no real destination. The venue has changed from Gemany to 

England, but self-discovery would still appear to be Moritz's ultimate goal. The Reisen 

is a prime example of the *sentimental joumey," into which the author invests much of 

hislher personali ty ; in addition, he demonstrates wi th the two works an awareness of his 

own mental development. 

Al1 six wnters in this study supply examples (deliberately or otherwise) of the 

paradoxical nature of various aspects of British culture. These contradictions are present 

in the Reisen, but as in La Roche's work, they are not explicit. La Roche simply refuses 

to acknowledge these cultural discrepancies, even though she dernonstrates an ability to 

step out of a situation and examine it extraneously, but Moritz's inability to analyze his 

observations may be a result of his emphasis on introspection. As Dell'Orto pu& it: 'The 

desire to combine an understanding of one's self with observations of others is an 

essential element of Moritz's description of his English journey " (46 1). The incongruities 

in this travel account, as in Anron Reiser, still remain largely in the writer himself -- 

between anticipation and event. Despite his desire to see England, however, he is not 

carried away on a wave of enthusiasm like La Roche. who also displays an affinity for 
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this anticipation I event disparity. The difference lies in the fact that reality does not pose 

a probtem for her; she presents for the reader only what is ba t  - for herself and for her 

preconceived image of Great Britain. The encounter with Burney is a prime example. 

One could say that while her and Schopenhauer's travel accounts serve as a window to 

British culture, Moritz's travel description is a mirror in which British culture reflects 

back on him, Le., his interest in the British way of life is incidental to his preoccupation 

with his own feelings about places and people and their reactions to him as a German 

traveller. 

Moritz's use of literary allusions saves ti me on redundant descriptions, but again 

his own feelings cloud such referencts. His sympathy for a teaching assistant, for 

example, cornes about as a result of his own maltreatmen t in Germany in a similar pst: 

'Der Unterlehrer des H e m  Green war ein junger Geistlicher der die Knaben vom 

Katheder in der lateinischen und griechischen Sprache unterrichtete. Ein solcher 

Unterlehrer heiBt ein 'Usher' und ist gemeiniglich ein geplagtes Geschopf, gerade so, wie 

er einmal im Landprediger von Wakefield beschrieben wirdw (I1:42). The Vicar of 

Wakefield is mentioned in the Rei.wn on more than one occasion," and this is the work 

that he believes taught hirn the most about English culture. While travel guides provide 

him with directions, literature provides him with a knowledge of English customs and 

traditions. 

" 'Goldsmith's 'Vicar of Wakefield' [...] achieved a great success in Germany. 
Herder read it to Goethe, when both were in S trasburg, In 1770, and the latter was quite 
fascinated by it" (Seidensticker I:68). That La Roche and Schopenhauer mention it in 
their travelogues is further evidence of the book's populanty at the time - and not only 
with university studrnts. 
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The copy of Homer's Odyssey w hic h the protagonist takes with him proves to be 

signifiant in Anton Reiser. 'Odysseus' fate appeals to him. Here was a man who had 

travelled rnuch and seen many places and who retums finally to his home after dl for his 

safe retum had been given up by those who loved him" (Proskauer 87). Packing for his 

joumey through the English countryside. he takes few material possessions in order to 

travel as lightly as possible: Vier Guineen. etwas Wache, mein englischer 

Wegweiser." und eine Landkane und Schreibtafel, nebst Miltons verlorenen Paradiese 

[.. .] sind rneine ganze Equipage* (1  LS3). Taking so few belongings on the joumey may 

b e  panly design, panly poverty. but more interesting than the physical necessities is 

again Moritz's choice of reading material. For his trip through England, the writer 

chwses an English author whose poetic style he admires very rn~ch,'~ but he dso 

cames with him a Reisefiïhrer, indicating that the practicalities of the journey are 

occumng to hirn now as they never did before. 

But the more mature traveller in England is still subject to "illusions of fancyn 

(Radcliffe 100). The theme of anticipation / disappointment carnes over to the Reisen but 

now he is aware of it: "Aber wie kommt es? gestem Abend waren meine Ernpfindungen 

weit lebhafter, und der Eindruck weit stiirker und romantischer, da ich aus dem Tale 

4' He earlier names the work as A neiv und nccurute Description of ail the direct and 
principPI Cross roods in Grcor Briroin (1 I S ) .  The British Library General Ciualogue 
lists only the second edition of this work by Daniel Paterson (London: 1772). 

" Moritz used Milton's works on at least two other occasions. In 1782, shortly after 
his return from England, he included his translation of a section of Parudise Lost in 
Fragmenre aus d o n  Togebuch fines Geisrersehen (III:298-300). In Lauren und 
Phanmien appean *Milton über Weisheit und Schonheit" (III:348-50). 
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mernse] diesen Hiigel hinauf blickte, und mir da allerlei herrliches dachte, als heute 

Morgen, da ich von dem Hiigel selbst das Ta1 Uberschaute, und nun wulte, was da war" 

(II:Sû-59). 

Moritz's view of travel is in total opposition to the method with which many 

Germans were toun'ng Europe because in pedestrianisrn there is time for reflection. 

Clearly, the occasions that he is forced to travel by coach, he is offended: 'Von Oxford 

bis Birmingham sind nvei und sechzig Meilen: allein diese weite Strecke ging fast ganz 

fur mich verloren, weil ich wieder in einer Postkutsche fuhr, wodurch ich zwar in groBer 

Geschwindigkeit von einem Orte mm andem kam. aber nichts weniger tat, als reisen" 

(11:86-87)." La Roche uses the singular Rï+w, but Moritz's use of the plural in his title 

may be reflective of the ph ysicahetaph ysical mul tidi mensionali ty of his joumey . Here 

the writer's motivation to travel is to discovet more about himself in addition to his 

exploration of the foreign culture. More specifically, his pedestrian travels through the 

English countryside represent a Rousseauian desire to be free of the constraints of 

civilization in order to allow for self-exploration. His plan goes a'wry on a very practical 

level, however, when he discovers that this freedom is not allowed in England, and his 

transgression of this social proscription affects his interaction with the natives. 

His inability to mix with many of the country folk results directly from their 

negative view of pedestnans: -Ein FuBgiinger scheint hier ein Wundertier zu sein, das 

von jedermann, der i hm begegnet. angestaun t, bedauen, in Verdacht gehalten und 

43 ~ohann Georg Heinzmann would define the best type of travel a decade later: 
"Eile, mit Weilen (206). 



geflohen wird" (II:59)? This should not have surpnsed or disappointeci Moritz since, 

despite the English love of a stroll through the park (Archenholz 1:532), the stigma 

attached to travelling from town to town on fwt at this time was well known." 

"Apparently Moritz was one of the few who were unaware that it was not the thing to 

do. He had evidently overestimated the operations of individual liberty in the land of his 

dreams. Archenholz, Blisch, Lehzer were amazed at his ignorance" (Kelly, Visifors 84). 

Nevertheless, Moritz does very occasionally find kindred spirits on the road, fellow- 

walken, which creates a camaraderie (II:96), but the mode of transportation, more than 

any personal connection, would appear to be the bond. 

The style of the Reixn lends itself well to his psychologically analytical approach, 

in which the wnter recounts his experiences and impressions both positive and negative. 

At times, the work is novelistic like La Roche's, providing extemal descriptions of other 

people, and including verbuiim conversations. but it  must always be remembered that this 

account appears in a series of letters. He published the work himself, and so its intimate 

tone is deliberate, and he ends the travelogue with the promise of a personal meeting 

from which the reader will, naturally, be excluded: 

Und nun hiitte ich Ihnen denn alle meine Fata und 
Abenteuer, von dem Augenblicke an, da ich in Hamburg 
aof der StraRe von lhnen Abschied nahm, erziihlt: 

44 Wendebom came to the same conclusion even ten years later in his travels through 
the south of England, for "es ist nicht Mode," even though England was particularly 
suited, more so than Switzerland, to walking tours (Provinzen 28). 

'"obel posits that a similar stigma did not develop in Germany until the Napoleonic 
era, when road travel had sufticiently improved to allow more people to travel by coach 
(13-14). 



ausgenommen meine Herreise mit Hem Hilkes. Von dieser 
berichte denn noch, daB sie zu meinem hkhsten 
MiBvergnügen vierzehn Tage dauerte. und ich drei Tage 
seekrank war. Von der Hinreise bring' ich Ihnen die 
Nachricht mit. Und nun grüi3en Sie Bieflem,* und leben 
Sie wohl, bis wir uns wiedersehen! (II: 125) 

Yet, at times the work is alw, explanatory, deliberately including the reader, as 

the author gives advice to fellow travellers, or discusses the advice h e  has taken from 

others." In spite of the personal nature of the travelogue's letten then, clearly he 

intends the book to be read by others. He even gives advice through anecdotes: 

Ich hatte Hem Wendeboms Beitriige bei mir. wodurch ich 
wenigstens auf einiges Spezielle, als die agyptischen 
Mumien. einen Homerskopf, und einige andre Dinge 
aufmerksam gernacht wurde. Sobald das die übrige 
Gesellschaft von Englandeni bemerkte, versammelten sie 
sich um mich, und ich unterrichtete sie aus Hem 
Wendeboms deutschem Buche, was hier zu sehen sei. 
(II: 37-38)48 

As Moritz relates his experience, however. one recognizes his low self-esteem: amidst 

al1 these strangers, he sets himself up as the hero of the hour. As far as can be 

determined, neither La Roche nor Schopenhauer joumeys with a guide-book in hand - 

AS was specifically noted in the discussion of Schopenhauer's autobiography, she 
also met Biester with Nicolai in Bad Pyrmont in 1787 (chapter two, n. 15). 

Wendebom, whom he knew personally and at whose church he preached a sermon 
(20). provided him with invaluable tourist information. The section entitied 
' Anweisungen fiir Fremde" in the Bcytrdge only appeared in the German edition. In the 
preface of his own English translation the following year, A View of England towardr the 
Close of the Eighteenrh Cenrury, Wendebom States that he deliberately left this chapter 
out as useless to the English reader, since his work was written for foreigners, and 
therefore much of it would seem uninteresting or obvious (vii). 

a Wendebom's section on the British Museum (25 1-64) provides not just information 
on the holdings of some of the more famous rooms, but also on the background and day- 
today functioning, e.g., "Es sind überhaupt 41 Trustees" (254). 



at least neither admits it. Each has sufficient social interaction on the joumey that a 

guide-book is unnecessary . 

Even without a Reisefiihrer, both women are aware of the criminal element in 

Bntain, but neither suffers from it. For ihem. highwaymen remain in the reaim of 

Literature - and anticipation. When he is robbed by a footpad (II:67), Moritz experiences 

the physical danger personally. He is the only traveller here to possess first-hand 

knowledge of criminality? and it is in this vein that he takes the time to explain the 

various kinds of outlaws, portraying them with the British class system in mind: 

Die vornehmste Klasse sind die Pickpockets [...], 
die man allenthalben oft in den besten Gesellschaften 
findet. welche gemeiniglich sehr fein und sauber gekleidet 
sind. so da8 man sie fur Leute von Stande halt  [...] 

Nach ihnen kommen die Highwaymen [. . .], die zu 
Pferde sitzen, und oft mit einer Pistole, die nicht geladen 
ist, die Reisenden in Schrecken setzen, um ihrer Bersen 
hab haft t u  werden [. . . ] 

Dann kommt die dritte, und niedrigste aber auch 
schandlichste Klasse der Footpads. welche zu FuBe sind, 
und oft um ein Paar Schillinge willen, arme Leute, die 
ihnen in den Weg kommen, jiimrnerlich ermorden [...]. 
Wahrscheinlich morden sie deswegen, weil sie nicht, so 
wie die Highwaymen mit ihren Pferden, die Flucht nehmen 
k6nnen. und man ihnen also leichter nachsetzen, und ihrer 
habhaft werden kann, wenn der Beraubte sie angeben 
sollte. (1155) 

Archenholz's similar explanation4' is intended to examine as many aspects of the legai 

systern as possible, not to present a view of his own personal peril, as Moritz does. 

49 "Das Rgubergewerbe ist in ganz verschiedenen Klassen abgetheilt, die alle ihre 
eignen Maximen, Lebensart und Benennungen habenn (1:367). 



Physical jeopardy does not anse only from the possibility of robbery; a 

cornparison of his and Schopenhauer' s experiences in the Devil's Cave in Castleton 

reveals that many of these travellen endangered their lives in the name of sightseeing. 

Given that Schopenhauer travelled north to Scotland, her and Moritz's itineraries overlap 

to a certain extent and their accounts of their visits to the famous Peak Cavern is just 

such a case." Each describes a romantic scene upon approach -- the cave is dark, not 

part of this world." 60th are impressed by this natural oddity which Schopenhauer calls 

an "unterirdische Stadt" (I:71), where people exist by eking out a living in terrible 

c~nditions.~~ Both describe the ph ysical aspects of the sumoundings in a similar fashion, 

creating the scene with vivid, novelistic detail; Moritz's "Beschreibung hat durchweg 

dialektischen Charakter: Tag und Nacht, Helligkeit und Dunkelheit* (Grams 227). But 

the two wnters differ in their reactions. In keeping with the emphasis on self-reflection 

in his work, Moritz, travelling alone and only with a local guide. responds spintually to 

his experience inside the cave: -Vol1 Ehrfurcht und Erstaunen sah ich hier in den innem 

Boulby claims that Moritz's description of the Peak Cavem "clearly prefigures the 
various conventions of the German Romantic nature tale" (106). Such a connection 
between the Reisen and Romanticism as 1 referred to earlier was also made by Rau: 'Der 
AuBenseiter als Wanderer kt Vorliiufer des Taugenichts und doch von diesem 
unterschieden; die selben Gemeinsamkeiten und Differenzen bestehen zwischen der 
Landschaft Moritzens und der Eichendorffs. lhre S truktur und ih r in ha1 tliches Ensemble 
[. . .] sind nahezu austauschbar" ( 194). 

51 This cave had the sarne effect on British visitors. Richard Sulivan (1752-1806) 
visited the area in 1778: "in every respect it carries the appearance of another world" 
(161). 

" Peak's Cavern, or Devil's Cave, is the beginning of a senes of cavems near 
Castleton, Derbyshire. Even as late as 1840. Samuel Lewis described it as follows: 
"Immediately within the arch is a cavem [.. .] where some twine makers have established 
their residence and nianu factory " (1 : 473). 



Tiefen der Natur die Majestat des Schopfers enthüllt, die ich in dieser feierlichen Stille, 

und in diesem heiligen Dunkel anbetete, ehe ich die Halle dieses Tempels verlieBw 

(II: 103). 

Schopenhauer and her husband do not have time for such reflection, for upon 

entering this area of the cavern after much precarious spelunking, they are challenged by 

their guide. who mistook them as French: 'hier bin ich Hem. sprach er wideriich 

lachend, hier kann ich thun was ich will. -- Wir konnen's nicht liugnen, wir erschracken, 

denn er war nur zu sichtbar Herr. lndessrn faBten wir uns bald, und sagten ihm, daB 

unsere Begleitung, die wir draussen gelassen Witten, schon emstlich nach uns forschen 

wiirde, wenn uns hier ein Unglück wiederführe" (1:75)." 

Nevertheless. Moritz proves he can be a typical tourist while abroad. He visits 

Shakespeare's house in Stratford-upon-Avon, which by 1782 had already become a 

sig h tseeing attraction : 

Shakespeares Stuhl, worauf er vor der Tür gesessen, war 
schon so zerschnitten, daR er fast keinem Stuhle mehr 
iihnlich sah; denn jeder Durchreisende schneidet sich zum 
Andenken einen Span davon ab, welchen er als ein 
Heiligtum aufbewahrt. Ich schnitt mir  auch einen ab, weil 
er aber zu klein war, habe ich ihn verloren, und Sie 
werden ihn also bei meiner Wiederkunft nicht zu sehen 
bekornmen. (II:87-88) 

'' This quotation presents an interesting editorial decision. The 1830 quotation reads: 
"Hier bin ich Herr,' sprach er widerlich lachend, 'hier kann ich tun, was ich will; ich 
woll te, ich hiitte Napoleon hier! ' " (England und Sci~otriand 47). Al though Napoleon was 
more of a presence on the world stage in 1813- 18 14 when the first edition came out, the 
writer did not see fit to include this until years later, leaving one to question the 
credibility of her account of ihis altercation. 
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What appears at first to be a ckticisrn of a tourist practice is actually only the relating 

of the event. 

Similar to Anton, Moritz in fact appears to lave  much of his socializing to 

chance. As the following passage illustrates. the mere possibility of meeting a fellow 

German is sufficient to send him in search of that person: 

Man machte mir erstaunlich vie1 Rührnens, von einem 
Deutschen. namens Mitschel. wenigstens sprachen sie 
seinen Namen so aus, der sich schoii seit vielen Jahren, als 
Musikus hier berühmt gemacht habe. [ch freute mich, von 
Englandem einen Landsinann so ruhmen zu h6ren. wollte 
ihn auch besuchen. aber traf ihn nicht ru Hause. (II:85) 

This type of disappointment. brought about often by little more than bad luck, contributes 

to his feeling of alienation. The threat of exclusion which hounds Moritz everywhere he 

goes. particularly on his pedestrian travels in the rural areas. cannot be present in any 

of the female travelogues on the most immediate level, but the unfnendliness which 

Moritz experiences. while possibly caused in pan by what others perceived as vagrancy, 

is due also in part to his own attitude. the 'emotional baggage' from his childhood as 

outlined in the autobiographical novel. 

Anecdotes do not tend to analyze either the people or the situation but are mere 

reports, e.g., the life of the woman chiinney-sweep (II:89) or the English officer bound 

for India (II:86), since the author is more interested in himself than others. Expenencing 

the culture vicanously through superficial social interaction with the island's inhabitants, 

Monk relates briefiy the lives of the people he meets, but unlike Archenholz's use of 

such anecdotes as substantiation for his cultural remarks, or La Roche's and 

Schopenhauer's uses of them to impress the reader with their social prowess, Moritz does 
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not draw conclusions about society from them. This cultural tableau merely aids in his 

sel f-exploration. 

Dell'Orto daims !9at by -recounting the nurnerous hardships faced during the 

joumey without ascribing to these events any special value in characterizing English 

culture, he invites the reader to accept the moral principle that underlies the description 

of his joumey, namely the conscious atternpt to look only for good qualities and to 

disregard unpleasant experiences" (463). I would disagree with this assessrnent and 

rnaintain that Moritz shows himself prone to the type of complaining witnessed in 

Radcliffe's Journey. There is, however. one distinct difference: her grumbling is based 

on a minimum of personal expenence. whereas Moritz refuses to abide by English mores 

(of which he is often weil aware), and perceives the ensuing inconveniences as personal 

affronts. He finds, for example, the English habit of rising late, by which he means six 

a.m., very annoying. His desire to leave an inn at three a. m. is thwarted because of the 

"MiBbrauch des spaten Aufstehens in England; denn weil kein Mensch wach war, so 

konnte [er] nicht aus dem Hause kommen, und hatte drei Stundenlang bis urn sechs Uhr 

die entsetzlichste Langeweile. weil [er] [sleinen Zweck nicht erreichen konnte" (1158). 

Here, his unwillingness to adapt to the culture is brought forward: had he taken the time 

to examine the situation. to ask why this situation is so, h e  could have discovered the 

reason as did ~rchenholz .~ However. a knowledge of the other culture and a 

willingness to adapt to it are, as Moritz dernonstrates, two very different things. 

- 

" "Man steht gewohnlich spiit auf, und bringt den gr6Bten Theil des Vormittags auf 
Kaffeehiusem und Spaziergàngen zu. Die erstem dienen nicht allein zur Zeitungslektüre, 
sondern auch zu Geschaften " (1: 395). 
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The older, more mature Moritz shows himself able to rationalize his social 

estrangement. He attnbutes his own reticence, for example in the coach from Oxford to 

Birmingham, to the English reputation for unsociability:" 'Ich hatte etwas Kophveh,% 

und machte daher bei meinem Reisegefahrten in der Postkutsche ziemlich den 

Misanthropen, welches vielleicht i hm. als dem Englànder, eher zugekommen wirew 

(II:86) Admittedly, there is a big jump from reticence to misanthropy, but this is 

Moritz's own word: he seems content to be perceived as such. Contrary to his 

stereotypical expectation, this man proves to be very chatty, but Moritz's perception of 

the Englishman is inextricably linked to his interpretation of the Englishman's perception 

of him. Moreover, at times, this desire for solitude renders Moritz a churlish traveller, 

55 Archenholz attnbutes this English trait to the English passion for reading 
newspapers (1: 65). 

56 These headaches are frequently little more than hangovers. For example. after he 
meets up with the clerics in Oxford and spends the evening with them, he wntes, "Allein 
am folgenden Morgen, da ich aufwachte. hatte ich von dem gestrigen starken Zutrinken 
der EhrwUrdigen Herren ein solches Kopfweh bekommen, da8 es mir nicht m6glich war 
aufzustehen. und noch weniger. den Hem Modd in seinem Kollegio zu besuchenw 
(IL8 1). This demonstrates that his self-absorption extends to including rernarks about his 
physical ailments. 

This is not true of ail travel writers. certainly not the ones who are focusing on 
the outside world rather than themselves, but illness on the journey becornes an additional 
inconvenience to the traveller. Piozzi, for example, spoils her husband's trip into 
Hungary from Austria to hear Haydn play at Esterhaie because of an illness, and 
"disappointed my Company of a much hoped-for Entertainment * (522). Rather than 
concentrating on her own feelings, as does Moritz, she concems herself more with the 
enjoyment of others, particularly that of her husband, which may signal a further 
connection to the female community sense of self alluded to in the previous chapier. This 
does not signify a lack of concern with her own image in the travelogue; she omits the 
following diary entry from the published manuscript in her recounting of the event: "my 
Husband saw nothing but the straw we were obliged to sleep on, and heard no Musick 
but a whining Wifew (Germon Jountal 12). 



a mood not evidenced in Anfon Reix~r. In the coach from London to Richmond, a group 

of women chat to one another, a conversation which he finds "fade und langweilig" 

(1154). He tries to ignore them by reading his Wqqweirpr. 

This concentration on his individual pleasure, to which his stubbom insistence 

upon walking through the rural areas attests, degenerates at ti mes into sel f-centredness 

in its most negative sense. His discussion of fashion, apart from some terse cornments, 

e.g., about the appearance of Englishwomen (I:86) or students at Oxford (II:83), 

becomes a manifestation of his displeasure at his own inconvenience, as his appointment 

at the hairdresser denionstrates: 

Diese freie natürliche Trach t dauert doch bis in achtzehnte, 
auch wohl ins zwanzigste Jahr. Dann h6rt sie freilich bei 
den feinern Standen auf, und dauert nur noch bei dem 
Pôbel fort. Dann & ~ g t  man an sich frisieren zu lassen. die 
Haare mit Brenneisen zu kriiuseln, einen dicken Zopf zu 
tragen. und den halben Rücken mit Puder zu bestreuen. 
Unter den Hiinden meines englischen Friseurs habe ich 
langer als unter den Handen eines deutschen aushalten, und 
unter seinem heiBen Eisen schwitzen rnüssen, womit er mir 
die Haare von unten bis oben kauselte, damit ich mich 
unter Engldndern (O Zeiten!) produzieren konnte. 
(1 1: 44-45) 

The wnter seerns more concerned with his personal appearance than any of the women 

in this study, and he stands as a pertinent illustration that fashion was not (nor is it today) 

a stnctly female domain. This would have appeared the case, had one only viewed 

Archenholz's work, because he addresses this topic only in a female setting -- and the 

wornen only add support to this argument. When La Roche is relieved that a woman of 

her age no longer has to worry about her personal appearance. she indicaies nevertheless 
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that she is concemed for it. The sarne holds true for Moritz: as the previous quotation 

indicates, he protests too much. 

In England, dress codes distinguish ciass, an observation by Moritz which 

emphasizes the English predilection for luxury and materialism as evidenced by his own 

experiences with London fashion." When he is treated coldly by an innkeeper after 

arriving on foot dirty and tired in the village of Nettlebed, he experiences first hand the 

message of Klcider muchen LïDirie the following moming, when he is washed and 

changed: 

als ich nun herunter kam, wies man mich nicht, wie den 
Abend vorher, in die Kiiche, sondern in das 'Partour' d e r  
Fremdenzirnmer, unten an der Erde; auch hie& ich wieder 
Sir, da ich den Abend vorher nur Master tituliert wurde, 
mit welcher letztern Benennung man eigentlich nur Bauem 
und ganz gemeine Leute anredet. (II:71) 

This situation is also reversed in the travelogue, so that Moritz rates other people 

based on the sarne standards of dress and behaviour. As a traveller with no money and 

very few friends while in England, he must sit in the poor seats at the theatre and he 

passes remark not only on the English drama but also the spectators, whom he describes 

stereotypically according to their class. They are not individuals, but representatives of 

their social type. He portrays, for example, "einen groh Müller- oder Backerjungen mit 

Archenholz concurs: "Der Luxus in  Kleidem ist jezt in England st2rker als in 
einem Lande in Europa, und steigt noch immer hoher. Vor zwanzig Jahren sahe man 
kein Gold und Silber auf Kleidem, ais nur bey Hofe und auf dem Theater" (1:411). 

Schopenhauer, on the other hand, places British matenalism in general in the 
context of German cultural understanding, and again for her the Geman attitude is 
superior: "Welche Menge Bediirfnisse. die der penügsarne Teutsche kaum kennt, werden 
hier als unentbehrlich ausgeboten! " (11: 109). 
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seinern Stocke über das  ela an der reichen, und immer auswendig mit aller Gewalt daran 

schlagen" and 'ein[en] jung[en] Geck, der um seine pachtigen Steinschnallen brillieren 

zu lassen, immer seinen Fui3 auf meine Bank, und auch wohl auf meinen RockschoB 

setzte" (II:39). Though he seems to take the rather riotous scene personally, experiencing 

the people in this stituation becomes as much a pan of leaming the culture as the events 

on the stage. 

One would assume that the theatre should be of great interest to Moritz in view 

of his own aspirations to be an actor in his youth. He attends performances of The 

and The English ~erchunr'~ at the Haymarket Theatre (1138). His 

expeftations are not met because, due fo either bad luck or bad management on his part, 

the major theatres, Covent Garden and Drury Lane, are closed. His assessrnent of the 

English theatre as cornpared to the German. is therefore unfair because he is in essence 

comparing out-of-season second-rate English actors to first-class German ones. 

The l m i n g  experience also incorporates the food, and again Moritz tends to be 

very judgmental. He cornplains in particular about the way coffee is served and finds it 

effrontery that he cannot have i t  the way he wants it. This feeling that he is being 

neglected prompts him to warn his readers in RcbcJùhrer-fashion: "Wer in England 

Kaffee trinken will, dem rate ich allemal vorherzusagen, wie vie1 Tassen man ihm von 

58 A play by Samuel Foote ( 1720- 1777). 

A play by George Colman the Elder ( 1732- 1794), based on Le Café ou L 'Écossaise 
by Voltaire (Kelly, Visitors 85), which. Moritz explains, is known in Germany as Die 
Schottldnderin d e r  dus Kufiehocrs. He finds the German translation better than the 
original English (Ik4 1). 
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einem Lot machen soll. sonst wird er eine ungeheure Menge braunes Wasser erhalten, 

welches ich mit aller Erinnening noch nicht habe vermeiden k6nnenn (II: 19). Yet if he 

had again taken the time to tïnd out, rather than simply react, h e  would have discovered: 

' Auf den Kaffee ist cin so starker Zoll und Accise gelegt, da8 ein Pfund desselben über 

zwey Gulden kostet. Dieses aber hindert den groBen Debit nicht, nur ist dadurch die 

Gewohnheit eingefuhrt worden, ihn sehr schwach zu tnnkenw (Archenholz I:407). This, 

Archenholz concludes. is the reason the English are tea and not coffee drinkers. 

Religion in the R<~i.w~n is not really viewed in a denominational light as it is in 

Anton Reiser to a large extent. but rather as a spirituality, as h i s  description of Peak's 

Cavem has aiready demonstrated. Indeed. Moritz's pedestrianisrn stems from a desire 

to be in tune with nature as part of his search for spiritual satisfaction. The natural 

beauty of the country impresses him -- a connection for him to Milton's Paradise Losr. 

His emphasis on feelings, particularly his own, coiours even this appreciation of nature 

which is closely linked to his theological training: he worships nature as a manifestation 

of the Divine. He is disappointed in St. Paul's Cathedrai because such a man-made 

creation lacks the spintual inspiration he seeks (2:49). This is in drastic contrast to al1 

the other travel wri ters here who view churches in a cultural rather than religious light. 

Ais awareness, however, that his personal feelings might not always be in agreement 

with the general opinion of his anglophile readership in Germany prompts him to justify 

his remarks: 

Betrachte ich hingegen die Paulskirche bloB als ein Werk 
der Kunst, das gleichsam da ist, um zu zeigen, was 
menschliche Kafte hervorbringen k6nnen. so tl8Bt sie mil- 
freilich Ehrfurcht und Bewunderung ein. Es 12Bt sich über 



dergleichen freilich nicht disputieren, doch kann es 
zuweilen gut sein, wenn einer sagt, wie es ihm 
vorgekommen ist. (II:49) 

Notwithstanding his own search for a deeper spirituality, religious denominations 

are discussed in the Reisen. As a theologian, Moritz has both professional and personai 

contact with clerics dunng his journey, including the Geman paston Wendebom and 

Schrader, but he has a low opinion of the English clergy in general, disapproving of their 

lwse rnorality and their laziness (11:47). In his bid to prove just how immoral they are. 

he includes an unsubstantiated rumour: -Es sol1 hier ein  Jude wohnen, von dern sich 

hiesige Geistliche ihre Predigten fur Geld vertèrtigen lassen" (II: 123). Such a rumour is 

perhaps the reason why Moritz expresses his need to set himself apart from the Anglican 

clergy, if not necessarily from the Anglicans themselves. In view of his past difficulties 

with the Christian Welrunscl7arrirng, which he verbalizes in Anrtln Reiser, he does not 

become embroiled in the us / rlwm issue that Piozzi does while abroad because his lack 

of desire to belong is a self-impediment; in the case of the older, though not necessarily 

wiser Moritz, this obstacle is grounded in  his own intolerance, rather than being based 

upon any extemal factor. 

Moritz's first visit to the House of Coinmons, is for him, as for La Roche, a 

spiritual experience, "in einem ziemlich unansehnlichen Gebaude, das einer Kapelle sehr 

ahnlich sieht, die ganze Englische Nation in ihren Repdsentanten versammelt" (II:29). 

His favourable view of Germans and German society in cornparison with the British 

cease whenever he broaches the subject of politics. Parliament is a political manifestation 

of English freedom which remains a factor in the Reisen even though Moritz does not 
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praise it as La Roche does. or study it to the extent that Archenholz does. He spends 

time in the gallery of the House of Commons, observing the proceedings and he explains 

these evenu for his readers in the context of his own professional understanding: 'Das 

Ein- und Ausgehen dauert fast bestandig, und so oft jemand hinausgehen will, stellt er 

sich erst vor den Sprecher, und macht ihm seinen Reverenz, gleichsam als ob er ihn, wie 

ein Schulknabe seinen Prfizeptor. um Erlaubnis bittet" (II:30). The reader's knowledge 

of parliarnentary penonalities is taken For granted. as in al1 the other German 

travelogues, but he does not ernphasize these in any case. 

For Moritz, the parliamentary system and its underlying precept of individual 

liberty are alien to him as a member of the Prussian society of Friedrich 11. and thus he 

justifies his disinterest in politics: "So wenig ich mich auch sonst um die politische Welt 

bekümmert habe, weil es bei uns wirklich nicht der MUhe wert ist" (11:29).~ Indicative 

of the lack of political input the average person has in Prussia is Moritz's comparative 

remark pertaining to the British citizen's strong sense of national identity (1136). As 

rernarked upon previously, "Vaterland" was not a common notion in the German- 

speaking regions due to a lack of political iinity. Hence, he creates a section to deal with 

these political aspects entitled "Eine Parlamentswahlw (II:34-36). Here, he illustrates how 

the process operates based on a vacant seat needing to be filled for Westminster. The 

procedure is detailed from the choosing of candidates, to the vote to the victor's speech 

Radcliffe Ends this to be the case even on German soil, where the natives "seem 
desirous to discuss the state of parliamentary transactions and interests, and to remedy 
the thinness of their own public topics, by introducing ours" (23 1). 



to the crowds from the platform erected in Covent Garden. Witnessing al1 these 

happenings, Moritz 1s induced to remark longingly: 

wenn man hier siehet, wie der geringste Karrenschieber an 
dem was vorgeht seine Teilnehmung bezeigt, wie die 
kleinsten Kinder schon in den Geist des Volks mit 
einstimmen, k u n ,  wie ein jeder sein Gefiihl zu erkennen 
gibt, daB er auch ein Mensch und ein Englander sei. so gut 
wie sein Kônig und sein Minister, dabei wird einem doch 
ganz anden ru Mute. als wenn wir bei uns in Berlin die 
Soldaten exerzieren sehen. (II:35) 

Furthering Archenhoiz's discussion on social freedotn as it is physically 

manifested in London's architectural layout. the contrast between freedom in English 

society and political oppression in Prussian society is made very clear in Moritz's Reisen; 

however, the notion of English liberty is in the main only hinted at and-must be found 

subtextually in comments on the social fabric and, again, in the physical structure of 

towns: 

[...] wodurch sich die Stadte in Deutschland von den 
Dorfern unterscheiden, weder Mauren noch Tore, noch 
sonst etwas dergleichen. Keinen laurenden Visitator, keine 
drohende Schildwache wird man gewahr; sondem frei und 
ungehindert geht man durch Flecken und Stadte, wie durch 
die grolle offne Natur. (I1:61) 

The English, who take this kind of freedom for granted. would naturally find travelling 

about on the Continent difficult, e.g.. Radcliffe's k ing  turned back at the Swiss border 

by a suspicious sentry . 

But how much representation did the average British subject actually have at this 

time? Political power was in the hands of upper-class and upper-middle-class men, as 

Archenholz's discussion of the peerage demonstrates (I:584-85). but Moritz is blind to 
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the political realities. If Moritz can be said to propagate a specific politicai viewpoint in 

the Reisen, it would again be linked to the notion of individualism. i.e., some forrn of 

democratic representation where each penon's views could be heard. This opinion is not 

based upon reason, but is in large masure a reaction to his own feelings of political 

impotence, or social inadequacy as a carry-over from that described in Anton Reiser. No 

one listened to him as a child and, even as an adult in Prussian society, he still has no 

political voice. Personal bittemess ovenhadows this issue as he realizes the great 

disparity between the lower classes in England and Germany: *Die Kinder müssen schon 

fiüh sich selber schiitzen lernen, statt da8 bei uns die Eltem vorn Pobelstande ihre Kinder 

wieder zu eben der Sklaverei erziehen. worunter sie selber seufzen" ( H M )  .61 

The fact that La Roche and Schopenhauer do not choose to analyze their home 

political situation derives not from a lack of courage or of education. but again from 

individual agendas. This does not mean that women did no& comment on politics, but the 

disparity of political representation between Germany and Britain would be more acute 

for a man. These two women direct their eyes to different areas, be they social or 

aesthetic, and focus on what interests them in the foreign culture. For a woman who had 

no political input and did not expect to have it, she found meihods to circumvent it, as 

La Roche did with Pomona, for example. 

The Reisen treats the English monarchy very differently from La Roche's and 

Schopenhauer's accounts. The subject is dealt wi th not in the context of admiration for 

61 In more general terms. Pelz posits that England became such a popular travel 
destination for Germans at this tirne precisely because it offered a respite from oppressive 
class relations ("En tdeckerinnen " 240). 
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British liberty, nor out of a feeling of patriotism. nor is Moritz's portraya1 designed to 

provide a foi1 to a positive view of republicanism. Instead, the depiction contrasts two 

types of monarchy: British and Prussian. Despite the British notion of personal freedom, 

Moritz discovers that the English praise Frederick the Great, often to George III's 

detriment. Here again, timing may provide a due. In 1782, the home country was reeling 

from the imminent loss of  its Amencan colonies and. looking for someone to blame, the 

king was the natural choice. He represented at this moment in time a stark contrast to 

the powerful and militari1 y successful Prussian monarch. " Dieser [Konig von PreuBen] 

habe einen kleinen Kopf, hieB es, aber hundertmal so vie1 Verstand darin, als der K6nig 

von England in seinem ziemlich dicken Kopfew (11:36)P2 The fact that Moritz chooses 

to include such a bon mot does not necessarily indicate where his own political 

allegiances lie, simply in which direction public opinion is painting. H e  finds, much to 

his surprise, that in addition to the copperplate prints of the royal famiiy in the inns of 

Derbyshire, hang portraits of Friedrich I I  (II:93). He does not offer any explmation for 

this occurrence. 

As a pedagogue, Moritz was naturally interested in educational issues, and the 

contrast he finds between Prussia and England is as great on this matter as that of 

political input. He and La Roche are of iike mind on the subject of education: its results 

are conspicuous in how well-read the average Briton is, and in the fact that British 

62 Nathaniel Wraxall offered a contradictory view of this statement of George III's 
unpopularity in 1787, when, despite the ioss of the Amencan colonies, the king's 
reputation 'surviveci this mighty wreck. and, even renewed itself amidst the convulsions 
and decadence of the British Empire" (Rwirw 4-5). 



authors are widely read across class boundanes (24). He views as positive the use of 

Iiterature as a method of moral improvement in the people. a point which he feels the 

Germans could emulate: 

allein ich habe schon mehrere Leute von genngerm Stande 
gesprochen . die alle ihre Nationalschn ftsteller kann ten und 
teils gelesen hatten. Dies veredelt die niedern Stande und 
bnngt sie den Hohem niiher. Es gibt dort beinahe keinen 
Gegenstand der gewOhnlichen Unterredung im hôhem 
Stande, worüber der niedre nicht auch mitsprechen konnte. 
In Deutschland ist seit Gellerten noch keirr Dichtername 
eigentlich wieder irn Munde des Vol ks gewesen. (11:25)~~ 

This literary method of pedagogy. he iater notes, renders these people not only competent 

readers but aiso good speakers (II: 122). a ski11 honed, as Archenholz would also note, 

in Spouring Clubs. In their written work, young English students surpass the Germans, 

'vielleicht, weil sie nur einerlei Buchstaben zu lemen brauchen" (II:43)." As both a 

product and a producer of the German education system himself, Moritz would have 

first-hand knowledge of al1 these facets of s~hooling.6~ 

It is interesting that he mentions Christian Fiirchtegott Gellert (1715-1769) as a 
national literary figure, and does not mention Goethe, who had already written GBlr von 
Berlichingen (1773), the first German play to deal with nationalist issues, and Die Leidefi 
des jungen Werthers (1 7741, an unparalleled popular success. 

" This is a reference to the SUtterlin and Roman scripts. If a letter was written partly 
in Gerrnan, partly in French, as was often the case, for example, in La Roche's cotene, 
particularly in her own correspondence with Julia Bondeli, the two scripts were used. 

6.' For an analysis of Moritz's work, Wnterhaltungen mit meinen Schülern," see 
Saine. Here, Saine outlines Moritz's four major themes: the necessity of religious 
instruction, the Gerrnan style of letter-writing (BriejWil), the importance of language 
teaching (Gerrnan and Latin) and the art of poetry (Dichtkunrr). The cntic argues that 
with this essay, the author constructs an alternative childhood for Anton Reiser. 
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Methods of second-language acquisition prevalent in the laie eighteenth century 

are a subject upon which he can also speak with some authonty as both pupil and 

tacher. As such, the issue of language is taken to another level not hitherto seen in this 

study: Moritz uses not just the vemacular. but also Latin in his social dealings." When 

he meets fellow clergyman and pedestrian traveller, Mr. Modd, they speak Latin, the 

universal language of educated men (II:77). Portrayed here as a professional counesy, 

speaking Latin is, however, nei ther a specificall y male nor professional skill. 

Schopenhauer leamed it in her youth, but did not use it in social situations at home or 

abioad to avoid the charge that she was a ,q<~l<.ltrres Fruuenzimnirr. 

Although Schopenhauer could speak English very well prior to her arrivai, a 

result, in spite of her parents' wishes. of her upper-middle class, business-oriented 

upbrînging, Moritz could not, by his own admission. His language acquisition increased, 

however, due to his immersion in an entirely English-speaking environment. His 

comment, "je mehr ich aber redete, desto mehr fand ich Liebe und Zutrauen" (II: 14), 

is further evidence of his self-centredness and his low self-esteem: even as a pedagogue 

who can address knowledgeably the subject of lagguage teaching, he still womes whether 

he has the approval of those around hi m. This may stem from his awareness of the class 

Moritz is also unique in his observation: 'Die Deutschen, welche lange hier 
gewesen sind, reden fast in lauter Anglizismen. als: 'es will nicht tun', anstatt 'es ist 
nicht hinlânglich', und dergleichen. la einige sagen sogar: ich habe es nicht geminded, 
ich habe mich nicht daran erinnen, d e r  daran gedacht" (II: 122). Such evidence of 
linguistic assimilation on the part of Gerinans in England cannot, un fortunately, be 
paralleled to Schopenhauer's remarks vis-à-vis the cultural assimilation of the English in 
Danzig; to what degree, therefore, that tliis is a panicularly German phenornenon for the 
penod cannot be determined. 
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system's effect on tie social fabnc. This was a sensitive subject for Moritz, since he 

climbed socially himself, and ended up part of the Bilhgsbürgertt~m, a member of the 

middle class by virtue of education rather ihan money. 

Ultimately, in both Anfon Reiser and the Reisen, Moritz separates himself from 

society, while simultaneously feeling the pain of alienation. His choice to write one 

joumey as an autobiographical novet and the other as a non-fictional travel account 

indicates that for the older, more psychologically balanced Moritz. fiction and reality no 

longer blur; he is able to separate them and deal with situations as they exist in reality. 

As a more mature man in England. for exainple, he takes the preparations into greater 

account, but he still bears the egocentric burden of his 'emotional baggage.' Just as his 

joumey was not over with Anmn Reist~r, his joiimey is not complete when he Ieaves 

England. He struggles on. 
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CONCLUSION 

Whereas men and women travelled and wrote di fferently in the eighteenth century 

by virtue of the social mores of the time. i t  is not entirely true that "characteristics 

valued in the age of sensibility [. . .] prescnbed for the female gender the practice of 

receptivity rather than creativity, feelings rather than deep reflection or analysis, and 

unsel fishness rather than sel f-love" (Win kle 79). The in tellectual developrnent of women 

through travel was a positive product of ihe eighteenth ceniury, although this may not 

have been intended by the men they accompanied. All the women in this study are a 

testament to the drive and creative talent of the eighteenth-century woman. Nevertheles. 

a woman was supposed to reside primarily in the domestic sphere, and concessions were 

made by al1 of these writers to accommodate their social role. 

The continuing effort of women in this era to break away from the domestic 

sphere and broaden their horizons was aided greatly by travel. Chapters one and two 

illustrated that although La Roche and Schopenhauer did not participate in the Grand 

Tour, each proved in her own way that the opportunity for a Biklu/igsreise was possible, 

if albeit in an altered forrn: Schopenhauer was a young woman with a husband willing 

to take her abroad with him, while La Roche was an older woman with patience, who 

travelled later in life with another woman. Both writers retumed to the domestic sphere, 

but by describing their travels in written accounts, in essence revisiting these places in 

their minds, their joumeys did not retum to the original point of departure in the 

metaph ysical sense. 
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Chapter three examined La Roche and Schopenhauer as women writers and 

cornpared them to two British women travel wrïters. The lack of a rigid paradigm which 

cornpared and contrasted one writer to another specifically to the exclusion of the other 

two in the discussion allowed for the broadest possible applications of similarities and 

dissirnilarities to al1 four women. In this fashion. one might better understand La Roche's 

and Schopenhauer's social and cultural milieu as well as their place in it. This study has 

dernonstratecl that these women wtiters have contributeci to a more cornpiete view of the 

eighteenth century by providing information about society which men cannot, in both 

their style and their accounts of social interaction. 

Each woman took 'gender baggage" on the trip, Le., she was aware that as a 

woman wnter, she may be leaving herself open to the designation of gelehnes 

Frauenzimmer. La Roche and Schopenhauer each brought gender-unique qualities to their 

writings and were conscious of this, but neither woman was a radical and each one 

published within her social context, paying special attention to the needs and attitudes of 

her contemporary audience. in order to avoid the charge of appearing too educated, each 

employed various devices to circumvent the issue and adopted a textual image. 

Schopenhauer's use of "wirw exonerates her because, by including her husband in al1 the 

comments and observations, she becomes the dutiful wife. La Roche, on the other hmd, 

addresses the entire travel account to her daughters in diaristic form; hence, she becomes 

the dutiful mother. 

Men did not carry this 'gender" burden when they travelled in addition to the 

other baggage cited in Brenner (*ErfahrungW 15) in the introductory chapter. As a man, 
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Moritz, for example. needed no such justifications for either his travelling or his writing. 

Moreover, he  toured as a private citizen, but had the ability to faIl back on his public 

persona of pedagogue and theologian when the need arose. In addition, neither of the 

men's travelogues supplies any textual indication of a sense of community, e.g., whether 

the writer is mamed or not. This is in complete contrast to the women, who refer to 

their families and their travelling companions right from the outset of the account. 

The major difference between the German and British women travel writers was 

shown to exist primarily in pre-joumey knowledge. Yes, they al1 had stereotypical ideas 

of the way in which the natives of the other cultures behaved (the notion of the 

'phlegrnatic German" bars repeating here), but each British woman was in essence a 

tabula rasa regarding the actual society she would find in the German-speaking regions; 

thus, she observed her surroundings with no real frame of reference. Since her average 

reader in Britain did not have much prior knowledge either, this made the reflections, 

pages full of background information, necessary. La Roche and Schopenhauer, by 

contrast, had been reading about and absorbing British culture for years prior to the trip 

and their bnef explanations of historical and political issues are a direct result of their 

awareness of their German audience's pnor knowledge. Despite any discrepancies in the 

approach to the content. one feature is common: in both their observations and 

reflections, the British and the German women have proven that the Britons' own belief 

in their cultural and political supenority was firmly entrenched at this time. 

Chapter four examined La Roche's and Schopenhauer's place in this anglophile 

phenornenon. Just as the previous chapter demonstrated that they were not unusud for 
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dealing with these issues as women. this section established through a close reading of 

both Archenholz's and Moritz's British travel accounts that they were not extraordinary 

in either their approach or their attitude to the pro-British ethos of their en. But the two 

women's disparate stances exhibit the evolution of this cultural phase. Critics generally 

agree that anglophilia reached its zenith in  the 1780s, when La Roche was actively 

travelling and wnting. and her account exhibits this optimism and confidence in the 

excellence of the British way of life. Towards tlie end of her English travel account, La 

Roche States: Die Frei hei t des Den kens. Redens und Schrei bens, der allgemeine 

Geschmack am Grossen. am Einfachen der Wahrheit und der schonen Natur, giebt 

England die Vorzüge des Verdienstes und Giücks" (529). Whether these advantagk 

which England gained through reputation were justified or not will always be a matter 

for debate, but poli tical events abroad were soon to change its corn fortable situation. 

The French Revolution broke England's monopol y on civil liberty. and Germans 

were now finally listening to the Engiish reformers' criticisrn about the deficiencies of 

the British Constitution (Kuczynski 241; Robson-Scott 201). However, the Reign of 

Terror smn ended any feelings of hope for real social change in France. so that middle- 

class Germans (and Britons) again needed to look elsewhere for such sentiment. For 

many Germans this had either always reinained or retumed to Great Britain. 

Schopenhauer's more balanced, Le., negative as well as positive, view reflects this. Her 

travelogue is arguably attempting to dispel anglophile myths, but at the time when she 

travelled and wrote (a span of ten years). ideas on Great Britain's cultural superiority in 

Europe were undergoing a revision. Regardless of anglophilia's decline, in view of the 
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number of travelogues about England that were being produced well into the nineteenth 

century,' it would be too simplistic to place dates as beginning and ending the 

phenomenon and signal anglophilia's outright demise. Certainly any cultural craze will 

eventually bum itself out, as did anglophilia in Germany, but, as gallophilia in Germany 

also shows, the belief s complete disappearance took sorne time. 

A detailed analysis of their works also reveals that these four German writen 

handled the anglophilia phenomenon as an individual because each had an agenda, and 

their diverse attitudes retlect the various degrees to which each accepted this British 

cultural supenonty. La Roche and Archenholz were both enthusiastic anglophiles, 

although their approaches to the subject differed so greatly. Archenholz saw the 

paradoxical nature of the British way of life on different levels -- La ~ o c h e  did not - but 

this is due to his prolonged residence in the country, Le., he could not ignore what time 

had made apparent to him. 

Moritz's travel account anticipates the ideas of Romanticism and reflects the 

growing trend of introspection and psychological sel f-analysis, as does his recounting of 

his spiritual journey in the autobiographical novel Anron Reiser. Why he chose England 

as his means to amplify his self-undentanding we may never know, except to speculate 

that his teenage years in Hannover may have helped to set him on this paih. The 

psychological aspect, be i t cal led prej udice, engrained stereotype, or persona1 agenda, 

is a significant factor contributing to the tinished product so that. while Moritz is the 

' Some notable examples: Fanny Lewald's Reisetagebuch am England und Schottlund 
(1 852). Frederika Bremer's Engiund in, Juhre 1851 (1 853), Theodor Fontane's E h  
Sommer in London ( 1854) and Emma Niendorf s Airs Lnnrlon ( 1855). 
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most obvious example. he is certainly not alone. Each travd wnter chooses a central 

focus around w hich al1 the observations revolve: Piozzi strives to prove foreigners more 

tolerant than her compatriots, Radcliffe the exact opposite. Archenholz intends to educate 

the German reader about Great Bntain's past and present by providing explanations of 

customs and institutions. La Roche wants readen to feel the greatness of British culture 

as she feels it. while Schopenhauer wishes to dis@ such beliefs. 

The cultural attitudes in Germany regarding Great Bntain's political and social 

superiority were as difticult to overcoine as those attitudes regarding gender roles. In 

addition to the vary i ng degrees of linguistic pro ficiency evidenced here, which either 

helped or hindered the experience, attitude tiltered ail the observations, thereby 

compromising their reliability. This in tum jeopardizes to a certain degree the author's 

credibility. In every case in this study, one can honestly assen that a visit to the foreign 

country did not change anyone's attitude. 

My study has endeavoured to f i l 1  a gap in the study of eighteenth-century travel 

literature by casting light upon two writers whose contributions to the genre have hitherto 

gone largely unnoticed. That other non-canonical travel writers were also brought to Iight 

has been a positive by-product. Moreover. in their illumination we have learned more 

about La Roche's and Schopenhauer's context in the overail fabric of the genre and its 

tirnes. Ultimately, as these two German travel wnten have confirmeci, an eighteenth- 

century woman did not need to be a rebel necessarily to achieve her goals of travel 

and/or education. One may safely assert. however. that the very acts of travelling and 

wnting. particularly when supported by the idea of the freedom enjoyed by British 
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subjects, may prove to have been these two writen' legacy to the genre and to female 

achievement. 
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